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Preface
Nowadays I feel the only constant is change;
don’t you think it’s strange?
While we – as nations – fight for freedom,
I think we are – as individuals – imprisoned,
or at least held captive
by our availability to instant messaging and mobile phone calls,
at any time, at any tense;
does that make sense?
As a scientist I seek to explain;
ask the question why.
Describe the logic
behind what may seem random.
Because why have a mind if not to question why?
Why have the thirst if not to drink the wine?1
And this is exactly what I do
in this work that lies in front of you.
My Serviguration ontology is a framework to explain
how to design a service bundle that serves an aim.
The title of this thesis, I wanted very much,
to be funny, as such:
“Capturing the rationale behind e-service bundling;
Who said e was irrational?”
But a quick survey showed
that too many people don’t get the joke.
So I opted for a “mainstream” title (how sad),
and named my own company ‘e-Rational’ instead.
1 Quotation

from “Where is it written”, Yentl
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The world will be the same tomorrow.
Where I have left, others will follow.
The more I learn,
the more I realize
the less I know.2
Therefore all is left for me is to acknowledge
that this thesis is just another brick in the wall of knowledge.
A brick of 300 pages, of 30 months,
of ups and downs, of smiles and tears.
Now that this marathon of mine has ended,
it’s time to say that I am indebted
to many who have helped, assisted and supported;
to those who pushed me towards their goals,
and to those who pushed me towards mine,
through OBELIX, through FrUX and e-Rational time.
As informal I am,
I will thank you by using your first name.
Alex, Amit, Ander, Andrei and Annette;
Carlos, Clemens, Erik, Femke and Franka;
Galit, Gil, Hanne, Hans and Hans;
Jaap, Marta, Michel, Nieves, Oren and Patricia;
Robert, Roel and Rose-Marie;
Shiri, and of course Zsofi.
Last, but always first,
great support, for every piece and every bit,
has been – and is – given by Aba, Ima, Ofra & Idith.

The word ‘I’ has been used here often enough;
from now on, pluralis modestiae, I shall be ‘we’.

Ziv Baida, Amsterdam, March 2006

2 Quotation

from “A piece of sky”, Yentl

Chapter 1

Introduction
Services account for a large and growing share of the total economic output in many
economies. Often services are offered partially or fully via the Internet. Hence, information systems research should focus on supporting the offering and provisioning of
Internet-enabled services. An important task that software should support is service
bundling. A service bundle consists of more elementary services, similarly to a PC
consisting of hardware components. Bundling is often required to satisfy complex
customer needs, which cannot be satisfied simply by one service. Service bundling
introduces extra complexity, compared to the composition of PCs and other goods.
First, business logic that sets rules for composing services into service bundles is
domain- and supplier specific, implicit and ill-defined. Second, services are mostly
intangible: they cannot be described by physical characteristics, as is the case for PCs
or mobile phones. As a result, it is hard to describe services in unambiguous terms,
which has been a prerequisite for the composition of complex physical products by
software. We therefore conclude that services must be described by non-physical
properties, and additionally that domain- and supplier specific business rules must be
modeled in order to achieve online – software-aided – service bundling.
Although services are a mature research discipline in business research, this research
is mostly described in natural language, which is not suitable for software support.
Research in computer science, on the other hand, provides the required formality
to automate business transactions, but overlooks business logic that constitutes the
essence of every service. To this end, we developed and formalized a conceptual
model, an ontology, for describing services and service bundling. Content-wise, our
ontology takes a business value perspective: services are economic activities. In
contrast, with respect to methodology, we employ computer-based reasoning techniques to provide the necessary formality for software support of service bundling.
We implemented our ontology in software tools, and provide empirical evaluation
and validation through studies in complex domains: energy services and health care.
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1.1

Introduction

Software-aided Service Bundling

Our service ontology facilitates the automation of the service bundling task, which
is traditionally performed in the minds of service personnel (employees who come
in contact with customers). First and foremost one may think of automation for
online service provisioning, so-called e-services. Online software applications can
replace service personnel in offering customer-tailored service bundles only when the
business logic behind this process is captured and formalized. As we will show in the
rest of this section, online service bundling is indeed gaining importance. Second,
automation can also be used offline, to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
tasks that humans perform.

1.1.1

Online Service Bundling

Online service bundling is more a future scenario than a current happening. This
scenario is driven by several economic and technological forces, related separately to
the online aspect, to the service aspect, and to the bundling aspect of online service
bundling.
Online service bundling
The Internet is said to link together two forces in the last decennium: globalization
of businesses and ICT revolution (Pohjola 2002). The Internet has changed dramatically the habits of home users as well as commercial businesses and governmental
organizations. Many consider the Internet to be a key source of information, a means
to lower operational costs and a channel to interact with customers. From a customer
perspective as well as from a supplier perspective, the Internet has several important
advantages. First, geographical boundaries that have limited the matchmaking between customers and suppliers now disappear. Second, the Internet offers flexibility
in time because transactions can be done also beyond opening hours of brick-andmortar shops and offices, offering extra ease and comfort to customers, and at the
same time making it possible to generate revenues 24x7 for suppliers. Third, accessibility to many (online) shops reduces costs. Operational costs of suppliers are
reduced due to a faster and machine-controlled process. From a customer perspective, shopping online and acquiring information online save costs both in terms of
time (spent on searching for a product or information) and in terms of money (prices
can easily be compared to find the cheapest supplier).
Online service bundling
In B2C, the Internet has so far been used mainly to offer physical goods, such as
books, CDs or PCs. However, from an economic perspective, services grow more
and more in importance, and will be offered and deployed via the Internet increasingly. More jobs are offered by the service sector than in all other sectors of the U.S.
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economy all together, and the number of jobs in the service sector is still growing.
Also in middle- and low-income developing economies, the service sector accounts
for the largest share of total economic output (World Trade Organization 2003).
Online service bundling
At the same time, globalization and a number of other economic developments and
principles (that we review in Section 2.3) push companies towards a new way of marketing their goods and services: bundling. Bundling is “the sale of two or more separate products in one package”, often for a price that is lower than the sum of the prices
of the separate products in the package (Stremersch & Tellis 2002, Guiltinan 1987).
The term product is often used to refer to goods, but in fact it is the supertype of
both goods and services. ‘Product’ is defined as “the core output of any type of industry”; goods can be described as “physical objects or devices”, and “services are
actions or performances” (Lovelock 2001). The Internet enables integrating elementary services of multiple suppliers into a seamless service bundle in cases where such
cooperations were not possible so far.
Online service bundling
The Internet is a popular channel mainly for selling goods. Customers can design
a complex good (e.g., a PC) out of more elementary components and order such a
good online, for example on the websites of Dell and Cisco. Such e-commerce scenarios are facilitated by a component-based description of goods, specifically suited
for composing complex goods. So-called ‘product configurators’, software-based
systems that compose (‘design’, or ‘configure’) complex goods out of more elementary elements - ‘components’ - have been on the market for several decennia
(e.g., R1/XCON (McDermott 1982), MICON (Birmingham et al. 1988), VT (Gruber
et al. 1996) and Cossoack (Mittal & Frayman 1989)). They share an important denominator: the components they use for composing complex artifacts are tangible,
and components are configured into artifacts based on their physical properties. This
is improper for services, due to their intangibility. Online design of complex services
requires similar mechanisms for services.

1.1.2

Offline Service Bundling

Software support for service bundling has gained importance also for offline tasks.
In the past a business would often work as an autonomous entity to offer its value
proposition to its customers. Nowadays it is common practice for businesses to participate in value constellations (Porter 1985, Normann & Ramirez 1994), where several suppliers jointly offer a value proposition to customers, while they are incapable
of delivering this value proposition as single businesses. This joint offering of services and goods is very much facilitated by technologies as the Internet. However, a
first step in the realization of such value constellations – whereas the joint offering
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is offered online or offline – is a business analysis to examine the financial feasibility of such cooperations. As typically a number of enterprises participate in a value
constellation, and the business analysis has to take all participants into consideration,
complexity increases. Automated reasoning by information systems can help business analysts cope with this complexity when they perform a business analysis in
which service bundles are to be explored. Software tools can help business analysts
design possible service bundles, and examine their financial feasibility. The choice
of services to include in a service bundle determines the partners that participate in a
value constellation.

1.1.3

Approach to Software-aided Service Bundling

Composing a complex artifact (e.g., service, good, software component) out of more
elementary elements requires that the elementary elements are described in a way that
supports composition. Service description (to facilitate composing a complex service
out of more elementary services) differs from the description of physical goods (to
facilitate composing a complex good) and from the description of software components (to orchestrate transactions between software components, e.g., web services,
that together make up a business process). We will now discuss the differences.
Complex Services vs. Complex Goods
We take as our starting point the economic principle that when customers buy a
service/good, they are interested in the value – the benefits – of that service/good,
rather than in the service/good itself (Teare 1998, Lancaster 1966). Yet, if we look
at websites of market leaders as Dell (PCs), Sony Ericsson (mobile phones), Amazon (books, music, movies) or Virgin (music, movies), we see that they all describe
goods by their physical properties (e.g., weight, DVD zone number) or functionalities that are based on physical properties (e.g., Bluetooth wireless, video record),
rather than by the benefits that they provide. Physical characteristics of goods can be
expressed unambiguously, making it possible for customers and suppliers to use the
same terminology when referring to a good. Hence the need to describe goods by
their benefits does not arise. This is not the case with services, since services cannot
be described unambiguously by their physical properties. In fact, even the same service can be different when provided twice (for example due to differences between
service personnel) or can be perceived as different by customers due to differing customer expectations. As a result, the matchmaking between customer demands and
available services cannot be performed based on physical characteristics of services.
Instead, it can be performed based on the benefits that services deliver, in accordance
with the above mentioned economic principle.
Complex Services vs. Complex Software Components
Neither is composing a complex service (a service bundle) the same as orchestrating
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web services into an executable business process. First, the nature of the elements to
compose is different. As mentioned before, we define services as economic activities
where customers and suppliers exchange objects of economic value. Web services, on
the other hand, are software applications that can be invoked over the Internet. Second, the level of focus is different. While service description and service bundling
focus on what the economic nature of a business transaction is (business value perspective), web service description and web service composition/orchestration focus
on how a business transaction is carried out (business process perspective).
Serviguration
Our approach, termed serviguration, considers services to be economic activities in
which suppliers and customers exchange benefits, objects of economic value, such
as money, valuable capabilities or experiences and possibly also physical goods.
Content-wise we interpret the term service as it is interpreted in the service management and service marketing literature, which is where the term service stems from.
We employ conceptual modeling and computer based reasoning techniques to facilitate software-aided reasoning on (1) the design of packages of services, and (2) the
matchmaking between customers (who have certain needs) and available services and
service bundles (that offer benefits to satisfy these needs). The key to answering both
questions lies in considering a service as an activity of exchanging benefits. This is
opposed to other approaches in computer science (Payne et al. 2001, Paolucci, Kawamura, Payne & Sycara 2002, Fox et al. 1997), where requirements (customer needs)
are matched with available services based on physical properties or functionalities.
Designing a service bundle is designing an artifact that provides a set of benefits, and
requires the sacrifice of other benefits. Benefits are derived through an understanding
of how customer demands can be satisfied by service outcomes. This results in the
ability to automate the offering of customer-tailored service bundles, such that a service bundle includes services of multiple suppliers, that together satisfy a customer’s
demand, while the single services of single suppliers cannot satisfy the demand.

1.2

Research Context

We report about research conducted within the framework of two research projects:
OBELIX (Ontology-Based ELectronic Integration of CompleX Products and Value
Chains1 ) and FrUX (Freeband User eXperience2 ). OBELIX was an EC-funded IST
project, starting March 2002 until November 2004. It focused on integration and
interoperability capabilities for e-business scenarios for value constellations, characterized by complex goods, services and supply chains. FrUX started in January 2004,
1 http://www.cs.vu.nl/˜obelix
2 http://frux.freeband.nl
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and is scheduled to be completed in June 2008. As part of the Dutch national Freeband program, it is partly financed by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. The
main objective of FrUX is to advance the understanding of designing and provisioning ICT-based services and service bundles that automatically adapt to changes in the
context of user groups, and push information based on group profiles.
Both projects apply research directly to real-world situations. To achieve this, the
projects involve research institutes as well as partners from various sectors in the
industry (OBELIX involved partners from the energy sector and from the music industry; FrUX involves partners from the health sector and from the police). Consequently, our role as researchers is dual. On the one hand we perform research in
an academic environment, resulting in theory formation as manifested in publications in scientific conferences and journals. On the other hand, we have a consulting
role towards partners from various industries, as their interest in the project is that
the research we conduct helps them achieve their business goals, or tackle business
problems and challenges.

1.3

Research Question

The central research question in this thesis is:
How can services be modeled such that the task of designing service bundles can
be automated?
Automation always has some goal(s). The goals of an information system determines
which knowledge should be captured. In our case we are interested in automating the
design of service bundles for two usages:
1. Realize websites where service bundles will be offered to customers based on
their needs and demands.
2. Conduct business analyses to find financially interesting cooperations between
service suppliers who can offer their independent services as a bundled offering.
From a business research perspective, our service modeling approach increases the
tangibility of services, because it concretizes and formalizes the essence of the mostly
intangible services and describes services in computational terms. From a computer
science research perspective, our modeling approach shows that in spite of their intangibility, complex services (service bundles) can be designed – or configured –
similarly to how product configurators configure complex physical goods, and taking
business logic into consideration.
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Given that our research takes place in a multidisciplinary environment, where topics
related to business research are tackled using practices from computer- and information sciences, the above research question can be refined into several smaller research
questions:
1. What are services? Originally, we had our own idea about how to interpret
the term ‘service’. Once engaged in a literature review, we found that many
interpretations exist.
2. What is the business logic behind consuming and providing service bundles? Customers and suppliers view service bundles differently. We are interested in understanding what makes a service bundle worth consuming, from
a customer perspective, and why are services combined into a service bundle,
from a supplier perspective. A remark about the customer perspective is in
place here. Understanding customer behavior can be the topic of numerous
research projects within marketing departments in business schools, and is not
the main focus of our research. Different answers may exist for this question, depending on criteria as the type of service and the type of customer. We
are not interested in exploring the marketing criteria that explain a customer’s
preference for (an instance of, or a type of) a service, but in a more abstract
understanding of the reasoning that leads customers to consume services.
3. How can existing computer based reasoning techniques capture the above
logics? Having understood what a service is, why customers want to consume
services and what is the supply-side logic behind combining services into service bundles, we are interested in examining how reasoning techniques from
computer- and information science can capture the above business knowledge,
such that the design of customer-centric service bundles of networked enterprises can be automated.

1.4

Research Approach

As opposed to traditional research which aims at creating knowledge only (Styhre
& Sundgren 2005), our research has a dual goal: expanding scientific knowledge,
as well as solving practical problems. To achieve this, we researchers engage in an
interactive, collaborative process with practitioners who know a domain, to which we
apply a theory. Our research approach is visualized in Figure 1.1.
Background: Business Research & Practice and Configuration Theory
Being a multidisciplinary topic, software-based service bundling from a business
value perspective is too hard a nut to crack using research practices from either
business research or computer science. Our approach therefore uses knowledge and
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Figure 1.1: Research approach (arrows denote the direction of progress and backtracking in the research)
techniques from both disciplines in order to represent the service bundling task as
a configuration task, for which computer-based solutions exist. Yet, the notion of
‘configuration’ is not common within business research (certainly not in the context
of service bundling), and the business value perspective on services is not common
within computer science. As the problem we wish to solve is of a business nature,
and the notions ‘service’ and ‘service bundling’ stem from business research, this is
the starting point of our research.
Conceptual Model
We draw knowledge from years of research in business schools, resulting in a wealth
of literature on service management and service marketing. The vast majority of
this knowledge is represented in natural language, which is unsuitable for computer
reasoning. Therefore, a necessary step in solving the problem at hand is creating a
conceptual model of services and service bundles, based on business research. Realworld studies from service industries serve us in developing this conceptual model.
In order to represent service bundling as a configuration problem, our conceptual
model adheres to and is also based on configuration theory. Conceptual models exist
for configuration, as this research has been performed within computer science and
AI groups, where formal conceptual modeling techniques are employed more often.
The process of developing a conceptual model is cyclic, such that the model is repeatedly tested against the underlying theory and against real-world situations that
we encounter in service industries.
Software Tools
We claim that the resulting conceptual model can be used for software-based service bundling. Subsequently, we formalize the model as an ontology and develop
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software tools for service bundling. Tools should be able to answer possible questions of their users (in our case: offer service bundles that fit customer demands), and
use the underlying conceptual model to perform the reasoning required for answering
these questions. In other words, software tools serve for validating the theoretical and
computational adequacy of the underlying conceptual model. If a reasoning process
appears not to be possible during software development, we return to the conceptual model to investigate why. If required, the model is adapted, or the theoretical
literature is studied again to find out whether the model should and can be adapted.

Validation in Real-World Studies
Finally, we cooperate with experts from service industries to investigate real-world
cases by modeling them and generating service bundles using our software tools. If
satisfactory service bundles are generated by the software, which is based on our conceptual model, our claim has proven to be correct. If the software generates wrong
service bundles, or does not generate the desired service bundles, we re-examine the
software itself, the underlying conceptual model, and if necessary also the literature
on which our conceptual model is based. When necessary, we adapt the software and
the underlying conceptual model. This theory formation using real-world situations
through an iterative process of trying out a theory, gaining feedback and modifying the theory is required due to the ill-structured and ill-defined (in computational
terms) nature of businesses, as opposed to conventional systems analysis approaches
(Avison et al. 1999).

Ontology development in the context of “the ill-structured, fuzzy world of complex
organizations” (Avison et al. 1999) uses real-world situations in order to develop
an ontology (theory) that is applicable across a variety of such situations. The ontology has to be general enough to be applied across domains, but specific enough
to enable solving business problems that practitioners and their businesses face. Every real-world situation that we investigate contributes to theory formation and validation. In each such study we researchers identify a research problem, seek for
real-world situations where the problem can be expected, and then apply a theory
and use a methodology to actively participate in these real-world situations. Insights
gained while participating in a situation are then used to reflect on the theory, on the
methodology and on the real-world situations. In our research, real-world situations
need not necessarily be literally solved by the researcher (as suggested by the term
‘therapeutic’ that Baskerville & Myers (2004) use). Instead, the nature of real-world
situations in which we are involved is often exploratory (e.g., business analyses), so
practitioners do not expect us researchers to solve a problem with ‘the best’ solution,
but to provide them with a means to find and explore various solutions.
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Contribution

So far, research on the business value perspective of offering services and service
bundles to customers has been performed by business researchers only (Barrutia
Legarreta & Echebarria Miguel 2004, Berry & Parasuraman 1991, Grönroos 2000,
Guiltinan 1987, Lovelock 1983, Normann 2001, Payne 1993, van Riel et al. 2001,
Zeithaml & Bitner 1996). A main drawback of research done in business schools is
that research results do not have a computational representation, to facilitate computerbased reasoning.
For business research, the contribution of this thesis is in providing a computational
framework to model the logics behind offering services and service bundles to customers from a business value perspective, such that computer-based reasoning about
this topic becomes possible. On the one hand, this thesis centers around describing
knowledge that stems from business research. On the other hand, we employ techniques from information- and computer sciences to describe this knowledge. For
computer science research, the contributions of this thesis are (1) in showing that
product configurators, which have traditionally been used to configure tangibles (physical goods), can also be used to configure intangibles (services), and how this can be
achieved; and (2) in demonstrating how business logic can be formalized and serve
as the driver behind configuration tasks.
We refer to (in)tangibility with a dual meaning. From a business research perspective, services are said to be intangible, in the sense of ‘not physical’. A formalized
conceptual model makes services more tangible, in the sense of ‘more concrete”, because it describes them in computational terms. From a computer science research
perspective, software has been used so far to configure tangibles (physical goods);
we will show in this thesis how intangibles (services) can be modeled such that the
configuration of intangibles can be performed similarly to the configuration of tangibles.
E-Service provisioning involves an intertwining of perspectives, ranging from a business value perspective to a computer science perspective. We firmly believe that
successful e-service realization requires that perspectives are integrated, so that software components reflect the business nature of the transaction that they realize. Yet,
research in business schools and in computer science departments is often monodisciplinary, and does not support the intertwining of perspectives. Research on the
business value perspective of services and e-services is mostly described in natural
language only, and therefore cannot be used in software realization. Research within
computer science departments very often does not take into consideration the business nature of transactions that software realizes. In light of the above, another important contribution of this thesis is that it makes part of the business value perspective
accessible for underlying perspectives by transforming ill-defined (in computational
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terms) knowledge from the business value perspective into well-defined knowledge.
Consequently, principles from the business value perspective can propagate to underlying perspectives in e-service realization.
The more ‘tangible’ contributions of our approach and research results are
1. an understanding of what services are;
2. an ontology for modeling services also from a customer perspective, while
other work concentrates only on a supplier perspective on services;
3. an ontology for configuring intangibles, as opposed to traditional configuration
research on the configuration of physical goods;
4. a four step method for using the ontology to perform a computer-supported
business analysis for value constellations;
5. a graphical representation of the ontology to enhance communication with
stakeholders; and
6. validation through implementation of software tools and through large scale
real-world studies in complex domains.

1.6

Structure of this Thesis

This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 presents the domain- and research background that lead to this thesis, the
research goals, the research approach and the contributions of the thesis.
Chapter 2 provides the justification for our service ontology. It investigates the use
of the term ‘service’ in different scientific fields, the need for a formal approach to
service bundling and the requirements for such a formal (ontological) approach. It
shows that existing mechanisms lack characteristics that such an approach requires.
Chapter 3 presents the service ontology itself, the main output of our research.
Chapter 4 shows how service bundling can be represented as a task of configuring
intangibles and tangibles, from a supplier’s perspective.
Chapter 5 outlines how a customer perspective can be added to the service bundling
task, so that service bundles are designed that satisfy customer demands.
Chapter 6 describes and discusses the implementation of our ontology in software
tools.
Chapter 7 demonstrates the use of the service ontology through a study in the energy
sector, and includes a four steps method for performing a business analysis for finding
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financially interesting cooperations between service suppliers who can offer their
independent services as a bundled offering.
Chapter 8 shows how our service ontology is used in the health sector to design and
offer service bundles mainly for dementia patients and their (in)formal carers.
Chapter 9 summarizes the conclusions of work that has been presented in the preceding chapters, and outlines future research directions.
Appendix A includes a formal representation of inherent constraints in the service
ontology. These are important for implementing information systems based on our
service ontology.

1.7

Publications

Major parts of this thesis have been published in conferences and journals.
• In Baida, Akkermans & Gordijn (2003) (the Fifth International Conference
on Electronic Commerce, ICEC03) we presented our research ideas, together
with some early results.
• In Baida, Gordijn, Omelayenko & Akkermans (2004) (the Sixth International
Conference on Electronic Commerce, ICEC04) we published a literature review on how the term ‘service’ is being used by different research communities.
• A discussion on service classification and how it differs from service configuration was published in Baida, Akkermans & Gordijn (2005) (workshop on
Product-Related Data in Information Systems, PRODIS 2005).
• Baida, Gordijn, Morch, Sæle & Akkermans (2004) (the 17th Bled eCommerce
Conference, Bled 2004) provides a four steps method for a business analysis
using our service ontology, exemplified by a study in the energy sector.
• Morch, Sæle, Baida & Foss (2005) (the 8th IASTED International Conference
on Power and Energy Systems, PES 2005) discusses the same study from the
point of view of an energy utility.
• Akkermans, Baida, Gordijn, Peña, Altuna & Laresgoiti (2004), an article in the
IEEE Intelligent Systems magazine, describes how we use our service ontology
together with a configuration ontology to configure services.
• In Baida, Gordijn, Sæle, Morch & Akkermans (2004) (the 16th International
Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering, CAiSE 2004), we
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present the service offering (supply-side) perspective of our ontology, and how
we use it to model energy services.
• In Baida, Gordijn, Sæle, Akkermans & Morch (2005) (the 17th International
Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering, CAiSE 2005) we
describe the service value (demand-side) perspective of our ontology, for an
audience of computer scientists.
• In Baida, Gordijn, Akkermans, Sæle & Morch (2005) (the International Journal
of E-Business Research) we describe the service value (demand-side) perspective of our ontology for an MIS (Management Information Systems) audience.
• Dröes, Meiland, Doruff, Varodi, Akkermans, Baida, Faber, Haaker, Moelaert,
Kartseva & Tan (2005) (an article in Medical and Care Compunetics 2) is an
early position paper concerning a large scale study in the health sector, where
our ontology is used to develop an information system for people with dementia and their (in)formal carers.
• In Pedrinaci, Baida, Akkermans, Bernaras, Gordijn & Smithers (2005) (the 6th
International Conference on Electronic Commerce and Web Technologies, ECWeb 2005) we explore ideas and show early results in one of our future research
directions: a coupling between the reasoning on services from a business value
perspective and the orchestration of semantic web services to carry out such
services.

Part I

Context

Chapter 2

Configuring Service Bundles
Note: This chapter provides the justification for our service ontology. It investigates the use of the term ‘service’ in different scientific fields (published in
the proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Electronic Commerce
ICEC04 (Baida, Gordijn, Omelayenko & Akkermans 2004)), the need for a formal approach to service bundling, and the requirements for such a formal (ontological) approach. It shows that existing mechanisms lack characteristics that
such an approach requires (published in the proceedings of the Workshop on
Product-Related Data in Information Systems, PRODIS 2005, (Baida, Akkermans & Gordijn 2005)).

In this thesis we aim at software support for service bundling, the activity of designing
a ‘package’ of several services that are sold as one (complex) service. To this end,
a shared understanding of the term ‘service’ is a first pre-requisite. The multiplicity
of service definitions and the variations in the use of the term ‘service’ (service, eservice, web service, commercial service and more) require that we first discuss this
term in depth. We present a discussion of this terminology in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
In Section 2.3 we argue why a formal approach is needed for service bundling. We
show that the need for service bundling and service bundling software stems from
economic and technological changes, presenting new opportunities and requirements
for doing business. Software development requires that domain knowledge is described formally, so that software can reason about it. This can be achieved by an
ontology with a computer-processable representation.
Consequently, in this thesis we propose a service ontology as a means to conceptualize and formalize domain knowledge on services, with the aim to automate reasoning
processes. In Section 2.4 we discuss requirements for such an ontology. Sections 2.5
and 2.6 discuss the suitability of existing classification schemes for our goal. Finally,
Section 2.7 provides a concluding outlook.
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What is a Service?

The realization of online service offerings requires that service suppliers structure and
store information and knowledge about their service offerings in a machine-readable
way, so that software can reason about services. For example, software should be
able to design complex services out of more elementary ones. On the one hand,
information on what service offerings consist of is business knowledge, possessed
by employees of service providers. It is described using concepts from the business
itself (cost, value, quality level and more). On the other hand, how to model and
store this information in a machine-readable way – for example to configure compositions of services – is mostly performed by information analysts. Finally, technical
IT departments implement information systems that use this information.
The required involvement of three different communities in developing e-services is
why different interpretations of the online service concept exist. The two extremes of
business experts versus IT staff are also visible in science: business researchers and
computer scientists dig into services but from an entirely different perspective. In this
section we present a survey of various interpretations of ‘service’ to enhance mutual
understanding of various disciplines involved during online service development, and
communication between experts from different domains. This mutual understanding
is a first step towards a comprehensive approach for online service development that
reflects the multidisciplinary nature of such a development process.

2.1.1

Service Terminology

Service has become a term loaded with different meanings in different circumstances,
mostly depending on who uses it. Different terms that include the word ‘service’, e.g.,
e-services, web services, commercial services etc, are referred to as just ‘services’.
Also the term ‘e-services’ is used with multiple interpretations.
One can classify the use of service-related terminology by various authors according
to their research domain. A large community within computer scientists devotes a
great deal of effort to research on a subject hardly known to business researchers:
web services, software that can be invoked over the Internet. The same community
of computer scientists often refers to e-services as software functionalities that are
delivered via web services (Hull et al. 2003, Pires et al. 2002).
Researchers in business schools have been investigating the nature of services in the
sense of business transactions for decades (Levitt 1973, Hill 1977, Sasser et al. 1978).
They traditionally refer to ‘services’, without any prefix, and consider them to be
economic activities, deeds and performances of a mostly intangible nature (Grönroos
2000, Kotler 1988, Zeithaml et al. 1990, Kasper et al. 1999). The term ‘activity’
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should be interpreted as an act of economic nature, rather than an operational process. In recent years the term e-services has gained ground also in the business research community (Rust & Kannan 2003, Stafford 2003, Taylor & Hunter 2002), but
with a different meaning than the same term has among computer scientists. The
difference in interpretations was well expressed by Stafford (2003): “Marketers see
e-services as a natural outgrowth of e-commerce, but they also view services through
a product-oriented lens; this is only natural. Technologists naturally view e-services
as Web-delivered software functionality, often characterized under the rubric of ‘web
services’.”
Information science researchers are trapped between these two worlds. In an attempt
to bridge the gap between computer scientists and business researchers, the use of
any of the above-mentioned terms is likely to fail either in the computer science
community or in the business research community. Publications of information scientists often refer to ‘services’ (Ardissono et al. 2002, O’Sullivan et al. 2002a), like in
the business research community (thereby possibly creating misunderstanding among
readers from the web services community). Others use the term real-world services
to differentiate it from web services (Baida, Akkermans & Gordijn 2003, Akkermans
et al. 2004), or the term commercial services (O’Sullivan et al. 2002b).
All these terms – to which we refer as ‘service terms’ – relate to the essence of
a service. Other terms are common as well, e.g., IT services, information services,
public services, governmental services, and more. These consider the domain-related
contents of the service, rather than the definition of what a service is. Consequently,
they are not part of our discussion.

2.1.2

Services in Business Research

Services have traditionally been a topic of research among business researchers1 . As
services are now being offered electronically over the Internet, in recent years eservice research has been emerging; researchers use traditional service research as a
basis for this new paradigm, and investigate differences between the “old world” and
the “new” one.
Although various researchers (naturally) use different definitions for the term ‘service’, the service area in business research shows a consensus on many points. Representative definitions of what a service is often contain the same recurring elements.
For example:
• Kotler (1988): “. . . any act or performance that one party can offer to another
that is essentially intangible . . . ”.
1 When referring to ‘business research’ in the context of services, we consider mainly the service
management and service marketing community.
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• Zeithaml & Bitner (1996): “. . . services are deeds, processes and performances
. . . ”.
• Grönroos (2000): “. . . activities . . . of a more or less intangible nature that
normally . . . take place in the interaction between the customer and service
employees and/or physical resources or goods and/or systems of the service
provider, which are provided as solutions to customer problems”.
• Lovelock (2001): “. . . economic activities . . . bringing about a desired change
. . . ”.

Edvardsson et al. (2005) performed an extensive literature research on service definition and service characteristics in service research literature, and incorporated in their
study also input from 11 leading scholars from the service research field. They conclude that “definitions focus on the offering to the customers” and stress value-in-use.
In the business research community it is thus accepted that ‘services’ are economic
activities that often result in intangible outcomes or benefits (customer value); they
are offered by a service provider to its (potential) customers. By using the term
‘economic activity’ (to which we also refer as ‘business activity’) we emphasize a
business value perspective on services (regarding a service as a transaction in which
customers and supplier(s) exchange objects of economic value), rather than an operational perspective (regarding a service as processes in which humans and machines
produce a product through some process). We refer to this interpretation when we
use the term ‘service’ (with no prefix) in this thesis.
Another remark on terminology is in place here. As said, services have an intangible nature. Their intangibility differentiates them from goods. Whereas people
often consider ‘good’ to be a synonym of ‘product’, in business research literature
‘product’ is defined as “the core output of any type of industry”, and “goods can
be described as physical objects or devices, whereas services are actions or performances” (Lovelock 2001). Both ‘good’ and ‘service’ are thus subtypes of products.
Hence, in this thesis we refer to goods as well as services when we use the term products. It should be noted that governmental and non-profit services are not excluded
from our definition of services as economic activities. Also these services involve the
exchange of value objects, but unlike most commercial services, in these cases the
value may be ideological, political or social.
As various industries – e.g., manufacturing industries, service industries and governments – have been moving towards a broad use of the Internet instead of traditionally
‘physical’ processes, the business research community has adopted a new field of research: e-services. We identify three views on e-service definition within the business
research community. First, several e-service researchers base their understanding of
what e-services are on Zeithaml et al. (2000). They consider e-services to be services (interpreted as presented earlier in this section), where the Internet is used as a
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channel to interact with customers (Janda et al. 2002, van Riel et al. 2001). Second,
de Ruyter et al. (2001) compared several conceptualizations of e-services, and concluded that a recurring theme in these conceptualizations is integration, the seamless
incorporation of technology and customer-oriented functions within the firm. They
define e-services as “an interactive, content-centered and Internet-based customer
service, driven by the customer and integrated with related organizational customer
support processes and technologies with the goal of strengthening the customerservice provider relationship.” Finally, Rust & Kannan (2003) define e-services as
“the provisioning of services over electronic networks”, whereby ‘electronic networks’ include not only the Internet, but also wireless networks as well as electronic
environments such as ATMs and smart card networks, kiosks, and “all touch points
with customers”. This definition is centered around the statement that this emerging
paradigm – e-service – is based on expanding revenues through enhancing service
and building profitable customer relationships. To summarize these definitions, we
can say that the first and the second definitions agree on e-services being an Internetbased version of traditional services. The first definition is not as broad as the second
one in the sense that it does not mention customer relationships or business processes.
The third definition includes the second one, and does not limit itself to the web.
The term web service is not often used in business research literature. If used by
business researchers, this term is either acknowledged as a computer science term
(and the computer science definition, given in the next section, is adopted (Stafford
2003)), or it is understood as services (in their business definition) delivered via the
web.
To conclude our discussion on the business research community, we can say that:
• There is a broad consensus on (‘traditional’) service definition.
• Most researchers define e-services as an Internet-based version of ‘traditional’
services. Broader, and other definitions exist as well.
• Web services are not often referred to; when this term is being used, the computer science definition is adopted.

2.1.3

Services in Computer Science

Three ‘service terms’ are common in computer science2 : web services, e-services
and services.
Web services are a hot item among computer scientists. Publications of web services and semantic web researchers discuss every possible aspect of web services.
2 We

refer mainly to the semantic web community, where services are a main topic of research.
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Nevertheless, research of the Gartner Group identified a widespread misunderstanding of what web services are (Hotle 2003), leading to the assumption that people
mistake web services for software that is accessed over the Web, rather than software that “implements coarsely-grained business functions, and is accessible over
the Internet”, or “commonly used business processes delivered over the Web”. Ample definitions of web services exist (RosettaNet consortium 2003, IBM 2000, Stencil Group 2001, Pires et al. 2002, Austin et al. 2004, Tidwell 2000). Some are
implementation-oriented (e.g., the W3C defines a web service as “a software system
identified by a URI3 , whose public interfaces and bindings are defined and described
using XML. Its definition can be discovered by other software systems. These systems may then interact with the web service in a manner prescribed by its definition,
using XML based messages conveyed by Internet protocols” (Austin et al. 2004)).
Others use a higher level of abstraction (e.g., the Stencil Group defines them as
“loosely coupled, reusable software components that semantically encapsulate discrete functionality and are distributed and programmatically accessible over standard
Internet protocols” (Stencil Group 2001)).
Three elements are common to many web service definitions: (1) software / applications, (2) functionalities and (3) the Internet/Internet technologies. Table 2.1 summarizes the recurring elements that appear in representative web services definitions. All
of the definitions agree on the fact that web services are software / applications to be
used on the Internet. Most of them explicitly recognize the existence of functionalities behind the software, but not the existence of business processes or business functionalities. Nevertheless, the software is an implementation of generic functionalities,
often offered by businesses to other businesses, to carry out some business process,
that realizes a business (economic) activity. These functionalities can roughly be categorized as information-providing services, such as flight information providers, temperature sensors, and cameras, and world-altering services, such as flight-booking
programs, sensor controllers, and a variety of e-commerce and business-to-business
applications (McIlraith et al. 2001).
The term e-services has a somewhat stronger business flavor than its counterpart
web services. E-Service definitions are characterized by a lower degree of consensus among those who use them. Govindarajan et al. (2001) write that “web services, or e-services are. . . ”, implying that web services – which were defined as software/applications – and e-services are synonyms. On the other hand, Kotov (2001)
describes e-services as “the realization of federated and dynamic e-business components in the Internet environment”, not putting the emphasis on how these e-business
components are realized (i.e., by applications).
Both web services and e-services are often referred to as simply services. Many
authors first use the terms web services or e-services, and further refer to them as
3 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2396.txt
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Table 2.1: Recurring elements in web service definitions

Software / application

W3C

Stencil Group

RosettaNet

IBM

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

×

Functionalities
Business processes
Internet

×

×

×

×

XML as a supporting
technology

×

×

×

×

‘services’, or include the term ‘service’ without any prefix in the title of their papers (Doulkeridis et al. 2003, Salzmann & Schätz 2003). Others adopt a businessflavored service definition, considering services as intangible goods (Chan et al.
2001). Telecommunication publications often discuss ‘services’ as well, either in
their business interpretation (what does a supplier offer to customers, see Section 2.1.2)
or as network sessions that realize these service offerings (van Halteren et al. 1999,
Koutsopoulou et al. 2001).
Business services (Glushko et al. 1999, Johannesson et al. 2000) is another ‘service
term’ that researchers in the computer science community use, although to a much
lesser degree than web services, e-services and services. Since it is neither used often,
nor defined, our literature review yielded no conclusions on how it is interpreted. One
could assume that authors who use this term adopt a business definition for ‘services’,
as presented in the previous section.
To conclude the discussion on computer science, we can say that:
• The term web service appears to be well-defined within computer science (see
Stencil Group (2001)).
• E-Service definition is not characterized by a consensus.
• The term service is used as a synonym for ‘web service’, as well as ‘e-service’.
Some, on the other hand, give it a business definition: intangible products.
Once again, misunderstandings are likely to happen.
• The term business service is sometimes used, though not defined.
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It appears thus that the term e-service is not well-defined in either business research
or computer science. Other terms, on the other hand, are well-defined within one of
these communities: services within business research (a business activity, emphasizing its intangibility and its business value) and web services within computer science
(emphasizing software and technologies).

2.1.4

Services in Information Science

As research on web services is becoming more and more popular among computer
scientists, and service research in business schools enters maturity, researchers from
information sciences try to convey a message to both communities, where the same
terms have differing meanings, as we have seen. Researchers from this field often
use definitions given by both other communities: when referring to software and
to technologies, they use the term web services, as done by computer scientists, and
when referring to economic activities with mostly intangible results, they use the term
services, as their colleagues from business schools do. Representative definitions for
‘service’ are given in Dumas et al. (2001): “a simple or a complex task or activity,
executed within an organisation on behalf of a customer or organisation”, and in
O’Sullivan et al. (2002a): “an action performed by one entity on behalf of another.
This action involves the transfer of value”. Sometimes authors refer to ‘products and
services’ (Ardissono et al. 2002, Mohan & Ramesh 2003). By doing so, it becomes
clear that they refer to ‘services’ in their business interpretation, since the comparison
of services vs. products (actually meaning goods, rather than products) stems from
business research. In other cases (Edmond & ter Hofstede 2000), the term ‘service’
is used with no definition.
In an attempt to avoid misunderstandings as a result of the term ‘service’ being interpreted as ‘web service’ rather than as an economic activity, Baida, Akkermans &
Gordijn (2003) introduced the term real-world service, giving it the same meaning as
the term ‘service’ has in the business research community. Others sometimes use the
term commercial service instead of ‘service’ (Lenk 1995), although the discussion
would be valid in case of governmental services too. Neither ‘real-world service’ nor
‘commercial service’ are used often.
Since the term e-service is not as mature as ‘service’ or even ‘web service’, it comes
as no surprise that researchers from information sciences interpret e-services in different ways. Some define it in a way similar to the business world: “services that are
delivered electronically, typically through the Internet” (Mohan & Ramesh 2003).
Others consider e-service to be a synonym of web service, as often the case in computer science: “electronic services offered over the Internet are also referred to as
electronic services, web services, Internet services, web-based services or e-services”
(Tut & Edmond 2002).

Service Terminology: Summary
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We can conclude the discussion on information sciences by stating that:
• The term web service is used like in computer science.
• The term service is mostly used like in business research.
• E-Services are interpreted either as an Internet-based version of ‘traditional’
services (similar to many researchers from business schools), or as web services (similar to many computer scientists).
• The terms commercial service and real-world service are sometimes used to
refer to services in their business interpretation.

2.2

Service Terminology: Summary

Table 2.2 summarizes the discussion on service, e-service and web service, the three
most widely used ‘service terms’. As the table shows, a shared understanding exists
of what ‘web services’ stand for. Misunderstandings are likely to occur when (1) using the term ‘services’ within computer science or possibly information science; (2)
using the term ‘e-services’ in any research community; and (3) discussing servicerelated subjects with experts from different communities (computer scientists, business researchers, information scientists). Our survey adds to existing research in providing researchers from three communities an overview of different interpretations
for the terminology they use, as well as how different terms are related.
Services
Since our research applies a business value perspective to services, as done in business research, we adopt the definition of ‘service’ as it is understood in the business
research community. Services typically present a bundle of benefits (e.g., rights,
experiences, goods), for which customers are willing to sacrifice (in money, in a
commitment to consume a service from a certain supplier for a long period). The
benefits and the sacrifices are objects of economic value, exchanged by customers
and suppliers in economic activities: services.
E-Services
We consider e-services to be services (interpreted as presented above), where the
Internet is used as a channel to interact with customers in at least part of the value
chain, including marketing, sales, logistics, production, delivery (in the case of services, production and consumption are inseparable) and after-sales support. When
these business activities are performed online, supported by technologies as web services, we refer to them as e-services. We consider ‘e-services’ to be a subset of
‘services’.
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Table 2.2: Service terms usage: summary
Services

E-Services

Web services

Business research

Well-defined

Core interpretation is
shared; interpretations
vary in the extent of
generalization

Rarely used, definition borrowed
from
computer
science

Computer
science

Divergent interpretations

Technical or business
definition

Well-defined

Information
science

Mostly business
definition

Business or technical definition

Well-defined

Web-services
As this term stems from computer science, we adopt an interpretation of web services
from that discipline. Different definitions exist for web services; the definition of the
Stencil Group is representative: web services are “loosely coupled, reusable software
components that semantically encapsulate discrete functionality and are distributed
and programmatically accessible over standard Internet protocols” (Stencil Group
2001). Web services are a technological means to realize e-services.

2.3

The Need for a Formal Approach to Service Bundling

We mentioned earlier that when several services are sold together as a ’package’, we
refer to this package as a ’service bundle’. A service bundle may include multiple
services of one supplier, or services of different suppliers. Service bundling is the
activity of composing various services into a service bundle. In this section we argue
for a formal description of the service domain, to be used for software-aided service
bundling. In particular, we will show that the need for a formal approach exists for
at least two different goals: (1) the realization of complex online service offerings
(e-services), and (2) business analyses of networked-enterprises. In both cases the
emphasis is put on scenarios in which a set of independent services is offered by a
group of suppliers as one package, a service bundle. In Section 2.3.2 we argue that a
need for bundling exists. In Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 we argue for supporting service
bundling by a formal approach, and in Section 2.3.5 we discuss the desired degree of
formality.

The Need for a Formal Approach to Service Bundling

2.3.1
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What is a Service Bundle?

The idea of bundling services and goods into a single ‘package’ is a conventional one
in the business research literature, and widely used in many industries. Yet, there is
no consensus on how to define the term bundling (Stremersch & Tellis 2002). In spite
of the lack of a common definition, most definitions share a common core, as defined
by Stremersch & Tellis (2002): “bundling is the sale of two or more separate products
in one package” (in their discussion on pricing and bundling strategies, Stremersch
& Tellis (2002) make a distinction between product bundling and price bundling, but
that is beyond the scope of the current discussion). Another well-accepted definition
is given by Guiltinan (1987), who refers also to the price of a bundle in his definition:
bundling is “the practice of marketing two or more products or services in a single
package for a special price”.
Researchers from business schools distinguish between two cases: offering services
only as a bundle (pure bundling), and offering both a bundle and its separate elements
(mixed bundling) (Guiltinan 1987, Normann 2001, Barrutia Legarreta & Echebarria
Miguel 2004).
Bundling does not necessarily refer to services. A well-known example of bundling
physical goods is the selling of a PC that a customer can design by combining separate elements, including a processor, a motherboard, internal memory, a CD/DVD
drive, and even a printer. Lovelock (2001) points out that many services are sold with
physical goods without being charged separately, and that many services are in fact a
bundle of more elementary services, possibly with physical goods as well.
In this thesis we define a service bundle as a package of one (the trivial case) or more
services, whereby: (1) ‘service’ is interpreted as an economic activity in which customers and suppliers exchange objects of economic value; and (2) numerous service
providers can supply the different services included in a bundle; and (3) the package
is marketed and sold to customers as one whole (the elements in a service bundle are
often also marketed and sold independently). An e-service bundle is a service bundle, where the bundle’s elements as well as the bundle itself are e-services (as defined
in Section 2.1.1). Service bundling is the marketing and sale of two or more separate services in one package (Stremersch & Tellis 2002). Finally, e-service bundling
is the marketing and sale of two or more separate e-services in one package. The
terms service bundling and e-service bundling can also be interpreted as the process
of designing service bundles and e-service bundles.

2.3.2

Reasons to Bundle Services

Businesses deploy the principle of bundling for divergent reasons, as has been studied
by business researchers. Guiltinan (1987) explains that from a managerial perspec-
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tive, bundling is traditionally related to two phenomena:
1. Most service suppliers have a high degree of cost sharing, so that the marginal
costs of selling extra services to the same customer are low. Bundling multiple services is then a means to reduce costs. The various activities (services)
that are packaged into a bundle may use common processes, technological and
human infrastructure of service suppliers. Once combined into a bundle, the
cost of providing several services to one customer is lower than the cost of
providing the same services separately to different customers.
2. Services are often interdependent in demand, meaning that a customer is often
interested in more than one service. This is mostly the case for related services
(e.g., bundling a set of financial services).
In more recent work, Mourdoukoutas & Mourdoukoutas (2004) argue that the semiglobal economy requires companies to bundle services. In contradiction with earlier thoughts about globalization, the world economy cannot turn into a single integrated market, with the same products for domestic and international consumption
(Mourdoukoutas & Mourdoukoutas 2004). Instead, globalization is combined with
localization, to achieve the best of both, resulting in what is referred to as semi-global
economy. On the one hand, achieving economies of scale and reducing costs requires
that global businesses cooperate with their global competitors, as can be seen in the
cooperation between Daimler Chrysler, Mitsubishi and Hyundai (Mourdoukoutas &
Mourdoukoutas 2004). On the other hand, achieving local product differentiation
requires that these global businesses compete with the same global partners by cooperating with local service providers that can help them differentiate their products,
and make these products fit the local demands. Opting for this strategy is very beneficial when bundling commodity products – that are hard to differentiate – with local
services. Commodities, highly standardized products as electricity, chemicals and by
now also online banking services, are hard to market, since the differences between
the products of competing suppliers are minimal, and often also the prices are almost the same. In such situations suppliers may want to bundle these standardized
products with other products that help them differentiate themselves and compete in
the market. In fact, due to the existence of an extra – non-standardized – product,
customers are willing to consume the standardized product as well.
Increasing revenues has traditionally been acknowledged as a main reason for product bundling (Zhu & MacQuarrie 2003), as can be illustrated by the example of the
Microsoft Office Basic suite, where three programs (Word, Excel and Outlook) are
sold in the Netherlands for a single price of 210 Euro. Customer A perceives Word
to be worth 150 Euro, but is not willing to pay more than 60 Euro for Excel, and is
not at all interested in Outlook. Customer B perceives each of the three programs to
be worth 70 Euro. If priced separately, Microsoft maximizes revenue with a price of
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150 Euro for Word, 60 Euro for Excel and 70 Euro for Outlook, with total revenue
equaling 340 Euro (Customer A will buy Word and Excel; customer B will buy only
Excel and Outlook). But if Word, Excel and Outlook are bundled together and priced
at 210 Euro, both customers will purchase the bundle, and revenue will equal 420
Euro.
Bennett & Robson (2001) discuss bundling as a means to increase competitiveness
through creating entry barriers. Potential new entrants to an industry (companies that
will offer the same, similar or substitute products) are one of the influencing factors
of a firm’s competitiveness, as shown in Michael Porter’s Five Forces model for performing analyses of competition within industries (Porter 1980). A firm can increase
its competitiveness by creating obstacles for potential new entrants. These obstacles
are referred to as entry barriers. Porter (1980) discusses several ways to create entry
barriers, including economies of scale, product differentiation and access to distribution channels. These are entry barriers, because they are strategic advantages that
potential new entrants need to achieve in order to compete with existing actors in the
industry, who have already acquired these advantages. For example, if a new entrant
offers the same products as existing suppliers, but does not succeed in achieving the
same economies of scale as existing suppliers do, it will not be competitive. Bennett
& Robson (2001) argue that bundling also creates entry barriers: a potential new
entrant will have to offer a whole set of services – and not just a single one – in
order to be competitive in a given industry. Hence, by offering a bundle of services
firms make it more difficult for potential new entrants, and thereby increase their own
competitiveness.
Normann (2001) discusses another reason for bundling: a development towards a
need-oriented matching between activities of customers and suppliers. This phenomenon stems from the deregulation of markets, as experienced by a broad variety of markets (e.g., the US airline industry was deregulated in 1978; the European electricity industry was deregulated in 1999). Owing to deregulation, the relations between customers and suppliers are no longer monopoly-based and supplierdominated. Instead, companies compete on customers, and are required to adapt their
offerings to suit the demands of customers. This, in turn, has caused two different
trends (Normann 2001):
• Unbundling: in situations where a monopolist could force customers to buy a
bundle, the elements of such a bundle are now sold also independently, because
new competitors offer them independently.
• (Re)bundling: recombining the separate service elements into bundles that best
fit customers demands. As the interaction between customers and suppliers
becomes more customer need-oriented (and not – as done before regulation
– monopolist need-oriented), suppliers bundle services to create an optimal
solution for a customer’s need.
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In short, due to a number of economic developments it is beneficial – or even required
– for businesses to bundle services (and goods). Yet, a bundle needs to be presented
also to customers as more beneficial for them than the separate elements. To this
end, suppliers can choose to emphasize the complete solution that a bundle gives to a
customer need, or the price of a bundle. Accordingly, the price of a bundle is typically
lower than the sum of the prices of the separate elements.
It is important to acknowledge that in the above discussion services are interpreted as
economic activities that offer customers a solution for their needs, in accordance with
service definition in business research and in this thesis (see Section 2.1.2). Service
bundles are therefore a bundle of economic activities, offering a bundle of benefits
(Kasper et al. 1999). Inherent to understanding services as economic activities that
provide benefits, they are seen as activities in which customers and suppliers exchange objects of economic value, such that both perceive the value that they receive
as greater than the value they give. Consequently, bundling services must also be seen
as the bundling of activities that provide values and require other values. This observation is important for the positioning of the rest of our work, because it implies that
a service bundle is considered as a complex activity of exchanging economic values
between customers and suppliers, and not as a complex business process, focusing on
operations. Bundling refers to combining economic activities, and not to combining
business processes.
Economic activities are carried out by business processes. The former describe a
value exchange between customer and supplier, and the latter describe how the value
exchange is executed in terms of scheduling, resource flow (information, human resources) and customer-supplier interaction. Often bundled economic activities use
shared business processes, so the operationalization of a service bundle requires less
resources than the operationalization of the separate elements in a bundle. In this
thesis we consider only the bundling of services as economic activities, and we do
not discuss how a complex business process can be designed to carry out a service
bundle.

2.3.3

Realizing E-Service Offerings

More and more businesses nowadays offer their services via the Internet, either parallel to or instead of the traditional physical channels. Statistics show an immense
growth in the percentage of households with Internet access that actually shop online; from 27% in 1998 to nearly 50% in 2000 (Xue et al. 2003). Almost 30% of
Internet users in the EU use online banking services, with the Nordic countries as
leaders; nearly 65% of Internet users in Finland use online banking (Centeno 2003).
Airlines sell more and more tickets online instead of through traditional travel agencies; check-in is performed online rather than at the check-in counter in the airport.
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Companies as DHL and FedEx allow customers to follow their shipments through
a so-called “track and trace” system. Governments start considering online voting.
These are all examples showing the dominant and growing role and importance of
e-services in a variety of industries.
Online service offerings introduce several new challenges, with which traditional,
brick-and-mortar service providers do not have to deal.
1. A shared understanding of the term ‘service’ is required in order to enable
customers search and compare services of multiple suppliers. This holds for
B2C scenarios, but also for B2B scenarios where businesses form a supply
chain, deploying Internet as a means to achieve efficiency gains in supply chain
management, thereby relying on information integration along this chain. To
arrive at such an integration, each party in the chain should have the same
understanding of the good or service to be delivered.
2. Demand-side (customer) perspective. In e-service offerings it is no longer
sufficient that only service personnel understands customers’ needs; if a supplier wishes to offer customized services through an automated online process,
software must be able to reason about these customer needs and about the possible service offerings satisfying such needs, so that the whole process can be
provided online.
3. Supply-side (supplier) perspective. Online service provisioning implies that
also supply-side business logic needs to be dealt with by software, to design a
service offering (a set of one or more services) that adheres to business rules.
These may include legislative restrictions, strategic business decisions as the
choice of preferred business partners and business efficiency: the ability to use
well existing infrastructures and other resources. While these considerations
are all taken into account by service- and marketing personnel, as soon as the
front office “goes online”, software has to use this knowledge in the process of
defining customer-tailored service offerings.
4. Bundling. The need for a software-based process becomes even greater when
multiple services and multiple suppliers are involved in a single scenario. Consider a customer who wants to buy a service bundle of which the separate services are offered by different suppliers. Each supplier offers its added value,
and together suppliers provide a complete answer for a customer need. In
such a case, software should be able to decide whether and how to combine
services of multiple suppliers into one service bundle. In other words, supplyside business logic that is used to create such service bundles also needs to be
made machine interpretable, so that software can generate service bundles for
a given customer.
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In conclusion, complex online service provisioning scenarios (involving a variety of
services, supplied by a variety of suppliers) require a shared understanding of the
service concept, and a formalization of domain knowledge, including (1) customer
needs, (2) an understanding of how available services can satisfy customer needs, and
(3) the supply-side business logic that is used in making the decision to offer certain
– single or bundled – services to a customer.
We suggest a formal description of services from a supplier perspective and from a
customer perspective, including the business logic that dictates how to design a service offering for a given customer, or customer type. Such a formal description shall
be expressed in machine-interpretable standards, as a means to express a shared understanding for the sake of automation. It is important that this service description
represents the logic of both a customer perspective and a supplier perspective, because every service must present benefits to both sides, and will be consumed only
if it is based on business logic of both these stakeholders. While the supplier perspective is often dealt with, in computer science the customer perspective is often not
integrated in software realization.

2.3.4

Business Analysis

In Section 2.3.2 we discussed economic phenomena due to which businesses bundle
products, often in a multi-enterprise cooperation. A first step in developing a multienterprise bundled service offering is the design and assessment of a business model.
Such a model shows the actors involved and what they exchange of economic value
with each other. Multi-enterprise business models are often very complex, so verbal
communication is no longer sufficient to analyze and communicate the whole model.
Gordijn & Akkermans (2003a) argue that a conceptual modeling approach for such
an analysis helps stakeholders reach a better understanding of the business model, and
enables them to assess the profitability of suggested business models. They suggest
the e3 -value method (Gordijn 2002) a conceptual modeling approach for exploring,
analyzing and evaluating the economic value perspective of multi-enterprise innovative e-business ideas.
e3 -value is a multi-actor approach for developing e-business models, taking into consideration the importance of economic value for all actors involved, and the intertwining of business and technology. When applied to the service industry, an e3 value business model does not provide a logical framework for reasoning about how
to bundle services. Such a business model cannot describe in detail the variety and
complicate nature of potential service bundles. Nor does it handle inherent dependencies between multiple services, such as ‘service X adds value to service Y’. This
information is necessary in order to design feasible service bundles and to point out
differences between and redundancies among possible service bundles. Performing
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a business analysis of such scenarios requires incorporating such reasoning mechanisms in existing conceptual modeling work, so that the extra information on services
is available, to facilitate a complete business model analysis of service bundles. We
propose to extend the e3 -value method to fill this gap. Both the e3 -value method and
the extension shall be based on a similar conceptual modeling approach, and the extension will provide the reasoning capacity on the bundling of elementary services
into one package.

2.3.5

Degree of Formality

A conceptual modeling approach “formally describes some aspects of the physical and social world around us for purposes of understanding and communication”
(Mylopoulos 1992). Software specification methods and techniques use differing
levels of formality: informal, semi-formal and formal (Wieringa & Dubois 1998).
Informal techniques use natural language. Though straightforward in human-tohuman communication, natural language has several main limitations for the automation of processes, e.g., inherent ambiguity and the difficulty in reasoning with
knowledge, required for proving properties of information systems (Ambriola &
Gervasi 1997).
Formal techniques are mathematics-based or logics-based techniques where syntax
and semantics are defined, and rules to reason with modeled information adhere to
the defined semantics. Their employment is time consuming, and they are not wellsuited for communication with stakeholders that are not seasoned users of formal
specifications. They can best be employed when an envisioned system is too complex
to reason without formal support (Wieringa & Dubois 1998).
Semi-formal techniques use diagrams and structured natural language (Wieringa 1998)
to structure information, and may offer rules to manipulate, or reason with that information. On the one hand, they have a formal background, making it possible to
structure natural language, to define semantics, and to discover errors when dealing
with ill-structured information (Wieringa & Dubois 1998). On the other hand, the
lack of a mathematical language in these methods results in a lower ability to discover inconsistencies. Their employment is less time consuming, and they are more
suitable for interactions between stakeholders, especially those who are not schooled
in formal specifications.
Our approach aims at letting business oriented stakeholders describe (model) services. They normally describe their services in natural language, and are mostly
unfamiliar with formal specification methods. Hence a high level of formality is not
suitable. Yet, the suggested approach should provide the semantics for softwareaided reasoning on the design of service bundles out of more elementary services;
hence formality is required. In view of the above, we opt for a semi-formal approach.
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The ontology that we suggest in the following chapters shall be specified mainly
using UML diagrams, and it was also implemented using a Web based knowledge
representation (RDFS). We use a formal, logic-based representation to describe constraints in the ontology (see Appendix A), and further explain the ontology using
natural language.

2.4

Requirements for a Service Ontology with a Focus on
Value Bundling

Having established the need for a (semi)formal description of services to facilitate
software-aided reasoning on service bundling, we suggest a service ontology as an
answer for this need. In Chapter 3 we present our service ontology, preceded by
an introductory discussion on ontologies. In the current section we present requirements for a service ontology that focuses on bundling objects of economic value.
The requirements are derived from Section 2.3, where we present the need for such
an ontology.

2.4.1

Descriptive Information: the Value of Services

In Section 2.1.2 we defined services as economic activities: activities in which customers and suppliers exchange value objects, objects that encapsulate economic value
for at least one of the actors involved (Gordijn 2002). Also when customers buy a
service, in fact they are not interested in the service itself, but in the benefits – the
value – that this service presents for them (Teare 1998). The same principle – in the
context of goods – was acknowledged three decades earlier by Lancaster (1966).
Benefits may be tangible (e.g., the possession of an object) or intangible (e.g., a status
symbol provides an “experience” benefit; an insurance provides the “capability” to
use some service if a predefined situation occurs). In return for these values (benefits)
the customer is willing to give some other value, including the price of the service
and possibly more (e.g., a commitment to consume a service from a certain supplier
for a long period). And hence a service is a business activity, where customers and
suppliers exchange value objects.
Owing to this definition of a service, also the bundling of services into a service
bundle should be understood as aggregating exchanges of value objects by customers
and suppliers. Hence, the exchange of economic values (benefits and costs) should
be central to a service ontology in describing services and in configuring (bundling)
them. A service ontology should express the economic nature of benefit exchanges
between customers and suppliers.

Requirements for a Service Ontology with a Focus on Value Bundling
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Supplier and Customer Perspectives

We argued in Section 2.3.3 that the realization of e-service offerings presents new
challenges, including a supply-side challenge and a demand-side challenge. From
a supplier perspective, a service ontology should (1) describe services in a supplier
terminology, so that different services can be compared; and (2) provide a mechanism
to define business rules for the relations between services. Equally important is the
demand-side perspective: a service ontology should describe services in terms of
a customer. Customers typically use a different terminology and have a different
view on their needs than suppliers (Vasarhelyi & Greenstein 2003). For example,
from a supplier’s perspective, American Express or MasterCard may consider their
customers as consumers of a payment facility in the form of plastic credit cards.
Customer may consider the same service as a means to achieve financial security
when traveling.
The need for both perspectives is directly related to a main characteristic of services:
their intangibility. Goods are tangible and physically observable; both customer and
supplier would see the same thing if they observe a good, and the good can be described in unambiguous terminology, including weight, size, shape and more. Services, on the other hand, often have a high degree of intangibility. They are not
physical objects that can be observed and described in unambiguous terms based
on their physical properties. Instead, they are experienced differently by different
customers. They are observed subjectively. Supplier terminology describes how a
suppliers wishes to present his service; but because every customer experiences the
service differently, this supplier terminology is not suitable for describing the desired
service from a customer’s perspective. Yet, also the supplier terminology is required,
in order to compare the services of different suppliers, to select the most suitable one
for a given customer (cheapest, fastest, ...).
Thus, the reasoning process that results in offering a certain set of services to a customer includes knowledge about customer needs (demand-side perspective), about
available services (supply-side perspective) and about relationships between the two
perspectives. The two perspectives and a transformation between them should be
present in a service ontology.

2.4.3

Configurability

As explained in Section 2.3, we propose a service ontology as a means to facilitate the
bundling process of services, defined as economic activities. Consequently, a main
requirement for a service ontology is to include constructs that support automated
reasoning on the service bundling process.
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Grönroos (2000) explains that according to the often-used service package model, a
service is in fact “a package or bundle of different services, tangibles and intangibles,
which together form the service”.
By way of comparison, a service can be seen as a bundle of small components, that
together form a bigger component. Thus, designing a service bundle is a constructive
activity. From the knowledge systems literature it is known that such synthetic tasks
can be reduced to more tractable tasks under certain assumptions on the knowledge
structures of a domain (Top & Akkermans 1994, Stefik 1995, Schreiber et al. 2000).
In particular, configuration is a simpler constructive task, where predefined components are configured into a larger, complex component, based on the availability of
a set of predefined connections, and associated parameters and constraints (Mittal &
Frayman 1989, Löckenhoff & Messer 1994, Gruber et al. 1996).
A configuration task is defined by Mittal & Frayman (1989):
“Given: (A) a fixed, pre-defined set of components, where a component
is described by a set of properties, ports for connecting it to other components, constraints at each port that describe the components that can
be connected at that port, and other structural constraints; (B) some description of the desired configuration; and (C) possibly some criteria for
making optimal selections.
Build: One or more configurations that satisfy all the requirements,
where a configuration is a set of components and a description of the
connections between the components in the set, or detect inconsistencies in the requirements.”
Bearing in mind the similarities between service bundling and component configuration, we require from a service ontology that it provides the means to configure
individual services into a service bundle. To support this feature, a service ontology
has to consider how services can be “connected”, and how business rules can serve as
constraints on “connecting” services to each other in the bundling – or configuration
– process.
A service ontology should thus enable representing the service bundling problem as
a component configuration task, as studied in the knowledge systems literature. To
achieve this, a service ontology should at least be suitable for (1) describing service components according to the definition of Mittal & Frayman (1989), including
a description of relations that represent conditions/constraints for connecting these
components, and (2) describing requirements for the bundling (configuration) process. We do not set the third, optional, requirement from the above definition, to
provide criteria for optimal selection among solutions. Instead, we are interested in
all possible solutions, so that business analysts and other domain experts can further
analyze all possible bundles. Optimizing criteria may be a later step.
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Based on our earlier definition of the term service as an activity of exchanging economic values between customers and suppliers it should be understood that this
configuration requirement is different from the configuration of software components, referred to as (web) service composition (Benatallah et al. 2003, Gómez-Pérez
et al. 2004, OWL Services Coalition 2004, Paolucci, Sycara & Kawamura 2002, Pires
et al. 2002, Sirin et al. 2004, Yang 2003, Martin et al. 2005) (for a discussion on the
difference between services and web services, see Section 2.1) or as (web) service
configuration (Omelayenko 2005, van Splunter et al. 2003, Jain & Schmidt 1997).
Neither is it similar to process configuration, due to the different nature of the items
to be configured: activities of economic nature, versus activities of operational nature. In describing a service as an activity of economic nature, one focuses on what
is offered by whom to whom. In describing an activity of an operational nature, one
focuses on how the service (being an economic activity) is realized.
The knowledge engineering literature acknowledges several types of synthesis tasks,
including configuration, planning and scheduling (Schreiber et al. 2000). Important differences between configuration and planning are (1) their inputs (planning
involves goals that are reached via intermediary sub-goals; configuration does not),
(2) their outputs (a configuration task results in an artifact description; planning results in an action plan to achieve a goal), (3) the knowledge they use (configuration
requires knowledge of a set of components, planning requires knowledge of a set of
actions), (4) planning involves a time-order, while configuration does not (Schreiber
et al. 2000). There are two reasons why we discuss configuration, rather than planning. First, in our case we seek to design bundles based on a given set of available
services: a set of components, and we do not have goals and sub-goals to work towards. Second, services are described as acts of economic value exchanges, rather
than as business processes, where time is required to transform physical, human and
information resources into a product. The notion of time is not present in our envisioned model. As a result, also the notion of scheduling is not part of our discussion.
In scheduling, the activities of an action plan (the output of planning) are allocated to
time slots for execution. This is opposed to research done by the OWL-S community,
where web service composition includes web service execution, and the notions of
time and planning are therefore dominantly present (Martin et al. 2005).

2.4.4

Graphical Representation

In information science we apply structured and (semi)formal techniques to business
topics, which are typically neither well-structured nor well-defined (at least, in the
eyes of computer scientists). Business people and other domain experts are an important target group for our work. Moreover, our work depends on a good cooperation
with them, so the ability to communicate our ideas to them is crucial. Since this group
is not accustomed to formal notations, a different means is required to communicate
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our ideas. The use of graphical representations for communication with this target
group has been suggested in various contexts, e.g., requirements engineering (Lalioti
& Loucopoulos 1994), business process modeling (Oude Luttighuis et al. 2001) conceptual modeling (Parsons & Cole 2005), business value modeling (Gordijn 2002)
and IT architectures (Baida 2002).
In view of the above, we require that the service ontology is supported by a graphical
syntax, suitable for communication with business people and other domain experts.
Also this requirement distinguishes our ontology from work done on semantic web
technologies (e.g., RDF, OWL-S) and web services languages (e.g., UDDI, WSDL,
SOAP).
In Section 2.3.4 we explained that a service ontology shall be used to perform business analyses together with the e3 -value ontology. The latter has a graphical representation, used for communication with domain experts and business people. If both
ontologies are to be used together, the service ontology requires a graphical representation as well, preferably one that corresponds to that of the e3 -value ontology.

2.5

Product Classification Schemes

So far, the Internet has mainly been used as a channel for selling goods. It is for instance quite common that customers can configure a complex good (e.g., a PC) out of
more elementary components and order such a good online. Examples can be found
on websites of market leaders such as Dell and Cisco. Such an e-commerce scenario
requires a component-based ontology of goods, specifically suited for classification
(to allow customers to find goods) and configuration (to facilitate in composing
complex goods). Examples of such supporting ontologies are UNSPSC (UNSPSC
website 2005) and eCl@ss (eCl@ss website 2005).
However, from an economic perspective, services grow more and more in importance
(World Trade Organization 2003), and will be offered and deployed via the Internet
increasingly. With the rise of the service sector, also the notion of ‘service bundling’
becomes important. Many services are sold as packages, either with other services or
as a combination of services and goods (Lovelock 2001, Normann 2001). Together
these bundled services (and possibly goods) present the value that a customer seeks
(Holbrook 1999, Normann 2001).
The selling of goods over the Internet is currently supported by so-called product
classification schemes. Remember that the term ‘product’ should embrace goods and
services. We seek to understand whether these product classification schemes can be
used for describing services for the scenario sketched above, or whether they are in
fact goods classification schemes.

Product Classification Schemes
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The Logics Behind Product Classification Schemes

Before starting our discussion on product classifications, it is worthwhile to note the
difference between identification and classification. Identification codes can be used
to uniquely identify a product, and consequently to facilitate comparison of the same
product among various suppliers, or to enable purchasing management to effectively
analyze expenditures (Granada Research 1998). Classification codes, on the other
hand, are used to create categories of products, according to some classification criteria (Granada Research 1998). While classification codes make sense for services,
the usefulness of service identification codes is doubtful, for no two services are the
same (Normann 2001), or are perceived the same, due to subjective factors as the
influence of service personnel, company image and customer expectations.

Why Classify
Cunningham et al. (2004) and Lovelock (2001) quote Hunt (1976) concerning the
goal of classification schemes:
“Developing a classification scheme for services. . . is used for building
up theories in research areas and explaining various phenomena.”
“Classification schemes play fundamental roles in the development of
a discipline, since they are primary means for organizing phenomena
into classes or groups that are amenable to systematic investigation and
theory development.”
Using a product classification scheme is beneficial for a variety of stakeholders, for
different goals:
• Buyers: find all suppliers of a given product or a given category of products,
integrate entire process flows, analyze expenditures (Granada Research 1998).
• Suppliers: maintain product catalogues, improve productivity by minimizing ordering errors, easy interface for all customers, create market awareness
among customers (Granada Research 1998).
• Market research community: determine market share and shifts in consumer
demand (Ambler 1998).
• Trade analysts: compare imports and exports to domestic production, compare
statistics across countries, construct price indices (Ambler 1998, Mohr 2003a).
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How to Classify
Whether used by a company (e.g., for benchmarking) or by a national or international
statistics organization (e.g., for comparing import and export of certain goods among
countries), a product classification scheme has to be hierarchical in order to facilitate
analyses of (1) a product in relation to comparable products, (2) product families or
(3) high-level classes of products. A hierarchical scheme also facilitates the search of
similar or related products, allowing a company to dynamically use differing levels
of abstraction for marketing, search or comparison of products (Granada Research
1998).
Two perspectives are possible in the design of a product classification scheme: supplyside and demand-side. A supply-side perspective focuses on how products are produced, while a demand-side perspective uses the markets of a product as a starting
point (Donnelly 1999). As we show in the next section, most major product classification schemes use a supplier perspective.
Ambler (1998) presents an analysis of four approaches for classification schemes.
The analysis was performed by the US Economic Policy Committee (ECPC) (ECPC
Issue Paper 1 1993):
1. Demand-based product classification: products that are used together or that
define a market shall be classified together. Possible classification criteria are:
• Substitute products belong together. Implementing this method has proven
to be difficult.
• Products belong together if their prices move together.
• Products belong together if they are used together.
• A product belongs to a class if the demand for that product depends only
on the prices of products within the class and possibly on consumer income.
• Marketing relationship: products that are sold through the same channels
are classified together.
A demand-based approach is beneficial mainly for doing market studies and
analyses.
2. Intrinsic nature or physical characteristics of the product: classification
criteria are (1) the material of which the goods are made, or (2) the degree
of processing of the product. This approach is focused on goods, as services
mostly cannot be described in terms of physical characteristics. A supply-side
oriented classification based on physical properties of the product is beneficial
mainly for analyses of foreign trade on the domestic market.
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3. Industry of origin: a product is classified together with other products that are
produced by the same industry. Many products, however, may be produced and
sold by multiple industries, resulting in the conclusion that creating a supplyside classification scheme based on industry of origin is practically infeasible.
4. List of products: an exhaustive list of products, ordered in some described
manner (e.g., alphabetically) so that users can re-order the list based on their
needs. Although it gives users a high level of flexibility, this approach does
not allow the comparison of data between organizations that re-order the list in
different ways.

2.5.2

Existing Product Classification Schemes

In this section we discuss the usage of major existing product classifications.
CPC
The main purpose of the Central Product Classification (CPC) (United Nations 2002)
is to enable international comparisons of economic statistics dealing with products,
through harmonization among various fields of economic and related statistics. CPC
was the first international classification scheme to cover also the outputs of service
industries; it includes a hierarchy of products, including “transportable goods, nontransportable goods (e.g., bridges) and services” (United Nations 2002). The designers of CPC did not consider it to be relevant whether a product is a good or a service,
since officially CPC was to be used to classify anything that entities may exchange
in an economic activity. Nonetheless, CPC’s classification criteria reflect the main
focus of the scheme: goods, and not services. The main classification criterion in
the CPC five-levels hierarchy (Section, Division, Group, Class, Subclass, each specified by one digit) was physical properties and the intrinsic nature of the products.
The industry of origin was considered a main, yet second, criterion in classification
categories into a higher-level category (Ambler 1998).
UNSPSC
In 1999 UNSPSC became the result of a merger between the United Nation’s Common Coding System (UNCCS), itself based on the United Nations Common Procurement Code, and Dun & Bradstreet’s Standard Product and Service Codes (SPSC).
The hierarchical goods and services classification scheme contains the following five
levels (Granada Research 1998), each specified by two digits: (1) Segment (the logical aggregation of families for analytical purposes); (2) Family (a commonly recog-
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nized group of inter-related commodity categories); (3) Class (a group of commodities sharing a common use or function); (4) Commodity (a group of substitutable
goods or services); and (5) Business function (The function performed by an organization in support of the commodity). The main goals of UNSPSC are to enable
product discovery (i.e., procurement activities), expenditure analysis and increasing
product awareness among prospective customers who search products (i.e., marketing activities) (Granada Research 1998). Although not literally stated but yet visible
from UNSPCS’ goals, the UNSPSC is a supply-side scheme. It includes segments
based on the product category: paper materials, fuels and chemicals, but also various
industries as building and construction, environmental services and healthcare.
eCl@ss
The eCl@ss product classification scheme is an initiative of several German industries. It includes descriptions for goods and services, to support highly automated
virtual marketplaces, sales, procurement, engineering, plant maintenance and warehouse management (eCl@ss 2000). It includes four levels, specified by two digits
each: Segment, Main group, Group and Commodity class (altogether referred to
as ‘Material Class Hierarchy’). It includes also a keyword system, so that users
can search for classes. At the lowest level of the hierarchy, commodities are described by attributes. The classification of elements adheres to three considerations
(eCl@ss 2000): (1) a parent class is equal to all its children, and the children are
subsets of the parent; (2) classes are formed according to market segments, which
in turn are formed based on raw materials (supply-based), based on used technology (supply-based), or – in third place only – based on what a customer or application needs (demand-based); and (3) the classification scheme should be usable for
economists as well as technologists (and yet eCl@ss acknowledges the fact that it is
impossible to satisfy both groups at the same time, so both will have to compromise).
NAICS and NAPCS
NAICS, the North American Industry Classification System, is an industry classification scheme used by the USA, Canada and Mexico to facilitate the comparison
of industrial production statistics among the three countries. NAICS’ categories
are first and foremost industry-driven (supply-oriented): establishments that use the
same production processes to produce a good or service should be classified together
(Ambler 1998). Within an industry, the classification of products should be marketoriented (Mohr 2003a). This results in a four-levels hierarchy: Economic sector,
Economic subsector, Industry group and Industry.
In 1999 a joint effort was launched by the USA, Canada and Mexico, to develop
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a demand-based product classification scheme. The North American Product Classification System (NAPCS) would complement the NAICS and be compatible with
it. NAPCS would include a product classification for all products produced by all
NAICS industries (Mohr & Russell 2001), after the NAICS has been elaborated with
service industries in 2002. Although based on NAICS industries, NAPCS would be
demand-based, rather than supply-based, to support “many purposes, including studies of market shares and the demand for goods and services domestically consumed
and internationally traded” (Mohr & Russell 2001). NAPCS is still under development. The final classification criteria are promised to be demand-based, and to reflect
how products are used; common products will carry a common title, definition, and
product code across all industries that produce it (Mohr & Russell 2001). As Mohr
(1999) warns, creating a demand-based classification scheme is not a trivial task, as
various users would require different classifications, to generate their desired statistics. For studies of monopoly power, substitutes or products that are used together
should be classified into one category (class), while for other market analyses it is
desirable that all close complements to a given product are classified together.
NAPCS will contain 45 product groups: groups 1-24 are mostly consumed by households/persons, whereas groups 25-45 are first and foremost used by businesses as
inputs for production processes (but may also be consumed by persons/households)
(Mohr 2003b). Due to the increasing importance of service industries and to the fact
that so far classification schemes concentrated mostly on goods and not on services,
NAPCS will put an emphasis on products of service industries.
RosettaNet
RosettaNet is a non-profit standards consortium that develops and seeks to promote
deployment of Internet-based standards for the support of B2B communications.
More than 500 organizations participate in RosettaNet, representing a variety of industries: Electronic Components (EC), Computer & Consumer Electronics (CCE),
Logistics (LG), Semiconductor Manufacturing (SM), Solution Provider (SP) and
Telecommunications (TC) (RosettaNet website 2005). Unlike other classification
schemes, RosettaNet does not use numbers to identify products, but instead it uses
names, and refers to their UNSPSC code. The hierarchy is very minimal, and includes only two layers: RN Category (for a class of products) and RN Product (for a
specific product). RosettaNet consists of 14 categories and around 150 products, and
focuses mainly on electronic equipment (Corcho & Gómez-Pérez 2001).

2.5.3

Product Classification Schemes: Analysis

A classification is always biased towards the goal that it serves. In other words, a classification must provide specific insights into the domain being classified; elements of
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Table 2.3: Product Classification Schemes:
Goal
Design
Product
perspecdescriptive
tion
possible?
Compare eco- Supply
No
nomic statistics

NAICS

Compare industrial production
statistics among
countries
NAPCS Statistics:
market share,
international
trade and more.
Planned to be
ready for use in
2007.
UNSPSC Facilitate
internal
and
external business activities
(procurement,
marketing, financial analyses
etc)
through
electronic
catalogues
eCl@ss Facilitate internal and external business activities through
electronic catalogues

Rosetta- B2B communiNet
cations

Comparison
Classification
criteria

Physical
properties;
industry
of
origin
Production
process

Focus:
goods
or services
Goods

Supply

No

Goods

Demand

Presumably Market
not; how- (households,
ever the businesses)
scheme
is not yet
ready

Services
and
goods

Supply

No

Product category

Goods

Mainly
supplybased.
Only the
third classification
criterion is
demandbased.
Supply

Attributes
are available
at
the lowest level
of
the
hierarchy

Raw materials of which
products are
made;
technology used
to
produce
the product;
common usage

Goods

No

Product category

Goods
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the domain are therefore classified in such a way that the specific desired insights
can be gained. Different classifications of the same domain enable gaining different
insights into the domain. This principle was acknowledged by Lovelock (1983) when
he offered a new, multi-view approach to service classification, and is important in
understanding why existing product classification schemes do not serve us well for
service bundling.
Table 2.3 presents a comparison between the above product classification schemes.
As can be seen, existing classification schemes are designed either to support statistical analyses (CPC, NAICS/NAPCS) or to support e-business activities (UNSPSC,
eCl@ss, RosettaNet).
Schemes for statistical analyses
Classification schemes belonging to this group (CPC, NAICS, NAPCS) are used
to compare statistics on trade between various countries (Ambler 1998), regarding
classes of products that the classification scheme identifies. An example analysis
would be “what is the import/export balance between the USA and Canada for uranium and thorium ores (CPC version 1.1 Section 1, Division 13)?”. Such analyses
share the characteristic that information needs on products are specified on the abstraction level of Section, Division, Group, Class or Subclass (the hierarchical levels
of CPC), so that it is not possible to relate products that belong to differing classes
on the same hierarchical level or on different levels; this is not required for the goal
for which these schemes were designed.
Schemes for the support of e-business activities
UNSPSC, RosettaNet and eCl@ss were designed to facilitate electronic business,
with the emphasis on B2B activities. Our proposal for a service ontology also intends
to facilitate electronic business, but not less emphasis is put on B2C activities. This
difference has implications on the required terminology for facilitating the activities,
and on the use of communication standards as the RosettaNet standards.
In B2B activities customers and suppliers are businesses; they are more likely to share
a similar vocabulary and the same perspective on services, and they understand that
they need to comply with communication standards to employ cross organizational
information systems effectively. Consequently, they understand that it is in their
interest to use communication standards.
B2C activities, on the other hand, involve end-user customers: people, rather than
businesses. Consumers typically have a different perspective on consumption than
businesses do: customers seek for the subjective benefits of a service, while businesses tend to describe their services in objective terminology, often in terms of provided functionality rather than in terms of customer benefits. Consumer perspective
and vocabulary are different from that of suppliers. But unlike businesses, consumers
do not need to adjust their vocabulary and way of communicating to that of suppliers. In an economy that becomes more demand-oriented (Normann 2001), it is the
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supplier who changes to fit customer needs, and not the other way around. It is the
supplier who tries to convince consumers that he can deliver the benefits that consumers seek. It is the supplier who has to convince consumers that he delivers value.
Software-aided reasoning on this level requires an understanding of the benefits that
a service provides to customers, as customers perceive it. For this reason, supporting
B2C activities should involve not only a supplier perspective, but also a customer
perspective. The same reasoning can also explain why existing communication standards are not likely to be of help for end-user customers. These standards describe a
supplier perspective on product offerings, and fail to describe the consumer benefits
of consuming these offerings.
To understand whether schemes of both types can serve for service bundling, let us
examine whether they satisfy the earlier described requirements for a service ontology.

Discussion on the requirement to describe services from a business value perspective
An early, very basic question to be asked is whether existing classification schemes
describe services at all. Although the answer for this question is positive, NAPCS will
be the first and only product classification scheme that in fact focuses on services
at least as much as on goods. Officially also other schemes support services, but
their goods-biased classification criteria leave no doubt about their strong goodsorientation. CPC and eCl@ss, for example, classify products first and foremost based
on their physical properties and raw materials, respectively. Services, however, can
hardly be described by these criteria.
But let us assume, for the sake of discussion, that existing schemes do focus on services. Are they then sufficient to describe the value of services, so that services can
be selected based on the value that they provide to customers? Let us look at example services in these schemes. CPC version 1.1 Class 8525 (Guard services) includes
the following services: security patrol services, security guard services, bodyguard
services, watch-dog services, parking control services and access control services.
As is often done for goods, this is an attempt to describe services in “unambiguous” functionality-related terms. However, services are not tangible like goods, and
hence this description is not enough. No mechanism is provided to describe what, in
fact, the customer receives (what are ‘parking control services’, and which intangible
(experience-related) or tangible benefits do these services provide to a customer?).
Furthermore, no mechanism is provided to describe quality criteria or other properties of a service, since this is not required for the goal of generating trade statistics.
Similar things can be said about NAPCS. Group 16 (travel and lodging products
for persons, leisure and business) of NAPCS includes, among others, the following
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leaf-products: motor homes, travel trailers, and campers; air travel; intercity rail and
related travel; intercity and chartered bus travel; and cruise ship travel. Also these are
merely categories that describe a functionality, rather than the benefits of a service,
and certainly no mechanism is available for describing properties of such services.
Descriptive information is of greater importance for classification schemes for the
support of e-business activities. Indeed, eCl@ss provides a set of attributes for describing products. Cologne Institute of Business Research (2000) shows that (1)
eCl@ss attributes are process-oriented, in accordance with the eCl@ss vision to “enable highly automated business processes” (eCl@ss 2000) and with the importance
of supporting ERP systems, as reflected in the eCl@ss requirements; (2) eCl@ss attributes focus on describing goods, rather than services. Since eCl@ss, RosettaNet
and UNSPSC share a supply-side perspective, the descriptive information that they
provide is good enough to provide an unambiguous description of goods, in terms
of their functionality and physical properties. This is needed when businesses want
to sell goods, and their potential customers know exactly which goods they require.
As argued before, end-user customers, on the other hand, often do not use the same
vocabulary as suppliers, and they require a service description that reflects the value
of services, rather than just the functionality of a service, as a supplier describes it.
Providing this information is not facilitated by classification schemes.
Discussion on the requirement of two perspectives
As can be seen in Table 2.3, all classification schemes we examined except for
NAPCS have a supply perspective. NAPCS is promised to have a demand perspective. Yet, NAPCS is not aimed at reasoning about customer needs and how they
can be satisfied by available services, or service bundles. Instead, NAPCS is aimed at
generating statistics about markets. This market orientation is indeed a demand-side
perspective, but a different one from what we need here; it requires different information and knowledge, as described in the above discussion concerning descriptive
information on services. In other words, NAPCS is the only classification scheme in
this group that represents a demand-side perspective; but also this perspective is targeted at describing markets, rather than describing services from a customer’s point
of view.
Discussion on the configurability requirement
The configurability requirement of the service ontology states that a service ontology
should at least be suitable for describing service components and relations that represent conditions/constraints for relating these components to each other (see Section 2.4.3). Both the component-like structure and inter-relating services are two
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principles that schemes for statistical analyses do not require, since their use does not
require “building bigger products” out of smaller ones, and because these schemes
are used for the analysis of classes of products that are related according to specific,
predefined criteria (the classification scheme’s classification criteria), rather than any
other criteria. Consequently, it is not required to enable users of the scheme to define
other relations between products.
For example, NAICS uses the production process as a classification criterion, implying that NAICS can be used to relate products that share the same (or similar)
production process(es), but other relations are not supported. CPC, on the other
hand, uses the physical properties of a product as the main classification criterion.
Consequently, it is possible to relate products with equal or similar intrinsic physical characteristics. In fact, the classification criteria are the only means for relating
products in a classification scheme. This is too limiting, since for various reasons
one may need to identify different relations. For example, one may wish to search
products of a certain type (this is currently supported by classification schemes), but
one may also want to identify inherent relations between products. One such relation
(substitution) is claimed to be dealt with by the future NAPCS (Donnelly 1999), but
other relations such as the disjoint/excluding relation are not being dealt with. These
relations are important for understanding customer behavior and relations between
suppliers of various products, and for defining compound products.
Classification schemes for the support of e-business activities may be more concerned
with a component-like structure than schemes for statistical analyses are. And indeed, in a discussion on attributes to describe eCl@ss references, Cologne Institute
of Business Research (2000) claims that “characteristics and sets of attributes for
many different components and subgroups can be defined” by using eCl@ss. Yet, the
term ‘component’ in eCl@ss refers mainly to a product description (product unique
ID and attributes as format, data type, material number, place and plant where it was
manufactured, life cycle data etc.), and not to a ‘component’ as defined in configuration theory (Mittal & Frayman 1989, Löckenhoff & Messer 1994, Gruber et al. 1996).
The designers of UNSPSC used the idea of combining products to what is referred
to as “a contractible group”, a single, self-contained family of products (Granada
Research 1998). Unlike the requirement for configurability of possibly unrelated
products, in UNSPSC the products to be grouped (‘configured’ into a single offering)
are predefined based on a given business rule: a contractible group includes a number
of products that “the buying enterprise” – note the strong B2B focus – “can approach
to negotiate a single point of supply” so that “the enterprise can attain preferential
treatment (including price discounts) in the contract” (Granada Research 1998).
The lack of flexibility in how current classification schemes support relations between
products is paradoxically inherent to their biggest strength: being hierarchical classifications. A hierarchical classification is about classifying elements based on some
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predefined criteria, and leaves no space for other classifications, or other relations.
Consequently, when a variety of relations between products needs to be dealt with, a
traditional product classification scheme does not suffice. The hierarchical structure
of classification schemes is required for comparing prices of the same product among
various suppliers, or for the derivation of statistics on groups of products. These are
indeed goals of all earlier discussed product classification schemes. But in a reality where products (mostly services) are dynamically combined based on customer
needs, and where product descriptions must demonstrate the benefits products pose
to a customer (Normann 2001), the hierarchical structure does not provide enough
flexibility.
Discussion on the requirement of graphical representation
A discussion on a graphical syntax for existing classification schemes is superfluous,
since these schemes are merely a hierarchy, with no other conceptual model, process
or structure behind them, except for their inherent tree-structure. The only relation
in existing classification schemes is “A is subclass of B” (with the inverse: “B is
superclass of A”). Neither is a graphical syntax required for their goal.

2.6

Service Classification Schemes

A broad consensus exists among service management and marketing researchers,
emphasizing characteristics of services that differ inherently from those of goods:
intangibility of services (vs. tangible goods), heterogeneity (non standardization), inseparability (of service production and service consumption), perishability (vs. goods
that can be stored) and more (Grönroos 2000, Kasper et al. 1999, Lovelock 2001, Zeithaml et al. 1990). This line of research resulted in a number of service classification
schemes that emphasize the differences between services and goods (e.g., Shostack
(1977)) and are based on the industry of the service provider (Kotler 1980), as is
customary in classifying goods as well.

2.6.1

Existing Service Classification Schemes

As early as 1983, Lovelock (1983) published a review of existing service classification schemes. Two decennia later Cunningham et al. (2004) published a similar
review, revealing that in spite of the limitations of classifications from the 1970’s
and 1980’s (Hill 1977, Shostack 1977, Kotler 1980, Lovelock 1983), they are still
broadly being used and referred to. Various authors proposed their own classification
schemes, incorporating a number of classification criteria (or: dimensions) in each
scheme. Prominent examples are shortly discussed here.
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Table 2.4: Service classification matrix (Hill, 1977)
Services affecting goods

Services affecting persons

Permanent

Transitory

Permanent

×

×

Physical

Reversible

×

changes

Irreversible

×

Mental

Reversible

×

changes

Irreversible

×

Transitory
×

×
×

Hill (1977) suggested a matrix, resulting in nine groups of services (see Table 2.4),
based on the following criteria:
• Does the service affect goods or persons?
• Does the service provide a permanent or a temporary change (to goods/persons)?
• Is the effect of the change reversible or not?
• Is the effect mental or physical?
This classification focuses on the nature of benefits of a service, and was created
for economic analyses. A fifth criterion is given but not included in the matrix: a
distinction between individual and collective services.
Although a variety of service classification schemes preceded him, Lovelock (1983)
was a pioneer in the sense that he suggested a different approach to service classification. He suggested “to group services other than by current industry classifications”,
namely by relevant marketing characteristics. Instead of offering one classification
scheme, he offered to classify services in five different ways, based on five different marketing characteristics of services. Every classification would offer different
marketing insights. The service marketing characteristics, serving as classification
criteria, are:
• The nature of the service act. Two sub-criteria are used here: (1) services
directed at people vs. services directed at things, and (2) is the act tangible
or intangible in nature? These questions result in a four-groups classification
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scheme. The scheme helps understand whether a customer needs to be physically or mentally present during service delivery.
• The type of relationship that the service organization has with its customers.
Two sub-criteria are used here: (1) is there a formal (“membership”) relationship between customer and supplier or not? and (2) is service delivery continuous, or does it take place at discrete intervals? Once again, these questions
result in a four-groups classification scheme. The scheme, praised for its simplicity, helps understand which marketing communication tools can be used
effectively and how strong the relationship between the customer and the supplier is.
• The amount of room there is for customization and judgment. Two sub-criteria
are used here: (1) to which degree can the service be customized (high/low);
and (2) to which degree does customer contact personnel exercise judgment in
meeting individual customer needs (high/low). Also this classification scheme
includes four groups.
• The nature of demand and supply for the service. Two sub-criteria are used
here: (1) extent of demand fluctuations over time (wide vs. narrow), and (2)
extent to which supply is delayed at peak demand (demand can be met vs.
demand exceeds capacity). Once again, these questions result in a four-groups
classification scheme, used for managing demand.
• Service delivery. Two sub-criteria are used here: (1) number of service outlets
(one/multiple); and (2) nature of interaction between customer and supplier
(customer goes to the supplier, supplier comes to the customer, or transaction
at arm’s length (e.g., via the Internet or telephone)). These criteria result in a
classification scheme with six groups, helping understand distribution issues.
In their study, Cunningham et al. (2004) selected a set of eleven broadly-used managerial classification dimensions, and investigated how they are perceived by customers. The result is a demand-side service classification scheme, as opposed to all
other supply-side schemes. Their criteria are the extent to which the customer feels:
1. “The level of physical product component is high or low.
2. The level of the customer-employee contact is low or high.
3. The production and consumption of a service is inseparable or separable.
4. How risky it would be to choose a provider.
5. The switching to a new provider is easy or difficult.
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6. A service is performed on a person or on a tangible object.
7. A service exhibits a formal or no formal relationship between the service provider
and the customer.
8. The delivery of a service is continuous or involves discrete transactions.
9. The customization of a service is high or low.

10. The contact person exercises high or low levels of judgment when making
service provision decisions.
11. The degree to which the convenience level of obtaining a service is high or
low.”
Their analysis shows that two service dimensions account for 78-82 percent of the
total variance in service perceptions and classifications by customers, leading to the
conclusion that these two dimensions are of greatest importance for service classification: (1) personalization versus standardization of the service, and (2) presence of
goods as part of the service.

2.6.2

Service Classification Schemes: Analysis

In spite of the shared understanding of what services are within the service management and marketing community, there is no common opinion on how to classify
services (Kasper et al. 1999). Traditional service classification schemes from the
1970’s and 1980’s have several drawbacks. First, many schemes use a small number
of classification dimensions, failing to cover the broad scope of differences between
one service and another (Cunningham et al. 2004). Second, they have been designed
from a supply perspective only (as opposed to the more recent demand-side oriented
work of Cunningham et al. (2004), described above). Third, while various authors
(Rathmell 1966, Kasper et al. 1999) acknowledge the fact that classification dimensions should be viewed on a continuum rather than in a discrete way, classification
schemes opt for the discrete approach, as can be seen in the classifications discussed
in Section 2.6.1 and in multiple other classifications. From our point of view, all
these classification schemes share a fourth drawback, namely their goal. They were
designed to be used for economic analyses by marketing departments, to gain strategic managerial insights into service marketing. As we will see, this makes them
unsuitable for our case.
For readers who are not familiar with the literature on service classification, it is
worth noting that research on service classification has been performed by service
marketing researchers, published in marketing journals and textbooks, and used to
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Table 2.5: Existing service classification schemes versus service ontology for service
bundling
Service classification schemes
for economic analyses

Service ontology for service
bundling

Divide whole spectrum of existing services into smaller groups

Combine services into groups

Classification Global rules (hold for the whole
rules
service industry)

Company- and domainspecific business rules

Nature
of
classification rules

Classification criteria that differentiate one service from another

Any type of dependency between services (e.g., difference, similarity)

Level of reasoning

Classes of services (e.g., insurance services)

Instances of services (e.g.,
ABN-Amro private unemployment insurance)

Usage

gain managerial marketing insights. Dumas et al. (2001) were right to note that this
work from the field of service marketing does not explicitly take into account service automation and service composition. Service automation was still at very early
stages when these classification schemes were developed, and service composition
was simply not the goal of these schemes.
Having been designed for marketing goals, existing classification schemes differ substantially from the envisioned service ontology for service bundling. Important conceptual differences are captured in Table 2.5. Most important is the level of abstraction: classification schemes facilitate reasoning on the level of classes of services,
while the envisioned service ontology will enable reasoning on the level of service
instances, to design concrete bundles of service instances.

Discussion on the requirement to describe services from a business value perspective
Since service classification schemes describe classes of services, they do not provide
any descriptive information on the service instance level. Neither is there any mechanism for descriptive information on the class level, as (1) this is not required for the
goal of service classifications, and (2) classes are often too generic for such a descrip-
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tion to make sense. A remark to be made is that Hill’s classification (Hill 1977) in
fact uses the nature of the benefits – the value – of services as classification criteria.
Yet, also this scheme does not provide information on the actual value of a service instance, but information on the nature of value (affecting people or things; permanent
or temporary, reversible or not; mental of physical effects) of a class of services.

Discussion on the requirement of two perspectives
In their review of existing services classifications Cunningham et al. (2004) maintain
that a good service classification scheme “should be based on consumers’ perceptions” – i.e., use a demand-side perspective – “because it is used in explaining and
understanding their behaviors about services”, while many of the existing classification schemes were designed from a supplier perspective. They offer their own
classification, based on customer perception of services, i.e., demand-side. Yet, a
customer perspective is also available in Hill’s classification (Hill 1977), because it
centers around the benefits that services deliver to customers. Most other schemes
indeed use supplier-oriented classification criteria. For example services vs. goods,
industry, consumer services vs. industrial services and the service delivery process.
None of the existing classification schemes uses both perspectives.

Discussion on the configurability requirement
Similarly to product classification schemes for statistical analyses, also service classification schemes are not meant to support the design of complex services out of
more elementary services. They are meant to demonstrate which classes of services
show predefined similarities, reflecting marketing-related similarities between these
services. It should be noted though that some service classifications show greater
flexibility than product classifications, because they use a matrix-like structure, compared to the one dimensional structure of product classifications.
As described before, the configurability requirement of the service ontology states
that a service ontology should at least be suitable for describing service components
and relations that represent conditions/constraints for relating these components to
each other (see Section 2.4.3). Service classification schemes do not provide a mechanism to describe a service, except for the classification criteria of the class where
the service is classified (Cunningham et al. 2004). Nor do they provide a mechanism
to define relations between services (independent of their belonging to a category),
since defining such relations is not required for performing the economic analyses
for which they were designed.
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Discussion on the requirement of graphical representation
Similarly to our discussion on product classification schemes, also here the discussion
on a graphical representation is superfluous, because service classification schemes
do not include any structure or relations that can be modeled graphically. They merely
separate the spectrum of services into classes that are said to differ from one another,
and a graphical syntax is not required for their goal.

2.7

Concluding Outlook

In the previous sections we discussed an envisioned service ontology for modeling
domain knowledge from a business value perspective. We require from the ontology
that:
• It describes the value exchange that services encapsulate.
• It describes services from a customer perspective and from a supplier perspective.
• It facilitates representing the service bundling task as a configuration task.
• It has a graphical representation, next to a computer-processable one.
In the rest of this thesis we present a service ontology that satisfies these requirements.
Our ontology describes services through the benefits that they deliver to customers
(e.g., capabilities, experiences, physical goods and more) and the benefits that must
be provided by customers who wish to obtain the service (typically a fee, but other
possibilities exist as well). These benefits are the economic values that customers and
suppliers exchange, in accordance with the principle of economic reciprocity.
We explicitly separate the supplier perspective on services from the customer perspective. The supplier perspective is used to describe services such that actual service
instances can be discovered, compared and composed into service bundles. The customer perspective is used to ensure that service bundles actually satisfy customer
needs. Only if the logic of both perspectives is captured and modeled, can we ensure
that solutions make sense for both parties involved in the value exchange.
The supplier description of services is used for the actual design of service bundles.
We consider services to be components, building blocks for service bundles. We use
the supplier description of service components together with a configuration ontology
to represent the service bundling task as a traditional configuration task. As a result,
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service bundling can be seen as a configuration task, although the objects that we
configure are mostly intangibles, as opposed to traditional configuration of tangibles.
Ontologies as formal conceptualizations aim to bridge human and computer understanding. We show how this is achieved by combining two different representations
of the same knowledge into one software tool . On the one hand, a computerprocessable representation of the ontology facilitates reasoning by software. On the
other hand, we present also a visualization of our ontology, to enhance communication with domain experts and business analysts. Consequently, humans can visually
model domain knowledge, with which software can then reason.

Part II

Service Ontology: Theory and
Implementation

Chapter 3

A Service Ontology with Demand
and Supply Perspectives
Note: This chapter presents the Serviguration service ontology, the main output of our research. An earlier version of Section 3.3 was published as a paper in the proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering (CAiSE 2004) (Baida, Gordijn, Sæle, Morch
& Akkermans 2004) and in an article in the IEEE Intelligent Systems magazine (Akkermans, Baida, Gordijn, Peña, Altuna & Laresgoiti 2004). Sections 3.4 and 3.5 were published in the proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering (CAiSE 2005) (Baida,
Gordijn, Sæle, Akkermans & Morch 2005).

In Chapter 2 we presented the need for a semi-formal approach to service bundling.
We argued for a means to reason systematically about services, interpreted as economic activities in which customers and suppliers exchange objects of economic
value. We also argued that it is necessary to conceptualize domain knowledge on services and make this knowledge computer-processable, so that software can perform
the service bundling task. This is required for e-service scenarios, and can serve as
an important tool in conducting business analysis studies for networked enterprises.
In this chapter we present our solution for this need: a service ontology that can fill
in these gaps. We start with a short discussion on ontologies in general and on the
use of ontologies in a context of business research.
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What is an Ontology?

The term ‘ontology’ stems from the Greek “on”, meaning being (“ontos” means of
the being) and “logos”, meaning language or reason. In the discipline of philosophy
it refers to “the science of being” (Roche 2003). Computer scientists and artificial
intelligence researchers and practitioners have more recently started using the same
term to express a shared understanding (within a community) of what is believed
to exist. An ‘ontology’ was defined by Gruber (1995) as “an explicit specification
of a conceptualization”. This definition was somewhat altered by Borst (1997) who
defined ‘ontology’ as “a formal specification of a shared conceptualization”. Studer
et al. (1998) explained both these definitions:
“A ‘conceptualisation’ refers to an abstract model of some phenomenon
in the world by having identified the relevant concepts of that phenomenon.
‘Explicit’ means that the type of concepts used, and the constraints on
their use are explicitly defined. For example, in medical domains, the
concepts are diseases and symptoms, the relations between them are
causal and a constraint is that a disease cannot cause itself. ‘Formal’
refers to the fact that the ontology should be machine readable, which
excludes natural language. ‘Shared’ reflects the notion that an ontology
captures consensual knowledge, that is, it is not private to some individual, but accepted by a group”.
Sharing is a key issue in our service ontology. A shared understanding of services is
required to enable customers and suppliers buy and sell services via the Internet, to
enable joint offerings of various suppliers over the Web, and to enable business analysts conduct a business analysis for networked enterprises. The conceptualization
has to be shared in order to support communication between humans, computers and
enterprises. This was summarized by Gruber (2004): “every ontology is a treaty – a
social agreement – among people with some common motive in sharing”.

3.2

Positioning the Serviguration Service Ontology

Ontologies facilitate sharing and re-use of knowledge by capturing the intended meaning of concepts and relations in a domain. They are currently a main topic of research
within computer science and artificial intelligence faculties, where research is done
on ontology engineering. Since ontologies are seen as automation enablers, research
on ontologies often focuses on how business transactions can be executed by software. Reasoning about the actual business value of these transactions is often neglected, as this topic has traditionally been studied in business schools rather than in
faculties of (exact) sciences.

Positioning the Serviguration Service Ontology

3.2.1
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Yet, the use of ontologies within business schools is limited. We queried the database
of Emerald Group Publishing for articles containing the word ontology as part of the
title, keywords or abstract. Emerald is a publisher of academic journals for business
disciplines, with journals as European Journal of Marketing, International Marketing Review, Journal of Services Marketing, International Journal of Service Industry
Management and more. We chose for Emerald because many papers relevant to our
research are published in the International Journal of Service Industry Management
and in the Journal of Services Marketing. The query, performed in April 2005, resulted in only 24 articles. In the vast majority of these articles, the term ‘ontology’
was used in what Heylighen (2001) refers to as the “original philosophical meaning” thereof, as opposed to the definition of Gruber (1995). Only five of the 24
articles describe and use a domain ontology. Three of the five articles describe how
a domain ontology was used in the development of an information system or website. Only two of the articles (Martin & Marion 2005, Scozzi & Garavelli 2005)
– both from 2005 – discuss the use of ontologies for a domain analysis, independent of information systems development, and only one of these articles (Scozzi
& Garavelli 2005) discusses the use of a domain ontology for business analysis or
business development. The low number of research efforts involving ontologies for
business analysis/design/development was attributed by Scozzi & Garavelli (2005)
to the fact that these research issues are “highly unstructured and characterized by
difficult-to-forecast activities linked by reciprocal rather then sequential dependencies”, so that structured techniques were thought to be inappropriate. This belief
has been changing in recent years, as several authors have been arguing in favor of
structured reasoning techniques, using ontologies, when adopting the viewpoint of
business analysts and marketeers.
In their Business Process Handbook project, Malone et al. (1999) describe an ontological business process modeling approach for business process redesign and inventing new organizational processes. They propose a complex ontology of more than
3700 concepts (Klein & Dallarocas 1999) , and describe its use in redesigning the
hiring process of a firm. The approach, using knowledge management techniques for
a business modeling task, was described by the authors as “novel” in 1999 (Malone
et al. 1999).
Presley et al. (2001) discuss the need for modeling business processes. They show
how structured modeling approaches such as object-oriented modeling and ontologies can help engineer and improve business processes within a virtual enterprise.
Their work does not use an own virtual enterprise ontology, but uses existing ontologies as the AIAI enterprise ontology (Uschold et al. 1998) to argue for a structured
modeling approach for business process modeling.
Osterwalder & Pigneur (2002) introduced an e-business modeling ontology to sup-
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port a rigorous definition of issues that influence e-business concerns and their interdependencies in a company business model. They argue that such an approach can
help companies “understand, communicate and share, change, measure, simulate and
learn more about the different aspects of e-business in their firm”.
Gordijn (2002) proposed an ontology to describe business models, to explore and
understand business ideas and evaluate their potential profitability. His ontology
provides reasoning capacity for understanding the intricacies of multi-actor business
models. He argues that the use of such a structured approach results in clarity about
value propositions of all involved actors, while the lack of this clarity has been a
cause for failure of e-commerce initiatives in the past.
Scozzi & Garavelli (2005) studied the use of business modeling techniques (BMTs)
that support the innovation development process within small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) from several perspectives, e.g., sequence of tasks, decisions that evolve over
time, strategic process, political process, and communication and information flow.
They classified BMTs based on the kind of ontology that the BMT uses: activities,
states, decision criteria and decision variables, roles, concepts and data flow. Next,
they analyzed which of the BMT classes is most suitable for analysis of each of the
perspectives. Their research shows that models and structured analysis techniques
can be a helpful tool in creating strategies, in reasoning, in gaining insights and in
communication.
Our research continues the line of the above and other authors, arguing for a structured modeling approach of business issues, that are typically unstructured and illdefined, in terms of computation. The service ontology we present in this thesis captures domain knowledge to enable reasoning processes that are currently performed
in the minds of service personnel. In the studies we present in Chapters 7 and 8
we show how the use of our ontology facilitates a systematic reasoning process with
business knowledge. Domain experts who used our ontology declared that the use of
our ontology helped them gain new insights into their own domains.

3.2.2

Viewpoints on E-Service Provisioning

Gordijn & Akkermans (2001) distinguish between three viewpoints in the design of
e-business activities: a business value viewpoint, a business process viewpoint and
an information system viewpoint. The business value viewpoint focuses on ways
to create, distribute and consume economic value. Relevant stakeholders are CxO’s
(e.g., CEO, CFO), marketeers and customers. The business process viewpoint focuses on business processes, through which value propositions are put into operation.
It focuses on ownership of these processes. Relevant stakeholders are those who are
responsible for the design and execution of operational processes (e.g., operational
management). The information system viewpoint represents the information systems
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that enable and support the business processes. Relevant stakeholders are those who
are responsible for development and exploitation of information technology, typically
employees of IT-departments. We adopt these three viewpoints, and add a fourth one:
the computer science / artificial intelligence viewpoint. It focuses on upper level ontologies and domain ontologies. These are used as a basis for building information
systems. Main stakeholders are knowledge engineers.
In Section 2.3 we argued that software-aided support for service bundling is required
for the realization of e-service offerings, and for business analyses of service offerings involving networked enterprises. The first of these two contexts fits well into the
framework of Gordijn & Akkermans (2001), since e-services are a type of e-business
activities. The second context is not limited to e-services, but includes also traditional services. However, since business and IT are nowadays strongly intertwined,
and most services require some support of IT, we can safely adopt the three earlier
mentioned viewpoints as a framework in which we position our work.
Business value viewpoint
We describe services as economic activities, in which customers and suppliers exchange economic values. Hence, we position our work in the business value viewpoint. Traditionally, this viewpoint has been the realm of business researchers, who
use natural language for knowledge representation. In recent years, authors as those
mentioned in Section 3.2.1 employ structured modeling practices in the business
value viewpoint, introducing also new knowledge representation techniques: UML
diagrams, ontology editing software tools as Protégé and graphic visualizations. Also
our research uses structured modeling techniques to develop a service ontology from
a business value viewpoint, using knowledge representation techniques as UML diagrams, ontology tools as Protégé and OntoEdit and graphic visualizations. Using
these knowledge representation techniques we allow for a computer-based analysis
of business issues, adopting the viewpoint of business analysts and marketeers.
Business process viewpoint
After having used the business value viewpoint to describe what is offered by whom
to whom, the business process perspective is used to describe how these service offerings are selected, negotiated, contracted and provisioned operationally, and may
include activities that are performed by humans and/or by information systems. A
remark has to be made here about the term ‘activity’. This term has been used by us
in our value-driven definition of the term ‘service’, but is also used often to describe
business processes. So what is the difference between an ‘activity’ in the context
of the business value viewpoint, and an ‘activity’ in the context of the business process viewpoint? In the business value viewpoint we consider an activity as an act of
economic nature. A service is defined as an economic activity, focusing on what is
offered by whom to whom. In the business process viewpoint, on the other hand, we
consider the operational nature of an activity, focusing on how these service offerings
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(being economic activities) are operationalized. For example, seen from the business value viewpoint, an ISP service is an activity in which customers pay a certain
amount of money to an Internet Service Provider, and possibly commit themselves to
consume this service for a given period of time, in return for an Internet connection
with a predefined speed, and a helpdesk support via the telephone. Seen from the
business process viewpoint, the same service is a series of operational tasks: customer registration, connecting the customer to a physical network, assigning an IP
address to this customer, billing and more. A single business process may be part
of the operationalizing of multiple services; this is typically the case for supporting
activities as billing and customer registration. An extensive discussion on the differences between modeling activities in these two viewpoints is given in Gordijn et al.
(2000).
Various notations have been suggested to model business processes, varying in their
degree of formality and intended users. These include UML activity diagrams (Fowler
& Scott 1997), Event-Driven Process Chains (EPC) (Keller et al. 1992, Mendling
et al. 2005), Integration Definition for Function Modeling (IDEF0 website 2005) and
Petri nets (van Hee 1994).
Information system viewpoint
Services that are offered online are supported by information systems. The information system viewpoint describes the components of an information system. UML
techniques as activity diagrams and interaction diagrams can be used to represent
this viewpoint. Online service provisioning always involves an information systems
supported process. On the one extreme, only a small fraction of the business process
may be performed online (e.g., providing information about an offline service), and
on the other extreme, the whole service offering may be performed online, including
the search for services, negotiation, contracting, delivery and post-sales customer service. Such service offerings and related business processes are potentially realized by
Websites and information systems, using a variety of Web standards, techniques and
technologies, for example web services: “loosely coupled, reusable software components that semantically encapsulate discrete functionality and are distributed and
programmatically accessible over standard Internet protocols” (Stencil Group 2001)).
Web service technologies are currently being developed to support application integration among business partners in B2B scenarios.
Computer science / artificial intelligence viewpoint
Services that are offered online are supported by information systems. Software components developed within the information system viewpoint use underlying knowledge bases. These are formal representations of parts of the world, about which information systems have to reason. For example, web services can be supported by a
semantic markup to facilitate automation of tasks as service discovery, execution and
composition and interoperation (McIlraith et al. 2001). These tasks are supported
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Figure 3.1: Positioning the service ontology
by OWL-S, a web service ontology which provides a core set of markup language
constructs to describe web services unambiguously in a computer-interpretable form
(OWL Services Coalition 2004). Main differences between our definition of services
(in our service ontology) and between OWL-S web services are (1) the level of focus
(economic value of a service vs. service process); (2) the notions of time and scheduling (they do not exist in our work, as we focus on what is offered; they are a central
element in OWL-S). Knowledge representation techniques in this viewpoint are Description Logic-based ontologies and the semantic web standard ontology language
OWL.
Figure 3.1 summarizes the above discussion, and highlights the positioning of this
thesis in the spectrum of e-service design among other researchers who use structured
modeling techniques within the business value viewpoint.

3.2.3

Introduction to the Service Ontology

In the next sections we present our service ontology, using examples from a credit
card service, for which we assume all readers to be familiar with. We present and
exemplify the various concepts that constitute the service ontology. In Chapters 4
and 5 we show how we use these constructs to reason with the service ontology.
Our service ontology comprises of two distinct perspectives, describing how two
different stakeholder groups view services: customers and suppliers. As argued in
Chapter 2, customers are typically not interested in a service itself, but in the value
– the benefits – thereof. These benefits provide a solution for customer needs and
demands. In view of this, our ontology includes two sub-ontologies, or perspectives,
to describe the needs of customers (demand-side perspective) and the services that
suppliers provide, in terms of benefits that they provide (supply-side perspective).
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The service value perspective is a demand-side, customer perspective. It describes the
service from a customers’ point of view in terms of customers’ needs and demands,
their quality descriptors and their acceptable sacrifice, in return for obtaining the
service (including price, but also intangible expenses such as inconvenience costs
and access time).
The service offering perspective describes services from a supplier’s perspective; it
describes service components (service elements), their required inputs and their outcomes, as they are actually delivered by the service provider in order to satisfy customers’ needs. Our service description adopts a system theory view (Borst 1997,
Borst et al. 1997), such that services are said to have ports and interfaces, similarly
to electricity sockets. Service outcomes are often not physical outcomes of a process
(as described in process models), but rather the benefits that a service provides. This
distinction is important to understand, and is due to the following reasons, lengthily
discussed before: (1) services often cannot be described in unambiguous terms based
on physical characteristics, (2) as argued in Chapter 2, customers are typically interested in the benefits of a service, rather than in the service itself, and (3) a development towards a need-oriented matching between activities of customers and suppliers
(Normann 2001) requires suppliers to present their products in such a way that customer benefits are emphasized.
Our service ontology, presented in this thesis, is of a descriptive nature. In creating
the ontology that we present in this chapter, as well as in assessing the reasoning capacity we present in the following chapters, we concentrated on implementing business logic. Our model has not been influenced by considerations of computational
complexity, which is an important research area by itself. Neither have we implemented a means to select the best solution for a service bundling (or: configuration)
task; instead, we present all solutions.
True to our multidisciplinary research environment, we provide two different representations for our service ontology. Graphic visualizations enhance human understanding of models, and serve for communication with non technical stakeholders.
A more formal representation, using UML diagrams and a Web based knowledge
representation standard (RDFS) provide a degree of formality that enables using the
ontology by computer-based systems. To this end, we also provide in Appendix A
a list of inherent domain constraints that are not included in the UML and RDFS
representations of the ontology, and yet are part of the service ontology.
In following two sections we present the two sub-ontologies: the service value perspective and the service offering perspective. For every concept we discuss, if applicable, its attributes, its relations and its visualization, and we provide an example from
a credit card service. We elaborate the most about the service offering perspective,
which has been the main focus of our work.
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Figure 3.2: Service offering sub-ontology

3.3

The Service Offering Perspective

The sub-ontology representing the service offering perspective is sketched in Figures 3.2, 3.8 and 3.11, using UML class diagrams.
The core ideas behind the service offering perspective – reflecting a supplier view on
service offerings – are:
1. A customer is typically not interested in a product (service, good) itself, but in
the benefits that the product presents him (Teare 1998, Lancaster 1966).
2. Services represent a value exchange: customer and supplier exchange objects
of economic value to which we refer as resources. A service requires some
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resources (service inputs) and results in the availability of other resources (service outcomes). Hence resources are not to be understood as operational resources (things needed to carry out a business process); they are typically the
benefits of a service, and its costs.
3. A service bundle is in fact a bundle of benefits (Kasper et al. 1999).
4. Suppliers may choose to sell their services only as a package (meaning that
services cannot be sold independently) or as an optional bundle (the services
can be sold separately or as a package). Other dependencies exist between
services (e.g., substitution, exclusion).
5. The bundling process of services is similar to the configuration process of components, where an artifact (bundle) is created, given a set of components (services), parameters and constraints (e.g., dependencies between services), and
given a set of requirements (e.g., benefits that a bundle should present). This
topic will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

In the following sub-sections we present the concepts that constitute the service offering perspective of our ontology. We divide them into four groups, based on the
knowledge that they represent:
1. Concepts for modeling services (service bundles or more elementary services)
as bundles of benefits, in accordance with business research.
2. Concepts for modeling services (service bundles or more elementary services)
as components, in accordance with configuration theory.
3. Concepts for modeling business rules that act as constraints on how services
can be configured into service bundles.
4. Concepts for modeling customer requirements for configuration (service bundling)
(in fact, concepts for modeling a desired service bundle).

3.3.1

Constructs for Modeling a Service as a Bundle of Benefits

Service element. Service elements are what we defined earlier as “economic activities, deeds and performances of a mostly intangible nature”. The service marketing
and management literature distinguishes between three types of service elements,
from a supplier perspective: a core service (the main business), a supplementary service with a supporting role (making the core service possible) or a supplementary
service with an enhancing role (improving the service’s value by adding extra features) (Grönroos 2000, Kasper et al. 1999, Lovelock 1983).
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Every port of an input
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Every port of an outcome
interface refers to one
resource (service outcome)

Figure 3.3: Service element
• Core service. A core service describes how the supplier’s business adds value
to a value chain. This is the reason for the supplier’s presence on the market. A firm may have multiple core services, e.g., banking facilities as well as
insurances.
• Supplementary service. A service that accompanies the core service/product,
ranging from finance to training. It may be of two types:
– Supporting supplementary services are needed in order to enable the core
service consumption. In the absence of these services, it is impossible to
consume the core service.
– Enhancing supplementary services are often considered to be the elements of the service that define it and make it competitive. They increase the value of the service, or differentiate it from those of competitors (Grönroos 2000); the core service can however be consumed without
them.
To avoid confusion, note that the use of the terms supporting and enhancing
services is author-dependent. The services that we refer to as supporting, respectively enhancing, are called facilitating services and supporting services
respectively by Grönroos (2000).
Our work, on the other hand, is customer oriented, due to the increasing customeroriented matching between activities of customers and suppliers. Customers are typically not interested in whether or not the service they want to consume is considered
as the core business of a supplier or not (they are often not aware of terminology as
“core service”). Moreover, customers are often not aware of the existence of supporting services (typically, logistic services). Consequently, we do not use above typology for service elements as such. We will refer to this subject again in Section 3.3.3,
when we discuss service dependencies.
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Credit card
Fee
(monetary resource)
Lock-in
(capability resource)

Credit card
(physical good)
Payments
(capability resource)
Cash withdrawal
(capability resource)

Figure 3.4: Credit card service element
Attributes. A service element has a name with which the a supplier presents the
service to its customers.
Relations. A service element has exactly one input interface, and one outcome interface. The concept ‘service element’ has the relation ‘has context’, which has been
omitted from Figure 3.2. The concept ‘context’ is described below, in Section 3.5.
Visualization. A service element is depicted as a rectangle with its name on the top
left corner, and with two interfaces: an input interface on the left hand side, and an
outcome interface on the right hand side (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4).
Example. A credit card service; a travel insurance service (possibly as an enhancing
service, combined with a credit card service).
Elementary service element. A service element may be decomposed into smaller
service elements, as long as the smaller elements can be offered to customers separately or by different suppliers. Once a smaller element represents a non-separable
service element that is offered by one supplier, we call it an elementary service element. The decision whether or not to split a service into smaller services depends on
the supplier, as we will show in the example services.
Relations. An elementary service element is supplied by exactly one supplier.
Visualization. An elementary service element is a service element, and therefore
adheres to Figure 3.3 as well.
Example. A credit card company may offer the credit card as a payment facility
and/or for money withdrawal from ATMs. While one credit card company may consider both functionalities to be non-separable, another may offer credit cards either
only as a means of payment, or – for a higher price – also for money withdrawal
from ATM’s. The first supplier will typically model just one elementary credit card
service, while the other will model two elementary services: a payment service and a
cash withdrawal service. Together, these two services will offer a similar offering to
the credit card service of the first supplier.
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Figure 3.5: Service bundle

Service bundle. A service bundle is a complex service element, including one
or more service elements, any of which may be either elementary or a bundle. It
has no explicit restriction on the number of suppliers that may participate in this offering (but as mentioned before, every elementary service element – and thus also
every elementary service element within a service bundle – is supplied by exactly
one supplier).
Relations. A service bundle includes service links (see Figure 3.5); these will be
discussed in Section 3.3.2.
Visualization. A service bundle is a service element, and therefore adheres to Figure 3.3 as well. Yet, it introduces extra complexity, since it includes other services as
well, as depicted in Figure 3.5. The service elements within a bundle are visualized
as service elements within a larger service element (service bundle).
Example. A service bundle may include a credit card service and a travel insurance
service. The credit card service may also be a bundle, including a payment service
and a cash withdrawal service.
Supplier. An entity, mostly with a legal status, that offers services.
Attributes. A supplier has a name, e.g., a company name or the name of a governmental organization.
Relations. A supplier supplies elementary service elements. Note that as a service
bundle may include multiple elementary service elements, it may be supplied by a
group of suppliers.
Example. American Express, MasterCard, Visa.
Resource. The provisioning of a service mostly requires some benefits to be sacrificed (service inputs), and results in the availability of other benefits (service out-
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comes)1 . The outcome resource of one service may be used as an input resource
of another service. We refer to both as resources. As emphasized before, inputs
and outcomes reflect the value exchange between customers and suppliers, and not
a process-level flow of resources that are transformed into an end-product. The resources we refer to describe what is being offered, and not how the service is made
operational. We identify the following types of resources:
• Physical goods. Sometimes described as ‘those things that can be dropped on
the floor’. Quite often the result of an interaction between customer and supplier may be that the customer has something of a tangible nature, like airline
tickets or a credit card. The prime goal of these objects – referred to as physical evidence or tangible evidence – is often not the possession of something
tangible, but supporting a certain image of a service, so that customers judge
the service positively (Shostack 1977). When services are added to a physical
good (like car insurance and a car), these services may look more tangible but
in fact the service itself remains just as intangible as services that are not added
to a physical good (Kasper et al. 1999).
• Human resources. Human resources may refer to the supplier (i.e., employees)
or to the customer (own participation in the service provisioning). We do not
model human resources if they are inherent to the service. For example: if a
customer orders a credit card, it is obvious that (1) the customer spends some
time on the ordering activity, and that (2) an employee will handle the transaction (or at least those parts of it that cannot be automated). We model human
resources where they reflect costs or value for the customer. For example, customers who serve themselves in a self-service restaurant sacrifice some of their
comfort and experience (of being served) in return for a lower price.
• Monetary resources. Mostly money, but one could also consider stocks or other
value-papers. The value of monetary resources is determined by a formula (a
pricing model, to be described below), set by the supplier (e.g., usage-based
price), and possibly subject to negotiations.
• Information resources. Information may be of economic value, for example
in a news provisioning service or in a weather report service. Suppliers often
value information about their customers, when trying to increase customer loyalty. Since suppliers are willing to reward customers for this information, it has
economic value and is a resource. We do not model information flow which is
1 The

notions service input and service outcome refer to the resources in the input interface, respectively outcome interface of a service. However, these terms are not part of the ontology, as their meaning
is captured by other terms: resource, in combination with input interface, and resource, in combination
with outcome interface.
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necessary to carry out a business process, such as customer name or account
number.
• Capability resources. People often appreciate having the ability to do things
(even if they eventually do not do them). For example, people live in the center
of town so that they can easily enjoy all the facilities of the town, but in fact they
may use these facilities only once every so often. When buying an insurance
we pay for the ability to receive some service in case something goes wrong,
but often we eventually do not use that service, because nothing goes wrong.
Hence, we pay for a capability.
• Experience resources. Every service involves a service experience. The experience becomes a resource however, when it reflects costs (a service may have
psychological costs, e.g., bad smell) or value (e.g., an added value of going
to Euro Disney is having fun; a Gold credit card is a status symbol) for the
customer.
• State-change resource. Services are “activities. . . of bringing about a desired
change in – or on behalf of – the recipient of the service” (Lovelock 1983).
The object of change may be the customers themselves (e.g., haircut, medical
treatment), physical goods (e.g., car repair, shipment of goods) or information
(e.g., translation services). In some services the change can be related to a
property of some resource, whereas in other services the subject of the statechange is not a resource, e.g., a passenger taking a flight undergoes a state
change, but he is not a resource. In such cases the economic value of a service,
from the customer point of view, is a change of state: the customer was in
Amsterdam, and now he is in Sydney. He pays for this change of state.
Attributes. A resource has a name, a type and three more attributes that are of importance for the software-aided bundling process:
• Consumability. A resource is said to be not consumable if it is still available for
consumption, after having been consumed already. When bundling service elements A, B and C (and possibly more) into service bundle X, service element
A may have a service outcome that is required as a service input for service
elements B as well as C (and possibly more). If this resource (outcome/input)
is not consumable, service A can provide this resource as an input for both
B and C, and not only one of them. In such a case, this service outcome of
service element A will also be part of the outcome interface of service bundle X (implying that it can be consumed by an external entity). The concept
consumability is depicted in Figure 3.6.
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Bundle 1

service B

Bundle 2

service B

service A

service A
not consumable

consumable

service C

service C

Figure 3.6: Consumability. Note that the outcome resource of service A in bundle 1
is not consumable, hence it can be consumed a number of times, while the outcome
resource of service A in bundle 2 is consumable, hence it can be consumed once only.
• Compositeness. Refers to whether two or more resources of the same type can
be united and modeled as one resource, when they appear in the same interface. Some resources may not be united into one resource, for example tables
and chairs – both pieces of furniture (physical goods) – normally cannot be
modeled as one resource. On the other hand, a common example for the compositeness property is the (financial) costs of services. If two service elements
within a service bundle require a fee, we do not necessarily model two different
fee inputs in the input interface of the bundle; instead, they may be united to
one fee input. Likewise, if an input of 1000 Euro is available for a bundle, and
the bundle includes two services that require 500 Euro each, the input of 1000
Euro may be decomposed into two inputs of 500 Euro.
• Has Consumable Property. If a resource is consumable, it has at least one service property that “gets consumed”, meaning that the value thereof decreases
upon consumption. This is referred to as ‘consumable property’.
Relations. A resource may be related to multiple service ports.
Visualization. A resource can be marked by its name nearby a service port (to be
discussed below), or on a service link between two ports (see below). Examples are
shown in Figure 3.4.
Example. Several resources are depicted in Figure 3.4: one monetary resource, one
physical good and three capability resources:
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1. Lock-in: customers commit themselves to consume this service for a given
period of time (typically one or two years); this commitment is valuable for the
supplier.
2. The ability to pay worldwide.
3. The ability to withdraw money from ATMs.
Design element. This term is borrowed from configuration theory (Schreiber et al.
2000), where configuration is described as a design task. In our case, a design element
is the supertype of ‘service element’ and ‘resource’, the two main elements that play
a role in the service bundle design task.
Relations. A design element has zero or more properties and conditional outputs (to
be discussed below).
Example. See examples of service elements and resources.
Service property. Properties encapsulate domain knowledge that describes design
elements (resources and services) qualitatively and quantitatively.
Attributes. A property has the following attributes: (1) a name; (2) a value; (3) a
value type (numeric, String); (4) a unit to measure the value; (5) an optional description of the property, using natural language; (6) comparability (the latter is used for
comparing resources; the comparison process takes into consideration only the comparable resource properties). We compare resources by comparing all the properties
of a resource that are marked as comparable. If the property has a numeric value,
we compare this value (equal, smaller, larger). If the property has a String value, we
compare the Strings (here only the relation equal is possible). A formal definition of
equal resources is given in Appendix A.
Relations. The value of a service property may be restricted by a requirement expression (see below), when defining criteria for service bundling.
Example. Property name: fee. Property value: 40. Value type: numeric. Property
unit: euro/month. Property description: monthly fee. Comparability: TRUE.

3.3.2

Constructs for Modeling a Service as a Component

Service interface. Every service element – whether it is elementary or a bundle – has
exactly two service interfaces: one input interface, and one outcome interface (both
are subtypes of the concept service interface). Together they provide a black-box
view of a service, abstracting away from its internalities. A service interface consists
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Figure 3.7: Example service bundles. Note how in the bundle 1 resource r3 is satisfied internally: it is an outcome of service element 1, and it is consumed by service
element 2 within the bundle. In bundle 2, however, service element 3 does not provide
resource r3; consequently, r3 has to appear in the input interface of the bundle.
of service ports (to be described below). Grouping ports into one interface is related
to the idea of bundling: either all ports are available, or none at all.
Relations. A service interface is part of exactly one service element; it consists of
zero or more service ports.
Visualization. Service interfaces are visualized as rounded boxes at the right and left
edges of a service element. Service ports are drawn inside service interfaces (see
Figure 3.3 through 3.7).
Input interface. The provisioning of a service requires the availability of certain resources. This is modeled by an input interface: a set of ports (to be discussed
below) and associated resources must be available to make possible the provisioning
of a service. The input interface does not specify who has to provide the required resources (e.g., a customer, or another service), how the service is provisioned or what
are the outcomes of the service.
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When customers buy multiple services as a service bundle, all the input interfaces of
these separate services must be satisfied. A subset thereof may be satisfied internally,
meaning that the outcome interface of one service may provide resources that can
satisfy some of the ports of an input interface of another service within the bundle.
All (parts of) the input interfaces of all services within a bundle that are not satisfied
internally in the bundle, appear in the input interface of a bundle, meaning that they all
have to be provided by an external entity that wishes to consume the service bundle.
Thus, an input interface of a service bundle is the union of the input interfaces of the
service elements inside the bundle, minus the ports that are satisfied internally. This
is depicted in Figure 3.7.
Visualization. An input interface is depicted as a service interface (rounded box) at
the left edge of a service element.
Example. Figure 3.4 shows an example service element, where the input interface
consists of two ports. Both of them must be satisfied (i.e., their associated resources
are provided), for the service to be provisioned. However, often inputs are provided
only after the service has been provided.
Outcome interface. The provisioning of a service results in the availability of
certain outcomes, referred to as “a bundle of benefits” (Kasper et al. 1999). This is
modeled by an outcome interface: a set of resources become available once a service has been provisioned. The outcome interface models the idea of bundling: the
set of outcomes (benefits) in an outcome interface is non-separable in the service
to which a given outcome interface is attached. Once again, the interface abstracts
away from how the service is provisioned, or which input resources are required for
the provisioning of the related service. Similarly to the description we gave for input
interfaces, also an outcome interface of a service bundle is the union of the outcome
interfaces of the service elements inside the bundle, minus outcome ports that provide
resources that are consumed internally.
Visualization. An outcome interface is depicted as a service interface (rounded box)
at the right edge of a service element.
Example. Figure 3.4 shows an example service element, where the outcome interface
consists of three ports. They represent the “bundle of benefits” that the given service
presents to customers.
Service port. A service port indicates a certain resource that is either a pre-requisite
for carrying out this service element (input port), or that is the result (outcome) of
carrying out this service element. A service element is then characterized by its required inputs and by the outcomes it produces. The notion of ports stems from the
technical system theory (Borst 1997). Ports create an interface to which external elements must adhere, if they wish to interact with a service, abstracting away from the
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internal structure or operationalization of a service.
Attributes. We discussed earlier the compositeness attribute of resources. Also a
port has the attribute is composable. When associated with a resource, this attribute
describes whether the resource is of a composable nature. However, sometimes a
business may decide not to compose resources even though they are of a composable
nature. For example, two fee resources of two elementary services in a service bundle
may be composed into one fee (implying one bill for two services) or not (implying
that every service generates its own bill). Although the nature of money resources is
composable, businesses may decide not to compose these resources (and to send two
separate bills). Consequently, also a port has the compositeness attribute, enabling
to define per case whether two composable resources should indeed be composed.
Hence, resource compositeness describes whether a resource is of composable nature,
while port compositeness describes whether the resource in a specific port should be
composed (assuming that the resource is also of a composable nature, and that two
or more similar resources exist in one interface). For a similar reason a port also has
the attribute is consumable.
Relations. A service port requires exactly one resource. It belongs to exactly one
service interface, and may be connected to service links (to be discussed below).
Visualization. The service port is depicted by a small triangle (see Figure 3.4). The
name of the resource related to the port can be depicted with a text label.
Service link. A service link is a connection between two ports of different service elements in a bundle. It should be interpreted as “the port where the link starts provides
a resource for the port where the link ends”. This has the following implications:
(1) a service link has a direction; (2) a service link exists only in a service bundle,
because it always connects two interfaces of two services (either two services inside
a bundle, or the bundle itself with a service within the bundle); (3) no service link is
allowed between two ports of the same service, because a service cannot provide a
resource for itself.
Generally speaking, two ports may be connected by a service link if their resources
are identical (and subject to other conditions). However, they need not always be
identical; if an input of 1000 Euro is required, and an input of 2000 Euro is available,
we should be able to use the available 2000 Euro even though we need less. This is
facilitated by the comparability attribute of resources, described earlier in this section.
A service element (say, service X) may be part of multiple bundles. In every such
bundle the same ports of service X will be connected differently to other ports by
service links. See for example Figure 3.7, where elementary service 2 has a port that
requires resource r3. This port is connected to different ports in bundle 1 and bundle
2. As a result, we need a mechanism to relate a service link to a bundle, so that we
can tell which of the links of a given port to use in a given case. A service link is
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Figure 3.8: Business rules/constraints: service dependencies and conditional outputs
therefore not only a relation between two ports, but also a relation between a service
element (elementary or bundle, say service X) and a service bundle (say bundle Y),
that includes service X.
Relations. A service link starts at exactly one service port, terminates at exactly one
service port, and belongs to exactly one service bundle.
Visualization. A service link is shown as a line between service ports. The name
of the resource which is being provided may optionally be presented by a text label
nearby the link.

3.3.3

Constructs for Modeling Business Rules

The service offering perspective includes constructs to define two types of constraints
(Gruber et al. 1996), descriptions that limit the permissible values of characteristics
of service elements and represent supply-side business logic. These are referred to
as conditional outputs and service dependencies (see Figure 3.8). We will discuss
the notion of constraints also in Chapter 4, where we focus on how services are
configured into service bundles.
Conditional output. Constraints on the possible values of properties of design elements are referred to as “conditional outputs”. We call them conditional outputs
because they include a condition, which determines the value of some property (the
so-called ‘output’). They therefore have the form “IF. . . (condition) THEN a prop-
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erty’s value is. . . (output)”. We distinguish between three types of conditional outputs.
1. A conditional output refers to one design element (e.g., the value of the property “location” of the resource “cash withdrawal” may be either “NL” or “worldwide”).
2. A conditional output refers to two or more resources within one service elements (e.g., formula that determines the price based on the quality level of an
outcome).
3. A conditional output refers to two or more resources in two or more services
(e.g., if the fee resource in service X has value 1000, then the invoice resource
in service Y has value 1000 as well).
In all three types the THEN part of a conditional output refers to the value of exactly
one property; they differ however in the IF part. In the first type, the IF part of the
condition does not refer to any property. This can be expressed as “IF (TRUE) THEN
property N = . . . ”. In the second and third types the IF part of the condition refers
to one or more properties of some design element(s). This can be expressed as “IF
(property X == . . . AND property Y == . . . AND. . . ) THEN property N = . . . ”.
Attributes. A formula of the type IF. . . THEN describes the conditional output.
Relations. We refer to the IF part of a conditional output as ‘domain’, and to the
THEN part as ’range’. A conditional output (see Figure 3.8) determines the value
of exactly one property (the ‘range’) of a design element. This is modeled with the
relation “conditional output hasRange. . . service property (cardinality 1)”. The value
of that property may be dependent on some other property or properties (the second
and third types of conditional outputs), or on no property (the first type of conditional
outputs). These properties are the conditional output’s ‘domain’. We model this dependency with the relation “conditional output hasDomain. . . service property” with
cardinality zero or more. Some resources allow a range of values, and are assigned
to multiple services. Their properties values are determined in every such service
element by conditional outputs. Hence we assign conditional outputs to service ports
in order to determine the value of a resource assigned to this service port, when the
same resource may behave differently in every service element to which it is attached.
Pricing model. Pricing models are a special type of conditional outputs. A pricing model is a representation of how a company plans to set its prices (Daly 2002).
In other words, a pricing model is a representation of how a price is derived. It can
be expressed in natural language, or as a mathematical formula. Examples of broadly
used pricing models are:
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• Flat-rate: the user pays a fixed amount which is independent of usage (Choi
et al. 1997).
• Usage-based: the user is charged on basis of usage (Essegaier et al. 2002).
• Two-part tariff : the user pays a fixed amount plus an additional usage-based
charge (Essegaier et al. 2002, Dolan & Simon 1996).
• n-block tariff (where n = 2): a price per unit is charged up to a certain quantity
(say: X), and then a different price per unit is charged for all units greater
than X. This pricing model is applicable when each block has both a fixed and
variable price component. It can be generalized for n >2 (Dolan & Simon
1996).
By adding pricing models to a service ontology we allow suppliers to determine
the price of a service (elementary or bundle). That price plays a significant role
in determining the value for the customer, and also gives a perception of quality
(Payne 1993). An extensive report on pricing models in the service ontology can be
found in de Miranda (2005).
Relations. The pricing model concept is a subtype of the conditional output concept.
It inherits the domain/range relations of ‘conditional outputs’, using which it determines the value of one property – price – based on values of other properties. A
pricing model has relations with the concepts ‘service port’ and ‘service link’:
• A pricing model is assigned to. . . service port (cardinality: 0..*). This relation
is inherited from the supertype conditional output. Restriction: a pricing model
can be attached to a service port that requires a monetary resource only.
• A pricing model is assigned to. . . service link (cardinality: 0..*). Some services may use a specific pricing model only when they are part of a specific
bundle. A service link is a connection between two ports (in a bundle), and is
also a relation between a service element (elementary or bundle, say service
X) and exactly one service bundle (say bundle Y), that includes that first service element. By adding a pricing model to a service link, we model that this
pricing model is used only when service X is part of bundle Y. The service link
then connects two monetary resources: that of service X and that of bundle Y.
Consequently, it becomes possible to calculate the price of bundle Y based on
the pricing model that is in the link between ports of service X and bundle Y
(see Figure 3.9). Note: as can be seen in Figure 3.9, a service link may also
connect ports of two services X and Z that are both included in service bundle
Y. In such a case, if a pricing model is attached to this link, it will have no influence on the ports of service bundle Y, and will therefore not be used directly
to determine the price of service bundle Y.
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Figure 3.9: Pricing models. In the top image, a pricing model is attached to the input
port of service X, to determine the price of the service. Once service X is included
in service bundle Y (lower image), a different pricing model is attached to a service
link between ports of service X and bundle Y. This latter pricing model determines
the price of service X, when service X is included in service bundle Y, and overrides
the pricing model that was attached to the input port of service X.

Example. Credit card suppliers often use a flat rate: the user pays a fixed amount per
year. Another possibility is a two-part tariff: a fixed amount plus a fee per transaction.

Service dependency. Service dependency is a relationship between two or more
service elements that defines a dependency between these service elements. It represents a constraint on how these service elements may or may not be bundled. Unlike
conditional outputs that refer to the internal characteristics of a service element, a
service dependency is a constraint on the configuration (or: bundling) of services,
rather than on the service elements themselves. A service dependency is defined as a
formula, that receives two inputs of type ‘service elements’ (A – the dependees – and
B – the dependents – are disjoint sets of service elements), and produces as output a
set of possible configurations of these two inputs. In most cases A and B comprise
of exactly one service element, but in developing real-world studies we encountered
situations where the cardinality was more than one. When the sets of dependees or
of dependents include more than one service element, for example the set of services
{service 1, service 2,... service n}, we interpret this as {service 1 OR service 2 OR
... OR service n}. Service dependencies are driven by business logic. For example:
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• Two services provide the same benefits for customers, and can therefore be
used as substitutes.
• Two service elements that use a same business process can be bundled to reduce
operational costs.
• A travel insurance service adds value to a credit card service. It is a common
marketing practice to add such value-adding services to a core service in order to differentiate the core service and attract customers. From a customers’
perspective, the credit card will still be their core service, the main service they
want to buy. The extra (‘free’) travel insurance may convince them to choose
for a specific credit card, rather than for another credit card service that does
not offer this enhancing service.
Every service element may have a number of service dependencies, but there may not
exist more than one service dependency between the same two services. We define
the following types of service dependencies, with A, B as two disjoint sets of service
elements. These are described below, assuming that A includes several services x,
y,. . . z , and B includes several services a, b,. . . n (yet, in practice in most cases A and
B include only one service element). Note that service dependencies are not symmetric, so it is important whether a service is the first argument or the second argument
of a service dependency.
For every pair of service elements x ∈ A and n ∈ B:
1. Core/enhancing (A, B): n is an enhancing service of x (and thus x is a core
service of n). Hence service x is a main service a customer is interested in,
whereas service n: (1) is not required for the provisioning of service x; and
(2) adds value to x; and (3) is an optional service element, next to x; and (4)
is not sold independently of service x. If customers wish to consume service
element x, they are presented with the option to consume also n, but they are
not obliged to consume n.
Notation: CE(A, B)
Output: {A},{A,B} in case both sets include just one service element; otherwise
{x},{y},. . . {z},{x,a},{x,b},. . . {x,n},{y,a},{y,b},. . . {y,n},{z,a},{z,b},. . . {z,n}
2. Core/supporting (A, B): n is a supporting service of x (and thus x is the core
service of n). In business logic terms it means that x cannot be provisioned
without n and that n is not offered independently of service x. Very often n will
not present value as such for customers (e.g., billing services), but yet it must
be provided to enable the provisioning of x. If customers wish to buy service
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x, they are obliged to consume service n as well.
Notation: CS(A, B)
Output: {A,B} in case both sets include just one service element; otherwise
{x,a},{x,b},. . . {x,n},{y,a},{y,b},. . . {y,n},{z,a},{z,b},. . . {z,n}
3. Bundled (A, B): If customers wish to buy service element x, they are obliged
to buy also n. This is similar to the core/supporting dependency. However, in
case of a bundled dependency, n may be offered independently (remember that
this is not a symmetric relation), and the reason for the obligatory consumption
of n is not that n is required to support the provisioning of x. In the case of
bundled services, the bundling is required due to some business logic, such as
cost efficiency reasons, marketing reasons or legislation.
Notation: BU(A, B)
Output: {A,B} in case both sets include just one service element; otherwise
{x,a},{x,b},. . . {x,n},{y,a},{y,b},. . . {y,n},{z,a},{z,b},. . . {z,n}
4. OptionalBundle (A, B): Two services x and n are offered separately, but also
as an optional combination (bundle). This is referred to as mixed bundling in
the literature (Guiltinan 1987, Normann 2001, Barrutia Legarreta & Echebarria Miguel 2004). In most cases, the bundling of two such service elements
presents added value to the supplier (e.g., lower operational costs) as well as to
the customer (lower price). Unlike the core/enhancing service dependency, in
the optional bundle case service n can also be offered independently of service
x.
Notation: OB(A, B)
Output: {A},{A,B} in case both sets include just one service element; otherwise
{x},{y},. . . {z},{x,a},{x,b},. . . {x,n},{y,a},{y,b},. . . {y,n},{z,a},{z,b},. . . {z,n}
5. Substitute (A, B): Customers consider service n to satisfy them at least as
much as service x (and possibly better). In such cases it is very likely that
the service outcomes of service x are also made available by service n (but n
possibly offers more benefits). Service n can therefore be bought instead of x;
customers can choose which one of them they prefer.2
Notation: SU(A, B)
Output: {A},{B} in case both sets include just one service element.
2 As

we explain in Chapter 4, the substitute service dependency is not required for service configuration, as it represents redundant information. We nevertheless model it, because substitution is an
important notion in business research and practice, and because it is useful for designing software tools
for service configuration.
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There is no logic in including more than one service element in A. If B includes
multiple service elements, the output of this service dependency is
{x},{a},{b},. . . {n}

6. Excluding (A, B): If service element x is consumed, service element n may
not be consumed, for example because x and n are competing services, and
suppliers do not want to provide them together, or because legislation prohibits
selling both services together.
Notation: EX(A, B)
Output: {A} in case both sets include just one service element. It makes no
sense to model this dependency with A and B that include multiple services.

Attributes. A service dependency has a name (e.g., Excluding, Substitute) and three
attributes that describe its behavior (output): whether the first argument alone is a possible output of the dependency (that is, whether {A} is a possible solution), whether
the second argument alone is a possible output (that is, whether {B} is a possible
solution), and whether the combination of both arguments is a possible output (that
is, whether {A,B} is a possible solution).
Relations. The first argument of a service dependency is described by the relation
‘service dependency starts at. . . service element’ (cardinality one or more); the second
argument of a service dependency is described by the relation ‘service dependency
ends at. . . service element’ (cardinality one or more).
Visualization. Most service dependencies are relations between exactly two service
elements. These are visualized by a bi-directional arrow (see Figure 3.10) with labels
that stand for the name of the dependency. Since an arrow is bi-directional, it consists of two service dependencies: DEPENDENCY(A, B) and DEPENDENCY(B,
A). In an arrow between two services A and B, the service which is closer to the
label is argument B. For example, in Figure 3.10 we see three service dependencies: SU(Service 1, Service 2), BU(Service 2, Service 3) and EX(Service 1, Service
3). This is interpreted as (1) service 1 can be substituted by service 2 (but not vice
versa); (2) whenever service 2 is consumed, service 3 must be consumed as well; and
(3) whenever service 1 exists in a service bundle, service 3 cannot be added to the
same bundle.
Example. SU(American Express Blue, American Express Gold)
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Figure 3.10: Service dependencies: SU stands for Substitute; BU stands for Bundled;
EX stands for Excluding; the label ‘-’ is used to denote that there is not service
dependency between two services
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Figure 3.11: Defining requirements for a service bundle in supplier terminology

3.3.4

Constructs for Modeling a Desired Service Bundle

Next, the service offering perspective consists of constructs for defining bundling
requirements, specified in terms of requested benefits (resources), as can be seen in
Figure 3.11.
Bundling requirement. Requirements for the service configuration process, described as a set of resources (inputs and outcomes) and possibly constraints on their
values, are captured by a bundling requirement. In fact, a bundling requirement can
be seen as a simulation of a desired service bundle, because it specifies the desired
benefits that a bundle should provide. Once a bundling requirement is defined, the
goal of the service configuration process is to design service bundles that provide
these benefits.
Relations. A bundling requirement comprises of one or more requirement expressions.
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Requirement expression. A requirement expression captures all user requirements
that are related to one design element that should be part of a desired service bundle.
Attributes. A requirement expression has two Boolean attributes, indicating whether
it describes a requirement on an input or a requirement on an outcome. In case
the requirement expression is related to a service element, rather than to a resource
(both are subtypes of design element), both these attributes will have the value false.
Otherwise, one of them is true, and the other is false.
Relations. A requirement expression is related to one design element, requiring its
existence in a service bundle.
Elementary requirement expression. An elementary requirement expression may
include restrictions on the values that a design element has. If no restrictions are set,
it only requires the existence of a specific design element in a service bundle.
Relations. An elementary requirement expression restricts the value of zero or one
service property; hence the relation ‘elementary requirement expression restricts property’. As explained before, a service property is described by a value, a unit and other
attributes.
Attributes. The restriction on a value of a property is defined by the attribute ‘elementary requirement expression has a comparison operator’: EQUAL, MINIMUM
or MAXIMUM.
Example. An elementary requirement expression can require the outcome resource
‘Cash withdrawal’ (see Figure 3.4) where the property ‘location’ has the value ‘worldwide’ with the comparison operator EQUAL. Subsequently, any service that provides
the benefit ‘Cash withdrawal’ but not worldwide, will not be selected as a solution.
Similarly, an elementary requirement expression can require the input resource ‘Fee’
(see Figure 3.4) where the property ‘amount’ has the value ‘50’, the unit ‘euro’ and
the comparison operator MAXIMUM.
Complex requirement expression. When more than one requirement applies to
the same design element, each such requirement is defined as an elementary requirement expression, and they are all grouped into a complex requirement expression,
using the logical operators (AND, OR, XOR, NOT) to relate elementary requirement
expressions. This feature enables us to define requirements on multiple properties of
a design element, or various requirements on the same property.
Relations. A complex requirement expression consists of two requirement expressions, each of which may be elementary or complex.
Attributes. A complex requirement expression has a logical operator (AND, OR,
XOR, NOT) which defines the relation between its requirement expressions.
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Figure 3.12: Service value sub-ontology
Example. To specify a range as the acceptable price of a service, we use a complex requirement expression, referring to the input resource ‘Fee’ (see Figure 3.4). It
consists of two elementary requirement expressions with the logical operator AND,
meaning that both elementary requirement expressions must be met. The first elementary requirement expression specifies that the property ‘amount’ has the value
‘50’, the unit ‘euro’ and the comparison operator MAXIMUM. The second elementary requirement expression specifies that the property ‘amount’ has the value ‘30’,
the unit ‘euro’ and the comparison operator MINIMUM.

3.4

The Service Value Perspective

The sub-ontology representing the service value perspective is sketched in Figure 3.12.
It describes a customer viewpoint on services, using what Kotler (1988) identifies as
the starting point for the discipline of marketing: the human needs and wants. The
term need refers to what humans need and want (to buy) (Kotler 1988). Customers
have needs, that are being satisfied by products: services and goods. This corresponds
with the two perspectives of our service ontology: the service value (customer) perspective describes what customers are looking for, and the service offering (supplier)
perspective describes what suppliers offer. Two distinct perspectives are required because customers typically use a different terminology and have a different view on
their needs than suppliers (Vasarhelyi & Greenstein 2003).
Need. A human need is a “state of felt deprivation of some basic satisfaction” (Kotler
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1988). Needs are often vague; the need for “financial security”, for example, can be
interpreted in many ways. One customer may interpret it as “have a stable job”;
another customer may interpret it as “have some money for a rainy day”; and a third
customer may interpret it as “always be able to pay for anything I buy, without taking
the risks involved with carrying cash with me”. Needs are therefore too abstract to
understand what is the actual service (or good) that a customer seeks. Customers
therefore concretize their needs by translating them into wants and demands.
Attributes. A need is described by the attribute ‘has expression’, which defines a
natural language description of the need.
Example. The need to ‘feel safe’.
Want. Wants are desires for specific satisfiers of deeper needs (Kotler 1988).
Attributes. A want is described by the attribute ‘has expression’, which defines a
natural language description of the want.
Example. Worldwide payment facilities.
Demand. Demands are wants for specific products that are backed up by an ability
and willingness to buy them (Kotler 1988). As explained before, the service value
perspective uses a customer terminology to describe what customers seek. Nevertheless, customers sometimes describe demands also using supplier terminology. This
happens when customers are familiar with available services that can satisfy their
needs. To conclude, demands – being wants for specific products – may be described
by customers either in their own terminology, or in supplier terminology. In the latter
case, the customer has in fact already defined the desired solution for his need.
Attributes. A demand is described by the attribute ‘has expression’, which defines a
natural language description of the demand.
Example. Credit card.
Sacrifice.
Customers have needs, for which they seek satisfiers, in the form of
products: services and goods. Based on the principle of economic reciprocity, customers have to accept a sacrifice, in return for having their needs satisfied. Sacrifices
represent the costs – both financial and non-financial – that the customer associates
with (and is willing to bear when) buying a service. In the short term, the sacrifice is
the price of the service. The long-term sacrifice includes not only the price but also
relationship costs. Grönroos (2000) distinguishes between three types of relationship
costs:
• Direct relationship costs: investment in office space, additional equipment etc.
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• Indirect relationship costs: related to the amount of time and resources that the
customer has to devote to maintaining the relationship.
• Psychological costs: caused when the staff of a firm feel that they cannot trust a
supplier or service provider; unpleasant sensory experience, such as noises and
smells. Psychological costs have a major impact on customers’ intention to use
the services of the same supplier again in the future (Carmon et al. 1995).

The sacrifice a customer is willing to bear must match the quality level of the requested service; otherwise no service can be offered.
Example. In most cases customers measure their acceptable sacrifice in terms of
money, considering a maximum amount of money that they are willing to pay for a
satisfier for their need. Sometimes also the time (indirect relationship costs) is important, so a customer specifies a maximum period. For example, whereas one customer
will be willing to wait three days to have his car fixed, another will not accept a service that takes longer than one day. Other examples are distance traveled, or activities
like product assembly or communications with insurers, governmental agencies and
third parties to complete the service (Pitta & Laric 2004).
Customer requirement. Demands and sacrifices are subtypes of customer requirement.
Relations. A customer requirement may be described qualitatively and quantitatively
by service properties.
Example. See examples of the concepts demand and sacrifice.
Service property. The concept service property is used also in the service offering
perspective. In the service value perspective it encapsulates qualitative and quantitative knowledge for describing demands and sacrifices:
• Very often this knowledge defines service quality criteria for the demand at
hand.
• Other properties are possible, for example the time or location where a service
is available. Time and location are often seen as process-level service characteristics, but this is not the case here. We describe time and location only
when these characteristics present benefit to a customer. For example, when
customers are interested in a regular telephone line, they will not consider the
location to be a benefit, because they assume the service is available everywhere. But when customers are interested in a means to withdraw money from
ATMs, the location where the service is available (e.g., location: worldwide)
is part of the customers’ demand, because they know that whereas this characteristic is valuable for them, not all services provide it.
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Hence demands and sacrifices are described by service properties, of which a subset
is service quality criteria. Service quality is the degree and direction of the discrepancy between a customer’s expectations and the perception of the service (Bigné
et al. 1997). Customer expectations embrace several elements, including desired service, predicted service and a zone of tolerance that falls between the desired and adequate service levels (Berry & Parasuraman 1991). Expectations are based on word
of mouth communications, personal needs, past experiences and external communications from service providers (Zeithaml et al. 1990). At least two widely accepted
methods for defining service quality exist: that of the Nordic school (Grönroos 2000)
and that of the North American school (SERVQUAL, see (Zeithaml et al. 1990)).
Both methods use generic models; using the methods requires domain- and marketspecific knowledge on quality definition.
Example. A demand ‘credit card’ with the properties ‘location: worldwide’ and ‘esteem: high’.

3.5

Relating Perspectives

The service offering perspective describes service elements including their input- and
outcome-resources, as well as bundling requirements in supplier-oriented terms. The
motivation for doing so is that the service offering perspective aims at configuring the
various (e-)service elements of different suppliers in a more comprehensive bundle,
and for doing so we need the actual service elements that can be provisioned by these
suppliers.
Customers however do not articulate their needs in terms of supplier-oriented requirements but employ their own, subjective terminology for expressing demands. To
deal with these demands, we extended our ontology with needs, wants, demands, and
miscellaneous constructs: the service value perspective. To come to a customer-needdriven service bundle, knowledge captured by service value constructs must be transformed into knowledge captured by service offering constructs. In brief, customers
state their requirements, which can (partly) be satisfied by a series of resources, which
in turn are provisioned by service elements (see Figure 3.13). Customer terminology (demands and acceptable sacrifices) is first transformed to resources, which are
customer benefits in supplier terminology. Resources are service descriptors; accordingly, services that provide the requested resources will satisfy a customer’s demand,
and they therefore function as an initial solution (service bundle) to offer to a customer. Similarly, the acceptable sacrifice implies a restriction on the inputs of a
service bundle. The final service bundles are generated by applying business rules on
this initial bundle. This service bundling – or configuration – process, which we term
serviguration , is described in detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Figure 3.13: Serviguration: configuring service bundles based on customer demands
Serviguration spans over both perspectives: service value and service offering. It
is the process of defining bundles of service elements (a supply-side description of
services, part of the service offering perspective), that satisfy the customer description
of his desired service (service value perspective). The process can be split into two
sub-processes:
1. Transformation process between the customer description of the requested service (service value perspective), and the supplier terminology for describing
the service. Automating this sub-process requires that (1) customer needs,
wants and demands (service value perspective) and available services (service
offering perspective) are modeled and expressed in a machine-processable way,
and that (2) needs, wants, demands and sacrifices are mapped onto concepts of
the service offering perspective. The latter will be the input for the second
sub-process – the actual configuration process – resulting in service bundles.
2. Defining zero or more bundles of service elements (service offering perspective) that satisfy this supplier description of the requested service, and thus also
the customer description of his requested service.
While the above discussion focuses on customer demands, customers may set requirements also on their acceptable sacrifices. These are requirements on the input
resources of a service bundle. Sacrifices are handled similarly to demands.
In the next chapter (Chapter 4) we discuss the second sub-process of the serviguration process: service configuration. In Chapter 5 we explain how service configuration is preceded by the first sub-process, to complete the serviguration process. We
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terminology
include in the service ontology several constructs to support the transformation process between the service value (customer side) perspective and the service offering
(supply-side) perspective. These are listed below, and depicted in Figure 3.14.
Production rule. Statements of the form “if a particular situation X is encountered
then select solution Y” are referred to as production rules. In its simplest form, in our
case a production rule would be “if customers have demand X, offer them resource
Y”, meaning that resource Y presents a benefit that can satisfy demand X. As we
will see in Chapter 5, we use several types of production rules to reason about the
suitability of resources for a given demand.
Attributes. A production rule is described by the attribute ‘has name’.
Relations. A production rule has two parts: the IF part, to which we refer as ‘domain’,
and the THEN part, to which we refer as ‘range’. The domain of a production rule is
either a demand (if the requirement relates to a desired outcome) or a sacrifice (if the
requirement specifies an acceptable sacrifice). Demands and sacrifices are referred to
as customer requirements. Conceptually, the range of a production rule is a resource.
However, computationally, a production rule is related to a requirement expression,
which describes a requirement in supplier terms. A requirement expression, in turn,
is related to a design element, the supertype of a resource. Therefore we model the
two relations “production rule hasDomain. . . customer requirement (cardinality 1)”
and “production rule hasRange. . . requirement expression (cardinality 1)”. As can
be seen in Figure 3.14, every customer requirement and every design element can
be described by zero or more service properties. Consequently, a production rule
may be of the type “if customers have demand X, offer them resource Y” or of the
type “if customers have demand X with service properties L, M,... N, offer them
resource Y with service properties A, B,... C”. A production rule also has the relation
“production rule has context”, which we explain below.
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Visualization. We discuss the visualization of production rules in Chapter 5.
Example. If customers have the demand “be able to pay while I am abroad”, and the
context is “customer type is business man”, offer them resource “credit card” with
service property “esteem: high”.
Context. The applicability of a production rule may depend on various factors. For
example, two different customers who have the same demand for payment facilities
may require a different solution to satisfy their demand, because of their characteristics or because of characteristics of the available solutions (resources). Take for
example a service that is provided only in a limited geographical area. The benefits
(resources) of this service should be used as a solution for customer demands only if
the context of this service request specifies that the geographical restriction is valid.
Another example is a customer who has a demand for medical assistance. Different benefits (resources, outcomes of services) will be offered to this customer during
daytime and at night. Hence context knowledge acts as a filter, to decide which knowledge pieces must be taken into account in the search for a solution for a customer
demand (Brézillon 1999).
Similarly, also a whole service element may be subject to some context information.
For example, certain services are provided only to the elderly, so a minimum age
is required for the consumption of such services. This is facilitated by the relation
‘service element has context’.
Attributes. A context is described by the attributes ‘has name’ and ‘has expression’.
Example. Context ‘customer type’ with expression ‘business man’; context ‘location’
with expression ‘zip code 7100-7199’; context ‘time’ with expression ‘24x7’.

3.6

Summary

In this chapter we presented the concepts and relations that constitute our serviguration service ontology. We split the ontology into two perspectives, a supplier perspective and a customer perspective, so that on the one hand the actual service offerings
of various suppliers can be compared and combined into service bundles, and on the
other hand, any service or service bundle presents customer value, and can be offered
when specific customer needs occur.
The service offering perspective of the ontology can be used to model real-world services. The concepts that constitute this perspective describe services as economic
activities in which customers and suppliers exchange economic values (see Section 3.3.1), and at the same time also as a type of components (see Section 3.3.2),
so that services can be configured using the same algorithms that are used for component configuration in configuration theory, once constraints (see Section 3.3.3) and
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requirements for the configuration process (see Section 3.3.4) are defined . In Chapter 4 we show how we use all these constructs to actually configure service bundles
out of more elementary services.
In the description of concepts and relations that constitute the service ontology we
did not handle inherent domain-related constraints on how to use these concepts and
relations. Yet, these constraints must be formalized for the realization of information
systems for service bundling. Therefore we present a list of these constraints, using
a formal notation, in Appendix A.
Our ontology distinguishes itself from traditional business research and traditional
computer science research. Unlike traditional business research we employ computerbased knowledge representation techniques, such that domain knowledge becomes
computational. We distinguish ourselves from research in computer science in several aspects.
First, content wise our knowledge modeling adheres to principles from business research, and our ontology explicitly incorporates business logic into a computational
framework. This is opposed to other research efforts that often focus on computational frameworks for realizing activities, and do not reason about the higher-level
need for these activities. Configuration, and in particular also service configuration
(in the context of semantic web services) has been performed by others in the computer science research community, but business logic has not been integrated into this
research. Our ontology integrates service configuration and business modeling into
service modeling.
Second, we do not require users to specify their bundling requirements in supplier
terminology. Therefore our ontology includes also a customer perspective next to the
traditional supplier perspective.
Third, besides a computational framework for software-aided processes, we represent
our models also graphically, to enhance communication with stakeholders.
Fourth, as opposed to traditional research on configuration within computer science,
our ontology aims at configuring intangible elements, rather than physical goods. We
will discuss this issue more elaborately in the next chapter.

Chapter 4

Service Offering Perspective:
Service Bundling as a
Configuration Task
Note: In this chapter we show how service bundling can be represented as a
task of configuring intangibles and tangibles, from a supplier’s perspective. We
use our service ontology and a configuration ontology to show how services can
be considered as components, and a service bundle as a configured component.
This chapter is based on an article in the IEEE Intelligent Systems magazine
(Akkermans, Baida, Gordijn, Peña, Altuna & Laresgoiti 2004) and on a configuration ontology that was developed by Altuna, Cabrerizo, Laresgoiti, Peña &
Sastre (2004).

In this chapter we show how service bundling can be represented as a configuration
task. Configuration traditionally deals with tangible artifacts. Services, on the other
hand, are of an intangible nature. Nevertheless, we show that a service bundling task
can be represented as a configuration task, so that known configuration algorithms
can perform the task. We achieve this by carrying out the following steps:
1. We use an ontology of services that we have developed based on business research and practice.
2. We map this service ontology onto an existing ontology of configurations, to
represent services as components, and a service bundling task as a configuration task.
3. We employ existing configuration algorithms that are based on the latter ontology to configure service bundles.
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4. We use a mapping in the reverse direction than in step 2 – from configurations to services – to interpret and represent configuration solutions as service
bundles.

Traditionally, the configuration of physical goods is facilitated by describing physical interfaces of components (Borst 1997). These interfaces determine whether one
component can be connected to another. For example, an electricity socket has a certain physical interface, to which only electricity plugs that adhere to that interface can
be connected. This may sound rather basic, but when dealing with services instead
of with electrical appliances, it is often impossible to describe the elements of a configuration (e.g., socket, plug) using physical characteristics, because services do not
have physical characteristics as electrical appliances do. Nevertheless, our service
ontology, described in the previous chapter, retains the principle of connecting components based on their interfaces. The interfaces of a service describe the exchange
of money, capabilities and other objects of economic value between customers and
suppliers.
After shortly discussing configuration research in Section 4.1, in Section 4.2 we
present a generic configuration ontology. Next, in Section 4.3 we describe the mapping of concepts from the service ontology onto concepts of the configuration ontology, to facilitate service configuration. After shortly discussing service bundles in
Section 4.4, in Section 4.5 we describe the algorithm we use for configuring services.
We conclude this chapter with a summary in Section 4.6.

4.1
4.1.1

Configuration
Configuration Task Revisited

The definition of a configuration task that we use in this thesis is borrowed from
Mittal & Frayman (1989):
“Given: (A) a fixed, pre-defined set of components, where a component
is described by a set of properties, ports for connecting it to other components, constraints at each port that describe the components that can
be connected at that port, and other structural constraints; (B) some description of the desired configuration; and (C) possibly some criteria for
making optimal selections.1
Build: One or more configurations that satisfy all the requirements,
where a configuration is a set of components and a description of the
1 In our work on service configuration we do not consider optimality criteria; instead, we are interested in all possible solutions.
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connections between the components in the set, or detect inconsistencies in the requirements.”
Configuration is a type of design (Wielinga & Schreiber 1997). A design process is
described by Motta (1999, pg. 82) as “a function which takes needs, desires, constraints and building blocks as input, and produces an artefact as output”. Unlike
in generic design tasks, at the start of a configuration design task it is assumed that
there is complete knowledge about the existing ‘building blocks’ (Motta 1999) of
which solutions may be built, about requirements and about constraints on how these
‘building blocks’ can interact (Motta 1999, Wielinga & Schreiber 1997, Sabin &
Weigel 1998).
The space of solutions of a configuration design task includes all possible assemblies of components (‘building blocks’). The subset thereof that satisfies the configuration’s constraints is referred to as valid configurations. If valid configurations
satisfy also the requirements for the desired configurations, they are referred to as
suitable configurations. And finally, suitable configurations that satisfy also optimality criteria are called optimal configurations (Löckenhoff & Messer 1994, ten Teije
et al. 1998, Wielinga & Schreiber 1997).

4.1.2

Product Configuration

We use configuration to bundle services; we configure services. Configuration has
been used broadly for so-called “product configuration”, the routine configuration
engineering activity in the sales-order-delivery process (Soininen et al. 1998). Businesses use automated product configurators to create customer-tailored configurations of their products.
An early product configuration system was the R1/XCON (McDermott 1982), a rulebased configurator of VAX-11 computer systems. Other product configurators were
MICON (a system for configuring single-board computer systems) (Birmingham
et al. 1988), VT (a configurator of elevator systems) (Gruber et al. 1996) and Cossoack (a system for configuring PCs) (Mittal & Frayman 1989). A list of commercial configurators is given in Sabin & Weigel (1998). Product configurators can
use rule-based reasoning, model-based reasoning or case-based reasoning (Sabin &
Weigel 1998).
Product configuration systems use various approaches to describe a configuration.
Soininen et al. (1998) distinguish between a connection-based approach (Mittal &
Frayman 1989), a resource-based approach (Heinrich & Jüngst 1991), a structurebased approach (Cunis et al. 1989) and a function-based approach (Najmann & Stein
1992).
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As we show in this chapter, research on product configuration can be used for configuring services if a new layer is introduced on top of this research. The need for
a new layer stems from the differences between (tangible) goods and (mostly intangible) services. Although the term ‘product’ encompasses goods as well as services,
in fact product configurators are goods configurators. R1/XCON, MICON and Cossoack configure computers; VT configures elevators. Due to their tangible nature,
these can be described unambiguously by their physical characteristics. This terminology is typically a supplier terminology (a customer who wishes to configure a PC
needs to specify his requirements in terms of the available components that shall be
part of a (configured) PC). As we argued in Section 2.4.2, services differ from goods
in their intangible nature, due to which they cannot be described in unambiguous
terms, based on observable physical characteristics. Various persons may experience
a service differently, and the supplier perspective on services may differ substantially
from the customer perspective. Furthermore, because no two services are the same
or are experienced as the same (due to the influence of service personnel, of time and
location, of customer expectations and more), and because different service suppliers
have different strategies (for bundling, pricing and more), describing rules for connecting services is not as straightforward as it is with physical goods, where every
good can be identified by a unique ID (e.g., a model number), even when sold by
various suppliers.
As we show in the rest of this chapter, the service ontology presented in Chapter 3
can be used as a layer on top of a configuration ontology that is based on the same
configuration theory as used for product (goods) configurators. The service ontology
adds the required mechanisms to describe services by means of the value exchange
between customers and suppliers. We show that concepts of the service ontology
have equivalent concepts in a configuration ontology, so that the latter can be used
for service configuration. Developing a configuration ontology itself is beyond the
scope of our work. Instead, we use a configuration ontology that our Spanish project
partner Fundación LABEIN developed, based on established configuration literature.
In the next section we present this configuration ontology, developed and published
by Altuna et al. (2004).

4.2

Configuration Ontology

In order to come to a generic configuration ontology, it was important to understand
the meaning of configuration. The most commonly used definition of the configuration task was given by Mittal & Frayman (1989) (see Section 4.1.1). Based on this
definition, we derive that a configuration (the result of a configuration task) requires:
1. A set of components, such that these components can be described by a set of
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properties and ports connecting them to other components.
2. Constraints at each port that describe the components that can be connected at
that port, as well as other structural constraints.
3. User requirements with the description of the desired configuration, and possibly some criteria for optimizing the solution.
Therefore, a configuration ontology has to address issues related to the following
concepts: components, ports, connections, properties or attributes, constraints and
user requirements.
Configuration has been recognized as a topic of research for several decennia. Most
definitions of a configuration task found in the literature are a slight variant of the
first generic definition given by Mittal & Frayman (1989), as quoted above. Further research was performed by Gruber et al. (1996), Wielinga & Schreiber (1997),
Soininen et al. (1998), Schwenzfeger et al. (1992), Günter (1992), Heinrich (1991),
Heinrich & Jüngst (1991), Kopisch & Günter (1992), Schwanke & Benert (1990),
Schweiger (1992), Tank (1992) and more.
The configuration ontology presented here is based on the above literature. It has
been divided into three sub-ontologies that represent different aspects of the knowledge that is necessary for the specification of well-formed configuration problems.
• The Configuration Components Sub-ontology contains all the static information, and therefore provides the basic taxonomy definitions to define configuration problems, e.g., components, attributes and relations.
• The Configuration Constraints Sub-ontology contains information to describe constraints. These constraints can apply to the components or to the
desired configuration and are associated with the Components sub-ontology
and with the Requirements sub-ontology respectively.
• The Configuration Requirements Sub-ontology provides taxonomies for describing the user requirements specification. This is the input/output description of a system that performs a configuration task.
In their configuration ontology that we use here, Altuna et al. (2004) distinguish
between high-level configuration problems and detail-level configuration problems.
The former concern which components are grouped into a complex component. The
latter concern how components are connected within a complex component, and involve arrangement such that the components are connected through their ports. Both
types of configuration problems can be applied to tangible products (e.g., personal
computer), called goods, or to intangible products (e.g., medical treatment) called
services.
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Figure 4.1: Components sub-ontology
The three sub-ontologies are described hereunder. We do not present the whole configuration ontology, but only those parts that we use to configure services. Mainly,
as the current version of the service ontology does not include optimality criteria (instead, we are interested in all possible solutions), the concept ‘optimality criteria’ is
not being discussed hereunder.

4.2.1

Components Sub-ontology

Figure 4.1 presents a visualization of the components sub-ontology. The various
concepts of this sub-ontology are discussed below (the figure uses the same UML
class diagram notations as explained in the legend of Figure 3.2).
Component. A Component can be a primitive module (SimpleComponent) or an
assembly of primitive modules (ConfiguredComponent) that participate in configuration design. Components can be physical goods or may also represent functional and
behavioral abstractions, i.e., services. A component may have constraints, parameters
and ports, and it may be a member of a configured component.
Simple Component. A Simple Component is the most basic (atomic) component
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that participates in configuration design. As a subtype of Component, it inherits all
the properties of Component.
Configured Component. A Configured Component is an assembly of Components
(SimpleComponents and/or ConfiguredComponents) that can be linked via Associations (high-level configuration) or via Connections (detail-level configuration). Components that are associated with a configured component are referred to as “members”
of a configured component. Therefore a ConfiguredComponent is the solution of a
performed configuration problem, but can play a role as a Component to be configured in a new configuration problem.
As described in the configuration literature, components have constraints, parameters
and ports (Wielinga & Schreiber 1997). As such, we can identify these concepts in
the Components sub-ontology.
Structural Parameter. Structural parameters describe characteristics of components
(simple ones or configured ones) or of resources. Like other parameters, they are described by the attributes ‘has value’, ‘has value type’ and ‘has unit’. Structural parameters play an important role when performing high-level configuration (configuration
design involving parametric constraint satisfaction, discussed in Section 4.5).
Port. Ports constitute the interface of components to the external world, i.e., ports
specify how components can be connected. They play an important role when performing detail-level configuration (configuration design involving arrangement, see
Section 4.5). The ontology defines three sub-concepts of port in order to distinguish
ports that receive something (from other ports) from ports that give something (to
other ports). The former type is called InputPort, and the latter type is called OutputPort. The term InputOutputPort is reserved for ports that can at the same time give
and receive something.
Resource. This concept stores the knowledge about what ports are exchanging. A
Resource stores also information about how the port to which it belongs can be interconnected to other ports.
Connection. The Connection concept arises as reification of the connection relationship between two ports. The Connection is related to ports and therefore to the
detail-level configuration problem type.
Association. This concept indicates that a Component is member of a Configured
Component. The Association concept arises as reification of the connection relationship between two Components. The Association is related to Components and
therefore to the high-level configuration problem type.
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Figure 4.2: Constraints sub-ontology

4.2.2

Constraints Sub-ontology

This sub-ontology (see Figure 4.2) contains information regarding the constraints
applicable over the domain. The constraints represent specific domain knowledge,
and therefore will be applied over the instances of the specification domain.
Intrinsic Constraints. These constraints are applicable to the Components subontology. Such constraints are inherent to the domain, and will be applied for any
user requirements. Once these constraints have been applied, a set of “valid solutions” is returned (Löckenhoff & Messer 1994, ten Teije et al. 1998, Wielinga &
Schreiber 1997).
Problem Specification Constraint. This concept indicates the constraints that stem
from the Requirements sub-ontology, after user requirements have been transformed
into well-specified constraints that describe the kind of solution requested by the user.
These constraints restrict the set of valid solutions to the set of all “suitable configurations” (Löckenhoff & Messer 1994, ten Teije et al. 1998, Wielinga & Schreiber 1997).
Restriction Parameter. Restriction parameters parameterize problem specification
constraints by specifying parameter values, related to the constraints.
The configuration ontology uses the following typology of constraints:
• Unary Constraints limit the possible values of a configured component member.
• Binary Symmetric Constraints are applicable to two components in the same
way (e.g., A=B).
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Figure 4.3: Requirements sub-ontology
• Binary Non-Symmetric Constraints are applicable to two components having
different roles. One component acts as a main actor, and the other as a secondary actor (e.g., if A then B).
• Incremental constraints are incrementally applicable to a configured component as a whole (rather than to a component within the configured component),
when some of its members have been assigned a concrete value.
• Global Constraints are applicable to a configured component once the rest of
the constraints have been satisfied, and all of its members have been assigned
a concrete value.

4.2.3

Requirements Sub-ontology

This sub-ontology (see Figure 4.3) contains the concepts and relations necessary to
describe the desired configuration.
Requirement. The customer requirements specify the characteristics of the configured component that the user wishes to obtain. They are described by well-defined
Problem Specification Constraints. Customer requirements are in fact a description
of a desired configured component, which has to be designed. This is facilitated by
the relation describedByComponent.
Restriction Parameter. The objective of this parameter is to parameterize the constraints previously defined in the Constraint sub-ontology by specifying parameter
values, related to the constraints.

4.3

A Transformation Between Service and Configuration
Ontologies

In Section 3.3 we presented the service offering perspective of our serviguration
service ontology. Its constructs enable us to model services, business rules for cre-
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ating service bundles and bundling requirements in terms of the desired inputs and
outcomes of a service bundle. Next, in Section 4.2 we presented a configuration ontology that can be used by configuration algorithms to configure components out of
more elementary components. In order to use such algorithms for service bundling,
we need to show how the configuration ontology is suitable for describing services.
We do that by mapping concepts and relations between the two ontologies. To put
it differently, we need to show how knowledge modeled using the service ontology
(‘service knowledge’) can be transformed into knowledge modeled by the configuration ontology (‘configuration knowledge’), such that (1) a problem stated in service
terminology can be expressed in terms of the configuration terminology, and (2) when
this configuration knowledge is used to configure configured service components, the
result will be a suitable solution for the problem posed by the service knowledge.
This transformation process is facilitated by a mapping between concepts and relations of the two ontologies. We prefer to refer to it as ‘transformation’, rather than
ontology mapping, because as Kalfoglou & Schorlemmer (2003) show, it is “arguably
impossible” to provide standardized definitions and scope of the term ontology mapping, and providing such a standardized definition is not the aim of this thesis. Our
transformation is a mapping between concepts and relations of two ontologies, referred to as “ontology mapping in terms of morphisms of ontological signatures” by
Kalfoglou & Schorlemmer (2003).
In the rest of this section we describe how concepts in the service ontology are
mapped onto concepts in the configuration ontology. This facilitates the transformation of service knowledge into configuration knowledge. Naturally, a transformation is required (and has been performed) also in the opposite direction (a mapping
between two concepts or relations is not necessarily symmetric), so that solutions
(configured components) can be represented as service bundles. As the configuration
ontology includes three sub-ontologies, we divide our discussion into three parts.

4.3.1

Components Sub-ontology: Services are Components

The main idea behind using a configuration ontology for service configuration is that
services can be described in accordance with component definition, and a service
bundling task as a configuration task. Accordingly, a service element is a component, an elementary service element is a simple component, and a service bundle is a
configured component. Table 4.1 presents an overview of mapping service concepts
and relations onto constructs of the components sub-ontology. As can be seen from
the table, the concepts input interface and outcome interface in the service ontology
have no explicit equivalent in the configuration ontology. This is resolved on the port
level: service ports that belong to an input interface are equivalent to input ports in
the configuration ontology, and service ports that belong to an outcome interface are
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service port /
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resource is related
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related to port

resource (fee) has a
property / resource
has resource
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month) / structural
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service bundle (Internet
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service bundle includes
service element /
configured component
has member
elementary service
element is part of
service bundle / simple
component is member of
configured component
service port /
outcome port
service element is
dependent on service
dependency / has
component constraint

Figure 4.4: Mapping service concepts and relations with concepts and relations of
the components sub-ontology. Concepts from the service ontology appear in bold
text, and concepts from the configuration ontology appear in italic text.
equivalent to outcome ports in the configuration ontology. The mapping presented in
Table 4.1 is exemplified by a visualization of a service bundle in Figure 4.4.

4.3.2

Constraints Sub-ontology: Intrinsic Constraints

The service ontology includes two explicit types of constraints (service dependencies
and conditional outputs), and an implicit type of constraints.
Service dependencies in the service ontology describe constraints for combining service elements into a service bundle. Every one of the six possible service dependencies is expressed as an intrinsic binary constraint in the configuration ontology:
1. Binary constraint CoreEnhancing: Component (service element) B is enhancing another component A (and thus A is a core component of B).
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Table 4.1: Mapping service concepts and relations with concepts and relations of the
components sub-ontology
Service ontology

Configuration ontology (components
sub-ontology)

Elementary service element
1. is part of service bundle∗1 ∗2

Simple component
1. is member of configured
component∗1
2. has component parameter∗1
3. has component constraint∗1

2. has a property∗1 ∗2
3. is dependent on service
dependency∗1 ∗2
4. is
dependee
of
service
dependency∗1 ∗2
5. has an input interface∗1 ∗2
6. has an outcome interface∗1 ∗2

4. has component constraint∗1
5. (no equivalent)
6. (no equivalent)

Service bundle
1. includes service element

Configured component
1. has member

Resource
1. is related to port
2. has a property∗1
3. is composable
4. is consumable

Resource
1. belongs to port
2. has resource parameter
3. is composable
4. is consumable

Service port (when the range of the relation ‘is part of interface’ is an instance of input interface)

Input port

Service port (when the range of the relation ‘is part of interface’ is an instance of outcome interface)

Output port

Service property

Structural parameter

∗1 Inherited
∗2 This

from supertype.

relation is valid for all service elements (elementary and bundles).
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Figure 4.5: Mapping service concepts and relations with concepts and relations of
the constraints sub-ontology. Concepts from the service ontology appear in bold text,
and concepts from the configuration ontology appear in italic text.
2. Binary constraint CoreSupporting: Component (service element) B is supporting another component A (and thus A is a core component of B).
3. Binary constraint OptionalBundle: Component A may be bundled with another
component B.
4. Binary constraint Bundle: Component A has to be bundled with another component B.
5. Binary constraint Substitute: Component B can replace component A.
6. Binary constraint Excluding: Component B cannot be associated with the same
configured component with which also component A is associated.
Conditional outputs describe constraints that determine the value of a property of a
resource, possibly based on other properties of other resources, or even of the same
resource.
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Table 4.2: Mapping service concepts and relations with concepts and relations of the
constraints sub-ontology
Service ontology

Configuration ontology (constraints
sub-ontology)

Service element

Component

Resource
1. has a conditional output∗1

Resource
1. port has port constraint (in the
configuration ontology the constraint is assigned to the port of
the relevant resource)

Service property

Structural parameter

Conditional output
1. has a formula
2. has a property domain
3. has a property range
4. assigned to port

Intrinsic constraint
1. has constraint expression
2. constraint on main component
3. constraint on component
4. constraint on main port

Pricing model
1. assigned to port∗1

Intrinsic constraint
1. constraint on main port

Service port
1. port has a conditional output

Port
1. has port constraint

∗1 Inherited

from supertype.
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Implicit constraints are inherent to services in general, and are therefore not modeled
explicitly in the service ontology. They can be expressed by intrinsic constraints in
the configuration ontology. They include the following constraints. A full list is given
in Appendix A.
1. A unary constraint to define when two resources are considered equal.
2. A unary constraint to define when one resource is considered bigger than another resource.
3. An incremental constraint that enforces that no cycles occur in a model (services providing resources for themselves). It follows an algorithm based on the
transitive property of a connection and the interconnection of the input ports of
a service element to the outcome ports of the same service element.
4. A global constraint that removes uninteresting solutions. If an available resource is not consumable, and it is required X times within a bundle, all solutions in which it is being used less than X times in the bundle, are not interesting, because they require extra, unnecessary resources to fill in the gap that the
first resource could fill with no extra costs. These solutions should therefore be
discarded.
Table 4.2 describes the relevant mappings between the two ontologies. This mapping
is exemplified by a visualization of a service bundle in Figure 4.5.

4.3.3

Requirements Sub-ontology: Resources and Service Properties
are Restriction Parameters

The requirements sub-ontology describes a desired configuration. When users specify their requirements, in fact they simulate a service bundle. They are interested
in a service bundle that requires certain inputs and provides certain outcomes (other
inputs and outcomes are possible too, as long as the required ones are available).
Service properties describe the values of these inputs and outcomes. Similarly, the
requirements sub-ontology describes a simulated configured component, where constraints specify the desired values of parameters. In most of our discussion we mention only requirements that relate to resources. However, the service ontology relates
the concept ‘requirement expression’ to the concept ‘design element’, which is the
supertype of ‘resource’ and ‘service element’. Consequently, it is also possible to
set requirements on service elements, rather than on resources. Although we do not
use this option currently, it was implemented with future scenarios in mind, when
service properties may be added to services, and they may serve as configuration
criteria too. The mapping of concepts and relations, dealing with the requirements
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Figure 4.6: Mapping service concepts and relations onto concepts and relations of
the requirements sub-ontology. Concepts from the service ontology appear in bold
text, and concepts from the configuration ontology appear in italic text.
sub-ontology, is presented in Table 4.3. The mapping is exemplified by a visualization of a bundling requirement in Figure 4.6, where a customer is interested in a
service bundle that provides an Internet connectivity with a download speed between
5000 and 15000 Kbit/s, and a TV subscription.

4.4

Constructing Service Bundles

Figure 4.7 depicts different ways to construct a service bundle from several service
elements. Being a composite service element, a service bundle also has an input
interface and an outcome interface. These interfaces are identical to the union of all
the input and outcome interfaces of the service elements within that bundle. Two
exceptions to this general rule exist. First, certain resources can be consumed more
than once; that is, they can appear twice or more as inputs of service elements within a
service bundle, and yet only once in the service bundle’s input interface (particularly,
information resources can be used multiple times). Second, when resources have
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Table 4.3: Mapping service concepts and relations onto concepts and relations of the
requirements sub-ontology
Service ontology

Configuration ontology (requirements
sub-ontology)

Resource

Restriction parameter

Service property

Restriction parameter

Bundling requirement
1. has requirement expression

Requirement
1. described by (problem specification) constraint

Requirement expression

Problem specification constraint

Elementary requirement expression

Elementary problem specification constraint
1. has
constraint
restriction
∗1
parameter
2. has constraint expression∗1
3. if the requirement relates to a
resource: has constraint restriction parameter∗1 to specify a
resource’s name; and has constraint restriction parameter∗1 to
specify a resource’s type;
if the requirement relates to
a service element: problem
specification constraint on main
component∗1

1. restricts property
2. has a comparison operator
3. relates to design element (range:
resource or service element)

Complex requirement expression
1. includes requirement expression

∗1 Inherited

from supertype.

Complex problem specification constraint
1. consists of problem specification
constraints
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Service bundle (a)
Service
element 1

Service bundle (c)
Service
element 2
Service
element 5

Service bundle (b)

Service
element 4

Service
element 6

Service
element 3

Figure 4.7: Different examples of service bundles: (a) all inputs of service element 2
are provided by service element 1; (b) some inputs of service element 4 are provided
by service element 3; (c) no inputs of service element 6 are provided by service
element 5.
the compositeness property, we can model multiple resources of the same type as
a single resource. For instance, when the input interfaces of two bundled service
elements require a fee input, we can compose a single fee resource from these two
inputs when designing the bundle’s input interface. Often the price for such bundling
is lower than the sum of the separate prices.
A service bundle’s input interface must provide all the inputs of all that bundle’s
service elements, unless they are provided internally (one service element might produce an outcome that a different service element consumes as an input). In Figure 4.7,
connections (service links) between service ports mean that one service port uses a
resource that another service port provides.
Customers consider a service as a bundle of benefits (Kasper et al. 1999). Accordingly, they are typically interested in a black-box view on service bundles, considering the bundle’s required inputs and its produced outcomes, and disregarding its
internal structure. So, a black-box view is often the most useful view for letting the
end customer know whether services satisfy his external requirements. Black-box
views do not show the internal arrangement of components, which is the result of the
detail-level configuration. Suppliers, on the other hand, are interested in the internal
structure of a service bundle: which elementary service elements are included in a
bundle, and how they are inter-related. This is shown in a glass-box view, as depicted
in Figure 4.7. A glass-box view is obtained after both parts of the configuration algo-
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rithm, described in Section 4.5, have been performed (high-level and detail-level).

4.4.1

Service Substitution

Substitution differs from all other service dependencies in the fact that it is computationally redundant, for service configuration. We choose to include it in our ontology
nevertheless for two reasons:
1. The ontology serves domain experts for modeling services. Substitution is
an important notion for them; it is part of their conceptual model of services.
Forcing them not to use it will be unnatural. Conceptually, this notion belongs
in the service ontology.
2. Incorporating the notion of substitution in the service ontology enables software developers to build a control mechanism to assist domain experts in modeling services (see Appendix A for details).
We will now explain why substitution is computationally redundant for service configuration. In Appendix A we show that substitution has a computational role in
building a control mechanism for ontology based software tools.
Two criteria should be taken into consideration in understanding the computational
redundancy of the notion substitution for service configuration: what substitution actually means, and why the serviguration algorithm adds services to service bundles.
Assume we have two services A and B with a substitution service dependency SU(A,
B). Substitution means that (1) the service outcomes of service A are a subset of
the service outcomes of service B, or (2) a domain expert thinks that service B can
substitute service A (even if the first condition does not hold). Services are added
to a service bundle by the serviguration algorithm based on two criteria: either (1)
because they provide resources that are specified by a bundling requirement, or (2)
because of some service dependency. Put together, the two criteria yield the matrix
in Figure 4.8.
Case 1: We add service A to an initial service bundle because A provides one or
more required resources (say, resource X). Next, service dependency SU(A, B) is
triggered, resulting in the creation of a new service bundle, where A is substituted by
B. However, since service B provides at least the same resources as service A, the
bundle with service B will be generated anyhow, for the same reason that the bundle with A was generated: it provides the required resource X. Therefore modeling
substitution between the two services A and B is redundant.
Case 2: We add service A to an initial service bundle because A provides one or
more required resources (say, resource X); these are resources which are specified
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same outcome
resources

else

it provides
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Case 1:
resources

Case 2:
production rules

due to service
dependencies

Why was A added to the bundle?
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Case 3:
service
dependencies

Case 4:
service
dependencies

Figure 4.8: Substitution: how is the service dependency SU(A, B) handled?
by production rules as good solutions for a given customer demand (this is the first
part of the serviguration process, explained in Chapter 5). Service B provides other
resources (say, resource Y). Yet, domain experts think that B can substitute A. As we
describe services by their resources, in this case substitution necessarily means that
resources Y can satisfy the same customer demand that is satisfied by resources X.
This, in turn, necessarily means that if a production rule exists that triggers the selection of resource X (given a certain customer demand), there must also be a production rule that triggers the selection of resource Y (given the same customer demand).
However, if this is the case, service B will be found as a solution also without the
substitution service dependency SU(A, B).
Cases 3 and 4: We add service A to an initial bundle because the bundle includes
some service C, which has some service dependency that requires (core/supporting or
bundled dependencies) or permits (core/enhancing or optional bundle dependencies)
adding service A to the bundle with service C. In other words, when a bundle includes
service C, there is business logic in adding service A to the bundle, together with C.
Next, the service dependency SU(A, B) means that there is business logic behind
substituting all occurrences of service A with service B. However, this implies that
there is business logic behind the combination of services C and B, and therefore
a service dependency should be modeled between C and B, that will generate the
bundle of C and B. Once again, modeling substitution between the two services A
and B is redundant.
The substitution service dependency may therefore be omitted from the configuration algorithm; the same solution bundles will be generated, whether we implement
substitution or not. In Appendix A we show that the substitution service dependency
has another role, where it is computationally required.

Configuration Algorithm

4.5
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Configuration Algorithm

Once we know how service knowledge is transformed to configuration knowledge,
a next step is to show how a configuration algorithm uses knowledge modeled in
terms of the configuration ontology as input to configure configured components. If
terminated successfully, a configuration algorithm should provide as output all (zero
or more) suitable configured components such that once these are transformed back
to service ontology terminology, the computed solutions (service bundles):
• Explicate which service elements are part of the bundle and how they are connected through their service ports.
• Obey all given constraints.
• Satisfy all input customer requirements.
Such a result will prove our claim that services, interpreted as business activities, can
be bundled by an automated configuration process in spite of their intangible nature.
To this end, we are interested in a – any – configuration algorithm that meets these requirements. We set no further requirements on the type of algorithm, on its efficiency
or on any other quality criteria of configuration algorithms, as this is not required to
prove our claim.
Our Spanish project partner Fundación LABEIN developed a generic configuration
software tool (to be discussed in Chapter 6) based on the configuration ontology presented in this chapter. We successfully used this software tool and its configuration
algorithm to configure services, as we shall show in a study in Chapter 7. We present
the tool’s configuration algorithm below. While we discuss the configuration algorithm in the context of configuring services, the algorithm – as the underlying configuration ontology – is generic, and was used by Fundación LABEIN also to configure
other components (e.g., physical goods). In fact, the idea to use configuration for service bundling emerged long after Fundación LABEIN started to develop a configuration ontology and software tool. As this configuration tool and algorithm were used
and were available within the OBELIX project, we used it for our work as well. The
configuration algorithm, comprising of a high-level and detail-level configuration,
is sound and complete (some solutions are intentionally removed by the algorithm
because they are not interesting business-wise, as explained in Section 4.3.2).
The configuration algorithm uses the three sub-ontologies of the configuration ontology as inputs. A components sub-ontology describes components (service elements)
and their associated resources (inputs and outcomes). The set of service components
to be used by the configuration algorithm is thus known in advance, for two reasons.
First, this is required by the configuration definition of Mittal & Frayman (1989) that
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Figure 4.9: High-level configuration algorithm: example service elements. The EX
service dependency expresses a business decision of KPN not to market its ADSL
service with the TV service of its competitor UPC. The CE service dependency expresses a means of KPN to provide more value to its customers: besides the regular
subscription for TV (providing a standard package of channels), football fans can buy
a subscription for live football broadcasting.

we use in this thesis. Second, knowledge of all service instances is required in order to define service dependencies (configuration constraints) between components,
because service dependencies reflect business logic, which changes per supplier, and
sometimes even per service of a single supplier, such that all service components need
to be known in advance in order to define constraints. A constraints sub-ontology defines various types of constraints on the configuration process, such as dependencies
between service elements, and inherent constraints of the service ontology (e.g., no
cycles are permitted). Finally, a requirements sub-ontology describes restrictions on
the desired inputs and outcomes to guide configuration. These requirements express
the end customer demands by defining the type of resources required and the constraints on their property values.

As explained earlier in this chapter, we distinguish between high-level configuration problems and detail-level configuration problems. The former concerns which
components are grouped into a configured component. The latter concerns how components are connected in a configured component. In the following two sub-sections
we present two configuration algorithms that correspond with the two configuration
problems. They are executed sequentially. We start with a natural language description of the algorithm, followed by a procedural notation. We use Java pseudocode
for the procedural notation, and further explain the algorithms using comments in the
pseudocode.
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Figure 4.10: High-level configuration algorithm: example of an invalid service bundle (it violates the excluding service dependency).
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Figure 4.11: High-level configuration algorithm: valid service bundles

4.5.1

High-Level Configuration Algorithm

We explain the algorithm by means of an example. Suppose a user’s bundling requirement is to obtain two resources: ‘Internet connectivity’ and ‘TV programs’. Let
us assume that our library of available services includes the service element ‘ADSL’
(supplied by KPN) that provides ‘Internet connectivity’, the service elements ‘TV via
the cable’ (supplied by UPC) and ‘Digital TV’ (supplied by KPN) that provide ‘TV
programs’, and a fourth service element, ‘Live football on TV’ (the example does
not require knowledge on who supplies this service). All these service elements are
visualized in Figure 4.9.
High-level configuration has two steps. The first step consists of identifying initial
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elements for the service bundle. Based on the given requirement, the configuration
algorithm knows which resources are required (‘Internet connectivity’ and ‘TV programs’). It searches for all service elements that provide the requested resource types,
and finds that service ‘ADSL’ provides ‘Internet connectivity’ and that services ‘TV
via the cable’ and ‘Digital TV’ provide ‘TV programs’ (see Figure 4.9). The second
step involves applying service dependencies. Some service elements may require or
exclude others. Suppose we have the two service dependencies excluding(ADSL, TV
via the cable) and core/enhancing(Digital TV, Live football on TV) (see Figure 4.9).
The first service dependency expresses a business decision of KPN not to market its
ADSL service with the TV service of its competitor UPC. The latter is a means of
KPN to provide more value to its customers: besides the regular subscription for TV
(providing a standard package of channels), football fans can buy a subscription for
live football broadcasting. The semantics of the core/enhancing service dependency
reads: the service ‘Live football on TV’ may be sold with the service ‘Digital TV’
to enhance the value of ‘Digital TV’; it may not be sold independently of ‘Digital
TV’. For simplicity, we assume no other service dependencies exist between the four
involved services. The first service dependency means that the services ‘ADSL’ and
‘TV via the cable’ cannot co-exist in the same service bundle (therefore the service
bundle in Figure 4.10 is invalid). So, we derive two possible service bundles: (1)
‘ADSL’ and ‘Digital TV’ and (2) ‘ADSL’, ‘Digital TV’ and ‘Live football on TV’
(see Figure 4.11). Each is a good solution. Although the bundle ‘ADSL’ and ‘TV via
cable’ provides the desired resources, it is disqualified due to the service dependency
excluding(ADSL, TV via cable). The algorithm applies service dependencies to all
the considered service elements in a bundle. Whenever the configuration algorithm
adds a service element to a bundle, the algorithm applies available service dependencies information again to check the bundle’s consistency, resulting in a set of service
bundles that are based on business rules and provide the required resource types but
do not yet guarantee that all values of resource properties that the customer specified are satisfied. The detail-level configuration algorithm performs this latter task.
Hereunder follows a procedural notation of the high-level algorithm:
1 Collection configureHighLevel (bundlingRequirements br, serviceLibrary lib) {
2
// This algorithm will generate service bundles. Until the detail level configuration
3
// is done, we cannot be sure that these bundles are indeed good solutions.
4
5
// STEP ONE: Create initial service bundles
6
Collection solutions = initialize an empty Collection of service bundles solutions;
7
// The requirements for the service bundles are a set of resources, possibly with
8
// restrictions on their properties. The restrictions are handled in the detail-level
9
// configuration. Solution service bundles must provide all the specified
10
// resources. If every resource is provided by a different service, the service bundle
11
// will have to include all these services.
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Collection solutionCandidates; // Services that are candidates to be included in bundles
for (every resource res required by the bundling requirements br) {
// Per required resource, we search for services that include that resource.
// We do not verify that the found resource has the same properties as specified by
// the bundling requirements; this will take place in the detail-level configuration.
solutionCandidates = find all services ser in the service library lib, that provide res;
// If we found no such services, there is no solution.
if (solutionCandidates is empty) {
// There is no solution for this configuration problem; solutions is empty.
return solutions;
}
// In case this is the first iteration of a resource res, solutions is still empty,
// so we cannot add ser to any service bundle; instead, we first create
// empty service bundles.
if (solutions is empty) {
for (every service ser in solutionCandidates) {
create a new (empty) service bundle sb;
sb.add(ser);
solutions.add(sb);
}
} else {
// In case this is not the first iteration of a resource res:
// Any service in solutionCandidates can be added to every service bundle sb in solutions.
// Therefore we create solutionCandidates.size() copies of every sb, and add one service from
// solutionCandidates to any of these copies. The original can be removed, as it does not
// include the desired resource res that all members of solutionCandidates include
// (and hence it is not a good solution without the new addition).
for (every service bundle sb in solutions) {
create as many copies of sb as solutionCandidates.size();
add these copies to solutions;
add a different service ser from solutionCandidates to every such copy;
remove the original sb from solutions;
}
}
}
// STEP TWO: Apply service dependencies within these service bundles
for (every service bundle sb in solutions) {
solutions = applyServiceDependencies (sb, solutions);
}
removeDoubles(solutions); // checks for identical solutions
return solutions;
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54 Collection applyServiceDependencies (serviceBundle sb, Collection solutions) {
55
// Apply service dependencies to all members of a service bundle.
56
// Remark 1: This algorithm shows how to handle dependencies with a 1-1 cardinality,
57
// starting at one service and ending at one service; it can be generalized to
58
// service dependencies with cardinality n-n, such that the service dependency has
59
// multiple services as its first argument and multiple services as its second argument.
60
// Remark 2: All service dependencies can be applied consecutively, except for the
61
// Excluding service dependency which also needs to be applied at the end.
62
63
Collection ex =
64
initialize an empty Collection to store all the Excluding service dependencies;
65
// Handle service dependencies per service within the given bundle.
66
for (every service ser in sb) {
67
// Handle all service dependencies that start at this service. Note: a service
68
// dependency can be represented as a function with two arguments (services).
69
for (every service dependency dep starting at ser) {
70
// Identify where the dependency ends.
71
service ser2 = dep.endsAtService();
72
// Now we handle the service dependency based on its type. Six types exist:
73
// Core/Enhancing, OptionalBundle, Core/Supporting, Bundled, Excluding and
74
// Substitute. The latter can be omitted from the algorithm (see Section 4.4.1).
75
76
// Core/Enhancing and OptionalBundle mean that ser2 may be added to the bundle,
77
// but the bundle is a good solution also without the ser2.
78
// Therefore we leave sb as it is, but add a new solution: a copy of sb,
79
// to which we add service ser2.
80
if ((dep is of type Core/Enhancing || dep is of type OptionalBundle) &&
81
sb does not include ser2) {
82
create sb1, a copy of sb;
83
sb1.add(ser2);
84
solutions.add(sb1);
85
applyServiceDependencies (sb1, solutions);
86
} else
87
// Core/Supporting and Bundled mean that ser2 must be added to the bundle.
88
// Therefore we add service ser2 to sb.
89
if ((dep is of type Core/Supporting || dep is of type Bundled) &&
90
sb does not include ser2) {
91
sb.add(ser2);
92
applyServiceDependencies (sb, solutions);
93
} else
94
// Excluding means that ser2 may not co-exist in the same bundle with ser.
95
// Therefore if sb includes both ser and ser2, it is not a good solution.
96
if (dep is of type Excluding) {
97
if (sb.includes(ser2)) { // then sb is an invalid solution
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98
solutions.remove(sb);
99
return solutions;
100
} else {
101
// Even if sb does not include ser2 yet, ser2 may be added to sb in one
102
// of the iterations. Therefore we keep a reference to the Excluding
103
// dependency, and once all iterations have been executed, we re-examine
104
// all these Excluding dependencies.
105
ex.add(dep);
106
}
107
}
108
}
109
// Now verify that there are no two services with the Excluding dependency in sb
110
for (every service dependency dep in ex) {
111
if (sb includes dep.startsAtService() && sb includes dep.endsAtService()) {
112
// then sb is an invalid solution
113
solutions.remove(sb);
114
}
115
}
116
}
117
removeDoubles(solutions); // checks for identical solutions
118
return solutions;
119}

4.5.2

Detail-Level Configuration Algorithm

In the detail-level configuration we define connections between service ports of the
service elements in a service bundle, for every service bundle that the high-level
configuration generated. This algorithm connects, as a rule of thumb, as many service
ports as possible within a service bundle. The reason to do so is that all inputs that
are not provided internally within the bundle must be provided by the customer. If
an input can be provided internally, it is unnecessary and disadvantageous to require
it from customers. Two service ports of services within a service bundle may be
connected if they meet all these requirements:
1. They belong to different service elements within a service bundle.
2. They have different types (if two service elements within a service bundle are
connected, the connection must be between an input port and an outcome port).
3. The same resource is assigned to both of them (because a service link between
two service ports means that one service port provides a resource for the other
service port).
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Figure 4.12: Detail-level configuration algorithm: valid service bundles
The configuration engine then checks all restrictions regarding the range of service
property values. For example, if the bundling requirement specifies that Internet connectivity is required with a certain, minimum or maximum download speed and/or
upload speed, all service bundles that were created during the high-level configuration are tested for compliance with this constraint.
Any input or outcome port that is not connected to other service ports in the same
service bundle will appear in the service bundle’s input or outcome interface. Any
high-level bundle may have multiple detail-level solutions. Figure 4.12 shows examples of the same service bundles as in Figure 4.11, after the detail-level configuration
has been performed. Note how service ports are now connected by service links (in
this example no service links exist between service elements within a bundle). The
input interface and outcome interface of a service bundle provide a black-box view
on the service bundle, abstracting away from its internal structure. Hereunder follows
the detail-level configuration algorithm in a procedural notation. Throughout the algorithm, whenever service links are added, their validity is checked using constraints
that we list in Appendix A.
1
2
3
4
5

Collection configureDetailLevel (Collection bundles, bundlingRequirements br) {
// In this algorithm we define connections between ports of the service elements in
// a bundle, for every service bundle that the high-level configuration generated.
// For brevity, we do not show here how we handle the composability and consumability
// properties of service ports and of resources. Instead, here we assume that all
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// service ports and all resources are (1) consumable and (2) not composable.
// Also, for brevity we do not show here how we handle the case that a high-level
// solution may have multiple detail-level solutions. We assume here that every high-level
// solution has zero or one detail-level solutions.
Collection solutions = bundles;
// Handle every service bundle separately.
for (every service bundle sb in solutions) {
// We connect, as a rule of thumb, as many service ports as possible within a bundle.
// In other words, if one service in the bundle provides an outcome resource, and
// another service in this bundle requires the same resource as an input, and
// the service ports of these resources are not yet connected to other service ports,
// then we connect (the service ports of) these two resources.
// Remark: the following for loop may yield different results when it loops through the
// services in sb in a different order. Therefore multiple detail-level solutions are possible.
// As mentioned before, here we consider maximum one detail-level solution, so we
// do not take the order of looping through sb into consideration.
for (every service ser1 within sb) {
for (every input resource res1 in ser1) {
if (sb includes a service ser2 that provides a resource res2 as an outcome &&
ser1 is not ser2 && res2 ≥ res1 && not res1.getPort().isConnected() &&
not res2.getPort().isConnected()) {
// We can add another control to this if statement, yet it is unlikely to occur.
// In case the outcome resource res2 is required by the bundling requirement,
// and it is consumable, we do not want to consume this resource internally,
// because then it will no longer be available in the outcome interface of the
// bundle, and hence the bundle will not meet the bundling requirements.
// Yet this is not likely to occur, because service dependencies, reflecting
// business rules, are not supposed to create such an inconsistency.
connect the service ports of res1 and res2 with a serviceLink sl;
}
}
}
// Now that we have connected as many ports as possible internally, we create
// the interfaces of the bundle. All the input ports, respectively outcome ports
// (of services within the bundle) that are not connected internally, must appear in
// the input interface, respectively outcome interface of the service bundle.
serviceInterface inputInterface = sb.getInputInterface().init();
serviceInterface outcomeInterface = sb.getOutcomeInterface().init();
for (every service ser in sb) {
for (every input port p1 in ser) {
if (not p1.isConnected()) {
create a new service port p;
assign to p the same resource as assigned to p1;
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50
inputInterface.add(p);
51
connect p and p1 with a serviceLink sl;
52
}
53
}
54
for (every outcome port p2 in ser) {
55
if (not p2.isConnected()) {
56
create a new service port p;
57
assign to p the same resource as assigned to p2;
58
outcomeInterface.add(p);
59
connect p and p2 with a serviceLink sl;
60
}
61
}
62
}
63
// In the high-level configuration we selected services based on the resources that they
64
// provide, but we did not verify that the service properties of the resources meet the
65
// criteria described by the bundling requirements. We do this now.
66
for (every resource res1 required by the bundling requirements br) {
67
if (not (sb includes a resource res2 && res2.getType().equals(res1.getType()) &&
68
res2.getProperties() satisfy res1.getConstraints(br, res1))) {
69
// then the service bundle is not a good solution, and it has to be removed from
70
// the set of solutions.
71
solutions.remove(sb);
72
break; // It’s a bad bundle.
73
}
74
}
75
}
76
removeDoubles(solutions); // checks for identical solutions
77
return solutions;
78 }

Figure 4.13 shows two detail-level solutions for the same high-level solution presented on the left hand side of Figures 4.11 and 4.12. Both services ‘ADSL’ and
‘Digital TV’ require a ‘fee’ input through an input port. In solution 1a, these ports
have the attribute ‘is not composable’, and therefore the two fee inputs cannot be
composed into one input fee on the service bundle’s interface (instead, the bundle’s
input interface includes two fee inputs). In solution 1b, on the other hand, the service ports that require fees have the attribute ‘is composable’, and therefore the two
fee inputs can be composed into one fee input on the service bundle’s input interface. Naturally, both solutions cannot co-exist for the same configuration problem,
because a service port is either composable or not. The decision whether service
ports are modeled as composable or not is an important business decision. If they are
composable (as in solution 1b), only one bill will be sent to customers. If they are not
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Figure 4.13: Detail-level configuration algorithm: how the composability of service
ports influences the construction of service interfaces
composable, customers will receive a separate bill for every service (in reality, KPN
issues two separate bills for the two services, as modeled in solution 1a).

4.6

Summary: Configuration Can Handle Intangibles Too

The main claim in this thesis is that services, in spite of their intangible nature, can
be configured similarly to (tangible) goods. In this chapter we demonstrated how
we achieve this; how we represent the service bundling problem as a component
configuration task, which traditionally deals with the configuration of tangibles.
First, we model services using an ontology where services are described as activities
in which customers and suppliers exchange benefits, objects of economic value. We
also model business rules that tell us how these services can be combined into a
service bundle. A desired service bundle is than an assembly of services, such that
(1) this assembly requires and/or provides the resources that a user specified; and (2)
it has been assembled based on and in accordance with the set of business rules that
we had modeled.
Next, to achieve configurability of services, we map concepts and relations of our
service ontology onto concepts and relations of a configuration ontology, which is
based on traditional configuration research. Services are seen as components in this
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mapping, and the earlier mentioned business rules are seen as constraints on the
configuration of components (services).
Finally, once the mapping has been performed, a configuration algorithm can be used
to configure components, which are in fact services. We presented a configuration
algorithm with which we performed this configuration for real-world, commercial
services. This algorithm performs service configuration in the same way as one would
configure PCs, elevators, an organization of tables in a room, LEGO blocks or other
tangible goods.
In Chapter 6 we discuss the successful implementation of this process in software
tools. Chapters 7 and Chapters 8 provide results from two large scale studies in
which we performed service configuration successfully to solve business problems.

Chapter 5

Service Value Perspective: Needs
Driven Service Offerings
Note: This chapter outlines how we add a customer perspective to the service
bundling task, so that service bundles satisfy customer demands. It is based
on publications in the proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering (CAiSE 2005) (Baida, Gordijn, Sæle,
Akkermans & Morch 2005) and in the International Journal of E-Business Research (Baida, Gordijn, Akkermans, Sæle & Morch 2005), and uses our research
results from Baida, de Bruin & Gordijn (2003), an article in the International
Journal of Web Engineering and Technology.

In Chapter 3 we introduced the term serviguration, encompassing the process of designing customer need driven service bundles. The basic idea behind serviguration is
visualized in Figure 5.1. The actual service configuration, as presented in Chapter 4,
assumes that users can express customer needs in supplier terminology, using concepts from the service offering perspective. This is however typically not the case,
as customers and suppliers use different terminologies and have a different view on
what customers need (Vasarhelyi & Greenstein 2003).
Consequently, the service value (customer) perspective of our service ontology adds a
customers’ description of their needs and acceptable sacrifice, which can be satisfied
by outcomes of services and inputs of services respectively. This is depicted on the
left side of Figure 5.1, where service outcomes and inputs are referred to as resources.
In this chapter we discuss how we reason with knowledge modeled by the service
value perspective, and how to use that knowledge to derive a description of desired
service bundles, using concepts of the service offering perspective. The latter is used
as input for the actual service configuration process, described in Chapter 4. Together,
Chapters 4 and 5 present the reasoning process that we termed Serviguration. The use
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Figure 5.1: Serviguration: configuring service bundles based on customer demands
of the theoretical framework presented in this chapter will be exemplified by a large
scale study in Chapter 8.
Two important remarks have to be made:
• While our discussion in this chapter concentrates on deriving a set of desired
service outcomes based on customer demands, we use the same mechanisms
also to transform the customers’ acceptable sacrifice (in customer terminology)
to a set of service inputs (in supplier terminology).
• Conceptually, resources provide solutions for demands. Hence we discuss relations between demands and resources. However, due to computational considerations the service ontology relates the concept ‘demand’, through its supertype ‘customer requirement’, to the concept ‘requirement expression’. The
latter is related to a ‘design element’, the supertype of ‘resource’. We explained
this is Section 3.5.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We start by discussing in Section 5.1
how to derive a set of concrete customer demands from more abstract wants and
needs. Next, in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we explain how production rules transform customer terminology (demands, sacrifices) to supplier terminology (resources, service
outcomes and service inputs). The latter is required as input for the actual service
configuration process. Section 5.4 shows how context information, which often is
customer-specific, is being taken into account in the serviguration process. Finally,
Section 5.5 is a summary of this chapter.

Reasoning about Customer Needs

5.1
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Services and goods are marketed to satisfy the needs of their target groups (Kotler
1988). To put it differently, customers have needs, and these are satisfied by services
and goods. Similarly, serviguration is triggered by a set of customer needs (modeled
in the service value perspective of the ontology), and ends with service bundles (service offering perspective) as solutions for these needs. Needs, wants and demands
are the main concepts of the service value perspective, presented in Section 3.4. We
repeat their definitions here, as given by Kotler (1988):
• A human need is “a state of felt deprivation of some basic satisfaction”. As
needs are often vague, or abstract, we concretize them by transforming them
into more concrete wants.
• Wants are “desires for specific satisfiers of deeper needs”. Also wants are often
not specified in enough detail to find a suitable satisfier. We therefore define
demands that describe wants in more concrete terms.
• Demands are “wants for specific products that are backed up by an ability and
willingness to buy them”.
Table 5.1 shows examples of needs, wants and demands, as we modeled in the energy study that we present in Chapter 7. As can be seen from the table, customers
specify demands in their own terminology (e.g., ‘room heating’) or in supplier terminology (e.g., ‘telephone line’). The latter happens when customers are already
familiar with available services that can satisfy their needs. In our study, the energy
utility TrønderEnergi (our partner in the study) wanted to explore possible ways to
bundle electricity supply with other (not energy related) services, such that the bundles provide a good solution for customer needs. Therefore, the list of needs, wants
and demands presented in Table 5.1 is not complete; it includes only those needs,
wants and demands that TrønderEnergi considered to satisfy through existing or new
service offerings.
Matching customer needs with available services requires two phases of reasoning:
• If no knowledge exists about the concrete demands of customers, we need to
reason about relations between needs, wants and demands, and derive concrete
demands based on more abstract needs.
• Once a set of customer demands has been derived, a matchmaking is required
between these demands and available service offerings of service suppliers.
In the rest of this section we show how we perform the first of these reasoning processes, and in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we describe how we perform the second reasoning
process.
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Table 5.1: Customer needs, wants and demands for the energy utility TrønderEnergi.
The notations H/I refer to the customer type: Household or Industrial. Also non
energy related needs, wants and demands are included because the study at hand
considered bundling energy services with other services.
Customer Needs

Customer Wants

Customer Demands

Indoor
(H,I)

Lighting (H,I);
Home services (cooking, washing) (H);
Comfort temperature
(H,I)

Energy supply (H,I);
Hot tap water (H,I);
Room heating (H,I);
Air conditioning (H,I)

Energy regulation for
budget control (H,I)

Energy regulation for budget control (H,I), with different characteristics (manual / automated; on-site
regulation / location-independent

Temperature
regulation for increased
comfort (H,I)

Temperature regulation (H,I) with
different characteristics (manual
/ automated, on-site regulation /
location-independent)

Social
contacts
and
Recreation
(H);
Business contacts
(I)

Communication (H,I)

Telephone line (H,I);
Mobile phone line (H,I);
Internet (broadband) (H,I)

Safety (H,I)

Increased
security
(H,I);
Reduced
insurance
premium (H)

Safety check of electrical installation (H);
Internal control of electrical installation (I)

IT-services (I)

ASP-services (I);
Hardware (I);
Software (I)

comfort

IT support
business (I)

for
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Need Hierarchies Comprise of Needs, Wants and Demands

The relation between needs, wants and demands can be described by a hierarchy,
“a structure by which classes of objects are ranked according to some subordinating
principle” (Stephens & Tripp 1978). Need hierarchies comprise of three levels of
aggregation, using the above definitions of needs, wants and demands as a subordinating principle.
Similar hierarchies have been used in the field of Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) to transform high-level organizational needs to concrete system
requirements (Donzelli 2004). Needs capture the answer for the question why a service (either an elementary one or a service bundle) is offered. Similarly, in system/software design goals represent why a system/software is needed.
Similar to customer needs, also goals are defined at different levels of abstraction.
They capture the various objectives that the system under consideration should achieve
(van Lamsweerde 2000, van Lamsweerde 2001). Unlike GORE literature on goal
hierarchies (Fuxman et al. 2003), the marketing literature discusses hierarchies (of
needs) (Kotler 1988) without providing well-defined relations between elements in
the need hierarchies, required for software to reason about needs. We employ GORE
techniques to do so.

5.1.2

A Need Graph

The marketing literature only specifies that demands are more concrete wants, and
that wants satisfy needs, but it does not describe the logical structure of needs decomposition into wants and of wants decomposition into demands. We fill this gap
by introducing AND/(EX)OR refinements. An AND decomposition means that all
siblings of a higher-level object (need, want) must be satisfied to satisfy the higherlevel object. An OR decomposition means that a higher-level object can be satisfied
by satisfying an arbitrary number of its siblings. An EXOR decomposition means
that exactly one of the siblings of a higher-level object must be satisfied to satisfy the
higher-level object. These constructs can be combined, for example need N1 may
be decomposed into wants W1, W2, W3 and W4 as follows: (W1 AND W2) EXOR
(W3 AND W4).
We model need hierarchies similar to goal trees. In our case hierarchies are directed
graphs, rather than trees, because a demand or want may be related to more than one
want or need respectively, so multiple paths may exist between two nodes, which is
not allowed in trees. Needs are the top level nodes of the graph; then come wants; and
finally demands are leafs. AND/(EX)OR refinements describe the relations between a
node in the hierarchy (graph) with related nodes in an adjacent level of the hierarchy.
Edges that connect nodes have the semantics “concretized by”. This relation does
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Figure 5.2: Partial need hierarchy from the energy study (AND/(EX)OR relations
were omitted from the figure for brevity)
not apply to nodes of the same level, because they have the same level of granularity.
Therefore we do not connect nodes of the same hierarchical level.
Using this technique and business knowledge that domain experts possess, we can
reason about how an abstract customer need can be specified by more concrete demands, for which a solution (satisfier) can be searched. Figure 5.2 presents a visualization of part of Table 5.1 as a need hierarchy.
Studies we performed in the health sector (Chapter 8), in the energy sector (Chapter 7) and in online news provisioning (de Bruin et al. 2002, Baida, de Bruin &
Gordijn 2003), show that the use of above refinement structures requires adding a
context dimension, since customer needs (or: stakeholder needs, as in de Bruin, van
Vliet & Baida (2002)) differ per customer type, and thus the refinement changes per
customer type. Different needs, wants, demands and their decompositions may apply
to different customer types. In fact, per customer group (or: per stakeholder) we may
define a separate need hierarchy. Customer grouping criteria may differ per case. Examples are the nature of consumption (e.g., households vs. industrial customers), the
customer’s role (e.g., a patient vs. an informal carer of that patient) or the customer’s
age group (e.g., teenagers typically have a different interpretation of their needs than
adults).
For example, the customer want for ‘communication’ can be refined to three demands: (landline) telephone line, mobile phone line and Internet access. Whereas
one customer may require a landline, another may want Internet access and a mobile
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phone line, and no landline. This illustrates why supplier stated requirements are not
sufficient for e-service bundling: suppliers present services in terms of what they can
offer, while customers initially think in vague terms such as ‘communication’.
Hence, by following AND/(EX)OR relations we can derive, in collaboration with
customers, a set of customer demands based on higher level needs. As described in
Figure 5.1, customer demands are a suitable starting point for the serviguration process. The next step is to define how potential service outcomes (‘resources’) satisfy
customer demands. This can be done on the demand level, rather than on the more
abstract want or need levels.

5.2

Demands are Satisfied by a Service that Provides Certain Resources

The purpose of building a need hierarchy is twofold. First the hierarchy is used
to find context depending demands, based on more abstract wants and needs. Second, concrete demands are used to search for services that provide satisfiers (service
outcomes, resources) for these demands and for more abstract needs. We employ
Feature-Solution graphs (de Bruin & van Vliet 2002, de Bruin et al. 2002) to relate
demands and resources. As we explained in Chapter 3, resources are service descriptors; every service requires some resources as inputs, and results in the availability of
outcome resources. Configuring service bundles is then the task of designing service
bundles that provide a set of desired resources.
A transformation between customer demands (the satisfaction of which is the goal
of the service offering) and resources (descriptors of available services, or solutions)
can be viewed as a production system consisting of production rules, a knowledge
representation formalism used in the AI field. Production rules have the form: if
situation X is encountered then select solution Y. De Bruin et al. suggested the use of
context-aware Feature-Solution graphs (FS-graphs) to model these production rules
(de Bruin & van Vliet 2002, de Bruin et al. 2002).
FS-graphs capture and document context-sensitive domain knowledge, so that it becomes possible to reason about feasible solutions and the requirements they support.
An FS-graph includes three spaces, organized in hierarchies of AND/(EX)OR decompositions:
1. Feature space: describes the desired properties of the system (or: service) as
expressed by the user. In our case, these are customer demands.
2. Solution space: contains the internal system (services) decomposition into
resources that are required for or produced by available services.
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3. Context space: contextual domain knowledge that influences relations between elements of the feature space and elements of the solution space (e.g.,
customer type, geographic restrictions).
Four types of production rules are used to relate elements of the Feature space (demands) to elements of the Solution space (resources). These include two strong production rules and two weak production rules:
1. Selection: if demand D1 exists, resource R1 must be provided by any solution
bundle (further referred to as SEL(D1, R1)).
2. Rejection: if demand D1 exists, resource R1 must not be provided by a solution
bundle (further referred to as REJ(D1, R1)).
3. Positively influenced by: resource R1 has a positive influence on satisfying
demand D1, but the demand can also be satisfied without the availability of
resource R1 (further referred to as POS(D1, R1)).
4. Negatively influenced by: resource R1 has a negative influence on satisfying
demand D1, but the demand can still be satisfied (although not optimally) when
resource R1 is available (further referred to as NEG(D1, R1)).
We refer to the production rules selection and rejection as strong relations because
they allow no flexibility. We refer to the production rules negatively influenced by
and positively influenced by as weak relations because they represent a choice.
The FS-graph offers levels of flexibility as a result of the different decomposition possibilities of features and solutions. An example FS-graph can be found in Figure 5.3.
As can be seen, contextual information can change the behavior of a production rule,
as modeled by a context switch. If a specific context is valid (for a given customer),
the related switch node is closed and establishes context-dependent relations between
features and solutions (de Bruin et al. 2002). A different context would close a different switch node related to the same demand, resulting in different relations for the
same demand. Example contexts are location and customer type (we discuss the topic
context in detail in Section 5.4).
Our experience in using FS-graphs with domain experts shows that graphs are a good
means to visually communicate ideas, but when a substantial number of production
rules is involved, and in the absence of a software tool to support this task, the use of
Excel sheets is preferred by domain experts, because the graph becomes too complex
to comprehend and to manage. Yet Excel also presents a difficulty: it is two dimensional, while the FS-graph is three dimensional. To provide automated support for
modeling production rules, constructs of the FS-graph need to be added to the earlier presented service ontology. Figure 3.14 in Chapter 3 shows how we incorporate
FS-graph structures in the service ontology.
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Figure 5.3: Partial FS-graph of the energy study that we discuss in Chapter 7. For
visualization reasons we present only a fraction of the need hierarchy graph, and
we mention the type of hierarchy (AND/OR/EXOR) explicitly only in a few of the
places.
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Reasoning with Production Rules

Very often demands and resources include qualitative and/or quantitative descriptors
(referred to as service properties in the service ontology). For instance, in Table 5.1
and in Figure 5.3 we can find the demand for temperature regulation, specified by
the descriptors ‘manual’, ‘automated’, ‘on-site’ and ‘location-independent’. Service
properties may influence production rules. For example, imagine a demand for ‘email
facilities’ that may be specified by the service property ‘capacity: small enterprise’,
and an ‘Internet connectivity capability’ resource that may be specified by the service
property ‘connection type: ISDN’. We model two production rules between these
demand and resource:
1. SEL(‘email facilities’, ‘Internet connectivity capability’): if a customer has a
demand for ‘email facilities’, any solution bundle must include a service that
provides an ‘Internet connectivity capability’ resource.
2. NEG(‘email facilities’ with property ‘capacity: small enterprise’, ‘Internet
connectivity capability’ with property ‘connection type: ISDN’): the availability of a service that provides the resource ‘Internet connectivity capability’
with property ‘connection type: ISDN’ in a bundle has a negative influence on
satisfying the customer demand for ‘email facilities’ for a small enterprise.
Two different production rules apply to these demand and resource, depending on the
question whether or not the demand and resource are described by service properties.
If a customer asks for ‘email facilities’ for a small enterprise, we search a service
that provides an ‘Internet connectivity capability’ resource without service property
‘connection type: ISDN’. This example shows that it does not suffice to model one
production rule between any pair (demand, resource). Service properties that describe
demands and resources need to be taken into consideration as well.
We assume that a library of service components is known at the start of the serviguration process, as is required by the definition of “component”, presented in Chapter 4.
Consequently, we also have a priori knowledge of all resources in our Universe of
Discourse, namely all the resources that are related to the services in the service library. Similarly, all demands are defined in need hierarchies. Thus we have a priori
knowledge of finite sets of demands and resources, for which production rules need to
be defined. Production rules must also be defined a priori, and not derived at runtime,
because they represent knowledge which domain experts possess and which cannot
be derived from other knowledge involved in serviguration.
A demand or resource may be specified by more than one service property, and every
service property may have a number of valid values. Take for example a demand for
energy consumption regulation for budget control (customers wish to regulate their
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energy consumption in order to reduce costs). Different customers may have the
same demand, but require that energy consumption regulation is done (1) manually
or (2) automated. In other words, the demand (say, demand D1) will be specified
three times: either with no quality descriptor, or with each of the quality descriptors
“manual” and “automated”. Consequently, our model will include three demands,
using the following unique identifiers:
1. A demand for energy consumption regulation, without specifying any service
property (D1)
2. A demand for energy consumption regulation, with property “mode of operation: manual” (D1Q1)
3. A demand for energy consumption regulation, with property “mode of operation: automated” (D1Q2)
The same can be done on the resource side. So we may have a capability resource
“temperature regulation capability” (say, R1) with various properties, e.g., “via remote control” and “automated”. Our model will then include three resources:
1. A temperature regulation capability resource, without specifying any service
property (R1)
2. The same resource, with property “mode of operation: via remote control”
(R1Q3)
3. The same resource, with property “mode of operation: automated” (R1Q4)1
Between any pair (demand, resource) there may be one or no production rule. However, as we have seen, demand D1 and resource R1 are actually considered as three
different demands and three different resources, resulting in a matrix of nine possible
production rules between nine pairs of a demand and a resource (see Table 5.2).
The above discussion can also be extended to demands and resources that are described by more than one service property. For example a capability resource “Internet connectivity” may be described by a service property ‘download speed: 8000
Kbit/s’, as well as by a service property ‘upload speed: 1024 Kbit/s’. A very large
number of production rules may have to be modeled, resulting in an extensive modeling effort.
Also in the domain of telecommunication services the problem of explosion of combinations has been studied (Keck & Kuehn 1998), and suggested solutions include
tools for context generation and information acquisition. Our experience from large
1 In

the current example Q2 and Q4 are identical, but this need not necessarily be the case.
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Table 5.2: Matrix of production rules between demand D1 (possibly specified by
service properties Q1 or Q2) and resource R1 (possibly specified by service properties
Q3 or Q4)
R1

R1Q3

R1Q4

D1

(D1, R1)

(D1, R1Q3)

(D1, R1Q4)

D1Q1

(D1Q1, R1)

(D1Q1, R1Q3)

(D1Q1, R1Q4)

D1Q2

(D1Q2, R1)

(D1Q2, R1Q3)

(D1Q2, R1Q4)

scale studies is that the majority of the combinations (demand D1 with property Qx,
resource R1 with property Qy) require no production rule, so the modeling effort is
reasonable. Customer demands and available services that we model are described
typically on a higher level of abstraction than in the case of (executable) telecommunication services as in Keck & Kuehn (1998). For example, we model demands
as ‘(landline) telephone line’ and resources as ‘Internet connectivity’ with a certain
download speed and upload speed, but when these services are made operational, a
much richer description of QoS (Quality of Service) and desired/available features is
required, resulting in a much larger number of feature combinations to deal with.
A study we carried out in the health sector (described in Chapter 8) yielded a means
to decrease this complexity. Demands can be divided into clusters, where a cluster
includes all demands that are related to a single need. Because resources are solutions
for demands, very often also clusters of resources can be observed, that are related
(by production rules) to clusters of demands. An important observation from our
study in the health sector is that the vast majority of production rules exist between
single clusters of demands and single clusters of resources. Only a small number
of production rules exist between the same cluster of demands and other clusters of
resources (see Figure 5.4).
An important conclusion from this observation is that most modeling work can be
performed by modeling experts with a reasonable effort and time investment. We can
divide the space of demands and resources into clusters, identify related clusters of
demands and resources, and first focus the modeling effort on production rules between these clusters. The vast majority of production rules will be modeled between
pairs of clusters. If we look at the example in Figure 5.4, once we identify the three
clusters of demands (A, B, C) and the three clusters of resources (X, Y, Z), the majority of production rules will be between pairs of clusters: clusters A and X, clusters B
and Y, and clusters C and Z. Since clusters are sets of related demands and solutions
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Figure 5.4: Clusters of demands are related to clusters of resources (‘D’ stands for
‘Demand’, and ‘R’ stands for ‘Resource’)
for these demands, in the health study identifying clusters was natural for domain
experts.
Three problems may arise in reasoning with production rules. The first problem
occurs when various production rules involve the same resource. This may cause
conflicts between production rules. Imagine that we have two demands, D1 and D2,
one resource R1, and the following production rules: SEL(D1, R1) (meaning that
resource R1 must be selected if demand D1 is triggered) and REJ(D2, R1) (meaning
that resource R1 mustn’t be selected if demand D2 is triggered). A conflict occurs
when a customer has demands D1 and D2. On the one hand resource R1 must be part
of any service bundle, and on the other hand it may not be part of a solution (bundle).
In cases that we modeled in the health sector and in the energy sector, this problem
was only theoretical, but it did not appear in practice. Namely, in reality when two
conflicting production rules involve two different demands D1 and D2, domain experts declared that these demands cannot co-exist, so the conflicting production rules
involving (D1, R1) and (D2, R1) will not be triggered at the same time.
In the second problem conflicts occur when two production rules involve the same
demand D1 with different service properties (e.g., D1Q1 and D1Q2) and a single
resource R1Q3. Demand D1Q1 may require resource R1Q3, while demand D1Q2
has a rejection relation with R1Q3. What must be done when both D1Q1 and D1Q2
apply? This situation is different from the first problem, because here the conflicting
production rules involve the same demand (only with different service properties),
while the first problem involved two completely different demands.
The third problem occurs when a demand and a resource have a production rule that
applies independently of any service property, as well as production rules that apply
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only when specific service properties are specified. Let us take as an example the
earlier presented demand ‘energy consumption regulation for budget control’ (D1)
with the service property ‘mode of operation: manual’ (Q1), and resource ‘temperature regulation capability’ (R1) with service property ‘mode of operation: automated’
(Q4). Two production rules are relevant here:
• POS(D1, R1): resource R1 has a positive influence on satisfying demand D1.
This is a so-called ‘global’ production rule: it does not take into consideration
the properties of D1 and of R1.
• REJ(D1Q1, R1Q4): when demand D1 is specified by property Q1, the solution
must not include a resource R1 with property Q4. This is a so-called ‘local’
production rule: it holds for D1 and R1, only when they are specified by service
properties Q1 and Q4 respectively.
To automate reasoning with production rules, one must know how the two production
rules should be used together. Does the POS production rule apply when a user
specifies demand D1 with quality descriptor Q1, because it is global (it holds for any
pair (D1, R1), independent of their properties), or does the REJ production rule apply
because it is a strong relation (while POS is a weak relation) or because it is more
specific? Similar conflicts may occur also between other pairs of production rules, as
we will show.
In the next sub-section (Section 5.3.1) we discuss the first and the second problems,
and in Section 5.3.2 we provide a solution for the third problem.

5.3.1

Conflict Detection and Resolution

Feature-Solution graphs (FS-graphs) use four different types of production rules, as
described above. A conflict between production rules is a situation in which any of
the following pairs of production rule types is triggered for the same resource: (1)
SEL and REJ; (2) SEL and NEG; (3) REJ and POS; (4) NEG and POS.
Conflict management (detection and resolution) may be performed either offline (a
priori), online (at runtime) or as a combination. In other words, either it is performed
before users configure their own service bundle, or it is performed only once users
trigger the serviguration process, or some part is performed a priori, and another part
at runtime. Our discussion hereunder considers mainly conflict detection. We limit
our discussion on conflict resolution to deciding whether a conflict can be solved
without changing the customer’s demands. We do not investigate different ways to
alter a set of conflicting demands so that a solution can yet be found.
The service ontology can be used either for a business analysis, or to enable customers design service bundles by themselves through a website. In the first case
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(business analysis), there is no explicit need to perform conflict detection and resolution in advance, because the whole process is of an exploratory nature, so conflict
management is an integral part of the analysis. This is not the case in the second
scenario. When developing a website through which customers can design service
bundles that suit their situation, online conflict management is not feasible for the
following reasons. First, it isn’t realistic to expect customers to solve conflicts in
the reasoning engine of an information system that they use. Second, if suppliers
let customers influence the reasoning engine of the information system, customers
may request service bundles that are financially not interesting for service suppliers. Service suppliers are not interested in offering these service bundles, and would
therefore typically want to limit the space of possible solutions (service bundles) that
an information system can offer to customers. This requires that customers cannot
influence the reasoning engine of the system, and therefore conflict resolution should
take place a priori.
Next, we discuss how to perform conflict resolution. Baida, de Bruin & Gordijn
(2003) used FS-graphs for an assessment of an e-business case study. They handled
conflicts based on their type:
• A major conflict is a conflict between two strong production rules. It involves a
SEL relation and a REJ relation. No solution is possible, so no service bundle
can satisfy the given demands.
• A minor conflict is a conflict between two weak production rules. It involves a
POS relation and a NEG relation. Satisfying the demands is possible, but it requires compromises (typically, the suggested service is not “exactly” what the
customer wanted; yet the customer may accept this solution if no better option
exists or if its price is significantly lower than the price of other solutions).
• The third type of conflict involves a strong production rule and a weak production rule: either a SEL relation and a NEG relation, or a REJ relation and a POS
relation. In these cases we analyze the impact of the conflict, and classify it as
a major one or as a minor one. We refer to this as “the third type of conflict”.
We modeled production rules in studies in the health sector (Chapter 8) and in the
energy sector (Chapter 7), analyzed the nature of conflicts, and tried to apply the
above classification of conflicts. We found that in numerous cases reflecting the
first problem discussed earlier (a conflict that involves two different demands), the
conflict is only theoretical. In practice when two conflicting production rules involve
two demands D1 and D2, these demands cannot co-exist, so the production rules
involving (D1, R1) and (D2, R1) will not be triggered at the same time. In cases
concerning conflicts between two ‘local’ production rules involving the same demand
(but with different service properties):
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Table 5.3: Conflict resolution in case of conflicting production rules
Conflict type

Conflict resolution

Major conflict

No solution exists (no service bundle can satisfy the demands)

Minor conflict

Domain experts should decide whether the conflict can be
solved or not.
If the conflict is declared as solvable, the resource at hand may
(but need not necessarily) be included in a bundle (i.e., consider only the POS relation; disregard the NEG relation).
If the conflict is declared as unsolvable, the resource at hand
may not be part of a bundle. Yet, because the resource didn’t
necessarily have to be part of a bundle (as it did not have the
selection relation), a solution is yet possible.

Third type of
conflict

Our experience shows that it would be safe to say that no solution exists (no service bundle can satisfy the demands).
Yet, domain experts may still wish to analyze every such case
independently to see whether there are some exceptional cases
where a solution may exist nevertheless.

• No major conflicts were identified
• Minor conflicts turned to be divergent: either the conflict could be ignored
(i.e., the POS relation was stronger than the NEG relation), or the conflict was
unsolvable (and hence the resource at hand could not be part of a solution).
• In all cases of the third type of conflict, there was no solution for the conflict
(and hence no service bundle could satisfy the demands).
Based on these findings and on Baida, de Bruin & Gordijn (2003), we determine
rules for conflict resolution. These are described in Table 5.3. As can be seen from
the table, mainly minor conflicts require human intervention to understand the nature
of the conflict, and to assess how the conflict should be handled.

5.3.2

Granularity in Production Rules

We described the problem that occurs when a demand and a resource have a ‘global’
production rule (that applies independently of any service property), as well as ‘local’
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production rules (that apply only when specific service properties are specified). In
the current section we analyze this problem.
The need for ‘local’ production rules next to ‘global’ production rules stems from
differing levels of reasoning. In reality, most demands and resources are specified
by some service properties. Various similar demands and resources may exist, that
differ only in some property, or in the value of a property. For example, two Internet
connectivity capability resources may exist, both with the service property ‘download speed’ and ‘upload speed’, but yet every resource will have different values
for these properties (i.e., different download/upload speed). Reasoning with ‘global’
production rules, we may say that a demand for email facilities may be satisfied by
an Internet connectivity capability resource without specifying any properties (i.e.,
without requiring certain download speed or upload speed). This is a ‘global’ production rule. However, if the same demand is set with a quality descriptor ‘capacity:
household’, we will set requirements also on the download/upload speed, resulting in
‘local’ production rules. Note that the service ontology allows us to describe whether
the values of resources in production rules specify a minimum value, a maximum
value or an exact value. A production rule may then define that when a demand for
‘email facilities’ is set with the service property ‘capacity: household’, a resource
‘Internet connectivity capability’ must be selected with service property ‘download
speed’ with a value of at least 800 Kbit/s. This is facilitated by the concept ‘requirement expression’ in the ontology.
Imagine we have a ‘global’ production rule between demand D1 and resource R1
(without specifying service properties), as well as a ‘local’ production rule between
demand D1 with property Q1 (further referred to as D1Q1) and resource R1 with
property Q2 (further referred to as R1Q2, it does not matter whether Q1 and Q2 are
the same property or not). We need to define the relation between the ‘global’ production rule between D1 and R1 (‘parents’) and the ‘local’ production rule between
D1Q1 and R1Q2 (‘siblings’). In our discussion we use the following terminology:
• When we say “parents” we refer to a pair where both the demand and the
resource are not specified by service properties, i.e., (D1, R1).
• When we say “siblings” we refer to a pair where either the demand, or the resource, or both are specified by service properties, i.e., (D1, R1Q2), (D1Q1,
R1) or (D1Q1, R1Q2). These three pairs are the siblings of (D1, R1). This
can be generalized to a situation where the demand and/or resource are specified by multiple service properties. In this case, also (D1, R1Q2Q3), (D1Q4,
R1Q2Q3) and so forth are siblings of (D1, R1).
We further use the following guidelines:
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• A ‘global’ production rule between demand D1 and resource R1 applies whenever demand D1 is set and is not specified by quality descriptors (service properties). It holds for resource R1, disregarding its quality descriptors.
• A ‘local’ production rule between D1 and R1Q2 restricts R1 only when R1 is
specified by a property Q2, whenever demand D1 is set without being specified
by any service properties.
• A ‘local’ production rule between D1Q1 and R1Q2 restricts R1 only when it
is specified by a service property Q2, whenever demand D1 is set and is being
specified by service property Q1.

As a general approach, we say that a production rule of siblings is more specific than
the production rule of the parents, and therefore it overrides the parents’ production
rule. Yet, the relation between the parents’ production rule and the siblings’ production rule depends on the types of production rule that the parents and the siblings
have. Thus, every pair of production rule types (production rule of parents, production rule of siblings) is a separate case. In the rest of this section we discuss every
possible case separately. Throughout our discussion we use the same notation as
presented above, where Rx and Dy denote a resource/demand (independent of their
service properties), and RxQa and DyQb denote a resource/demand that is specified
by a service property Qa or Qb respectively. We provide real-life examples for various cases throughout the discussion.
Cases where weak relations are involved (POS or NEG) can be used to define an
ordering among solutions, as we show in Figure 5.5. For example, a solution that
involves a POS relation is better than a solution that does not involve such a relation;
a solution that involves a NEG relation is worse than a solution that does not involve
such a relation. Our experience in modeling real-world situations shows that when
a NEG relation is involved, and there exist solution bundles that do not involve this
relation (i.e., solutions that do not provide a resource as specified by a NEG relation),
in fact there is no need to offer those bundles that provide the resource for which a
NEG relation exist, because customers would not choose for it (in Figure 5.5, small
enterprises seeking for ‘email facilities’ will not select service ISP(3), when the other
options exist). Therefore, if there are solutions that do not provide a resource specified by a NEG relation, we do not generate solutions that do include this relation (in
Figure 5.5 this means that service ISP(3) will not be offered as a solution).
Case 1: parents (D1, R1) have a SEL relation
Example:
Demand D1: email facilities
Resource R1: Internet connectivity capability resource
Production rule: SEL(D1, R1)
If the parents have a SEL relation, a service that provides resource R1 must be part
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Demand 'email facilities' is specified by a service property 'capacity: small enterprise'.
Three production rules exist:
1. SEL(demand 'email facilities' , 'Internet connectivity capability' resource)
2. POS(demand 'email facilities' with property 'capacity: small enterprise',
'Internet connectivity capability' resource with property 'connection type: ADSL')
3. NEG(demand 'email facilities' with property 'capacity: small enterprise',
'Internet connectivity capability' resource with property 'connection type: ISDN')
ISP (1)
(best
solution)

'Internet connectivity capability'
resource with service property
'connection type: ADSL'

ISP (3)
(worst
solution)

ISP (2)
(second best
solution)

'Internet connectivity capability'
resource; no service property
'connection type' is specified

'Internet connectivity capability'
resource with service property
'connection type: ISDN'

Figure 5.5: Ordering among solutions. In the current example there exist three different ISP services that provide an ‘Internet connectivity capability’ resource. Based
on the first production rule, a service that provides this resource must be part of every
solution. The POS and NEG production rules imply an ordering among solutions.
Service ISP(1) is a better solution than service ISP(2) due to the POS production
rule. Service ISP(3) is a worse solution than service ISP(2) due to the NEG production rule.
of any service bundle. Let us examine how the siblings’ relations can be taken into
consideration.
Case 1a: siblings have a SEL relation
Example:
Demand D1 is specified by service property Q1 ‘capacity: household’
Resource R1 is specified by service property Q2 ‘download speed: 800 Kbit/s’
Production rule: SEL(D1Q1, MINIMUM R1Q2)
The siblings’ SEL relation is more specific than the parents’ SEL relation. If the
siblings’ SEL relation specifies properties for R1, for example R1Q2, any solution
must include R1 with these properties.
Case 1b: siblings have a REJ relation
Example:
Demand D1 is specified by service property Q1 ‘capacity: medium enterprise’
Resource R1 is specified by service property Q2 ‘connection type: ISDN’
Production rule: REJ(D1Q1, R1Q2)
Due to the parents’ relation, any solution must include R1. However, the siblings’
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REJ relation disqualifies any resource R1 that is specified by the property Q2 ‘connection type: ISDN’. A solution service bundle must then include an instance of R1
that is not specified by Q2. If no service can provide R1 with other properties than
Q2, there is no solution (i.e., no service bundle can satisfy the given demand).
Case 1c: siblings have a POS relation
Example:
Demand D1 is specified by service property Q1 ‘capacity: household’
Resource R1 is specified by service property Q2 ‘connection type: ADSL’
Production rule: POS(D1Q1, R1Q2)
The SEL relation of the parents means that a service that provides resource R1 must
be part of any service bundle. There may be many instances of this resource, and
many services that provide this resource, with different service properties. We distinguish between two situations:
• If the siblings have a POS(D1Q1, R1) relation (i.e., when the resource is not
specified by service properties), the parents’ relation is stronger, so the sibling’s
relation should be ignored.
• If the siblings have a POS(D1Q1, R1Q2) or POS(D1, R1Q2) relation (i.e.,
when the resource is specified by service properties), those services that provide R1 with property Q2 are better solutions than services that provide R1
without Q2, because they comply with the ‘global’ (more general) production
rule as well as with the ‘local’ (more specific) production rule. We exemplify
this situation in Figure 5.5. This reasoning can be used to create an ordering of
solution bundles (i.e., as an optimality criterion).
Case 1d: siblings have a NEG relation
Example:
Demand D1 is specified by service property Q1 ‘capacity: small enterprise’
Resource R1 is specified by service property Q2 ‘connection type: ISDN’
Production rule: NEG(D1Q1, R1Q2)
The natural way to interpret the combination of the parents’ SEL relation and the
siblings’ NEG relation is: “a service that provides resource R1 must be part of any
service bundle; a service that provides resource R1 without property Q2 is a better
solution than a service that provides resource R1 with property Q2”. However, as
discussed in Section 5.3.1, we refer to a situation where the relations SEL and NEG
co-exist as “conflict of the third type”. As we showed in Table 5.3, in such conflicts there is no solution bundle that can satisfy the given demand. Hence, case 1d
should be understood as “a service that provides resource R1 without property Q2
must be part of any service bundle” (the NEG relation behaves in fact as a REJ relation). In our example, any solution bundle has to include a service that provides an
‘Internet connectivity capability’ resource, and this resource may not be specified by
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the service property ‘connection type: ISDN’. If all available ‘Internet connectivity
capability’ resources are specified by this property, no solution exists.
Case 2: parents (D1, R1) have a REJ relation
If the parents have a REJ relation, a service that provides resource R1 mustn’t be part
of a service bundle. In this case there is no logic behind modeling any other relation
(SEL, POS, NEG) on the siblings level. Modeling a REJ relation on the siblings level
is possible but redundant, so it can be ignored.
Case 3: parents (D1, R1) have a POS relation
Example:
Demand D1: computer gaming
Resource R1: Internet connectivity capability resource
Production rule: POS(D1, R1)
If the parents have a POS relation, a service that provides resource R1 may (but need
not necessarily) be part of a service bundle. For example, an Internet connection may
have a positive influence on satisfying a customer demand for computer gaming, as
many computer games take place over the Internet. Yet, the demand may be satisfied
also without an Internet connectivity, for example by computer games for a standalone PC. Let us examine how the siblings’ relations can be taken into consideration.
Case 3a: siblings have a SEL relation
Example:
Demand D1 is specified by service property Q1 ‘number of players: unlimited’
Resource R1 is not specified by any service property
Production rule: SEL(D1Q1, R1)
Computer games where the number of potential players is said to be unlimited are
Internet-based games, and therefore an Internet connectivity capability resource is
required (the SEL relation is strong: any bundle must include a resource R1 as specified by the siblings’ relation). Yet, this situation is quite theoretic, as we did not
encounter it in our studies in complex domains.
Case 3b: siblings have a REJ relation
Example:
Demand D1 is not specified by any service property
Resource R1 is specified by service property Q2 ‘connection type: ISDN’
Production rule: REJ(D1, R1Q2)
The REJ relation is stronger than the POS relation. A solution service bundle must not
include a service that provides the resource as specified by the sibling’s relation. In
our example, an ISDN connection is not enough to support online computer gaming,
and therefore R1 with property Q2 is not a suitable solution.
Case 3c: siblings have a POS relation
Example:
Demand D1 is not specified by any service property
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Resource R1 is specified by service property Q2 ‘connection type: ADSL’
Production rule: POS(D1, R1Q2)
The parents’ weak POS relation means that also bundles may be generated that do
not include a service that provides R1. For all the bundles that do include R1:
• If the siblings have a POS(D1Q1, R1) relation (i.e., when the resource is not
specified by service properties), this relation does not add any knowledge, and
can be ignored.
• If the siblings have a POS(D1Q1, R1Q2) or POS(D1, R1Q2) relation (i.e.,
when the resource is specified by some service properties), services that provide R1 with property Q2 are better solutions than services that provide R1
without Q2 because they comply not only with the ‘global’ production rule, but
also with the more specific, ‘local’ one. This reasoning can be used to create
an ordering of solutions bundles (i.e., as an optimality criterion). It is similar
to the reasoning presented in Figure 5.5, with one difference: the parents have
a POS production rule instead of a SEL production rule.
In our example, a solution that offers Internet connectivity with the property ‘connection type: ADSL’ would be a better solution than (1) a solution that does not offer
Internet connectivity at all, and (2) a solution that offers Internet connectivity without
knowledge of the connection type.
Case 3d: siblings have a NEG relation
In case the siblings’ relation specifies R1 with some service property Q1, the siblings
relation overrides the parents relation. We prefer that solutions include no resources
with NEG relations, but if there are no solutions that do not include R1Q2, we prefer
providing R1Q2 to having no solution. Once again, this reasoning can be used as an
optimality criterion. Also this case is similar to the one in Figure 5.5: only if services
ISP(1) and ISP(2) do not exist, will we offer service ISP(3) as a solution.
Case 4: parents (D1, R1) have a NEG relation
Our experience in modeling real-world cases showed that the NEG relation appears
on the siblings level, and not on the parents level. Therefore, the analysis of this
case remains theoretical. If the parents have a NEG relation, a bundle that does not
include a service that provides resource R1 can satisfy the given customer demand
better (i.e., is a better solution) than a bundle that includes a service that provides
resource R1. Consequently, if there are solutions (bundles) that do not include R1,
these are preferred. Once again, this can be used as an optimality criterion. Let us
examine how the siblings’ relations can be taken into consideration.
Case 4a: siblings have a SEL relation
The siblings’ relation is more specific than the parents’ one, so it overrides the parents’ relation.
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Case 4b: siblings have a REJ relation
The REJ relation is stronger than the NEG relation. A solution service bundle must
not include a service that provides the resource as specified by the siblings’ relation.
Case 4c: siblings have a POS relation
In the case of a POS(D1, R1Q2) relation or a POS(D1Q1, R1Q2) relation (i.e., when
the resource is specified by some service properties), the siblings relation overrides
the parents relation, because it is more specific. As a result, a service that provides
resource R1Q2 may add value to (but it is not required to be present in) a service
bundle. Solutions that include R1Q2 are therefore superior to solutions that do not
provide R1Q2 (to be used for ordering solutions).
Case 4d: siblings have a NEG relation
First we apply the parents’ relation, meaning that we do not generate bundles that
include R1, unless there is no solution without R1. Only in the latter case, do we
consider the siblings’ NEG relation. When only solutions exist that include resource
R1, and the siblings have a NEG relation as well, a bundle that provides resource
R1 with properties as specified by the siblings’ NEG relation can be considered as a
candidate solution. Yet, as it involves the NEG relation on the parents level and on
the siblings level, it is likely to be a bad solution. We did not encounter such cases in
our studies.

5.4

Context: How One Customer Differs from Another

The service value perspective of our service ontology – including the concepts needs,
wants, demands, sacrifice and service property – reflects a customer view on services.
As such it is by definition context-sensitive: every customer or customer type may
have a different viewpoint on a service, based on his/her situation (time, location,
role), on different expectations and on past experiences (Zeithaml et al. 1990). In this
section we show how the context of a customer can be taken into consideration in the
design of customer-tailored service bundles.
A customer’s context may either relate to his personal situation or to his belonging
to a target group. For example, when we offer medical services to patients, we take
into consideration their personal medical dossiers, with knowledge about their health
state. On the other hand, when we offer services to customers without knowledge
of them as individuals, we base our offering on more general customer characteristics, e.g., the customer’s age group. Customers who share similar needs/demands in
similar contexts (e.g., the demand for energy supply for industrial customers within
a geographic region) are said to belong to the same market segment (Kotler 1988):
“a market segment is defined as a concept that breaks a market, consisting of actors,
into segments that share common properties”.
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We model this information in the service ontology using the concept context, reflecting the physical and social situation of (in our case) customers of services that we
model. The concept ‘context’ in the service ontology has the attributes name and
value, for example ‘name: age, value: 65’ or ‘name: customer type, value: informal
carer’. Multiple contexts may be valid simultaneously.
As we will show in Chapter 8, two customers may have the same demand, and yet require different services to satisfy this demand because of their different ages. Hence,
the transformation (captured by production rules) between needs and available resources (that are provided by services), and the choice of services to be included in
a bundle, depend on the context of a given customer, or a customer group. Service
bundles are to be designed for customers who have certain needs, and are in a certain
context.
Throughout this thesis we refer to Figure 5.1, presenting a simplification of the whole
serviguration process. Context information is taken into consideration explicitly
twice in the process:
1. Some context information describes the conditions under which a benefit (resource) can satisfy a demand (we refer to this as “context on the resource
level”). We model such relations by defining that production rules may depend on a customer’s context.
Example:
Demand D1: Discussion group concerning how to cope with the changing behavior of a patient
Resource R1: Coping advice for informal carers
Production rule: SEL(D1, R1)
Context: Customer type: informal carer
Explanation: The SEL relation will be triggered only in queries where the
customer type is ‘informal carer’. Consequently, when an informal carer asks
for ‘discussion group concerning how to cope with the changing behavior of
a patient’, we will search for a service that offers ‘coping advice for informal
carers’. When a different customer (e.g., a patient) has the same demand, the
SEL production rule will not be triggered, and therefore we will not offer a service that provides coping advice for informal carers. Different resources exist
for different customer types because patients and informal carers require different advice and support (yet, a single service may provide resources for both).

2. Some context information describes the conditions under which a whole service element qualifies (or does not qualify) as a solution (we refer to this as
“context on the service level”). This is supported by the relation “service element has context” in the service offering perspective. Services that require
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another context than the one specified by the current customer are not valid
candidates to be included in a service bundle by the service configuration task.
Example:
A service for renting appliances (e.g., a wheelchair) is provided only to customers who live in a certain region. We model this geographical restriction as
context information, related to the appliances rental service.
Some context information can be considered as global assumptions that narrow the
scope of the information we model and of information systems that can use this
model. For example, when developing an information system for service offerings
within a specific geographic region, the location is assumed to be a global assumption, and it is not necessary to explicitly constrain all service offerings to that region.
Global assumptions of a model (of services and customer needs) are considered to be
known by all the users of the model, and are not made explicit in the serviguration
process. Examples of context information are given in Chapter 8, where we describe
a study in the health sector.

5.5

Summary and Discussion

The research questions in this thesis indicate that we develop a model to facilitate
software-aided service bundling, based on supply-side and demand-side business
logic. In Chapter 4 we showed how to incorporate supply-side business logic into
service bundling, or configuration. The actual configuration of services into service
bundles, as discussed in the previous chapter, assumes that bundling requirements are
described in terms of the actual offerings: resources that services provide. However,
because services are satisfiers of customer needs, bundling requirements should be
derived from an understanding of these needs. In real-world this process is typically
performed by service personnel. Finding service offerings by computer-supported
customer-need reasoning requires that this reasoning process is modeled, and that
knowledge is represented in a computer-interpretable way. In this chapter we showed
how an understanding of customer needs serves us to derive requirements for the
actual service bundling/configuration task. We include concepts for this reasoning
process in our service ontology, and employ reasoning techniques from the field of
computer science and artificial intelligence to perform this customer-need reasoning.
First, we describe customer needs in hierarchies including three levels: needs, wants
and demands, and use AND/(EX)OR decompositions to reason about how concrete
demands fulfill higher-level needs. Needs are often too vague to find an actual solution. Therefore we derive a set of customer demands that can fulfill a need.
Second, once we have derived a set of desired customer demands, we use production
rules to reason about the suitability of services as satisfiers of these demands. Every
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service provides certain benefits, referred to as resources. Multiple services typically
offer the same or similar resources. Having derived a set of desired customer demands, we use production rules to derive a set of resources (service benefits) that
can satisfy customers. This set serves as input for the actual service configuration
process, in which bundles are designed that include services that provide the desired
resources.
The reasoning capacity that we present in this chapter represents a high-level understanding of customer behavior, which is in line with the generic nature of the service
ontology. A coarser understanding of customer behavior, as studied in marketing
research, will help find more accurate solutions to customer demands. However,
because a coarse understanding of customer behavior is mostly limited to a certain
industry, product type, marketing channel, country or customer type, it would require
compromising on the generic nature of our ontology.
We considered in this chapter the complexity problem, caused by the large number of
pairs (demand, resource) for which domain experts have to consider whether a production rule must be modeled. We observed that clusters of demands and resources
can be identified, such that the vast majority of production rules will be between pairs
of clusters. Only limited effort needs to be put into modeling production rules outside these pairs of clusters, so the modeling effort is reasonable. At the same time
we acknowledge that more empirical studies are required to make a sound statement
about the complexity problem in modeling production rules.
Also, we investigated production rules involving only one demand and one resource.
These were enough to model realistic and complex domains. Yet, more empirical
studies are required to investigate the necessity for production rules involving multiple resources (e.g., IF demand X THEN resource Y or Z).
An interesting observation is that we perform conflict resolution in the relations (production rules) between features (demands) and solutions (resources). This is opposed
to conflict resolution in software engineering (van Lamsweerde et al. 1998) and in
software architecture, where conflicts are managed on the feature side: goals and
requirements. A possible explanation for this difference is the fact that in software
design all requirements and goals refer to the same single artifact: the system to be
developed. In the case of service bundling, on the other hand, customer demands
need not depend on each other, and the solution may comprise of totally independent
services (artifacts) that can be consumed at different times. For example, a customer
may have a demand for home entertainment as well as entertainment outside home.
These two demands do not conflict, because a solution service bundle may include a
service that delivers home entertainment (e.g., a TV subscription) and a service that
delivers entertainment outside home (e.g., a subscription for the National Ballet), and
the two may be consumed independently, at different times and locations.

Chapter 6

Tool Support
Note: In this chapter we discuss the implementation of our service ontology
in software tools. Parts of this chapter have been discussed in Baida, Gordijn,
Morch, Sæle & Akkermans (2004) (the 17th Bled eCommerce Conference, Bled
2004), in Akkermans, Baida, Gordijn, Peña, Altuna & Laresgoiti (2004) (an article in the IEEE Intelligent Systems magazine), in Baida, Gordijn, Sæle, Akkermans & Morch (2005) (the 17th International Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering, CAiSE 2005) and in Dröes, Meiland, Doruff, Varodi,
Akkermans, Baida, Faber, Haaker, Moelaert, Kartseva & Tan (2005) (an article
in Medical and Care Compunetics 2).

In the framework of our research we implement ontologies in software tools for three
goals. First, tools are used for validating the computational adequacy of the underlying ontology. Second, they help validate the theoretical adequacy of the underlying
ontology. Third, they serve as a means to communicate with domain experts, who
need not be aware of the technical intricacies of an ontology, and work better with
a graphical user interface. In fact, the need for a graphical representation was a requirement for our ontology, as discussed in Section 2.4.4. Other goals exist in other
contexts, mainly ontology-based software tools are used for application integration
in semantic web initiatives.
In Section 6.1 we report about implementing the service offering (supplier) perspective of the service ontology in software tools. Section 6.2 presents a software tool to
support the service value (customer) perspective as well as the supplier perspective,
with an emphasis on the customer perspective. Finally, in Section 6.3 we provide
concluding remarks.
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6.1

Tool Support

Tool Support for the Supplier Perspective

Within the EC-funded IST project OBELIX we developed a configuration tool and a
service modeling tool. The tools have been integrated to configure service bundles.
The service modeling tool is part of the research effort that lead to this thesis, and is
based on our serviguration service ontology; the configuration tool is part of research
done by the Spanish project partner Fundación LABEIN, and is based on the generic
configuration ontology we discussed in Chapter 4.
Figure 6.1 shows how these applications collaborate in service configuration:
1. First we model services, business rules and bundling requirements using the
service modeling tool.
2. Next, we use a transformation module between the two tools to transform service ontology terminology onto configuration ontology terminology.
3. Next, the configuration tool computes all suitable configurations.
4. Suitable configurations are then transformed back to service ontology terminology, and fed back to the service modeling tool.
5. Suitable solutions are visualized in the service modeling tool, and presented to
users.
All communication between the service modeling tool, the configuration tool and the
transformation module takes place by exchanging RDF files with instantiations of the
service ontology and the configuration ontology.

6.1.1

Configuration Tool

Our Spanish project partner Fundación LABEIN developed a generic configuration
tool within the EC-funded IST project OBELIX. The configuration tool uses the
previously presented configuration ontology to support collaborative configuration
of goods and services. As explained in Altuna et al. (2004), the tool can import
and export RDF ontology files, and provides four different interfaces, through which
other applications can use the configuration tool as a module:
1. A problem specification interface to define configuration requirements.
2. A constraint specification interface to specify domain constraints. This interface is facilitated by a graphical user interface.
3. A configuration execution interface to carry out a configuration task.
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Figure 6.1: How ontology-based tools collaborate in service configuration. Arrows
indicate the flow of RDF files; broken arrows indicate a possibility to store/retrieve
RDF files. Source: Akkermans, Baida, Gordijn, Peña, Altuna & Laresgoiti (2004).
4. A configuration solution interface to retrieve the solutions of a configuration
task by the domain application.
The tool architecture is further described in Altuna et al. (2004), and is beyond the
scope of this thesis.

6.1.2

Service Tool

The service tool we developed helps reduce the complexity of designing service bundles that involve a joint offering of a number of enterprises. To this end, a software
tool is required that enables domain experts, business developers and consultants to
model business logic and services from a business value perspective, so that service
bundles may be generated by the software.
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Figure 6.2: Service modeling tool architecture overview. Source: Akkermans,
Baida, Gordijn, Peña, Altuna & Laresgoiti (2004).
Tool Functionality and Architecture
The use of software for service bundling necessarily means that business knowledge
on services needs to be represented (modeled) formally. Modeling services formally
becomes very complex when we deal with a non-trivial case involving a multitude
of services, offered by a variety of suppliers. Our experience shows that performing
such a task with a generic ontology editor as Protégé or OntoEdit is a very timeconsuming task, and mistakes are very likely to happen. Nevertheless the modeling
effort must take place if suppliers wish to use the service ontology for a business
analysis, or to offer their customers the possibility to configure service bundles online. To solve this complexity problem we implemented a prototype service modeling
tool within the EC-funded IST project OBELIX. By providing an easy to use graphical user interface, the tool hides the underlying service ontology from its users. Once
a user graphically models services and business rules based on the service offering
perspective of the service ontology, the tool stores the model in xsvg format, which
can later be re-read and visualized. The tool can also generate ontology-based RDF
representations of the visualizations. These are not readable for an average user of the
tool, but they provide the formalism that software requires to perform software-aided
service bundling. The architecture of this tool is depicted in Figure 6.2.
Next, we designed and developed in collaboration with Fundación LABEIN a transformation module that transforms RDF files representing knowledge in terms of the
service ontology to knowledge in terms of the configuration ontology, and vice versa.
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This transformation module has been embedded in the configuration tool of Fundación LABEIN (see Section 6.1.1).
As a result, the service tool can use the configuration tool as a module for configuring service bundles. First a library of services can be modeled using the service
tool. Next, a graphical user interface enables the user of the service tool to define requirements for a desired service bundle. Next, the user can trigger a service bundling
(configuration) task. The transformation module creates service ontology based RDF
files to represent domain knowledge and bundling requirements, based on the visual model created by users. These files are then transformed into configuration
ontology based RDF files, which are fed into the configuration tool as input for the
configuration task. The resulting solutions are given in configuration ontology based
RDF files. The transformation module transforms the solutions into service ontology
based RDF files. These are fed back into the service tool, where a visualization module transforms the machine-readable representation of service bundles into a visual
representation. All RDF files are stored locally. The whole process is described in
Figure 6.1.

Tool Usage
Support for modeling domain knowledge and configuring service bundles are the two
main functionalities that the OBELIX service tool offers. Other functionalities, such
as RDF(S) generation and visualizing RDF representations of the service ontology
support the two main functionalities. In this section we provide a short description of
how the tool can be used; this is not intended as a user manual.
Services, visualized as shown in Chapter 3, can be modeled through a drag-and-drop
user interface (see Figure 6.3). Every service has an input interface on its left side,
and an outcome interface on its right side. A right-click menu provides the possibility
to model resources, which can be specified by user-defined qualitative and quantitative service properties in a new screen (see Figure 6.4). Once a resource has been
modeled, it can be assigned to a service port of a service element by clicking on that
port, implying that this resource is required by the relevant service as input (if the
service port belongs to an input interface) or becomes available when consuming this
service (if the service port belongs to an outcome interface). Next, dependencies between services (in fact, constraints for the configuration process) can be modeled by
selecting labels on bi-directional arrows between service elements (see Figure 6.5).
A right-click menu provides the possibility to define bundling requirements for the
configuration process. Bundling requirements are a set of service outcomes and possibly service inputs (resources) that a desired service bundle must include. Users can
determine the desired values of service properties of resources that they require, and
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Figure 6.3: Service modeling tool: modeling service elements

Figure 6.4: Service modeling tool: modeling a resource
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Figure 6.5: Service modeling tool: modeling service dependencies
set a requirement per service property (MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, EQUAL) (see Figure 6.6), or require the availability of a resource without setting requirements on its
service properties.
Next, users can initiate the service configuration algorithm using the menu option
‘File/Configure (with xsvg)’. This will trigger the configuration process described
earlier. The whole communication between the service modeling tool, the configuration tool and the transformation module is invisible to the user. If the configuration
algorithm terminates successfully, the generated service bundles will be visualized
(see Figure 6.7). Otherwise, an error message appears.
In Chapter 7 we present a method for performing a business analysis using the serviguration ontology and the e3 -value ontology for business modeling. The method is
supported by our service tool and by the e3 -value software tool which can be downloaded from www.cs.vu.nl/˜gordijn. To facilitate software support for business analyses, we also implemented an interface between the service modeling tool
and the e3 -value tool. This interface, embedded in the e3 -value tool, makes it possible to derive services from a value model (designed using the e3 -value tool), so that
the service tool can be used for service bundling/configuration. Resulting service
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Figure 6.6: Service modeling tool: modeling bundling requirements
bundles can then be imported by the e3 -value tool to calculate financial feasibility.
Information exchange between the two applications takes place using RDF files of
both ontologies.

6.1.3

OBELIX Tool Support: Contribution to our Research

The service tool has been developed during our research, as part of the research effort.
As such, it was not intended to represent a final product, but to facilitate the process
that lead to the final product: the serviguration service ontology. This implies that
the service tool uses an older version of the service ontology than presented in this
thesis. While the major part of the ontology has remained stable, studies that we
performed using the service tool showed that several changes and additions were
required. These changes were made to the ontology, but the tool was not updated due
to a lack of financial resources to do so, once the OBELIX project was terminated.
Three goals have been achieved with the service tool. First, the underlying ontology
has been tested to be computationally adequate. Development of the service ontology
and of the service tool was one process, rather than two separate ones. While designing and implementing the service tool we were faced with algorithms that required
us to make minor changes in the ontology so that the necessary computing can be
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Figure 6.7: Service modeling tool: a visualized service bundle
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performed. The final service tool demonstrated that required computations can be
performed based on the underlying service ontology.
Test cases that we carried out to validate the output of the service tool (with and
without the configuration module) showed that the tool generates correct results (as
verified with domain experts). Hence also the second goal, validating the theoretical
adequacy of the underlying ontology, has been achieved.
Third, modeling services requires domain knowledge, typically possessed by business people and other domain experts who are mostly not accustomed to formal conceptual modeling practices. Yet, they are required to model their knowledge in order
to use model-based approaches as the one presented in this thesis. Before we had
the service tool, we used ontology editors for modeling real-world cases. Even with
modest datasets, as soon as several instances of the same concepts exist, manually administrating references to these instances becomes a fatiguing and error-prone task,
because there is no automated mechanism to uniquely identify instances of concepts
in a way that (1) the unique ID suggests how this instance is different from other instances of the same concept, and (2) a meaningful reference is given to other instances
of other concepts to which this instance and concept is related in the ontology. The
service tool made it possible for us and for domain experts to model larger studies.

6.1.4

OBELIX Tool Support: Drawbacks

Although the service tool served us well in our research, it has important drawbacks.
First, it is based on an earlier version of the service ontology. The ontology has been
updated based on conclusions from several studies, but the tool was not updated. Second, only the basic functionality required to achieve the earlier mentioned goals was
implemented in the service tool. To make the tool fully operational, extra functionalities need to be added, mainly consistency checks (to verify that the domain expert
does not model, for example, contradicting service dependencies) and an improved
module for visualizing solution service bundles, that are imported from an RDF file.
Third, performance has not been considered as a main issue in developing the service
tool, because it was not required to achieve the goals of the tool, and because our
ontology has not been influenced by considerations of computational complexity, as
explained in Section 3.2.3. An operational tool will have to take performance issues
into consideration, especially if the tool is to be used by customers via a website.
Fourth, only the service offering perspective of the service ontology has been implemented in the tool. Tool support for the service value perspective will be discussed
in the next section. We are currently involved in an extensive project in the health
sector in The Netherlands, co-funded by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. As
part of this project, called FrUX (Freeband User eXperience), a software tool will be
developed for service bundling. This tool will tackle at least some of the drawbacks
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mentioned here.

6.2
6.2.1

Tool Support for the Customer Perspective
Envisioned Tool Support: the FrUX Project

The OBELIX service tool requires that bundling (configuration) requirements are
described in supplier terminology, i.e., in resources that services deliver. However,
customers describe their demands in their own terminology, as captured by the service value (customer) perspective of our service ontology. To complete the automation of the serviguration process, software is required to model also the customer perspective, as well as the transformation process between the two perspectives, using production rules. Such tool support is being developed at the time of
writing this thesis, as part of the Dutch FrUX project (Freeband User eXperience,
http://frux.freeband.nl) co-funded by the Dutch Ministry of Economic
Affairs.
FrUX’ objectives include developing a Web-based information system, called DEMDISC (Dröes et al. 2005). It will offer dementia patients and their (in)formal carers
service bundles that suit their situation and are designed based on their specific needs.
Although the project for which the tool is being developed specifically deals with
health care, the underlying service ontology is generic, and hence the tool’s engine
could just as well be used for other services than health care and welfare services.
Unlike the OBELIX tool, which was intended for domain experts and modeling experts only, the FrUX tool will have a larger scope, and serve a variety of user groups.
Besides domain experts, its users include also commercial service providers (who
would have to model their service offerings), professionals (e.g., doctors), and most
importantly: people with dementia and their informal carers. One of the issues in
developing DEM-DISC is human computer interaction: how shall the information
system interact with its diverse user groups, how shall knowledge be extracted from
users, and how shall knowledge be presented to users. This research area is beyond
the scope of this thesis, and is therefore not discussed further here.

6.2.2

Customer and Supplier Perspectives Integrated to Offer Service
Bundles

A main disadvantage of the OBELIX tool is that it includes only a supplier perspective, making the tool not suitable for use by end users. The envisioned DEM-DISC
will address this shortcoming, and include the customer and supplier perspective. As
shown in Figure 6.8, it will provide the functionalities listed below.
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The most important functionality serves end users: patients, (in)formal carers and
(semi) professionals:
• End users can describe their demands (based on earlier modeled need hierarchies) through an interactive human computer interface, and trigger the serviguration process (that uses knowledge modeled earlier by domain experts),
resulting in zero or more service bundles that match the customer demands.
These will then be presented to customers.
Other functionalities are required in order to provide DEM-DISC with domain knowledge that its reasoning engine uses, to achieve the above end users functionality:
• Domain experts can model need hierarchies for various types of customers
(for commercial services, this knowledge may be available within marketing
departments).
• Service providers or service brokers (we consider both to be sub-groups of
‘domain experts’) can model their available service offerings and business rules
for combining services into bundles (service dependencies).
• Domain experts can define production rules for transforming customer terminology (demands) to supplier terminology (resources, outcomes of services).
• Domain experts can model how customer context information influences the
serviguration process by defining relations between context elements and service elements and production rules.
• Domain experts can analyze possible service bundles and identify gaps in service offerings by describing possible customer demands and triggering the serviguration process. Solutions can be analyzed by domain experts. Where there
are no solutions for a given set of customer demands, there is a gap in the service offering; domain experts can recommend to develop new service offerings
to fill such gaps.
• Whenever domain experts model knowledge, a checker module verifies that the
model adheres to constraints set by the service ontology. Here we do not refer
to constraints on service bundling (configuration), but to inherent constraints
on the usage of concepts and relations of the service ontology. For example it is
forbidden to model two service dependencies between services A and B, such
that core/supporting(A, B) and core/supporting(B, A). A list of constraints is
given in Appendix A.
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FrUX Tool Support: Discussion

DEM-DISC’s functionality will enable domain experts model both perspectives on
services: the customer perspective and the supplier perspective, such that customertailored service bundles can be generated by a software-based serviguration process.
DEM-DISC has a dual goal within FrUX. On the one hand, its prototypes are part of
a research effort, helping us to validate our service ontology. On the other hand, the
final information system is intended to actually offer service bundles to customers.
As the software is not yet available at the time of writing this thesis, we imitated the
serviguration process by means of pen and paper, using production rules and service
dependencies to simulate the whole serviguration process starting with customer demands and ending with service bundles (we could not use the OBELIX tool, as it
does not handle customer needs and the transformation between customer and supplier perspective). We discuss this validation of the ontology’s theoretical adequacy
in a study description in Chapter 8. As for DEM-DISC’s role for communication
with domain experts, we cannot yet assess DEM-DISC’s contribution, as it is not yet
available. However, the modeling effort performed by us with domain experts, carried out on paper, showed to be an administratively very demanding task (whenever
a change is made somewhere in the model, its implications have to be found manually and corrected throughout the model), and therefore also error prone. Automated
support will make the modeling effort more effective and efficient.
DEM-DISC’s functionalities will help solve several main shortcomings of the earlier
discussed OBELIX tool. First, DEM-DISC will use the most updated version of the
service ontology, so all lessons learned from studies will be implemented. Second,
it will include the full functionality, as described in the previous section. Third, and
most important, it will integrate a customer perspective with a supplier perspective,
while the OBELIX tool was limited to the supplier perspective only. Performance
will also be monitored and considered during the development process, because an
online application typically requires fast responses.
In spite of its major advantages, also the envisioned DEM-DISC application will not
be complete, as it serves a specific goal, so its scope is limited to that goal. DEMDISC’s main goal is offering customer need driven service bundles to end users over
the Internet. This is one of the usages of our service ontology, presented in this thesis
(see Section 2.3.3). Another usage of the service ontology is performing a business
analysis, as described in Section 2.3.4 and exemplified in Chapter 7. DEM-DISC will
facilitate a business analysis only partially: it will enable domain experts to identify
gaps in service offerings, by identifying demands for which no service offerings exists. As its goal is not to perform a financial analysis of business models, it is not
planned to include an interface to other tools for investigating financial feasibility of
service bundles. The latter is possible in the OBELIX tool, where an interface exists between the service modeling and configuration tool and the e3 -value business
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modeling tool (for more details on this interface see Chapter 7).

6.3

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we discussed two software tools for modeling service domains based
on our service ontology. We implemented a first tool within the OBELIX project, and
a second tool is being developed within the FrUX project at the time of writing this
thesis. These ontology-based tools differ substantially from ontology editing tools as
Protégé or OntoEdit.
First, while ontology editors are suitable for modeling any ontology, our tools are
limited to modeling instances of our serviguration ontology only, because they are
not intended to be generic ontology editing tools.
Second, we use our ontology-based software tools to model large-scale scenarios.
Such large scenarios are hard to model using ontology editors, because instances
of concepts need to be managed manually and based on IDs that are often not user
friendly. Our software tools hide these technical details from users.
Third, and most importantly, the tools are designed for different target groups. Protégé
and OntoEdit assume that users have some level of familiarity with structured modeling techniques. Our software tools do not make this assumption, because endusers are typically professionals (e.g., care professionals, consultants), business people (e.g., employees of service providers) and end-user customers (every person who
consumes services). Consequently, ontology editors have a user interface which is
suitable for information analysts and knowledge modeling experts, but not for our
target group.
Our experience in multiple studies showed how important user friendly software tools
are in studies involving stakeholders from a business or professional organization.
Software tools play a dual role in these studies. First, they hide technical details
from domain experts, thereby helping extract implicit domain knowledge from domain experts, and making this knowledge explicit. Second, they serve as a means to
communicate ideas to stakeholders from a business or professional organization by
visualizing conceptual models.
An anecdote may express the importance of such visual tools. During a review of
the OBELIX project, the author of this thesis gave a presentation about the service
ontology. The presentation started with an explanation of the various concepts of
the ontology, together with screenshots that show how we use ontology editors to
model services, and finally a demonstration of the service tool. As a reaction on
the service tool demonstration, one of the reviewers, a gentleman from a Nordic
business school, said: “Now I understand you; finally you talk business to me”. He
did not understand the technical discussion that preceded the demonstration, because
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it required a different way of thinking and reasoning than his. The service tool, where
the ontology is hidden under a visual layer, proved to be a suitable way to discuss the
underlying theory with him.

Part III

Ontology Application

Chapter 7

Energy Services
Note: This chapter demonstrates the use of the service ontology through a study
in the energy sector, and includes a four steps method for performing a business
analysis for finding financially interesting cooperations between service suppliers
who can offer their independent services as a bundled offering. This chapter was
published as papers in the proceedings of the 17th Bled eCommerce Conference
(Baida, Gordijn, Morch, Sæle & Akkermans 2004) and in the proceedings of
the 8th IASTED International Conference on Power and Energy Systems (PES
2005) (Morch, Sæle, Baida & Foss 2005).

In Section 2.3 we presented two usages of our service ontology: as a business analysis
tool and a conceptual model for software that realizes a web-portal through which
customer-tailored cross-organizational service bundles can be offered to customers.
The current chapter exemplifies the first of these two usages.
Model-based approaches to developing cross-organizational e-business initiatives help
involved enterprises understand the initiatives by creating a shared understanding as
a basis for profitability assessment. Still, when developing business models where
multiple potential enterprises may participate in offering a service bundle, complexity
increases. Our study partner, the electric utility TrønderEnergi AS from Trondheim,
Norway, understood that structured, computer-based techniques can help reduce this
complexity, and joined forces with us in employing computer-based techniques to
perform a business analysis and develop possible future business models. The question at hand was which financially feasible service bundles to offer to customers,
such that electricity supply is bundled with additional services? The choice to market
specific service bundles is in fact a choice for specific business models.
Software-aided reasoning processes can provide business developers support in the
selection of services to include in service bundles, implying also a selection of partners to work with. To put it differently, given a set of potential services to include
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in a new business model and dependencies between these services, we need tools
to design (configure) one or more service bundles, and to provide information for
assessing the pros and cons of service bundles. Then the business analysis can continue by calculating profitability of these service bundles. The configuration process
takes into consideration inherent dependencies between available services and possibly other requirements related to service properties as price, quality and more.
To this end, the service ontology presented in this thesis can be used with an ontology
for designing business models, for instance the e3 -value ontology. In the current
chapter we present an extensive study in which we combined the two ontologies
to perform such a study for TrønderEnergi AS. We concentrate on the part of the
study that deals with the service offering perspective of our service ontology. From a
business perspective, the goal of TrønderEnergi AS was to enhance understanding of
possible new business models for bundling electricity with other services. From an
ontology development perspective, the study was used for ontology validation.

7.1
7.1.1

E-Services in the Energy Sector
Introduction to the Energy Sector

Since the deregulation of the electricity market in Norway in 1991, production and
trade of electric energy have been liberalized, while the transmission and distribution
are maintained as regulated monopolies. Nowadays, after evolving for 15 years of
deregulation, the Norwegian power market becomes mature. The electricity generation and supply sectors are characterized by a fierce competition, due to which the
difference in electricity retail prices per kWh between different suppliers is diminishing. Also in other European countries power is shifting from suppliers to customers,
and more and more end-user customers in Europe are able to choose a preferred electricity supplier.
Commercially, one of the disadvantages of the electricity product is that for power
supply companies it is hard to distinguish themselves, due to the anonymous nature of this product: electricity from different suppliers is delivered according to the
same standard, with the same physical characteristics, and is consumed through the
same electricity socket in a customer’s home. Therefore, companies face difficulties
in competing with each other. Consequently, many suppliers are seeking for ways
to improve marketing via differentiation of their product, to increase their market
share. One way to differentiate is to offer additional services such as Internet access,
(software) application service provisioning and home comfort management. Product
differentiation can also be achieved by introducing substitutes as “green energy”. Another way to improve marketing is to create more complex and elaborated electricity
retail contracts, which are more beneficial to customers because they fit better to their
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needs. At the same time, choosing the best electricity contract becomes a demanding
task for electricity consumers.
Many of the additional services can be ordered and provisioned via the Internet.
Moreover suppliers can use existing infrastructure and/or available business processes to deploy such extra services, so bundling these services with the traditional
electricity product can be done with relatively modest effort. Experience however
shows that the bundling of services without sound logical fundaments of the bundles design process and disregarding customers’ demands may cause severe financial
losses, as can be seen by the example of KanKan (Flæte & Ottesen 2001). KanKan
was launched on January 23rd 2001 as a new market offer of one of the biggest Distribution System Operators in Norway. It was marketed as an integrated bundle of
services, including electricity supply and transmission, Smart Home features, home
insurance, telephone and an ISP service. Despite the expectations and costly market
campaigns, very few households showed interest in the new service offering. After several attempts to revise the concept, it was removed from the market (Flæte
& Ottesen 2001, Martinussen 2002). Several reasons for the failure were identified
later; misunderstanding of customer needs and meeting them in product offers was
the most visible one. Furthermore, the KanKan example highlights the necessity for
evaluation methods for the feasibility of offering service bundles.

7.1.2

TrønderEnergi AS

Following the deregulation TrønderEnergi AS as many other electric utilities in Norway was re-organized into a holding company with various subsidiaries. The company has become a strong player on the Norwegian market, selling traditional electricityrelated core products as well as new products, for example providing broadband
Internet access or delivery of hot water (for room heating) to customers. In 2004
TrønderEnergi AS had a revenue of 656,927,000 NOK (TrønderEnergi AS 2004),
equaling about 83,000,000 Euro. The company generated 1723 GWh electricity (the
average annual generation is 1831 GWh) of the 110.1 TWh electricity that was produced in Norway that year (Statnett SF 2005). The company wants to use the new
corporate structure, which is shown in Figure 7.1, in order to improve its position on
the market. TrønderEnergi AS however, is aware of potential financial risks related
to implementation of a wrong bundling strategy. Although several of the subsidiaries
within the holding company are economically independent (they are responsible for
their own profit and loss), the mother company’s interest is to utilize the various service offerings in order to offer service bundles where the electricity product (sold by
one subsidiary) is differentiated by additional services (sold by other subsidiaries).
The example of KanKan along with several similar cases related to bundling makes
the mother company very cautious and sceptic when it comes to implementation
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Figure 7.1: TrønderEnergi AS corporate structure (percentages show the share of the
mother company)
of bundled offerings. In our study we performed a thorough analysis of the services which can be offered by the holding company, including their pricing, possible
composition of bundles, probable limitations and potential benefits. We also evaluated the financial feasibility of different compositions of bundles. For example,
we assessed whether offering a heat pump along with an electricity retail contract
to a customer is going to be profitable for the company or not. The study presented in this chapter utilizes and exemplifies our service ontology, as well as a
value ontology for business models design (Gordijn & Akkermans 2001, Gordijn
& Akkermans 2003b). A comprehensive project report of the study at hand can be
downloaded from www.cs.vu.nl/˜obelix/D7.2.pdf.

7.2

A Four Steps Method for Business Analysis

The e3 -value method (Gordijn & Akkermans 2001, Gordijn & Akkermans 2003b) –
based on the e3 -value ontology – is an established multi-actor approach for developing e-business models, taking into consideration the importance of economic value
for all actors involved, and the intertwining of business and technology. Similar to
the service ontology, it is based on the understanding that business activities involve
an exchange of economic values between the involved actors.
When applied to the service sector we found that an e3 -value business model does
not provide a logical framework for reasoning about how to bundle services. Such
a business model cannot describe in detail the variety and complicated nature of po-
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tential service bundles. Nor does it handle inherent dependencies between multiple
services, such as ‘service X may not be offered without service Y’. This information
is necessary in order to configure feasible service bundles and to point out differences
between and redundancies among possible service bundles. Thus, we need extra information on services, to facilitate a complete business model analysis of service
offerings. Consequently, we suggest using the e3 -value ontology with our serviguration ontology that provides a conceptualization of special service characteristics, not
present in a value ontology. Our service ontology, presented in this thesis, provides a
conceptualization of services, seen as components that require some inputs and provide some outcomes. Dependencies between services are also formalized, providing
a mechanism for reasoning about which services must or may be part of a service
bundle, and why. Using both ontologies together enables us to evaluate complex
service offering scenarios. Our method includes the following steps:
1. Create an initial business model, using the e3 -value ontology. Elementary services can be identified in this model.
2. Model these services using the serviguration ontology, and define service bundles by applying a configuration algorithm.
3. Reason about the identified service bundles, using knowledge modeled in the
serviguration ontology, and choose the preferred service bundles.
4. Use the e3 -value ontology to assess profitability of the chosen service bundles.
In the first step and in the last one we use a value ontology. The added value of using
and applying the service ontology in steps two and three is that step four becomes
manageable: we only assess profitability of service bundles that have been identified
as interesting in steps 2 and 3.
We chose the e3 -value ontology as a starting point, rather than another value ontology, mainly because it is designed for modeling multi-enterprise scenarios. Other
value ontologies as the AIAI enterprise ontology (Uschold et al. 1998), the Toronto
Virtual Enterprise Ontology (TOVE) (Fox & Gruninger 1998) and the Business Model
Ontology (BMO) (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2002, Osterwalder 2004) focus on a single
enterprise. The Resource Event Agent (REA) ontology (McCarthy 1982, Geerts &
McCarthy 1999) is not an approach for business development, from a methodological
point of view, and is therefore not a suitable candidate for the current study.

7.3

Step 1: A Value Model for Energy Services

A first step in creating a multi-enterprise business model is to understand the elementary services that are possible. In many cases, these services cannot be easily enu-
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Figure 7.2: Initial value model for energy services
merated because stakeholders do not have a clear view on such services. To this end,
we constructed an e3 -value model (see Figure 7.2) that shows the services enterprises
are offering to customers, as well as what they request in return. The construction
of such a model involves eliciting services that exist in reality or that stakeholders
want to develop. The e3 -value method has been discussed extensively in Gordijn &
Akkermans (2001) and Gordijn & Akkermans (2003b) , so we only present the model
itself. Due to model complexity, we only present a fraction of the model here. Figure 7.2 shows a number of actors: an end-user customer and a number of enterprises
offering a range of services (e.g., TrønderEnergi Kraft AS and Smartkonseptet).
Actors exchange value objects, objects of economic value such as physical objects
or fees. We model only things of economic value, and not information required for
business processes. This ensures that stakeholders concentrate on understanding the
values offered and requested, and nothing else. Examples of value objects in this case
are electricity, the capability of remote control of devices such as heaters or coolers,
and the capabilities for energy consumption control and temperature regulation. Fees
are value objects too.
Value objects are offered and requested via value ports, depicted by triangles. A triangle shows whether a particular actor requests or delivers an object of value to or from
its environment. Ports are grouped into value interfaces, depicted by small rounded
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boxes surrounding two or more value ports. Such a value interface fulfills two modeling purposes. First, a value interface models economic reciprocity. For instance, it
says that electricity is delivered only if a fee is paid in return, and vice versa. Second,
a value interface may represent bundling, saying that two or more value objects are
offered (or requested) only in combination. Figure 7.2 does deliberately not represent
such a bundling case. In this chapter we discuss how to find such bundles for known
elementary services.
Value ports are connected by value exchanges, represented by lines. Exchanges represent that actors are willing to exchange objects of value with each other. Finally,
rounded rectangles represent value activities. These are activities that are supposed to
be profitable for at least one actor. The main rationale for such activities is to distinguish actors (enterprises) from what they are doing to make profit (value activities).
The use of the e3 -value method in networked enterprise analyses has shown that the
discussion on ‘who does what’ reflects an important business design decision.
The value model in Figure 7.2 shows actors, activities they perform, objects of value
they offer and what they request in return, but not which meaningful bundles of value
objects can be constructed. In a complex value model with many actors and value
objects, finding these bundles is a far from trivial task. Moreover, the e3 -value ontology is not of help here, since it does not model considerations to bundle objects (or
to exclude certain bundles); it only models the bundles themselves. To this end, we
propose the serviguration ontology that connects well to the e3 -value ontology, with
the aim to assist in finding such bundles specifically for services.

7.4

Step 2: A Service Model for Energy Services

The service ontology presented in earlier chapters formally describes a shared view
on what services are with the aim to compose (or: configure) complex services out
of more elementary services supplied by different enterprises.
Service elements are the building blocks of a service bundle. They represent what
a supplier offers to its customers, in supplier terminology. It is what the business
literature defines as service, an economic activity (performance) of mostly intangible
nature (see Section 2.1.2). Elementary services result from our initial value model,
depicted in Figure 7.2. Value activities in the e3 -value ontology correspond to service
elements in the serviguration ontology. Additionally, value objects in the e3 -value
ontology correspond to resources in the serviguration ontology.
We modeled 14 services that can be offered to customers in bundles that include energy supply: electricity supply, electricity transmission, hot water distribution (for
room heating), broadband Internet access, IT-services, sales and installation of electrical appliances (heat pump and energy control system, to reduce energy consump-
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Figure 7.3: Example service elements: electricity supply and heat pumping. Service
inputs are shown on the left side of a service element, and service outcomes are shown
on the right side thereof.
tion and to regulate temperature), temperature remote control and more. Some services were modeled multiple times, as they can be provisioned in different forms.
Figure 7.3 is a partial visualization of two service elements: electricity supply and
heat pumping. The symbols ‘OB’ mark service dependencies between the involved
service elements: Optional Bundle. This service dependency can be interpreted as
‘there is business logic in bundling these services, but they may also be provisioned
independently’. Service inputs are listed on the left hand side of a service; service
outcomes are listed on the right hand side thereof. A more comprehensive list of
services, described by their service inputs and by their service outcomes, is presented
in Table 7.1.
Figure 7.4 is a visualization of seven of the fourteen services we modeled in this
study. Three service elements (electricity supply, electricity transmission and energy
control system) were modeled twice because they are available for consumption in
different forms, resulting in a set of ten services. This set serves us for the current
discussion; it is the same set of services as presented in Table 7.1.
The ‘base’ e3 -value model in Figure 7.2 did not consider dependencies between different service elements, giving no guidelines on how to combine services into a service bundle. Theoretically, we could design and assess a business model for any
combination of one or more services, making the development of financial calculations for the model very time-consuming due to the multitude of possible solutions.
With a set of n service elements, and assuming that a service bundle may include
one or more service elements and (for simplicity) that no service is included more
than once in a bundle, as many as 2n − 1 distinct service bundles are theoretically
possible.1 Using a set of ten services, this yields 1023 possible bundles. However,
1 In terms of the configuration algorithm explained in Chapter 4, the formula 2n − 1 assumes that
for every high-level configuration there exists one detail-level configuration; in reality the number of
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Table 7.1: Energy services described by their service input resources and by their
service outcome resources (resource type is mentioned in brackets)
Service name

Service inputs

Service outcomes

electricity supply

fee (monetary resource),
lock-in (capability resource)

energy of type electricity
(physical good resource)

electricity transmission

fee (monetary resource)

electricity
transmission
(state-change resource)

hot water supply

fee (monetary resource)

energy of type hot water
(physical good resource), energy reduction (capability resource)

heat pump

fee (monetary resource)

energy reduction (capability
resource), room heating (capability resource), air conditioning (capability resource),
temperature regulation (capability resource)

energy
system

fee (monetary resource)

energy reduction (capability
resource), temperature regulation (capability resource)

remote control

fee (monetary resource)

remote temperature control
(capability resource)

broadband access

fee (monetary resource),
lock-in (capability resource)

Internet connectivity (capability resource)

control
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Figure 7.4: Service elements and their service dependencies
many of these bundles are not based on business logic, and therefore it is worthless
to spend time analyzing their financial feasibility. The service ontology was applied
to resolve this problem, narrowing the scope of our primary business model analysis:
1. Step 2 of our method: 1023 service bundles could theoretically be created using
all given services. The service ontology identified those bundles that are driven
by business logic, omitting all other theoretically possible bundles (step two in
our method). Using our set of ten service elements, we generated bundles for
five different scenarios, involving five different sets of bundling requirements
(varying from very specific requirements to more general ones). Using the
service ontology and the service configuration software tool, we reduced complexity to sets of only 2, 8 16, 17 and 28 service bundles for the five different
scenarios. Our software tool was very helpful in this task, because generating
these service bundles manually, with no tool support, is an error prone task.
detail-level solutions per high-level solution may be higher.
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2. Step 3 of our method: Providing knowledge on services, to facilitate a reasoning about a choice between the bundles that were designed in step two.
Services of subsidiaries may be bundled due to various reasons, including an efficient
use of common business processes, interdependencies between services and more. In
the service ontology we represent this knowledge as service dependencies, business
rules that form constraints on whether and how two or more services may be combined into a service bundle. For example, some services can be sold only with other
services; some services exclude others (they may not be sold as a bundle); and some
services can be added to others, to make the other service more attractive. We modeled business rules concerning energy services as service dependencies, to be used
as constraints in the software-aided service configuration process. These are listed in
Table 7.2. The most often used service dependency in this table is ‘optional bundle’,
implying that there is business logic behind combining two services into a bundle but
the separate services can also be consumed independently of each other. Note that
at the end of a business analysis, if a choice is made to market two services only as
a package rather than also as elementary services, an ‘optional bundle’ dependency
will be changed to a ‘bundled’ dependency, reflecting the new business decision. By
applying service dependencies between service elements, we generated a set of service bundles, omitting bundles that have no business logic (from a supplier’s point of
view). Examples of possible bundles are:
1. Electricity supply and heat pumping
2. Electricity supply and hot water
3. Electricity supply, energy control system and remote control
No service dependency exists between the services heat pumping and hot water, because there is no business logic behind a bundle that includes only these two services
(a heat pump reduces electricity consumption, but when hot water replaces all the use
of electricity for heating, there is no electricity consumption to reduce). Consequently
the bundle of heat pumping and hot water is irrelevant, and was not generated. On
the other hand, since a ‘bundled’ service dependency between remote control and
energy control system requires that remote control is not sold without energy control
system, all possible bundles with remote control but without energy control system
are invalid, and were not generated. This knowledge does not exist in a value model.

7.5

Step 3: Service Ontology for Business Analysis

In step three of our method we reason about theoretically feasible service bundles,
and make a choice about preferred bundles. Our reasoning is based on the assumption that a supplier wishes to offer service bundles that satisfy its customer needs and
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electricity supply (1)

broadband access

remote control

energy control system (2)

energy control system (1)

heat pump

hot water supply

electricity transmission (2)

electricity transmission (1)

electricity supply (2)

electricity supply (1)

Table 7.2: Service dependencies in the energy study. A service dependency is a function with two arguments; the first argument is the service in the row, and the second
argument is the service in the column. The abbreviations OB, EX and BU stand for
the dependencies ‘optional bundle’, ‘excluding’ and ‘bundled’. Some services are
modeled twice because they can be provisioned in different forms.

EX OB EX OB OB OB OB OB OB

electricity supply (2)

EX

electricity transmission (1)

OB EX

electricity transmission (2)

EX OB

hot water supply

OB

heat pump

OB OB

energy control system (1)

OB OB

energy control system (2)

OB OB

remote control

OB OB

broadband access

OB OB

EX OB

OB OB OB OB OB

EX
EX

BU
BU
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demands. These are modeled in the service value perspective of our service ontology.
Table 7.3 presents a hierarchy of customer needs, wants and demands for the study
at hand. We modeled a hierarchy of customer needs, and defined relations between
customer demands and service outcomes, descriptors of available services (see Figure 7.5). These relations have the form of ‘IF demand-X THEN service outcome-Y’
and implicitly ‘IF service outcome-Y THEN service element-Z’, reflecting a logical
correlation: service element Z provides service outcome (resource) Y, which can satisfy demand X. Demands and resources can be described by quality criteria, such as
productivity, availability and more.
Applying these relations results in sets of service bundles per customer demand.
Based on knowledge that the service ontology provides, business developers then
reason about these bundles. Some of them may appear to be redundant (because they
compete with each other on satisfying the same customer demands). Others may be
suitable only in certain circumstances (certain areas or customer types). A choice to
offer certain bundles implies also a choice of business partners to work with.
To satisfy a customer demand for energy supply a bundle may theoretically include
almost any combination of the following services: electricity supply, heat pumping
and hot water (as well as other obligatory services that we do not discuss here). However, the service ontology provides extra tools to narrow the scope of our analysis:
• Hot water (replacing part of the electricity consumption, for a lower price) is
available in a limited geographic area only; hence, different service offerings
are possible in different areas. This is modeled in Figure 7.5: a context switch
triggers different relations (production rules) between the demand for energy
supply and the resources ‘energy of type electricity’ and ‘energy of type hot
water’, based on the given zip code.
• Customers would prefer bundling electricity supply with hot water to bundling
electricity supply with heat pumping due to a lower price.2 Consequently,
where the hot water service is available, offering electricity supply with heat
pumping may be less attractive. The difference in price is modeled by the
pricing model concept that is attached to the fee input of commercial services.
Let us now take a new customer demand into consideration: temperature regulation,
for indoor comfort. The following service elements satisfy this demand for commercial customers: heat pumping, energy control system and remote control. Also here
the service ontology provides extra information for our business analysis:

2 A lower price is achieved only over time, because customers who wish to consume the hot water
supply service for room heating are required to invest in hardware.
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Figure 7.5: Partial FS-graph of the energy study: production rules model how resources can satisfy customer demands.
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1. Manual and location-dependent (only on-site) temperature regulation requires
the following service elements: electricity supply and heat pumping. If a customer already consumes these services for his energy supply, manual energy
regulation is available with no extra costs (see the top left service bundle in
Figure 7.6).
2. Automated and location-dependent (only on-site) temperature regulation requires the following service elements: electricity supply and energy control
system (see the top right service bundle in Figure 7.6). Unlike the first bundle,
this one does not provide the outcome “air conditioning”.
3. Automated and location-independent (via a website) temperature regulation requires the following service elements: electricity supply, energy control system
and remote control (it also requires an ISP service, but we omit this from the
current discussion for brevity) (see the bottom service bundle in Figure 7.6).
Suppliers may then decide whether they want to offer all three bundles, or whether
they want to profile themselves as online energy suppliers, and supply only the online
temperature regulation version. If electrical appliances and remote control are offered
by different companies, this implies also a choice of partners to work with. Although
all three bundles satisfy the same customer needs and wants, as we have seen they
are essentially different due to their properties. For our example let us assume that
the choice was made to supply the third of these bundles.

7.6

Step 4: Value Ontology for Business Analysis

In the last step of our method we develop business models for the chosen bundles,
and assess their profitability. Profitability assessment is not shown here (for a detailed
explanation see Gordijn & Akkermans (2003b)), but only how found bundles can be
fed back into an e3 -value model. All feasible bundles that were not chosen in step
three are discarded, so their profitability need not be assessed. Chosen bundles can be
shown in a revised e3 -value model (see Figure 7.7). In this case we restrict ourselves
to bundle 3 as explained in the previous section. A customer demand as identified in
the service ontology, e.g., automated, location independent temperature regulation,
is represented by an e3 -value start stimulus. Such a stimulus shows the consumer
demand, and connects to one or more value interfaces of the actor that has such a
demand. The actor then exchanges objects of economic value to satisfy the demand
via one of the connected value interfaces. In our case, the demand is connected to
three interfaces via an AND-fork, saying that in order to satisfy the need, the actor
must exchange objects via all three interfaces. Information elicited by using the service ontology was very useful when calculating profitability of the chosen bundles.
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Table 7.3: Customer needs, wants and demands for the energy utility TrønderEnergi.
The notations H/I refer to the customer type: Household or Industrial.
Customer Needs

Customer Wants

Customer Demands

Indoor
(H,I)

Lighting (H,I);
Home services (cooking, washing) (H);
Comfort temperature
(H,I)

Energy supply (H,I);
Hot tap water (H,I);
Room heating (H,I);
Air conditioning (H,I)

Energy regulation for
budget control (H,I)

Energy regulation for budget control (H,I), with different characteristics (manual / automated; on-site
regulation / location-independent

Temperature
regulation for increased
comfort (H,I)

Temperature regulation (H,I) with
different characteristics (manual
/ automated, on-site regulation /
location-independent)

Social
contacts
and
Recreation
(H);
Business contacts
(I)

Communication (H,I)

Telephone line (H,I);
Mobile phone line (H,I);
Internet (broadband) (H,I)

Safety (H,I)

Increased
security
(H,I);
Reduced
insurance
premium (H)

Safety check of electrical installation (H);
Internal control of electrical installation (I)

IT-services (I)

ASP-services (I);
Hardware (I);
Software (I)

comfort

IT support
business (I)

for
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For example: in the initial e3 -value model it was difficult to define some value exchanges, because domain experts had to make assumptions, e.g., about the demand.
The service ontology-based model allows us to verify the existing financial formulas
and create the missing ones because it includes more details. Take for example the
bundle that includes electricity supply and heat pumping: we can make a better assessment of electricity consumption (and thus the costs) during winter and summer
for customers, because this information is modeled using the service ontology. We
can derive very realistic figures, based on the composition of the bundle.
A found bundle in the previous section is represented in Figure 7.7 as a value interface for the composite actor TrønderEnergi AS that bundles ports exchanging a
remote control service, electricity, and energy control. Additionally, the reciprocal
value objects (fees, lock-in) are also shown in the value interface. Note that a value
interface exactly models bundling: it is only possible to obtain the bundled services
in combination, in return for the sacrifice stated. Other bundles can be modeled similarly. In the current study, step two generates at most dozens of feasible bundles,
based on ten elementary services. In step three we choose only a subset thereof for
profitability assessment. A recurring element in service bundles in step two is that
the services ‘electricity supply’, ‘remote control’ and ‘energy control system’ are always bundled, while other services as ‘heat pumping’ and ‘supply of hot water’ are
included in some of the bundles only. In accordance with these findings, business
developers chose to investigate the financial feasibility of a business model where
‘electricity supply’, ‘remote control’ and ‘energy control system’ are marketed as a
package, while ‘heat pumping’ and ‘supply of hot water’ may be sold separately.
This choice is reflected in Figure 7.7. From a business development perspective, the
choice to market several services as a bundle is an important decision. Investigating
this option was a direct result of our service configuration approach.

7.7
7.7.1

Analysis and Conclusions
Business Perspective

Developing a multi-actor business model for e-service bundles involves various potential partners, each offering a number of services; only a subset of these services
has to be selected for a business model. However, why choose for one service or another? Assessing profitability of all possible scenarios is often undesired, because it is
a very time consuming task. In this chapter we presented how we use our service ontology together with a value ontology to tackle this business problem. When a broad
spectrum of services is included in a business analysis, our ontology helps business
developers design meaningful service bundles, and discard all other scenarios. As a
result, the scope of financial feasibility studies remains manageable.
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Figure 7.6: Step 3 of our method for performing business analysis yields three different service bundles for three similar customer demands
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Figure 7.7: A revised e3 -value model, reflecting bundling decisions
Our four steps method provides a means to reason systematically about the selection
of one service or another for a service bundle, eventually resulting in feasible service
bundles that satisfy certain customer demands. When multiple feasible service bundles satisfy the same customer demands, it is important to be able to reason about
differences between the bundles, to make a decision about one or more bundles, reflecting one or more business models to develop. Since we choose only a subset of
the feasible bundles, our business analysis will have a much narrower scope than an
analysis that takes all possible partners (and services) into consideration. The service
ontology was applied to resolve the complexity problem of a business analysis in the
energy sector by narrowing the scope of our primary business model. Consequently,
significantly less effort had to be put into profitability assessment.
In our present study an energy supplier wishes to bundle electricity supply with
other services, provided by a number of suppliers. The questions at hand are with
which other services to bundle electricity supply, and whether the resulting business model(s) will be profitable. Past failures of similar initiatives show that these
questions are far from trivial, and the competition in this sector requires a thorough
analysis before a new business model is developed and a new service offering is mar-
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keted. Even with a limited set of only ten services, the number of possible bundles
gets exponentially high. We started with an initial business model, where a set of ten
available services was identified, with which 1023 service bundles could theoretically
be designed; assessing profitability for all service bundles would cost too much time.
No mechanism was available for selecting bundles. By applying the service ontology
in the energy domain, we managed to reduce the task complexity:
1. The number of service bundles for which profitability needs to be assessed was
reduced by formalizing and applying dependencies between services, serving
as rules for service bundling, or service configuration.
2. Knowledge on services was made available, to facilitate reasoning about a
choice between feasible bundles.
3. Information on costs of and demand for services helps make a sound profitability assessment.
This knowledge is not available in the e3 -value ontology, where no guidelines are
provided for bundling services. With a set of ten services, theoretically one would
have to assess profitability for 1023 scenarios (1023 different sets of these ten services). The service ontology reduces this complexity. Step 2 of our method reduced
the complexity to a maximum of several dozens solutions per scenario. Step 3 of our
method further reduced the complexity to a few (typically two to five) service bundles
per scenario. All other theoretically possible service bundles are irrelevant, and their
profitability need not be assessed in step 4 of our method.

7.7.2

Ontology Development Perspective

Goal: use the service ontology to reduce complexity of business analyses
In this chapter we focus on the service offering perspective of our ontology, where we
describe services as acts of exchanging economic values, and also as components for
configuration. In the next chapter we focus on the service value perspective, showing
(for a different study) how we ensure that the generated service bundles provide a
good solution for customer demands.
Similarly, the study we describe here served us mainly for developing and validating
the service offering perspective of the ontology. We modeled energy services using
our serviguration ontology and software tool, and used our OBELIX software tool to
generate service bundles based on criteria given by our business partner. Applying
our ontology provides business developers with the required tools for performing a
structured business analysis, reducing the complexity of the analysis by narrowing
the number of possible business models that have to be analyzed.
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Ontology validation: in exploratory real-world studies a ‘good solution’ is not
defined a priori
From the perspective of TrønderEnergi AS, a study like this is aimed at designing and
exploring new business models; TrønderEnergi AS does not know in advance which
bundles shall be selected as sensible. Therefore, business developers cannot say in
advance which service bundles they expect to be generated, such that we can validate
the service model and service configuration algorithm by comparing results to a list
of expected bundles. Instead, the theoretical validation of our ontology and related
software tool works the other way around. We model services and generate service
bundles. These are then presented to our business partner for assessment. In our case
the generated service bundles were found sensible solutions by our business partner;
our claim that service bundles can be configured by software when modeled using our
service ontology proved to be correct in the energy study. The service ontology provided our partner with information and knowledge to continue the business analysis
with profitability assessment of business models for offering service bundles.
Ontology development: real-world studies as a means to understand and generalize business logic
By modeling energy services and designing service bundles, we gained some major
insights into the service offering perspective of our ontology. First, we used the study
at hand to sharpen the definition of ‘resources’ in our service ontology, and to distinguish between a business value perspective on services and a process perspective.
We model only resources that describe the value exchange between involved actors.
Yet, as we have seen, some resources can belong to the business value perspective, as
well as to the process perspective.
Second, energy services may have very complicated pricing models, allowing customers a high degree of flexibility in choosing a scheme that suits their needs best.
This study was therefore very suitable for understanding how pricing models can be
expressed as formulas, and how they can be modeled in the service ontology.
Third, due to the complex nature of this domain, many interdependencies exist between services. We refer not only to what we call ‘service dependencies’ in the
ontology (determining which services can be combined into a bundle), but also to
how one service influences another, assuming that they are bundled. For example, if
customers have an energy control system next to their electricity supply, their electricity consumption is reduced by ten percent. The study at hand was used to develop
the concept conditional output to model such constraints in the service ontology.
Ontology usage: discover the boundaries of an ontology
We used the study at hand to define an interface between our serviguration ontology
and the e3 -value ontology for constructing business models, and implemented this
interface in a software tool. By performing this analysis we learned the boundaries of
both ontologies, and where they can fill in each other’s gaps. The e3 -value ontology
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provides the means for constructing business models, but it does not allow reasoning on how services should be bundled. The serviguration ontology, on the other
hand, provides a means to reason about service bundling, but does not describe the
resulting business model or allow for calculating profitability of a business model.
We showed how both ontologies can be used together to perform a full analysis.
The software-based interface between the ontologies allows for a computer-supported
business analysis.

7.7.3

Concluding Remarks

An interesting feature of the energy sector is that this sector is growing horizontally,
offering services which traditionally were not offered by this sector. Service bundles
offered by energy utilities nowadays include non-energy related offerings, as a means
to differentiate the energy product. This poses a challenge for business developers:
criteria for including services in a bundle are sometimes still missing, and therefore
an exploratory study is required, triggered by an understanding of customer needs as
a key to designing new offerings. Serviguration focuses on customers as a starting
point for designing service bundles. It is this specific characteristic of our service
ontology that makes it so suitable for business analyses as presented in this chapter.
The study at hand presents evidence of the feasibility and usefulness of softwareaided composition of service bundles. At the same time it also demonstrates the
boundaries of automation, the places where human intervention is required. The
method we present for business analyses can help business developers reduce the
complexity of business analyses, and pinpoint good candidates for new service bundles. Yet, the choice for one or more service bundles – and related business models
– has to be made by humans. When our method shows that several service bundles
actually compete with each other because they provide a solution for a same or similar customer demand, human intervention is required to decide on a course of action.
Decision criteria may not always be clear-cut. For example, one may choose to offer a service bundle with modest financial perspectives because it involves a reliable
business partner, while an offering which may promise higher revenues necessarily
involves working with a business partner that has already let you down in the past.

Chapter 8

Health Care and Welfare Services
Note: In this chapter we show how our service ontology is used in the health sector to design and offer service bundles, mainly for people with dementia and their
(in)formal carers. An early position paper concerning this study was published in
Medical and Care Compunetics 2, Volume 114 Studies in Health Technology and
Informatics (Dröes, Meiland, Doruff, Varodi, Akkermans, Baida, Faber, Haaker,
Moelaert, Kartseva & Tan 2005).

Early in this thesis we claimed that our service ontology can be used for business
analyses and for developing websites through which suppliers can jointly offer their
services to customers. The first usage was exemplified by a study in the energy sector
in Chapter 7. In the current chapter we exemplify the second usage of our service
ontology. We present a study that is part of the large scale FrUX research project in
the health sector and police in the Netherlands.1 We show how our service ontology
is used to design customer-tailored cross organizational service bundles for people
with dementia and for their (in)formal carers. Our service ontology and this study
are currently being used as the fundaments for developing software for a website
through which these service bundles can be offered to customers. The study at hand
provides evidence of the usefulness of our service modeling approach.

8.1

Domain: Dementia Care

E-Service bundles may play an important role in the field of care and welfare for elderly persons with dementia and their carers, as a solution for a number of problems
that this field faces now and will face in the near future. Dementia is a disease that
1 FrUX (Freeband User eXperience, http://frux.freeband.nl) is partly funded by the Dutch Ministry
of Economic Affairs.
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mainly affects older people (Health Council of the Netherlands 2002). Nearly 1% of
the persons of 65 suffer from the disease, and this figure rises to 40% in people of
90 years and older. Currently, there are over 175,000 persons with dementia in the
Netherlands (Health Council of the Netherlands 2002). Dementia is not a disease in
its own right, but the name given for a combination of symptoms. There are different
diseases in which dementia can occur and up till now there is no effective treatment
available. Dementia is a progressive disorder in which the person becomes increasingly dependent on others for his daily functioning. Important features of dementia
are disorders of the memory, speech, thinking, perception, reasoning and performing
activities. Often there are also changes in personality, behavior and psychological
functioning, such as depressive symptoms, apathy and aggression. These changes do
not only affect the person with dementia himself, but also the persons in their environment. About 65% of the persons with dementia live in the community and are
cared for by informal carers, such as spouses, children, and other relatives. Persons
with dementia and their informal carers wish to stay in the community as long as possible and this is in line with the current Dutch policy aims. However, taking care of a
person with dementia is recognized as a burdensome task (Timmermans 2003). Many
informal carers experience negative physical, psychological and social consequences
(Burns 2000, Coope et al. 1995, Eagles et al. 1987, Meiland et al. 2001, Pot 1996, de
Vugt et al. 2003, Zarit et al. 1980, Dröes et al. 2004) that besides the behavioral problem of the person with dementia, are important determinants for nursing home admission (Greene et al. 1980, Teri 1997, Braekhus et al. 1998, Kaufer et al. 1998, Mirakhur
et al. 2004, Aalten 2004, de Vugt 2004).
It is therefore important that health care and welfare services not only focus on care
and support for the persons with dementia but also for their informal carers. Providing informal carers of people with dementia with supporting welfare services will
increase their ability to cope with the heavy daily burden, and will allow them to
continue nursing the patients longer, thereby postponing the nursing home admission of patients. It will also help prevent them from getting overburdened, eventually
requiring health care services themselves. Example health care services are illness
diagnosis and treatment. Welfare services include help with small tasks at home
(e.g., hanging a curtain, repairing an electricity socket), telephone help line, assistance with financial administration and more. These health care and welfare services
help persons with dementia and their informal carers cope with the consequences of
dementia. Also, these services ease the life of informal carers, so that they can more
easily support their ill relatives and friends.
Because of the expected growth of the group of elderly persons with dementia, and
chronically ill people in general, and as a consequence of the enormous increase
of informal carers in the coming decades, it is necessary to increase our specificity
and efficiency in delivering services. This means more specific, individualized and
dynamic service bundling, tailored precisely to the needs expressed by the client-
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Figure 8.1: Example health care and welfare services for people with dementia and
their informal carers. Note how a same service (e.g., day care) is modeled multiple
times because it is offered by a number of service providers, and each requires and/or
provides other resources.
system (patient and carers) (Dröes et al. 2005).
Currently, several problems exist in the field of care and welfare for persons with
dementia and their carers. These problems include the variation, fragmentation and
continual changing of care and welfare services in a region, both public and private.
Clients and referrers cannot see the wood for the trees anymore and therefore tend
not to utilize the broad spectrum of available services. Possible consequences are:
lacking the specific care and support one needs, unsafe situations, social isolation of
patients and frustration, overburden and illness of carers. Thus, the need for a more
transparent, easy accessible and integrated offer of health care and welfare services
is growing.
In our study we used a dataset of 38 health care and welfare services, supplied by
a variety of service providers. A subset thereof is visualized in Figure 8.1 and described in detail in Table 8.3 (more services are described in examples throughout
this chapter). Theoretically, 274,877,906,943 (238 − 1) different service bundles (of
one or more services each) can be generated from this dataset. The large number
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emphasizes why clients cannot see the wood for the trees. And yet, in reality there
exist more than 38 services. The service ontology is required to cope with this large
dataset, and design only service bundles that are based on sound business logic, from
a customer perspective and from a supplier perspective.
Another problem is the generally recognized need to create a continuum of flexible
care and welfare bundles in every region in the Netherlands, that dynamically meet
the care needs and wishes of individual persons with dementia and their informal carers in the different stages of the disease. To understand what gaps exist in the present
offering, insight into the care needs and wishes of this client group and their informal carers as well as an up-to-date overview of regional (and national) services are
prerequisites. Recently, a first step was made in collecting this type of information:
a National Dementia Program (NDP) was developed which describes needs of the
target group and examples of potential care offerings (Meerveld et al. 2004). This
NDP was produced by order of the Ministry of Public Health, Welfare and Sports
as a response on the latest advice on care and research in dementia by the Health
Council of the Netherlands (Health Council of the Netherlands 2002). This overview
of needs and care solutions in the NDP offers a good starting point for understanding
the needs of persons with dementia and their carers in the community, and to fill in
gaps in the care and welfare offerings.
FrUX, a project within the Dutch Freeband program, addresses these problems in
dementia care. Our study uses the NDP as a starting point to inventory needs and
support offerings. We do this by means of a literature study on subjective needs of the
target group and by a field study with standardized and open interviews with persons
with dementia, their informal carers and professional carers. Furthermore, the current
care and welfare offerings are being inventoried in two regions in the Netherlands
(Amsterdam-Zuid and Nijmegen). A gap analysis will be performed between needs
and current service offerings, to trace ICT opportunities that could contribute to an
improvement of the care and welfare service offerings for persons with dementia
and their (in)formal carers. The ICT opportunities we search for are context-aware
services that support interaction between people in dynamic social contexts (van Eijk
et al. 2004). Context-awareness means that the service is aware of people’s context
in general and more specifically their location, social context and activities.
While the study on customer needs is still ongoing, we use the NDP as a starting
point for identifying ICT opportunities for improving health care and welfare service offerings. One of the ICT opportunities that could be developed and that could
start to address the problems mentioned above, is a Dynamic Interactive Social Chart
for Dementia Care (DEM-DISC), a service that will offer service bundles that are
adjusted to the context(s) of people. Furthermore, it will support interaction by enabling people to communicate, exchange information (about themselves) or collaborate. DEM-DISC will be an interactive regional social chart that is accessible via
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the Internet and that, besides providing information on care and welfare services to
persons with dementia and their informal carers, is also able to respond dynamically
to their individual needs with customized care and support information.

8.2
8.2.1

Context: How One Customer Differs from Another
Reasoning about Context Using the Service Ontology

An individual solution per customer requires that DEM-DISC takes the context of
every customer into consideration. This will take place in two phases in DEM-DISC.
In the first phase we design service bundles that fit a group of customers who share
certain characteristics (e.g., age group, location), and in the second phase we design
service bundles that take customer profiles into consideration, and interact with customers to obtain the required information about them, so that personalized service
bundles can be generated by the software. In both cases, the trigger for the bundling
process will be knowledge about the needs of a customer or customer group.
This is facilitated by the service ontology using what we call context information.
Context refers to the physical and social situation of (in our case) customers of DEMDISC. Examples are time, location and age; two patients may have the same demand,
and yet require different treatments to satisfy this demand because of their different
ages (people beyond a certain age are considered to be too weak for certain treatments). Hence, the relation between customer needs (as captured by need hierarchies)
and available services, and the choice of services to include in a bundle depend on
the context of a given customer, or a customer group. Service bundles should be designed for customers who have certain needs, and are in a certain context. A context
has a name and a value, for example ‘name: age, value: 65’ or ‘name: customer type,
value: informal carer’. Naturally, multiple contexts may be valid simultaneously.
Context information can be handled in three ways using the service ontology:
1. Some context information can be considered as assumptions that narrow the
scope of the information system to be developed. Using such global assumptions, this information need not be modeled separately for every element in the
system.
Example: DEM-DISC is targeted at people with dementia; consequently when
we say “patient” we mean a dementia patient, and not a cancer patient.
2. Some context information describes the conditions under which a given benefit (resource) can satisfy a given customer demand (we refer to this as “context
on the resource level”). This information is modeled in production rules between demands and resources (a given demand triggers the choice of different
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resources, when different contexts apply).
Example: People with dementia and their informal carers may have a demand
for companions contact. Both will seek for social and/or emotional support,
modeled in the service ontology as experience resources. Yet, emotional/social
support for people with dementia is different from emotional/social support for
informal carers; these are different resources. Consequently, the demand for
companions contact requires different resources, based on the customer type
(modeled as context information).

3. Some context information describes the conditions under which a whole service element qualifies (or does not qualify) as a solution, when multiple service
elements deliver the same benefits, and yet not all of them are always a proper
solution (we refer to this as “context on the service level”). This is supported
by the relation “service element has context”.
Example: A service for renting appliances (e.g., a wheelchair) is provided only
to customers who live in a certain region. We model this geographical restriction as context information, related to the appliances rental service.

8.2.2

Context Information in Dementia Care

We modeled the following context information in the dementia study:
1. Two customers interested in (illness) diagnosis will be offered different resources based on their age, resulting in a selection of different services (every
service provides different resources). This is due to the assumption that people
older than 78 are not healthy enough to undergo a certain physical check.
2. Services of the supplier “Thuiszorg” (Home Care) are provided only to customers who live at home, and not to people who live in institutions. Since
DEM-DISC is designed for customers who still live at home, this context information is a global assumption, and need not be modeled for the services of
this service provider.
3. Some services of a district post for elderly (“Wijkpost voor ouderen”, in Dutch)
are provided only to people aged 55/65 (depending on the service) or older,
with a low income. If the customers suffer from dementia, the restriction for
low income is dropped. This is modeled by restricting the services of this
service provider to customers for whom these context elements are valid.
4. The location where the service is provided is a constraint on offering services
to a customer. One may decide to offer services only to customers within a
certain geographic region (note that the location where the service is provided
is not necessarily the same as the address of the service provider).
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Table 8.1: Context information in dementia services
Context information

Type of context information

Age

Context on the resource level

Living at home vs. living in an institute

Global assumption

Age and income

Context on the service level

Place of providing the service

Context on the service level

Place of living

Context on the service level

Customer type/group

Context on the resource level

Relevant disease/illness

Context on the service level

5. Certain services for hiring appliances (e.g., a wheelchair) for a predefined period are provided only to customers who live in a specific region.
6. When comparing the demands of various patients and informal carers, one can
see that they may have a same demand, for example the demand for companions contact (in Dutch: “lotgenotencontact”). This demand may be (partly)
satisfied by a service that provides emotional support. Several services may
offer emotional support, but some of them are targeted at patients (hence an informal carer will not obtain the desired support upon consuming this service),
and others are targeted at informal carers (hence a patient will not obtain the
desired support if he consumes this service). In other words, the same demand
requires a different emotional support resource for different customer types.
7. An online chat service for patients who suffer from Pick’s disease will be offered only to people who actually suffer from Pick’s disease or to their carers.

While the above list is not complete (as we have modeled only information which
is relevant to the demands and services in our study), it is representative. Table 8.1
presents an analysis of this context information. Embedding the concept context in
the service ontology enables us to reason about the suitability of solutions (service
bundles) for given requirements (demands of a customer or customer group).
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Modeling Supply and Demand for Dementia Care

We modeled domain knowledge about dementia care using the concepts of our service ontology, including the supplier perspective, the customer perspective and a
transformation between the two. The modeling effort was performed iteratively in
collaboration by domain experts and knowledge modeling experts.

8.3.1

Demand Side (Customer) Perspective

For the customer perspective our starting point is the National Dementia Program
NDP (Meerveld et al. 2004), where 14 problem areas are defined, of which we selected three. These were the areas “what is the problem and what can help?”, “having
to face everything on your own” and “cannot cope anymore”. For every such problem
area we defined a hierarchy of needs, wants and demands for two customer groups:
people with dementia and their informal carers (major parts of the two need hierarchies overlap). The main part of the need hierarchy for informal carers is shown in
Table 8.2. Many of the demands were also specified using qualitative descriptors as
‘personal’, ‘in group’, ‘online’, ‘in writing’, ‘oral’ and more, referred to as service
properties in the service ontology. Such descriptors help make a demand concrete
enough so that a solution can be found for it. As can be seen from the table, the same
demand may be related to a number of wants and needs.
Table 8.2: Examples of needs, wants and demands of informal carers of people with
dementia (this table is split across pages).

Customer Needs
Know what is
the problem and
what can help?

Customer Wants
Know whether this is an
illness

Customer Demands
Illness diagnosis

Know more about the
illness

Information about the illness (general or personal information; oral
or in writing)
Information about the consequences for the daily life and
household activities of a person
with dementia (general or personal
information; oral or in writing)

Know what are the consequences for the daily
life with a person with
dementia

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Customer Needs

Customer Wants

Know what are the consequences for the daily
life of an informal carer

Having to face
everything
on
your own

Help with practicalities
in the daily life with a
patient

Social support

Support in coping with
the changing behavior
of a patient

Customer Demands
Information about the consequences for the psychological
functioning of a person with
dementia (general or personal
information; oral or in writing)
Information about the practical
consequences for the daily life of
an informal carer
Information about the emotional
consequences for the daily life of
an informal carer
Information about the social consequences for the daily life of an informal carer
Companions contact for informal
carers of people with dementia
Education concerning practicalities
in daily life with a patient
Assistance with housekeeping
Assistance with financial administration
Food catering
Wheelchair rental
Companions contact for informal
carers of people with dementia
(via the Internet or in the physical
world; one-on-one or in groups)
Discussion group for informal carers of people with dementia (via the
Internet or in the physical world)
Discussion group concerning how
to cope with the changing behavior
of a patient
Information concerning how to
cope with the changing behavior of
a patient
continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Customer Needs
Cannot
cope
anymore

Customer Wants
Practical support

Customer Demands
Food catering

Social support in case of
overburdening
Emotional support in
case of overburdening

Assistance with housekeeping
Assistance with financial administration
Wheelchair rental
Admission into a home for the elderly
Admission into a nursing home
Supervision
Assistance in building up a social
network
Companions contact for informal
carers of people with dementia
(via the Internet or in the physical
world; one-on-one or in groups)
Discussion group for informal carers of people with dementia
Temporary admission into an institution
Day care (with social or therapeutical character)

Temporary relief from
care

8.3.2

Supply Side Perspective

We modeled 38 services that are related to the above demands. Ten services are
visualized in Figure 8.1 and described in detail in Table 8.3. A few remarks are in
place concerning the services presented in Table 8.3:
• Services of a GP (general practitioner) require an input of type human resource:
GP time slot. We model human resources only when they are not inherent to
the service. A patient who undergoes an operation pays a fixed amount for
the operation. The price of a GP’s service, on the other hand, depends on the
number of time slots that it requires (if a treatment requires ten visits to the
GP, the patient will pay for ten visits). Therefore we model the GP as a human
resource.
• We model information resources only when they present economic value for
some actor. For example, several services require a dementia diagnosis and a
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care diagnosis. Various providers provide these, for a fee. Therefore dementia
diagnosis and care diagnosis are modeled are resources.
• Services may deliver similar resources, with differing quality levels. For example, discussion groups are offered by meeting centers and by the GGZ,2 providing the same resources, but while the GGZ provides expertise in psychiatry,
this is not always the case for discussion groups in meeting centers. Quality
is modeled by service properties that describe input- and outcome resources
(these are omitted from the table for readability).
We modeled services that are supplied by a variety of health care providers, making the study realistic and interesting: the majority of all possible bundles is crossorganizational. The services we modeled include (illness) diagnosis, care diagnosis,
drawing up a care plan, blood test, medication advice, discussion groups for informal
carers, help with small tasks at home, telephone help line, assistance with financial
administration and more. For each service we modeled the exchange of values (benefits: service inputs and service outcomes) between customers and suppliers. Some
services were modeled several times, because the services are provided by various
service providers, each of which provides different benefits, although the functionality is the same. Functionality alone is not enough to determine which of the services
can best suit a specific customer. Analyzing the different benefits of these services
provides the required knowledge to reason about the suitability of a service for a
given customer. This observation supports our approach, in which the benefits of
a service, rather than the functionality thereof, are used to match available services
with customer demands.
Table 8.3: Health care and welfare services described by their input- and outcome
resources (this table is split across pages).
Service
name
and supplier
Name: discussion group for informal carers
Supplier: meeting center

Service inputs

Service outcomes

none

emotional support for informal
carers (experience resource);
social support for informal carers
(experience resource);
practical advice for informal carers (information resource);
coping advice for informal carers
(information resource)
continued on next page

2 The GGZ is a mental health care organization for the prevention and treatment of psychological
and psychiatric symptoms and diseases.
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continued from previous page

Service
name
and supplier
Name: discussion group for informal carers
Supplier: GGZ

Service inputs

Service outcomes

fee (monetary resource)

Name: day care
Supplier: home
for the elderly

formal indication (capability resource) (the indication system determines the entitlement of
patients for professional
care)

Name: day care
Supplier: nursing home

fee (monetary resource) ;
formal indication (capability resource)

Name: day care
Supplier: meeting center

fee (monetary resource) ;
formal indication (capability resource)

emotional support for informal
carers (experience resource);
social support for informal carers
(experience resource);
practical advice for informal carers (information resource);
coping advice for informal carers
(information resource)
social contacts for people with
dementia (experience resource);
supportive assistance for disabilities of persons with dementia
(experience resource);
supervision (experience resource);
respite for informal carers
(capability resource)
social contacts for people with
dementia (experience resource);
supervision (experience resource);
respite for informal carers (capability resource);
reactivation (state-change resource)
supervision (experience resource);
respite for informal carers (capability resource);
reactivation (state-change resource);
emotional support for person
with dementia (experience resource);
social support for person with
dementia (experience resource)
continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Service
name
and supplier
Name:
intake
client
Supplier: GGZ

Service inputs

Service outcomes

fee (monetary resource) ;
(doctor’s) referral letter
(monetary resource)

Name:
illness
diagnosis
Supplier:
GP
(general practitioner)
Name: blood test
Supplier: lab

fee (monetary resource) ;
blood test report (information resource) ;
GP time slot (human resource resource)
fee (monetary resource) ;
(doctor’s) referral letter
(monetary resource)
fee (monetary resource) ;
dementia diagnosis (information resource) ;
GP time slot (human resource resource)
fee (monetary resource) ;
dementia diagnosis (information resource) ;
care diagnosis (information resource)

dementia diagnosis (information
resource);
care diagnosis (information resource);
care plan (information resource)
dementia diagnosis (information
resource)

Name:
care
diagnosis
Supplier:
GP
(general practitioner)
Name: drawing
up a care plan
Supplier:
outpatient memory
clinic

blood test report (information resource)
care diagnosis (information resource)

care plan (information resource)

An important part of modeling the supply-side perspective is defining service dependencies, business rules for composing bundles out of elementary services. Example
business rules are:
• Meeting centers provide services for people with dementia, as well as services
for informal carers of these patients. The core business of meeting centers is
providing combination therapy: services for people with dementia in combination with services for informal carers of these patients. A meeting center
does not provide services to persons with dementia, if their informal carers do
not participate in the therapy, and vice versa. Thus, any service bundle that
includes a service of a meeting center for informal carers will also include a
service for people with dementia.3 We model this using the bundled service
dependency.
3 One exception exists for the above rule: the service “education concerning dementia related problems” of meeting centers (informative meetings) is available for all interested people.
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• Several service providers offer day care. Some of the outcomes they provide
are similar, but others differ. Yet, their main functionality is the same, and a
care expert will not offer more than one day care service to a patient. In other
words, these services exclude each other. We model this using the excluding
service dependency.
• A number of service providers provide the service of drawing up a care plan.
The GGZ offers a total package called “intake client”, which in fact includes
drawing up a care plan, as well as other services. Putting it differently, the
outcomes of the service “drawing up a care plan” are a subset of the outcomes
of the service “intake client” of the GGZ. Therefore “intake client” is a substitute for “drawing up a care plan” (but not vice versa). We model this using the
substitute service dependency.
• CIZ (“Centrum Indicatiestelling Zorg”, in Dutch), is a governmental agency
that determines the entitlement of patients for professional care, described in
so-called ‘functions’. This entitlement is called formal indication. A number
of services require that patients have an indication. The service “indication”
of CIZ (not modeled in Table 8.3) is thus a supporting service for the services
that require an indication. All these services have a core/supporting service
dependency with “indication”.
• A distinction is made between services that are provided as long as the person
with dementia lives at home, and services that involve admission into a nursing home, to a home for the elderly or to a hospital. Services of both groups
exclude each other, because a customer cannot receive care at home and be admitted into an institution at the same time. We model this using the excluding
service dependency.

A representative subset of service dependencies is presented in Table 8.4.

8.3.3

Transformation Between Perspectives

Next, we modeled production rules to define which resources (outcomes of services)
satisfy which demands, using the four production rules presented in Chapter 5: selection (resource Y must be selected in case of demand X), rejection (resource Y must
not be selected in case of demand X), positively influenced by (resource Y may be
selected as it contributes positively to satisfying demand X) and negatively influenced
by (the availability of resource Y in a service bundle may have a negative effect on
satisfying demand X, but the demand can still be satisfied, although not optimally).
Production rules can describe a relation between a demand and a resource, independent of the quality descriptors of the demand and the resource, or a relation that holds
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Table 8.4: Examples of service dependencies in dementia care
Service dependency

Dependee: service name (service provider)

Dependent: service name (service provider)

Substitute

Discussion group for informal
carers (GGZ)

Discussion group for informal
carers (meeting center)

Excluding

Day care (home for the elderly)

Temporary admission (nursing
home)

Core/supporting Day care (home for the elderly)

Indication (CIZ)

Excluding

Day care (home for the elderly)

Day care (meeting center)

Core/enhancing

Day care (meeting center)

Discussion group for informal
carers (meeting center)

Excluding

Day care (meeting center)

Temporary admission (nursing
home)

Bundled

Treatment (outpatient memory
clinic)

(Illness) diagnosis (outpatient
memory clinic)

Substitute

(Illness) diagnosis (GP)

(Illness) diagnosis (outpatient
memory clinic)

Substitute

Drawing up a care plan (outpatient memory clinic)

Intake client (GGZ)

Excluding

Intake client (GGZ)

Drawing up a care plan (outpatient memory clinic)

Optional
bundle

Medication counseling (GP)

(Illness) diagnosis (outpatient
memory clinic)

Core/supporting Care diagnosis
memory clinic)
Bundled

(outpatient

(Illness) diagnosis (outpatient
memory clinic)

(Illness) diagnosis (outpatient
memory clinic)
Care diagnosis
memory clinic)

(outpatient
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only when the resource and/or demand are described with specific quality descriptors.
We use the following terminology in describing production rules:
• D1 annotates a demand; R1 annotates a resource; Q1, Q2, Q3... annotate service properties of demands and resources.
• D1Q1 annotates a demand that is specified by a service property. Similarly,
R1Q1 annotates a resource that is specified by a service property.
• When we say “parents” we refer to a pair of a demand and a resource where
both the demand and the resource are not specified by service properties, i.e.,
(D1, R1).
• When we say “siblings” we refer to a pair where either the demand, or the resource, or both are specified by service properties, i.e., (D1, R1Q2), (D1Q1,
R1) or (D1Q1, R1Q2). These three pairs are the siblings of (D1, R1). This
can be generalized to a situation where the demand and/or resource are specified by multiple service properties. In this case, also (D1, R1Q2Q3), (D1Q4,
R1Q2Q3) and so forth are siblings of (D1, R1).
Examples of production rules from the dementia study are given below, and the business logic behind them is explained. We describe production rules similarly to how
we described them in Section 5.3, where we explained how to reason with production
rules.
Example 1:
Demand D1: Companions contact for informal carers of people with dementia
Demand D1Q1: Companions contact for informal carers of people with dementia,
with service property Q1: contact type: via the Internet
Resource R1: Knowledge concerning care and support offer in the region for persons
with dementia and their carers (information resource)
Resource R1Q2: Knowledge concerning care and support offer in the region for persons with dementia and their carers, with service property Q2: information type: oral
Production rules: POS(D1, R1), REJ(D1Q1, R1Q2)
Explanation: Domain experts recognize that when informal carers require companion
contact, they need more than social and/or emotional support; they also lack knowledge that they hope to gain through companions contact. Therefore if a service bundle offers this knowledge, it will be a better solution than a service bundle that does
not offer this knowledge. This is modeled by the parents’ production rule POS(D1,
R1). Several services may offer the same information resource R1 with different properties: some offer it in writing (e.g., via brochures), and others orally (e.g., through
counseling). If informal carers specifically specify that they wish the companions
contact to be online, any service that offers the same information resource orally is
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not a good solution. We model this with the production rule REJ(D1Q1, R1Q2). To
summarize, if a customer’s demand is “companions contact for informal carers of
people with dementia, via the Internet”, the serviguration algorithm will search for
services that provide the resource “knowledge concerning care and support offer in
the region for persons with dementia and their carers”, but any service that provides
this resource orally will be disqualified.
Example 2:
Demand D1: Assistance through consultations
Resource R1: Social support for informal carers (experience resource)
Context: Customer type: informal carers of people with dementia
Production rules: POS(D1, R1)
Explanation: For the demand “assistance through consultations” to be satisfied it
is not required that social support is provided. Yet, domain experts recognize that
such support influences the demand satisfaction positively, as we model with a POS
production rule. Note that this production rule is context dependent: it is triggered
only when the customer is an informal carer. If the customer is a patient, a similar
production rule will be triggered, with a resource R2: “social support for people
with dementia”. Although R1 and R2 offer the same functionality, social support for
informal carers differs from social support for people with dementia (and they may
very well be delivered by different services, although also a single service may deliver
both). Consequently, the two are modeled as two different (experience) resources,
and each is triggered in a different case.
Example 3:
Demand D1: Companions contact for people with dementia
Demand D1Q1: Companions contact for people with dementia, with service property
Q1: accessibility: low barrier
Resource R1: Knowledge concerning dementia related problems (information resource)
Resource R1Q2: Knowledge concerning dementia related problems, with service
property Q2: expertise: psychiatry
Production rules: REJ(D1Q1, R1Q2)
Explanation: As we did not model a production rule between the parents, when a
customer seeks for companions contact for people with dementia, we will not actively search for services that provide the resource “knowledge concerning dementia
related problems”. And yet if a generated bundle provides this resource, it will not be
disqualified (because there is no disqualifying production rule: REJ or NEG). Only
when we know that a customer is interested in low barrier solutions, will we disqualify services that offer a psychiatric expertise, because they typically present a high
accessibility barrier for customers.
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Example 4:
Demand D1: Temporary admission into an institution
Resource R1: Respite for informal carers (capability resource)
Resource R1Q1: Respite for informal carers, with service property Q1: number of
hours per day: 24
Production rules: SEL(D1, R1Q1)
Explanation: Many services may offer respite for informal carers; some of them
relieve informal carers from their care tasks for a few hours per day only, while
others offer the same respite benefit for the whole day. All these services offer a
“respite” benefit, but not all of them will have the property “number of hours/day:
24”. As admission into an institution implies 24 hours/day care, when customers ask
for temporary admission, any service bundle must include a service that provides a
24 hours/day respite resource.
Example 5:
Demand D1: Discussion group for informal carers
Demand D1Q1: Discussion group for informal carers, with service property Q1:
accessibility: low barrier
Resource R1: Social support for informal carers (experience resource)
Resource R1Q2: Social support for informal carers, with service property Q2: accessibility: low barrier
Production rules: POS(D1, R1), POS(D1Q1, R1Q2)
Explanation: When informal carers ask for a discussion group, they often seek social support. Therefore we model the POS relation between the parents demand and
resource as specified in this example. Various services may offer various “social support for informal carers” resources with different properties. When customers specify
that they are looking for a solution with a low accessibility barrier, we will search for
solutions where the mentioned resource is described by this property. The social support resource is mostly described also by other service properties, in addition to the
accessibility property. Yet, if the demand specifies only property Q1 (low accessibility barrier), no other properties of the resource will be taken into consideration,
because the only production rule involving D1Q1 concerns the accessibility property
of the resource. For example, the resource “social support for informal carers” is
also described by the service property Q3: “expertise: psychiatry”. But because no
production rule is modeled between D1Q1 and R1Q3, the expertise property will not
be taken into consideration in the search for a solution.

8.3.4

Serviguration: How We Design Service Bundles

Knowledge about customer demands, available services, service dependencies, context information and production rules enables us to define service bundling requirements and to configure services into service bundles. We termed this process servi-
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guration , and explained it in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.5 and Figure 3.13). Customer
demands are used as a trigger for Serviguration. In short, based on a given set of
customer demands and acceptable sacrifices (and possibly customer context information), we use production rules to derive a set of resources that can satisfy the given
demands. Services that offer these resources form initial solutions. Service dependencies determine which other services may, must or must not be added to these
initial solutions, eventually resulting in service bundles that we present to users as
solutions.
Take for example a customers’ demand for advice concerning possibilities of care in
the region for coping with the consequences of dementia. When this demand is set,
a number of production rules are triggered, indicating that a variety of resources can
contribute to satisfying this demand. One such resource is “care plan”, an information
resource. Therefore the serviguration algorithm searches for services that provide a
care plan. This example is of special interest, because a number of service providers
– e.g., an outpatient memory clinic and the GGZ – offer services that deliver a care
plan. However, drawing up a care plan first requires an illness diagnosis and a care
diagnosis, so in fact the requirement for a care plan implies that also services for
illness diagnosis and care diagnosis should be part of a bundle that provides a care
plan.
Several service providers provide services that result in the resources “illness diagnosis” and “care diagnosis”, for a fee (which may be reimbursed by a medical
insurance). These include a GP, an outpatient memory clinic and the GGZ.
Theoretically, we could design a service bundle where the resources “illness diagnosis” and “care diagnosis” are provided by a GP, and the resource “care plan” is
provided by an outpatient memory clinic. This, however, is not possible, because the
outpatient memory clinic requires a specialist’s care diagnosis, while a GP is not a
specialist. This restriction is modeled in the service properties of the input- and outcome resources of the various services. For example, a GP and an outpatient memory
clinic both provide services that result in the resource “care diagnosis”. However,
the two outcomes of the two services have different service properties that describe
whether the service provider is a specialist or not.
A possible service bundle that provides the required “care plan” is a “total package”
service bundle, provided by the outpatient memory clinic, including illness diagnosis,
care diagnosis and drawing up a care plan, as visualized in Figure 8.2.
We will now analyze another example in more detail, and emphasize the various steps
in the serviguration process.
Serviguration input: customer requirement and context.
An interesting example involves a very commonly heard demand: companions contact for informal carers of people with dementia. We assume that the demand is specified by two service properties: (1) contact type: in real world (as opposed to contact
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Dementia care advice 'total package'
Illness
diagnosis

dementia
diagnosis

Drawing up a
care plan

(doctor's)
referral
letter

care plan
dementia diagnosis

fee

care diagnosis

Care diagnosis

care diagnosis

Figure 8.2: Service bundle offered by an outpatient memory clinic
via the Internet), and (2) personalization level: in groups. We further assume some
context information: the customer is interested in a solution for an informal carer
only, not involving the person with dementia. We model this by context information;
the customer type is ‘informal carer’, rather than “informal carer” and “patient”.
Production rules: a demand is satisfied by benefits (resources).
‘Companions contact’ is in fact a broad term; it may include social support, emotional
support, knowledge and advice. Therefore this demand triggers a large number of
production rules, involving, among others, the following resources:
• Emotional support for informal carers (experience resource)
• Social support for informal carers (experience resource)
• Practical advice for informal carers (information resource)
• Coping advice for informal carers (information resource)
• Knowledge concerning care and support offer in the region for persons with
dementia and their carers (information resource)
Production rules are used for defining customer requirements in supplier terminology
(resources). They result in a set of resources that must, may or may not be part of any
solution bundle. In our case, no selection production rule was triggered. Therefore,
none of the above five resources must be part of every solution. Similarly, no rejection
production rule was triggered. Therefore, no resource is per definition excluded from
solution bundles. The production rules involving the above five resources were of the
type positively influenced by, implying that the availability of any of these resources
(independently) contributes to satisfying the demand, but the demand can also be met
without that resource. The given customer demand can best be satisfied by a service
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Discussion
group for
informal
carers (GGZ)

fee

emotional support ic
social support ic
practical advice
coping advice

Education
concerning
dementia related
problems
(meeting centers)

knowledge reg. dementia
related problems
emotional support ic
social support ic
emotional support p
social support p
knowledge reg.
dementia medication

Education
concerning
support in
the region
(Alzheimer Cafe)

emotional support ic
social support ic
emotional support p
social support p
knowledge reg.
care & support
offer

Education
concerning
dementia related
problems
(Alzheimer Cafe)

knowledge reg. dementia
related problems
emotional support ic
social support ic
emotional support p
social support p
knowledge reg.
dementia medication

Figure 8.3: Services that can be offered when informal carers ask for companions
contact
bundle that provides all five resources. And yet, also service bundles that provide
only a subset of these five resources are suitable solutions.
Initial solution bundles include services that provide at least some of the desired
resources.
Seven different service bundles provide a solution for the given demand. They are
combinations of four services, described hereunder and visualized in Figure 8.3.
As explained before, and can be seen in the figure, we distinguish between emotional/social support for informal carers (denoted “emotional/social support ic” in
the figure) and emotional/social support for people with dementia (denoted “emotional/social support p” in the figure). Note how three of the four services are offered
for free, while the service of the GGZ requires a fee (which may be reimbursed by a
medical insurance). The four services are:
• Discussion group for informal carers, provided by the GGZ (this service is
described in Table 8.3)
• Education concerning dementia related problems, provided by meeting centers
• A combination of education concerning dementia related problems and education concerning support in the region, both provided by Alzheimer Cafés4
4 An

Alzheimer Café organizes monthly informal meetings for people with dementia, their part-
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A remark is in place here. Due to the complexity of real-world situations, in studies
like ours it is customary to model part of a domain, and to consider this part as the
study’s Universe of Discourse. We modeled 38 services, but in reality more services
exist. For example, meeting centers actually provide education concerning support in
the region, as do Alzheimer Cafés. However, we only modeled the service “education
concerning support in the region” of Alzheimer Cafés, and not that of meeting centers. Because this service was not part of our model, the current discussion assumes
that such a service does not exist.
Final solution bundles are achieved by applying service dependencies to initial
solutions.
The two different services provided by Alzheimer Cafés are provisioned only in combination, as one package. We model this by two ‘bundled’ service dependencies between them. Any service bundle that includes one of them will also include the other.
Serviguration output: possible solution service bundles.
None of the four services provides all five resources as specified in our requirement.
Yet, as explained before, none of these resources is a hard requirement, so also solutions that provide only a subset of the five resources are suitable solutions. Only one
of the services (a discussion group of the GGZ) provides the resources ‘practical advice for informal carers’ and ‘coping advice for informal carers’. Similarly, only one
of the services (education concerning support in the region, provided by Alzheimer
Cafés) provides the resource “knowledge concerning care and support offer in the
region for persons with dementia and their carers”. Therefore, a bundle that provides
all five resources will necessarily include both these services. Furthermore, because
the two services provided by Alzheimer Cafés are provisioned in combination, a service bundle that provides all five resources would have to include at least three – and
not just two – services, as depicted in Figure 8.4. One of these services, namely the
service of the GGZ, requires a fee. The others are free of charge.
If we wish to keep the solution service bundles free of charge, the bundle will not provide two of the five desired resources (practical advice and coping advice), because
they are only provided by a service of the GGZ, which is not free of charge. A free
of charge service bundle would therefore include at least the combination of the two
different Alzheimer Cafés’ services, as depicted in Figure 8.5. A more elaborated
solution – and still free of charge – would include also the service of meeting centers.
Although this service bundle, depicted in Figure 8.6, does not present new benefits
(service outcomes) that are not present in the more limited bundle (all outcomes of
the new service are already present in the bundle), it provides more of the same outcomes. Customers may value the extra support and information that they will obtain
at a meeting center.
ners, family members, carers and other interested people. These meetings are organized by regional
organizations, and supported by the Alzheimer Nederland foundation.
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Figure 8.4: A service bundle for informal carers who ask for companions contact
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Figure 8.5: A free-of-charge service bundle for informal carers who ask for companions contact
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Figure 8.6: A more elaborated free-of-charge service bundle for informal carers who
ask for companions contact

The role of context information in Serviguration.
Also the role of context information is demonstrated in this example scenario. One of
the four services that can satisfy the given demand is “discussion group for informal
carers”, provided by the GGZ. Besides the GGZ, also meeting centers provide the
same service, resulting in the same service outcomes (but unlike the service of the
GGZ, no fee is required). Theoretically, this service of meeting centers would also
be a suitable solution. As explained before, the main idea behind meeting centers is
combination therapy, for people with dementia and for their informal carers (with the
exception of the service “education concerning dementia related problems” which is
offered with no such limitation). The input for the serviguration process included a
demand and context information. The latter specified that only an informal carer participates in this scenario, and no patient. As the discussion group service of meeting
centers is provided only as combination therapy, it was disqualified as a solution for
the current scenario, although it provides the desired resources.
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Study Analysis

Studies in ontology theory have a dual goal: validating an ontology and solving a
problem of the domain at hand.

8.4.1

Analysis from an Ontology Development & Validation Perspective

Ontology validation
Our claim is that having modeled supply and demand as described in the previous
section, using our service ontology, allows us to automate the process of creating
service bundles for a given set of customer demands.
In order to validate our claim we need to generate service bundles with an algorithm that uses the underlying service ontology as a basis, and answer two questions:
(1) whether the generated service bundles offer a good solution for the demands at
hand, and (2) whether all suitable solutions (service bundles) have been generated.
This validation process should take place twice, such that the above questions are
answered by domain experts as well as by actual customers. The latter requires an
operational prototype information system, which is currently not available within the
FrUX project. Therefore our validation with domain experts imitated the serviguration algorithm by means of pen and paper and large Excel sheets. Given a set of
services that have been modeled, we defined a number of test cases, each including
one or more customer demands. Using demands as triggers for the serviguration process, for every test case we generated all the service bundles that can satisfy the given
demand(s). Due to the causal nature of production rules, we could easily explain why
every service is or is not included in a service bundle.
Next, we presented the generated service bundles to domain experts and asked them
to answer the two questions described above. In every case where one of the questions
was answered negatively, we analyzed why this happened, and in all these cases we
found that the shortcoming is due to wrong modeling decisions in the first place:
either inaccurate production rules (considering demands/resources while neglecting
to consider their properties), or wrong service dependencies were modeled by domain
experts. We corrected these and generated new service bundles in a second and a third
iteration of the validation process. This time domain experts declared that in all test
cases all the generated service bundles offer a good solution for the given customer
demands, and all the desired service bundles were generated. Hence our claim proved
to be correct in this study.
The test cases we performed in our validation process involved a variety of demands, resources and services. Yet, the underlying principle was shared: Serviguration. We presented an interesting test case (involving an often heard demand)
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elaborately in the previous section. The test case resulted in the service bundles in
Figures 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6.
Lessons on the serviguration ontology
We also gained important insights regarding the development of the ontology from
this study.
First, as explained earlier in this chapter, we observed that the functionality of a
service is not good enough a criterion for searching and selecting services to meet
customer demands, because multiple services with the same functionality can deliver
different benefits. This supports our approach, where the benefits of a service are
criteria for selecting services to include in a service bundle.
Second, this study played an important role in understanding the role of context information in the matchmaking between customers and available services. Due to the
nature of the study domain, where every customer is different (unlike, for example,
in the energy domain where characteristics of market segments are determinants for
selecting services to offer to customers), context information is quite complex and
divergent in this study. Since a supplier perspective on service offerings is still more
common, it often seems natural to say that the selection of a service depends on the
context of the customer. Yet, this study helped us understand how sometimes not a
service as a whole is context dependent, but in fact the selection of a benefit to search
– and not a service – is context dependent. Benefits, in turn, determine the service
we offer to the customer, because different benefits are offered by different services.
Third, this study served us for an analysis of conflict management in production
rules between demands and resources (as explained in Section 5.3.1). Ideally, conflict management should be automated. Yet we found that while certain conflicts
between production rules can be classified as “non-solvable” (hence there is no solution), we could not find any pattern in how domain experts solve other conflicts.
Consequently, their resolution cannot be performed by software, and a human intervention is required. It may be possible that conflict resolution could be performed by
software if we define domain specific production rules. Yet, an ontology like ours is
intended to be domain-independent, and therefore we did not investigate this.
Lessons on modeling complex domains
Domain complexity is a main modeling obstacle in realizing software support for
real-world situations. As knowledge of these domains is possessed by domain experts, ideally they should model it. However, they are often not accustomed to structured modeling techniques. Therefore we modeling experts were engaged in a cooperative and iterative modeling process with domain experts, and often assumed
the role of a helpdesk for modeling decisions. As our validation process has shown,
mistakes are hard to avoid completely when modeling substantial amounts of information. Modeling mistakes are the result of (1) domain complexity, (2) the difficulty
in making implicit domain knowledge explicit (business logic is often implicit, and
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exists only in the minds of humans) and (3) domain experts’ lack of experience in
structured modeling techniques.
We learned that two solutions can tackle these problems. First, an important lesson
from this study and other studies is that domain experts require a learning process in
which they model their domain together with knowledge modeling experts. Second,
software tools can help domain experts, for example by providing alerts when domain
experts make wrong or suspicious modeling decisions (such alerts are supported by
the constraints we list and formalize in Appendix A). The current study became quite
cumbersome at times due to the absence of software support. In earlier studies, where
we used the OBELIX tool support (discussed in Chapter 6), domain experts reacted
enthusiastically.
Another lesson concerns our ability to reduce domain complexity. One of the problems the health and welfare sector is facing, and for which our service modeling
approach should offer a solution, is the large number and variety of available health
care and welfare services, available for clients: patients and their carers. With such
a large number of available services, finding suitable services to satisfy a client’s demand becomes a difficult task, especially for elderly people. The number of services
is high, and complex restrictions exist for the consumption of services as a bundle.
Our service ontology is used in this study to reduce this complexity for clients. In
configuration terms, the possible configuration space is enormous, and the task of
finding suitable configurations is burdensome. In our validation process described
above we defined several test cases, each with different customer demands, and generated service bundles that satisfy these demands. In all but one test case, the number
of generated bundles per test case was lower than ten. One test case yielded 29 service bundles, of which the majority included the same three services, plus one or
more of five repeating services that can be added to the core three services. In sum,
using a dataset of 38 services, where the number of possible service bundles is as
high as 274,877,906,943 (238 − 1), our service ontology succeeded in reducing the
task complexity to ten solutions only.

8.4.2

Domain Experts’ Reflection on the Study

The service ontology facilitates focusing on customers
Domain experts modeled two perspectives on services: (1) needs, wants and demands
of persons with dementia and their carers (customer perspective), and (2) the actual
service offerings (supplier perspective). This modeling effort was different from their
common practices in two ways. First, it required investigating the dementia care
field in great detail, much more elaborately than they were used to. Second, they
often used to advise on help from a service offering perspective (such that knowledge
on the available services is the starting point) instead of what a client actually asks
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for. The latter was the starting point for offering services to customers in the study
presented here.
Recently, the health care sector has been changing from using a supplier perspective
to using a customer perspective. For example the formal indication system (to determine the entitlement of patients for health care services) has been changed from
a supply perspective system to a system that takes the needs of a client as a starting
point. To be able to understand which services provide a good response to demands
of clients, it was necessary to look more to what specific outcomes different services
provide. This is a rather new way in this field. The service ontology made this possible because it focuses on selecting services (as solutions for a customer demand)
based on their outcomes.
The service ontology as a means to learn a domain in detail
The recently developed National Dementia Program (NDP) (Meerveld et al. 2004)
was used by domain experts as a starting point to describe needs, wants and demands
of people with dementia and their carers. Fourteen problem areas are defined in the
NDP, and possible solutions are presented for each of these problems. However, these
possible solutions do not always match with the problem area. For example, in problem area “what is the problem and what can help?” one would expect solutions in
terms of information, diagnostics and possible care and welfare solutions. Besides
these solutions, the NDP also offers solutions by treatment itself. However, this is
a solution for other problem areas. Furthermore, when the solution “advice” is presented in the NDP, the information regarding this advice is not consistent, sometimes
information is presented on by whom the advice is given, other times information on
the type of advice.
Therefore, to be able to make a proper match between demands and service offerings,
more precise and detailed information is needed. A lot of detailed information had
to be gathered to model needs and service offerings, as we describe in Section 8.3.
During this process shortcomings in the NDP have been identified, and detailed information on service offerings has been gathered. Thus domain experts gained new
insights into their own domain, thanks to using our structured modeling approach.
This structured approach forces domain experts to make explicit the implicit rules
and regulations behind the offering of every service. Consequently, it forces domain
experts to ask questions that they would not ask otherwise. This results in a better
understanding of the available services, so that domain experts improve their ability
to define a suitable offering for customers.
DEM-DISC’s target group requires detailed information on service offerings
In spite of its shortcomings, the NDP serves as a guideline for practitioners. Yet, as
our study showed, understanding the intricacies of various service offerings (supplier
perspective) is very complex even for domain experts. First, in accordance with the
shift to customer-oriented health care, this study concentrates on the outcomes of
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services. Detailed information was needed to build the model of available services.
However, the information on which service is offered on what conditions was not
easily available. General information on services is provided via guides, brochures
and the Internet. For more detailed information domain experts contacted the agencies providing the services. Formal criteria set by the agencies were not always used
in practice. For example, a service to help persons with dementia with their financial
administration at home is formally not available for persons who are rich enough to
be able to hire a person from a private company. However, the welfare professional
may be willing to provide this service if he thinks that this gives him an opportunity
to keep a finger on the pulse in the situation of the person with dementia at home.
Second, in other cases the agencies themselves were unable to provide precise information on criteria for use of the service, and domain experts were sent from pillar to
post. This is alarming if one realizes that domain experts are familiar with the care
and welfare sector, while patients and carers who need this information most often
are not.
Therefore, domain experts involved in this study are only more convinced that a
dynamic interactive social chart would be a valuable contribution for persons with
dementia and their (in)formal carers. DEM-DISC, for which they have modeled a
knowledge base, is intended to be such a dynamic interactive social chart, based on
the service ontology presented in this thesis.
Developing software support
Human-computer interaction is am important factor in the design of information systems, especially when the target group is not accustomed to using information systems (as in our case). While our study did not investigate human-computer interaction
issues, we gained some insights that can be of assistance in designing interfaces. We
found that in many cases when we design service bundles for a given set of customer
demands, there is a core of services that appear in most service bundles that satisfy
the given customer demands, in addition to a number of additional services that may
be added. Solution service bundles can be presented to customers similarly, making
a distinction between a basic bundle (including those services that repeatedly appear
in solution bundles) and additional services (those that distinguish between bundles).

8.5

Study Discussion from a Broader Perspective

We showed that automating serviguration is feasible; in the health sector it is
also highly required
Several characteristics of the health sector make it very suitable for applying our
service ontology and modeling approach:
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• Customer orientation. The health sector has been shifting from a supply-side
orientation to a demand-side orientation. This is in line with the policy of
the Dutch government, giving customers more flexibility in managing their
consumption of health care and welfare services.
• Health care and welfare services are highly intangible, often providing advice,
emotional and social support. These are typically not items that can be described based on physical characteristics.
• Supply-side domain complexity. Rules for offering services are highly specific
per service provider, and are also characterized by a large number of legislative
regulations, which are also in constant change. A broad spectrum of highly
fragmented service offerings exists.
• Demand-side domain complexity. Customers in this sector typically have complex demands for which a cross-organizational solution is required, because in
the health sector service providers are highly specialized. In most cases a customer requires more than just one service of one service provider.

All these factors make this domain a very good candidate for validating our ontology.
Due to domain complexity, software-aided support for offering service bundles to
customers is highly desired in this domain, as domain experts have repeatedly stated
throughout our study. While customers cannot see the wood for the trees, our computational model of health care and welfare services manages to decrease domain
complexity, and generate suitable solutions for real-world customer problems.
The serviguration ontology vs. OWL-S
The incorporation of business logic in our serviguration ontology is what makes the
ontology suitable for relieving customers from the burden of coping with domain
complexity. This is opposed to the OWL-S web service ontology (OWL Services
Coalition 2004). First, OWL-S does not include constructs for modeling supplyside business rules as we have described in our examples in Section 8.3.4 (referred
to as service dependencies in our ontology). Second, OWL-S does not deal with
customer demands; any interaction with an OWL-S service requires that users use
the terminology of OWL-S service profiles and process models; these use a supplyside terminology.
Service bundling itself is a service for customers
An important business decision is which party will offer this service. A major Dutch
medical insurance has already shown interest in this role. The party that offers this
service will have control over the business logic that is modeled in the information
system. If an insurance company has uncontrolled power, it will be able to maneuver
the system’s business logic, such that its own services will be offered to customers,
instead of competing services. Another option is that a neutral party will offer the
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service, e.g., a governmental organization or a foundation that represents the system’s
customers.
Beyond the current research
Implementing information systems for offering customer centric services beyond the
boundaries of one enterprise is broader than what we have discussed in this chapter.
Other issues are also being dealt with by us and by others in the research community.
First, the reasoning we have presented is customer-centric; it centers around finding
service bundles that satisfy customer needs. However, a service bundle must also
be economically interesting for all the enterprises involved in it. In Chapter 7 we
describe how our approach can be used also for performing a business analysis to
ensure economic feasibility of service bundles.
Second, an ontology as ours provides a means for reasoning with knowledge. It does
not describe how the knowledge is obtained, but assumes that the knowledge is available. Knowledge has to be extracted from at least two user groups: customers and
suppliers. Knowledge on possible services to include in a bundle has to be modeled
in advance by enterprises that wish to participate in potential joint offerings (or by
an intermediating service broker, whether commercial or governmental). Next, to be
able to use the reasoning capacity that the service ontology provides, software must
know what are the demands of a customer, so that a solution can be searched for
these demands. Hence a human-computer interaction is needed, to model services
and to obtain information on customer demands, based on the need hierarchy that the
service ontology provides. This interaction between a website as DEM-DISC and
customers is another topic of research within the FrUX project.

Part IV

The Final Touch

Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Research
In this chapter we take stock of the results of this thesis. We review the key issues
in the thesis (see Section 9.1), and re-examine research questions in Section 9.2 in
the light of the whole thesis. In Section 9.3 we provide a future outlook, discussing
future research directions. In Section 9.4 we present a broader view on the realization
of e-service initiatives. Finally, in Section 9.5 we present our view on software-aided
reasoning with business logic.

9.1

Key Points and Conclusions

The main research question of this thesis reads:
“How can services be modeled such that the task of designing service
bundles can be automated?”
Throughout this thesis we show how software-aided service bundling can be achieved
using our formalized conceptual modeling approach. Our approach uses techniques
from computer science and artificial intelligence to reason about topics from business
research, and is based on understanding the following key principles, and putting
them into practice.
Two perspectives on software-aided service bundling: business research perspective and computer & information science perspective.
Automated (software-aided) service bundles design is the main topic of this thesis.
We employ knowledge management, artificial intelligence and requirements engineering techniques to add a layer of formalism to existing knowledge on services,
the result of decennia of research within business schools. Once formalized, this
knowledge can be subject to reasoning by means of software.
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We achieved this formalism by developing an ontology – a formalized conceptual
model – that describes services as they are interpreted in the service management and
service marketing literature, published by business researchers. The ontology can be
used to model (describe) services and business rules for creating composite service
packages, so-called service bundles.
Two perspectives on service modeling: value exchange and configuration.
Our service ontology includes constructs to model services. Two different backgrounds were taken into consideration in the service description. First, services are
interpreted in our service ontology as business researchers interpret them: economic
activities, deeds and performances of a mostly intangible nature. Customers and
suppliers exchange economic values in economic activities, typically such that both
perceive the value they receive to be greater or more substantial than the value they
sacrifice. Service description should therefore represent this exchange of values (e.g.,
money, capabilities, experiences and goods) between customers and suppliers.
Second, in order to use the fruits of established configuration research to ‘configure’
services into service bundles, the service ontology must also be designed in accordance with configuration theory. Configuration is a design task, where predefined
components are used as building blocks to design (configure) a larger, complex component, based on the availability of predefined connections, and associated parameters and constraints (Mittal & Frayman 1989, Löckenhoff & Messer 1994, Gruber
et al. 1996). Thus, if services should be configured as components in configuration
theory, service description in the service ontology should adhere also to component
description in configuration theory. Our serviguration ontology shows that these two
perspectives are not disjoint, or not even conflicting perspectives, and can very well
be combined.
Two perspectives on service offering: customer and supplier.
In a business environment where power shifts from suppliers to customers, more
and more often suppliers are required to provide customer-tailored products for their
customers, instead of mass customized products (goods and services). In order to
design such services by means of software (for example, online), it is necessary to
take the customer perspective into consideration in the design of software, so that
software can reason about the suitability of solutions for customers. The traditionally
used supplier perspective on products is still required as well, because it enables us
to compare products, to actually design products, and to describe products in such a
way that suppliers can provide them.
Two representations of a service ontology: for humans and computers.
On the one hand, the ontology has a computer-interpretable representation, so that it
can serve for software development. On the other hand, the ontology has a graphical
representation such that it can be used by stakeholders who have no or low affinity with computer science (typically, business people have to model domain know-
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ledge in terms of the ontology). These stakeholders are not helped with computerinterpretable knowledge representations.
These issues were the main principles guiding the development of our service ontology. An important reason why a service ontology is at all required is that services,
due to their intangibility, cannot be described unambiguously by their physical properties. Instead, we describe them based on the exchange of economic values that
they encapsulate. One may claim that also goods can be described similarly, so in
fact our ontology is not a service ontology, but a product ontology. However, goods
can be (and are being) described unambiguously by customers and suppliers using
their physical properties, and hence the need for a different goods description does
not arise.
We successfully implemented our service ontology in software tools to validate its
theoretical and computational adequacy. The tools use the underlying service ontology to model real-world services and to generate service bundles based on given
customer requirements. Real-world services stem from industrial studies that we engaged in as part of the development and theoretical validation of the ontology. Two
large scale studies in complex domains are described in Chapters 7 and 8.
First, a study in the energy sector uses the service ontology in a business analysis
where an energy supplier was considering which services to bundle with electricity
supply in order to attract new customers for the core product: electricity. We provide
business analysts with a four-step method to perform a business analysis for offering
cross-organizational service bundles, using our service ontology (see Chapter 7).
Second, in a completely different domain, we used our service ontology to model
health care and welfare services for dementia patients and their (in)formal carers.
Based on this model our project partners are currently developing software that will
offer dementia patients and their (in)formal carers service bundles, based on their
needs and situation.
The two studies demonstrate the two different usages of our service ontology, as
presented in the introduction to this thesis. Both studies show that services can be
described in accordance with business researchers’ definition of services as well as
in accordance with component definition in configuration theory, so that services can
be configured by software into service bundles that fit customer needs. The studies
also provide evidence of the usefulness of our modeling approach.
We provide software developers with a computer-readable representation of our ontology. Software that we developed for modeling and configuring services uses this
Web-based representation (in RDFS) for communication between applications. Inherent domain constraints are formalized in Appendix A, and were implemented in
our software. They are an integral part of our ontology, and they must be implemented
in any software application that is based on our ontology.
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In fact, we show that intangibles can be configured using the same algorithms as
tangibles, once they are described based on other characteristics than their physical
properties. Since these intangibles are business activities, we describe them by the
economic value exchange that they encapsulate. Accordingly, our contribution to
business research is in providing a formal model for an existing theory that so far was
expressed in natural language only, and in making this theory computational, suitable
for automated support.

9.2

Reviewing the Detailed Research Questions

The core answer to our main research question was presented in the previous section
as a set of principles that guide our service modeling approach:
• Two perspectives on software-aided service bundling: business research perspective and computer & information science perspective.
• Two perspectives on service modeling: value exchange and configuration.
• Two perspectives on service offering: customer and supplier.
• Two representations of a service ontology: for humans and computers.
In this section we re-examine our main research question in more detail by recapitulating the discussions on our detailed research questions.
What are services?
A literature review showed that the term service has differing interpretations and
definitions within and across domains. In this thesis we interpret this term as done
by business researchers. Services are economic activities, deeds and performances of
a mostly intangible nature. As economic activities, services are acts of exchange of
economic values between customers and suppliers.
Owing to our definition of the term ‘service’, our service ontology describes services
as exchanges of economic values, referred to as ‘resources’: some resources are required by the service provider, in return for making other resources available when a
service is provided. It is important to distinguish between the resources that we refer
to (reflecting a value exchange) and resources required for carrying out a (business)
process. The former describe the added value of services for customers and suppliers
(not necessarily indicating in which order actors provide value to each other), and the
latter describe how tasks transform objects (e.g., information, physical devices) into
other objects (such that inputs are required beforehand to produce outputs). To emphasize this difference, we use the term ‘outcome’ to describe a benefit of a service,
and the term ‘output’ to describe the result of a process.
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By explicitly adopting service definition from business research, we distinguish ourselves from fellow researchers in computer science departments, where the business aspect of services is often neglected. While a large part of the service-related
work performed in computer science departments focuses on executing activities (by
means of software), the higher business logic behind these activities is often not dealt
with. We posit that the automation of services, as in the case of e-services, requires
that this business logic is taken into consideration in developing software for service
realization. To this end, it is necessary to understand and acknowledge that services
are activities in which suppliers deliver economic values to customers, in return for
other economic values. Our work contributes to existing service research in computer science departments in providing an understanding and a conceptual model of
services as economic activities, taking both the supplier side and the customer side
into consideration, as opposed to traditional work that deals with the supplier side
only. This thesis can serve as a layer on top of existing work, to ensure that e-service
realization is driven by business logic from a supplier’s perspective as well as from a
customer’s perspective.
What is the business logic behind consuming and providing service bundles?
Two answers are required for this question: from a customer perspective and from a
supplier perspective. According to Kasper et al. (1999) services and service bundles
offer a “bundle of benefits” to customers. These benefits, being the value that a service encapsulates for customers, are in fact what customers seek when they consume
services (Teare 1998, Lancaster 1966). Products (services and goods) are consumed
to fulfill customer demands (Kotler 1988). Therefore from a customer perspective a
service bundle should present a set of benefits that – as a whole – can satisfy customer
demand(s).
From a supplier perspective there exists a series of strategic reasons to bundle services, including cost effectiveness considerations, strategic partnership considerations, marketing considerations (interdependencies between services; service differentiation), competitiveness considerations (creating entry barriers) and more. In our
work we do not consider the strategic reasons to bundle services because we did not
develop an ontology for modeling business strategies. Instead, we are interested in
the different dependencies between instances of services, defining whether and how
two or more services can be bundled, without considering the higher level strategic
reason for these dependencies. Such dependencies may dictate that services are sold
only as a bundle, or either as a bundle or as separate services. Some services may
exclude each other, and other may function as substitutes. All these business rules
can be expressed by IF THEN statements, which can be implemented in software.
Other important business rules for defining service bundles relate to the price of a
service. Very often the pricing model of a service bundle determines that the price
of the bundle is lower than the sum of the prices of the individual services in the
bundle. Pricing models can be expressed by mathematical formulas such that they
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can also be implemented in software to determine the price of services and service
bundles. In sum, from a supplier perspective the logic behind combining instances of
services into service bundles can be captured by “IF THEN”-like rules, and the price
of service bundles can be represented mathematically.

How can existing computer based reasoning techniques capture business logic?
In our research we did not form any new theories to describe, explain or predict the
behavior of service suppliers and their customers. Instead, we used existing business research as the main source of domain knowledge. An important obstacle in
designing information systems using knowledge from business research is that this
knowledge is mostly available in natural language only, and is therefore not suitable
for machine-processing. A precondition for designing such information systems is
that knowledge is formally represented using a machine-interpretable representation,
such that software can reason about it. The use of conceptual models and ontologies
to formalize domain knowledge has broadly been accepted in information science and
computer science. In this thesis we employ these techniques to model knowledge that
stems from the service marketing and service management literature. We show that
the service bundling task can in fact be represented as a component configuration
task, for which a large amount of research exists. We map our service ontology with
a configuration ontology, and can consequently use existing configuration algorithms
for service bundling.

Our work on service configuration adds up to existing work on product (goods) configuration and on web service composition where similar and other issues are dealt
with. The configuration of physical goods is traditionally based on physical characteristics, and it does not take higher-level business logic into consideration, as we
do. Web services are applications that can realize services over the Web; services
are economic activities. Hence, the notion of economic value should be present in
web services too. Yet, existing work on web service composition takes into consideration only descriptive, functional and structural features of services (Gómez-Pérez
et al. 2004), and not the value-related business logic behind the actual service (economic activity) that web services realize. Our contribution to computer science and
information science research is in demonstrating how business logic, although traditionally ill-defined in computational terms, can be tackled by existing computer
based techniques, such that the business logic behind transactions can be supported
computationally in automated (possibly online) configuration of services. We firmly
believe that realizing online service offerings requires that business logic is handled
on top of existing work on configuration and web services.
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The road that will lead us to a broad application of online cross-organizational service
bundling is still long. We strongly believe that a multidisciplinary approach has to
be adopted for the goal to be achieved. Most importantly, online service bundling
requires the integration of a business perspective and an ICT perspective. Several
parts of the road have been explored by us and by others, but yet there is much to
explore, and the various parts have to be glued into a seamless whole.
This thesis is a pioneers’ work because preceding research on offering services and
service bundles has been performed in business schools, whereas we conducted research within a faculty of sciences, in a multidisciplinary environment. Unlike researchers from business schools, researchers from computer science groups use ontologies and other computer-based reasoning and knowledge representation techniques for online initiatives, often overlooking the business value perspective of such
initiatives. Our work attempts to bring together these two perspectives. In this section
we provide an overview of open questions for future research.
Strategic reasoning. Our service ontology includes constructs for modeling rules
for bundling services, for example substitution or service enhancement. However,
the ontology assumes that these rules – often based on strategic considerations – are
known, and it does not model knowledge on the higher reasons for such business
rules, for example product differentiation, strategic alliances or cost effectiveness.
Consequently, it is impossible (using our ontology) to automate the reasoning about
strategic considerations behind a service bundle. To achieve this, our ontology will
have to be extended with an ontology for modeling business strategies, based on
which the business rules that we use are derived.
Negotiations. Pricing models as we describe in the service ontology are suitable for
cases in which a supplier determines the pricing model of a service (or a variety of
pricing models, out of which customers can choose one). This is the traditional way
of doing business. Nowadays power is shifting from suppliers to customers, and often
the price is a result of a negotiation process. Such negotiations are beyond the scope
of the current ontology.
Understanding customer behavior. The ontology presented in this thesis is generic
so that it can be applied across domains. We use the economic principle that a customer is interested in the value/benefits that a service provides, rather than in the service itself. In spite of the general applicability of this principle, marketing researchers
have been publishing a wealth of research on factors that influence customer behavior. The means-end theory (Gutman 1982, Zeithaml 1988) is a broadly accepted
marketing theory for explaining why customers seek specific good/service attributes
and benefits, by linking these attributes and benefits to customer values, defined as
“consequences for which a person has no further (higher) reason for preference”
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(Gutman 1982). A means-end chain is a model that “seeks to explain how a product or service selection facilitates the achievement of desired states” (Gutman 1982):
customers seek means to achieve their ends (goals). Similarly to the service value
(customer) perspective of our service ontology, also the means-end theory uses a goal
oriented hierarchical model to understand customer behavior. Embedding the meansend theory or similar frameworks in our work therefore appears to be a promising research direction for relating solutions (service bundles) to customer needs in a more
flexible way than the current service ontology allows. Our approach adds two main
features that are not available in the means-end theory:
1. The means-end theory does not consider the possible solutions for customer
needs. Customer needs are refined to the degree of desired product attributes,
but these are not linked further to any elements that provide these attributes.
The service ontology, on the other hand, includes both customer needs and
available solutions. By using production rules as in our ontology it becomes
possible to relate not only product attributes, but also possible solutions (i.e.,
available service offerings) to a customer’s needs and values.
2. Our approach adds mechanisms for software-aided reasoning, which are not
present in the means-end theory. By using AND/(EX)OR refinements in hierarchies we enable a much more detailed and useful analysis of relations than a
means-end model allows. Such knowledge cannot be inferred from means-end
hierarchies in their traditional form.
Also, service quality has been a very fruitful area of research for many years. At
least two widely accepted generic models for defining service quality are used in
business science: that of the Nordic school (Grönroos 2000) and that of the North
American school (SERVQUAL, see (Zeithaml et al. 1990)). Other researchers investigated service satisfaction (which is influenced by the perceived service quality)
(Matzler 2002, Liljander & Strandvik 1997). With the rise of e-services, in recent
years researchers have been investigating also e-service quality, compared to traditional service quality research (Parasuraman et al. 2005, van Riel et al. 2001). Embedding this research in our service ontology may enable a much richer and precise
understanding of customer behavior as a means for a coarse definition of customer
requirements as input for the actual service bundling.
Process configuration and web service configuration. Software that is based on
our ontology can design service bundles, artifacts that are an exchange of values between customers and suppliers, describing only the what, and not the how. Business
process models describe how such artifacts are made operational. In the context of
online scenarios it is likely that large parts of the business process will be executed
by Internet-based information systems, for example using web services. Just as a
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variety of service bundles can satisfy the same customer need, sometimes also a variety of (composite) business processes can operationalize the same service bundle,
and a variety of (composite) software components (e.g., web services) can execute
the same business process. In accordance with our discussion in Section 3.2.2, we
view service configuration, business process configuration and web service configuration/composition as three separate topics of research. Relating the three to each
other is a next step in bringing together the business perspective and the ICT perspective on online service bundling. More specifically, an interesting future research
direction is to investigate how work on web service configuration, e.g., Omelayenko
(2005), can be related to this thesis, so that once an online service bundle has been
designed, its execution can follow over the Web. We explore some ideas in this direction in Pedrinaci, Baida, Akkermans, Bernaras, Gordijn & Smithers (2005).
Performance. Domain complexity, rather than computational complexity, has been
the main consideration in our work. First and foremost, the ontology had to enable
a software-aided process where answers can be given for all relevant (domain) questions that users may pose. Configuration tasks may have to cope with performance
problems, caused by a large number of components in the problem-solution models
and by the large possible ways to configure these components. Configuration performance, caused by computational complexity, is a research topic in its own right.
Especially in online scenarios customers are not patient, and a quick solution is required (but then again: what is ‘quick’?).

9.4

E-Services: a Broader View

Authors have been writing about e-services in the last few years from different perspectives. Many of them focus on the technical aspect of e-services (e.g., Kreger
(2003), Andrews et al. (2003), Edmond & ter Hofstede (2000) and McIlraith et al.
(2001)), while others use a business value viewpoint to examine e-services (e.g., Xue
et al. (2003) and Bolton (2003)) or services in general (whether Web-based or not,
e.g., Barrutia Legarreta & Echebarria Miguel (2004), Lovelock (1983) and Normann
(2001)).
Although the service ontology presented in this thesis is generic such that it applies
also to traditional real-world (non Web-based) services, its importance for e-services
is greater, as in e-services all knowledge must be formalized to enable reasoning
by means of software. This is what makes e-services a truly multidisciplinary field.
Businesses offer and consume e-services to make money, to achieve their business
goals and to realize their business strategies. Eventually, this is partly realized by
software components. A major challenge lies in ensuring that these software components are indeed a true reflection of business goals and business strategies. To this
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Figure 9.1: An architectural approach to e-services

end, the various aspects of e-services must be intertwined. This thesis is another step
in the road that leads to multidisciplinary e-service realization.
Rust & Kannan (2003) argue that the e-service paradigm provides “an approach that
helps develop strong business strategies and build customer equity” by focusing on
customer satisfaction, customer-tailored products and 1-to-1 marketing as a means
for expanding revenues. This is opposed to traditional e-commerce, referred to as etailing, which focuses on efficiency and on selling commodities as a means to reduce
costs. E-Services are thus seen as enablers of new business strategies. Yet, are these
expectations different from the expectations we had from e-tailing, until the dotcom
bubble burst, and Nasdaq experienced a free fall?
Therefore we firmly believe that a thorough analysis and implementation of e-service
activities is required for the successful realization of e-service initiatives; an analysis
and an implementation in which every viewpoint is reflected in related viewpoints.
Business strategies and business goals are reflected in business models. Business
models on their turn are transformed into business process models, which are partly
technical process models, executed by information systems that rely on technical,
human and information infrastructures. While each of these fields is a respectable
research field in its own right, we believe that the key to successful implementation
and utilization of e-services is in relating these fields, such that principles, guidelines
and decisions from one viewpoint are reflected also in other viewpoints. In an architectural approach where the business value viewpoint is the top layer, followed
by the business process viewpoint, the information system viewpoint and finally the
computer science/AI viewpoint, the contribution of this thesis is in making part of the
business value viewpoint accessible for the underlying viewpoints. As a result, principles, guidelines and decisions from the business value viewpoint can be reflected
also in underlying viewpoints (see Figure 9.1), such that every viewpoint realizes
requirements and principles from higher viewpoints.

Our View on Software-aided Reasoning with Business Logic
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Our View on Software-aided Reasoning with Business
Logic

Business logic encompasses a series of rules concerning a domain. In software development business logic often refers to rules to manipulate the data stored in an
information system. Rules of operational nature are typically well-defined in company procedures, and require complete knowledge (of the matter at hand). Examples
are rules for customer registration, for order shipment and for payment transactions.
High-level (not of operational nature) business logic, however, is much less welldefined, and is more often available only implicitly, in the minds of humans. Scozzi
& Garavelli (2005) argue that business development, design and analysis – activities
that require reasoning with high-level business logic – are “highly unstructured and
characterized by difficult-to-forecast activities linked by reciprocal rather then sequential dependencies”. This explains the low number of research efforts to develop
software-based reasoning methods involving high-level business logic, and the need
for human intervention in such software-aided scenarios.
Our thesis explicitly deals with high-level business logic, because high-level (supplyside and demand-side) business logic is the only logic that can explain the provisioning and consumption of services. Nevertheless, also we limit ourselves, and did not
model the background of business rules, such that our ontology does not support
software-based strategic reasoning.
As we concluded in Chapter 7, software support has its limitations, because certain
decisions cannot be automated. Not yet, at least. But then again, who thought in the
1980’s that automation will go as far as it has gone today?
We therefore see many research challenges and possibilities in stretching the boundaries of software-aided ‘soft’ tasks as decision making on the level of business strategy
and business development.
From a business research perspective, this line of research requires developing and
formalizing conceptual models of the management process, decision making, business design & development and business strategies. From a computer science perspective, good starting points are requirements engineering (RE) and artificial intelligence (AI) research on managing uncertainty and vagueness. Requirements engineers have gained valuable experience in eliciting knowledge from system stakeholders, where this knowledge often shares important characteristics with high-level
business logic: it is ill-defined and available in the minds of humans. Therefore we
propose to use RE techniques for the development of conceptual models for highlevel business logic. Similarly, the AI community has gained experience in reasoning
with vagueness and uncertainty. This research may prove valuable for reasoning with
high-level business logic, as business logic is often vague (try to concretize and oper-
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ationalize the term ‘good business strategy’) and subject to uncertainty (for example,
a company’s performance depends also on its competitors performance).

Appendix A

Inherent Constraints in the
Service Ontology
A.1

Introduction

Some knowledge does not appear explicitly in the UML diagrams of our service
ontology and in the RDFS implementation thereof, because it is considered to be
inherent to the domain, and because it cannot be expressed using these representation techniques. Yet, making this knowledge explicit becomes important when
information systems must reason about a domain. Therefore, in this appendix we
list constraints that are inherent to the service ontology, and express them using a
computer-processable notation, to facilitate automation. All constraints are described
using first-order predicate logic. These constraints are an integral part of our service
ontology.
We use the following terminology in the rest of this appendix:
• The term “input port” should be interpreted as “a service port in an input interface”.
• The term “outcome port” should be interpreted as “a service port in an outcome
interface”.
• The expression “input port of service x” should be interpreted as “a port in the
input interface of service x”.
• The expression “outcome port of service x” should be interpreted as “a port in
the outcome interface of service x”.
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• The relation “a service bundle includes one or more service elements” is not
transitive. For example, any of the service elements {SE1 , SE2 ,. . . SEn } included in service bundle SBx may be a service bundle itself. Imagine that SE2
is a service bundle, and it includes service element SEn+1 (and possibly other
service elements). We then say that “SBx includes SE2 ” and that “SE2 includes
SEn+1 ”, but this does not imply that “SBx includes SEn+1 ”.
• The expression “service port x is linked with service port y” should be interpreted as “a service link connects service port x with service port y”, not
implying whether the service link starts at x and ends at y or vice versa.
• A “service model” is a valid instantiation of the service ontology, including
concepts and relations between these concepts, as defined in the service ontology.

A.1.1

Universe of Discourse

In the rest of our discussion, our Universe of Discourse is a (any) service model SM.
We define the following sets:
• SE is the set of all service elements in SM (note: as defined by the service
ontology, the concept ‘service element’ has two subtypes: ‘elementary service
element’ and ‘service bundle’).
• SP is the set of all service ports in SM.
• SL is the set of all service links in SM.
• SB is the set of all service bundles in SM.
• R is the set of all resources in SM.
• Q is the set of all service properties in SM.
• PM is the set of all pricing models in SM.
• D is the set of all demands in SM.

A.1.2

Predicates

We define the following predicates:
• CONNECTS_PORTS is a ternary predicate between a service link and two service ports, indicating that the specified service link connects the two specified
service ports.
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• STARTS_AT_PORT is a binary predicate between a service link and a service
port, indicating that the specified service link starts at the specified service port.
• ENDS_AT_PORT is a binary predicate between a service link and a service
port, indicating that the specified service link ends at the specified service port.
• PORT_OF_SERVICE is a binary predicate between a service port and a service element, indicating that the specified service port belongs to a service
interface that belongs to the specified service element.
• DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF is a binary predicate between a service element
and a service bundle, indicating the inverse relation to “service bundle includes
service element” that we discussed earlier in this appendix.
• IS_INPUT is a unary predicate indicating that the specified service port belongs to an input interface (without specifying the service element to which
the service port and service interface belong).
• IS_OUTCOME is a unary predicate indicating that the specified service port
belongs to an outcome interface (without specifying the service element to
which the service port and service interface belong).
• DELIVERS_INPUT_FOR is a binary predicate between two service elements
A and Z indicating that service A provides a service outcome which is used as
an input by some service B, and service B provides a service outcome which is
used as an input by some service C, and... some service Y provides a service
outcome which is used as an input by service Z”. More formally, either (1) a
service link exists that starts at A and ends at the Z, or (2) there exist a third
service element B such that a service link exists that starts at A and ends at the
B, and also DELIVERS_INPUT_FOR(B, Z).
• REQUIRES_RESOURCE is a binary predicate between a service port and
a resource, indicating that the specified resource is assigned to the specified
service port.
• GREATER_OR_EQUAL is a binary predicate between two resources, indicating that the first resource is greater than or equal to the second resource.
• EQUAL_RESOURCES is a binary predicate between two resources, indicating that the first resource is equal to the second resource.
• GREATER_THAN_RESOURCE is a binary predicate between two resources,
indicating that the first resource is greater than the second resource.
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• INCLUDES_LINK is a binary predicate between a service bundle and a service link, indicating that the specified service link connects service ports included in the specified service bundle (note: this leaves two options open: either the service link connects two service ports of two distinct service elements
included in the service bundle, or it connects a service port of the service bundle with a service port of a service element within the bundle).
• CE is a binary predicate between two sets of one or more service elements,
indicating that the core/enhancing service dependency exists between these
two sets, such that the service dependency starts at the first set, and ends at the
second set.
• CS is a binary predicate between two sets of one or more service elements,
indicating that the core/supporting service dependency exists between these
two sets, such that the service dependency starts at the first set, and ends at the
second set.
• OB is a binary predicate between two sets of one or more service elements,
indicating that the optional bundle service dependency exists between these
two sets, such that the service dependency starts at the first set, and ends at the
second set.
• BU is a binary predicate between two sets of one or more service elements,
indicating that the bundled service dependency exists between these two sets,
such that the service dependency starts at the first set, and ends at the second
set.
• EX is a binary predicate between two sets of one or more service elements,
indicating that the excluding service dependency exists between these two sets,
such that the service dependency starts at the first set, and ends at the second
set.
• SU is a binary predicate between two sets of one or more service elements,
indicating that the substitute service dependency exists between these two sets,
such that the service dependency starts at the first set, and ends at the second
set.
• PM_AT_PORT is a binary predicate between a pricing model and a service
port, indicating that the specified pricing model is assigned to the specified
service port.
• PM_AT_LINK is a binary predicate between a pricing model and a service
link, indicating that the specified pricing model is assigned to the specified
service link.
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• IS_MONETARY is a unary predicate indicating that the specified resource is
of type ‘monetary resource’.
• EQUAL_RES_NAMES is a binary predicate between two resources, indicating that both resources have the same name.
• EQUAL_RES_TYPE is a binary predicate between two resources, indicating
that both resources have the same type.
• DESCRIBES_RESOURCE is a binary predicate between a service property
and a resource, indicating that the specified resource is described by the specified service property.
• IS_COMPARABLE is a unary predicate indicating that the specified service
property is comparable.
• EQUAL_PROP_NAMES is a binary predicate between two service properties,
indicating that both service properties have the same name.
• EQUAL_PROP_VALUE is a binary predicate between two service properties,
indicating that both service properties have the same value.
• GREATER_NUM_VALUE is a binary predicate between two service properties, indicating that both service properties have a numeric value, and that the
value of the first service property is greater than the value of the second service
property.
• EQUAL_PROP_UNITS is a binary predicate between two service properties,
indicating that both service properties use the same unit to describe their value.
• EQUAL_PROP_TYPE is a binary predicate between two service properties,
indicating that both service properties use the same datatype for their units.
• IS_NUMERIC is a unary predicate indicating that the specified service property has a numeric value.
• SELECTION is a quaternary predicate with four arguments: (1) a demand; (2)
a (possibly empty) set of service properties that describe this demand; (3) a
resource; and (4) a (possibly empty) set of service properties that describe this
resource. It indicates that there exists a selection production rule between the
demand, described by its service properties, and the resources, described by its
service properties.
• REJECTION is a quaternary predicate with four arguments: (1) a demand; (2)
a (possibly empty) set of service properties that describe this demand; (3) a
resource; and (4) a (possibly empty) set of service properties that describe this
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resource. It indicates that there exists a rejection production rule between the
demand, described by its service properties, and the resources, described by its
service properties.
• POSITIVE is a quaternary predicate with four arguments: (1) a demand; (2)
a (possibly empty) set of service properties that describe this demand; (3) a
resource; and (4) a (possibly empty) set of service properties that describe this
resource. It indicates that there exists a positively influenced by production rule
between the demand, described by its service properties, and the resources,
described by its service properties.
• NEGATIVE is a quaternary predicate with four arguments: (1) a demand; (2)
a (possibly empty) set of service properties that describe this demand; (3) a
resource; and (4) a (possibly empty) set of service properties that describe this
resource. It indicates that there exists a negatively influenced by production
rule between the demand, described by its service properties, and the resources,
described by its service properties.

A.2

Constraints Related to Service Links

A service link is a connection between two service ports, such that it starts at one
service port and ends at another.
• A service link may not exist between two service ports that belong to the same
service element (note: this also implies that a service port cannot be linked to
itself).
∀x∈SL.∀y∈SP.∀z∈SP. [(STARTS_AT_PORT(x, y) ∧ ENDS_AT_PORT(x, z)) →
¬∃i∈SE.(PORT_OF_SERVICE(y, i) ∧ PORT_OF_SERVICE(z, i))]

• A service link may exist between two service ports y and z belonging to service
elements i and j respectively only if (1) i and j are included in the same service
bundle, or (2) i includes j, or (3) j includes i.
∀x∈SL.∀y∈SP.∀z∈SP.∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE. [(CONNECTS_PORTS(x, y, z) ∧
PORT_OF_SERVICE(y, i) ∧ PORT_OF_SERVICE(z, j)) →
∃q∈SB.(DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(i, q) ∧ DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(j, q)) ∨
DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(j, i) ∨ DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(i, j)]
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• No cycles between services are allowed. A cycle is a situation involving two
or more services such that service A provides an input for service B; service B
provides an input for service C;... provides an input for service N; service N
provides an input for service A.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[DELIVERS_INPUT_FOR(i, j) → ¬ DELIVERS_INPUT_FOR(j, i)]

whereby:
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.
[DELIVERS_INPUT_FOR(i, j) ↔ ∃x∈SL.∃y∈SP.∃z∈SP.
((STARTS_AT_PORT(x, y) ∧ ENDS_AT_PORT(x, z) ∧
PORT_OF_SERVICE(y, i) ∧ PORT_OF_SERVICE(z, j)) ∨
∃a∈SE.∃b∈SP.(STARTS_AT_PORT(x, y) ∧ ENDS_AT_PORT(x, b) ∧
PORT_OF_SERVICE(y, i) ∧ PORT_OF_SERVICE(b, a) ∧
DELIVERS_INPUT_FOR(a, j)))]

Service links may connect service ports of two service elements differently, based
on the service interface to which the service ports belong and based on the question
whether one of the service elements includes the other. We distinguish between the
following cases:
• An input port of service i may be linked to an outcome port of service j only
if i and j are included in the same service bundle. The service link starts at the
outcome port, and ends at the input port.
∀x∈SL.∀y∈SP.∀z∈SP.∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.
[(PORT_OF_SERVICE(y, i) ∧ IS_INPUT(y) ∧
PORT_OF_SERVICE(z, j) ∧ IS_OUTCOME(z) ∧ CONNECTS_PORTS(x, y, z)) →
(STARTS_AT_PORT(x, z) ∧ ENDS_AT_PORT(x, y) ∧
∃q∈SB.(DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(i, q) ∧ DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(j, q)))]

• An input port of service i may be linked to an input port of service j only if i
includes j or j includes i. In both cases the service link that connects both ports
starts at the service that includes the other.
∀x∈SL.∀y∈SP.∀z∈SP.∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.
[(PORT_OF_SERVICE(y, i) ∧ IS_INPUT(y) ∧
PORT_OF_SERVICE(z, j) ∧ IS_INPUT(z) ∧ CONNECTS_PORTS(x, y, z)) →
(DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(j, i) ∧ STARTS_AT_PORT(x, y) ∧
ENDS_AT_PORT(x, z)) ∨ (DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(i, j) ∧
STARTS_AT_PORT(x, z) ∧ ENDS_AT_PORT(x, y))]
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• An outcome port of service i may be linked to an outcome port of service j only
if i includes j or j includes i. In both cases the service link that connects both
ports ends at the service that includes the other.
∀x∈SL.∀y∈SP.∀z∈SP.∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.
[(PORT_OF_SERVICE(y, i) ∧ IS_OUTCOME(y) ∧
PORT_OF_SERVICE(z, j) ∧ IS_OUTCOME(z) ∧ CONNECTS_PORTS(x, y, z)) →
(DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(j, i) ∧ STARTS_AT_PORT(x, z) ∧
ENDS_AT_PORT(x, y)) ∨ (DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(i, j) ∧
STARTS_AT_PORT(x, y) ∧ ENDS_AT_PORT(x, z))]

A.3

Constraints Related to Resources

• Consider two service ports y and z such that resource r is assigned to service
port y, and resource s is assigned to service port z. These service ports y and z
may be connected by a service link that starts at y and ends at z based on the
following conditions (see definition of r≥s in Section A.7):
– when y and z are input ports: only if r≥s
– when y and z are outcome ports: only if s≥r
– when y is an outcome port, and z is an input port: only if r≥s
– when y is an input port, and z is an outcome port: no service link as
specified here (starts at y, ends at z) is allowed
∀x∈SL.∀y∈SP.∀z∈SP.∀r∈R.∀s∈R.
[(REQUIRES_RESOURCE(y, r) ∧ REQUIRES_RESOURCE(z, s) ∧
STARTS_AT_PORT(x, y) ∧ ENDS_AT_PORT(x, z)) →
(((IS_INPUT(y) ∧ IS_INPUT(z)) → GREATER_OR_EQUAL(r, s)) ∧
((IS_OUTCOME(y) ∧ IS_OUTCOME(z)) → GREATER_OR_EQUAL(s, r)) ∧
((IS_OUTCOME(y) ∧ IS_INPUT(z)) → GREATER_OR_EQUAL(r, s)) ∧
¬(IS_INPUT(y) ∧ IS_OUTCOME(z)))]

A.4

Constraints Related to Service Dependencies

• The two arguments of a service dependency must be disjoint.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.
[(CE(i, j) ∨ CS(i, j) ∨ OB(i, j) ∨ BU(i, j) ∨ EX(i, j) ∨ SU(i, j)) → i∩j=Ø]

• Only one service dependency may exist between two service elements i and j
(note: another service dependency may exist between j and i).
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∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[(CE(i, j) ∨ CS(i, j) ∨ OB(i, j) ∨ BU(i, j) ∨ EX(i, j) ∨ SU(i, j)) →
¬∃a∈SE.¬∃b∈SE.((CE(a, b) ∨ CS(a, b) ∨ OB(a, b) ∨ BU(a, b) ∨ EX(a, b) ∨ SU(a, b)) ∧
i∩a6=Ø ∧ j∩b6=Ø ∧ i6=a ∧ j6=b))]

• The notion of “X is a core service of Y” is irreflexive.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[CE(i, j) → ¬CE(j, i)]
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[CE(i, j) → ¬CS(j, i)]
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[CS(i, j) → ¬CS(j, i)]
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[CS(i, j) → ¬CE(j, i)]

• If service i is the core service of service j, service j may not exist in a service
bundle without service i. This can be generalized for the case that the arguments of service dependencies CS and CE include more than one service, e.g.,
CE({i1, i2, i3,...},{j1, j2, j3,...}). Then any service of the second argument
may be added to any service of the first argument, and a service of the second argument may not be sold without at least one of the services in the first
argument.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE. [(CE(i, j) ∨ CS(i, j)) → ¬b∈j.¬q∈SB.
(DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(b, q) ∧ ∀a∈i.¬DIRECT_COMPONENT_OF(a, q))]

• The service dependency core/enhancing between services i and j implies that
j cannot be sold independently of i. Consequently, it is wrong to model the
service dependency optional bundle in the reverse direction, as it implies that
service i may or may not be sold together with service j.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[CE(i, j) → ¬OB(j, i)]

• The core/enhancing service dependency means that a service may be combined
with a core service to add value to the core service. The excluding service
dependency means the two cannot be sold together. Hence they contradict.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[CE(i, j) → ¬EX(j, i)]

• The service dependency core/supporting between services i and j is a strong
relation, implying that j cannot be sold independently of i. Consequently, it is
wrong to model the service dependency optional bundle in the reverse direction, as it is a weak relation, implying that service i may or may not be sold
together with service j.
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∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[CS(i, j) → ¬OB(j, i)]

• The core/supporting service dependency means that a supporting service must
be sold together with a core service. The excluding service dependency means
the two cannot be sold together. Hence they contradict.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[CS(i, j) → ¬EX(j, i)]

• The bundled service dependency means that one service must be sold together
with another. The excluding service dependency means the two cannot be sold
together. Hence they contradict.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[BU(i, j) → ¬EX(j, i)]

• The optional bundle service dependency means that one service may be sold
together with another. The excluding service dependency means the two cannot
be sold together. Hence they contradict.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[OB(i, j) → ¬EX(j, i)]

In Section 4.4.1 we explained why the substitution service dependency models redundant information, as far as service configuration is concerned. Still, modeling
substitution is natural to many domain experts, and substitution is an important concept in business research (Porter 1985). Furthermore, the substitution dependency
helps us verify that domain experts make correct use of an ontology based software
tool to model business logic.
Assume we have two services i and j with a substitution service dependency SU(i, j).
Based on our discussion in Section 4.4.1 substitution implies either of the following
situations:
1. The service outcomes of service i are a subset of the service outcomes of service j. This is the more common interpretation of substitution.
2. If there exists a demand u which has a SEL or POS production rule with resource r of service i, then there exists also a SEL or POS production rule involving the same demand u and some resource s of service j. In other words,
two services are substitutes because they provide different resources that can
satisfy the same demand.
A software tool can implement this interpretation of substitution to verify whether
substitution has been modeled correctly by domain experts.

Constraints Related to Pricing Models
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∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.[SU(i, j) →
(∀r∈R.∀y∈SP.(PORT_OF_SERVICE(y, i) ∧ REQUIRES_RESOURCE(y, r) ∧
IS_OUTCOME(y)) → ∃z∈SP.(PORT_OF_SERVICE(z, j) ∧
REQUIRES_RESOURCE(z, r) ∧ IS_OUTCOME(z))) ∨
∃u∈D.∃r∈R.∃c∈Q.∃d∈Q.∃y∈SP.(PORT_OF_SERVICE(y, i) ∧
REQUIRES_RESOURCE(y, r) ∧ IS_OUTCOME(y) ∧ (SELECTION(u, c, r, d) ∨
POSITIVE(u, c, r, d)) → ∃s∈R.∃e∈Q.∃z∈SP.(PORT_OF_SERVICE(z, j) ∧
REQUIRES_RESOURCE(z, s) ∧ IS_OUTCOME(z) ∧ (SELECTION(u, c, s, e) ∨
POSITIVE(u, c, s, e))))]

Service dependencies have two arguments; each argument is a set of one or more
service elements. Two exceptions exist:
• The substitution service dependency may have only one service element as its
first argument.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.∀a∈i.∀b∈i.[SU(i, j) → a=b]

• The excluding service dependency may have only one service element in any
of its arguments.
∀i∈SE.∀j∈SE.∀a∈i.∀b∈i.∀c∈j.∀d∈j.[EX(i, j) → a=b ∧ c=d]

A.5

Constraints Related to Pricing Models

• A pricing model may be assigned to a service port only if the resource assigned
to this service port is of the type ‘monetary resource’.
∀p∈PM.∀y∈SP.[PM_AT_PORT(p, y) →
∃r∈R.(REQUIRES_RESOURCE(y, r) ∧ IS_MONETARY(r))]

• A pricing model may be assigned to a service link only if the resources assigned
to the service ports on both ends of the service link are of the type ‘monetary
resource’.
∀p∈PM.∀x∈SL.
[PM_AT_LINK(p, x) → ∃r∈R.∃s∈R.∃y∈SP.∃z∈SP. (CONNECTS_PORTS(x, y, z) ∧
REQUIRES_RESOURCE(y, r) ∧ IS_MONETARY(r) ∧
REQUIRES_RESOURCE(z, s) ∧ IS_MONETARY(s))]
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A.6

Constraints Related to Production Rules

Production rules, discussed in Chapter 5, are relations between a demand (possibly
described by service properties) and a resource (also possibly described by service
properties). When the same demand and resource have multiple production rules such
that (1) one production rule involves the demand and resource without any service
properties, and (2) one or more production rules involve the demand and resource
with some service properties, the former is referred to as ‘parent’, and the production
rules involving the demand and resource with some service properties are referred
to as ‘siblings’. We distinguish between four production rules: selection, rejection,
positively influenced by and negatively influenced by.
• Only one production rule may exist between the same demand, resource and
their sets of service properties.
∀u∈D.∀r∈R.∀c∈Q.∀d∈Q. [REJECTION(u, c, r, d) → ¬SELECTION(u, c, r, d) ∧
¬POSITIVE(u, c, r, d) ∧ ¬NEGATIVE(u, c, r, d)]
∀u∈D.∀r∈R.∀c∈Q.∀d∈Q. [SELECTION(u, c, r, d) → ¬REJECTION(u, c, r, d) ∧
¬POSITIVE(u, c, r, d) ∧ ¬NEGATIVE(u, c, r, d)]
∀u∈D.∀r∈R.∀c∈Q.∀d∈Q. [POSITIVE(u, c, r, d) → ¬SELECTION(u, c, r, d) ∧
¬REJECTION(u, c, r, d) ∧ ¬NEGATIVE(u, c, r, d)]
∀u∈D.∀r∈R.∀c∈Q.∀d∈Q. [NEGATIVE(u, c, r, d) → ¬SELECTION(u, c, r, d) ∧
¬POSITIVE(u, c, r, d) ∧ ¬REJECTION(u, c, r, d)]

• If the parents have a rejection production rule involving resource r, a service
that provides resource r mustn’t be part of a service bundle. In this case there
is no logic behind modeling any other relation on the siblings level.
∀u∈D.∀r∈R.[REJECTION(u, Ø, r, Ø) →
¬∃c∈Q.¬∃d∈Q.((REJECTION(u, c, r, d) ∨ SELECTION(u, c, r, d) ∨
POSITIVE(u, c, r, d) ∨ NEGATIVE(u, c, r, d)) ∧ c6=Ø ∧ d6=Ø)]

A.7

Comparing Resources

As described in a constraint in Section A.3, we need a mechanism for comparing
resources. We split the discussion on r≥s into two parts: r=s and r>s.
According to the service ontology, a resource is described by:

Comparing Resources
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• A name that describes what the resource is about (e.g., fee, energy, emotional
support)
• A type (e.g., physical good, monetary resource, capability resource)
• A set of service properties. Example properties are amount, state, bandwidth,
or productivity. Every service property is described by several attributes:
– Name of the service property (e.g., amount)
– Value of the service property (e.g., 500)
– Unit of the service property (e.g., euro/year)
– Value type of the service property (specifying the datatype of the value,
e.g., NUMERIC/STRING)
– Optionally a natural language description of the service property.
– Boolean isComparable (TRUE/FALSE) indicating whether this service
property plays a role in comparing the resource that it describes with
other resources. When we compare two resources, only their comparable
properties need to be compared.
Two resources r and s are considered to be equal if and only if they have the same
name, the same type and the same comparable properties.
∀r∈R.∀s∈R. [EQUAL_RESOURCES(r, s) ↔
(EQUAL_RES_TYPE(r, s) ∧ EQUAL_RES_NAMES(r, s) ∧
∀c∈Q.((DESCRIBES_RESOURCE(c, r) ∧ IS_COMPARABLE(c)) →
∃d∈Q.(DESCRIBES_RESOURCE(d, s) ∧ IS_COMPARABLE(d) ∧
EQUAL_PROP_NAMES(c, d) ∧ EQUAL_PROP_VALUE(c, d) ∧
EQUAL_PROP_UNITS(c, d) ∧ EQUAL_PROP_TYPE(c, d))) ∧
∀d∈Q.((DESCRIBES_RESOURCE(d, s) ∧ IS_COMPARABLE(d)) →
∃c∈Q.(DESCRIBES_RESOURCE(c, r) ∧ IS_COMPARABLE(c) ∧
EQUAL_PROP_NAMES(c, d) ∧ EQUAL_PROP_VALUE(c, d) ∧
EQUAL_PROP_UNITS(c, d) ∧ EQUAL_PROP_TYPE(c, d))))]

Resource r is considered greater than resource s if and only if they have the same
name and the same type, and their comparable properties are (1) equal if non-numeric,
and (2) the values of comparable properties of r are bigger than those of s if they are
numeric. We explicitly exclude from this definition all cases where r=s because the
above definition of r>s may include cases where r=s, if all service properties of r and
s are non-numeric.
∀r∈R.∀s∈R. [GREATER_THAN_RESOURCE(r, s) ↔
(EQUAL_RES_TYPE(r, s) ∧ EQUAL_RES_NAMES(r, s) ∧
∀c∈Q.((DESCRIBES_RESOURCE(c, r) ∧ IS_COMPARABLE(c)) →
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∃d∈Q.(DESCRIBES_RESOURCE(d, s) ∧ IS_COMPARABLE(d) ∧
EQUAL_PROP_NAMES(c, d) ∧ EQUAL_PROP_UNITS(c, d) ∧
EQUAL_PROP_TYPE(c, d) ∧
(IS_NUMERIC(c) → GREATER_NUM_VALUE(c, d)) ∧
(¬IS_NUMERIC(c) → EQUAL_PROP_VALUE(c, d)))) ∧
∀d∈Q.((DESCRIBES_RESOURCE(d, s) ∧ IS_COMPARABLE(d)) →
∃c∈Q.(DESCRIBES_RESOURCE(c, r) ∧ IS_COMPARABLE(c) ∧
EQUAL_PROP_NAMES(c, d) ∧ EQUAL_PROP_UNITS(c, d) ∧
EQUAL_PROP_TYPE(c, d) ∧
(IS_NUMERIC(d) → GREATER_NUM_VALUE(c, d)) ∧
(¬IS_NUMERIC(d) → EQUAL_PROP_VALUE(c, d))))) ∧
¬EQUAL_RESOURCES(r, s)]

A.8

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we formally describe knowledge that is inherent to the service domain,
and is not modeled explicitly in UML diagrams of the service ontology and in its
RDFS implementation.
Ontologies as the serviguration ontology are used as the basis for information systems that need to reason with knowledge modeled by the ontology. To this end,
ontologies must be represented using a machine-interpretable knowledge representation. In Section 3 we presented our service ontology using UML diagrams, and
we further explained and exemplified it using natural language. The ontology has
also been implemented in RDFS, a Web based knowledge representation language,
to facilitate automation. Yet, some knowledge is considered to be inherent to the
service domain, and was not explicitly implemented in the RDFS representation of
the ontology or in UML diagrams. For humans who are familiar with the domain,
this knowledge is “obvious”, it goes without saying (but they hardly ever make this
implicit knowledge explicit). Yet, when we implement information systems, this
knowledge needs to be made explicit and expressed formally, because no knowledge
is “obvious” for information systems.
Therefore in this chapter we formalize implicit knowledge as a set of well-defined
constraints, using first-order predicate logic. These constraints are an integral part
of our service ontology. We implemented the majority of these constraints in our
OBELIX software tools (see Section 6.1), and used them in the process of configuring service bundles. The constraints will also be implemented in DEM-DISC (see
Section 6.2). Some of the constraints represent knowledge that the service configuration process takes into consideration, while others represent inconsistencies that we
expect users not to cause, but a good information systems should ideally warn users
who cause such inconsistencies.

Summary
We present an ontology – a formalized conceptual model – of services, with the aim
to develop software for service bundling.
A service bundle consists of more elementary services, like a PC consists of smaller
hardware components. Service providers can offer service bundles via the Internet.
The realization of websites where customers can find and buy a service bundle that
suits their needs requires that software supports service bundling. Software, in turn,
can reason only about formalized knowledge. Ontologies – for example our serviguration service ontology – provide the necessary formality for software support.
Why is service bundling an interesting topic?
The practice of selling services as bundles has been gaining ground in recent years.
Service bundling is the sale of two or more services as one package. From a customer perspective, the price of a bundle is often lower than the sum of the prices
of the elements within the bundle. Furthermore, a service bundle can often satisfy
complex customer needs, while the single services in the bundle fail to do so. Also
from a supplier perspective, bundling presents a number of advantages, including
cost efficiency, product differentiation, increasing revenues and increasing a firm’s
competitiveness by introducing entry barriers.
Core idea: service bundling is a component configuration task
Thus a service bundle is a complex service, including a number of more elementary
services, that are packaged together such that the bundle presents added value to
customers and to suppliers. A service bundle is a complex artifact, similarly to a PC
that is composed of a motherboard, memory, a processor and more. Composing these
components into a PC is referred to as a configuration task. A wealth of research has
been performed within computer science and artificial intelligence departments about
configuration, a task of designing a complex artifact based on a set of components, a
description of how these components can be connected to each other and a description
of the desired artifact.
In spite of the growing importance of the service industry in general and of service
bundling in particular, so far the Internet has mainly been used to allow customers
design complex goods, for example PCs or cars. Examples are websites of market
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leaders as Dell, Cisco and BMW. In these examples a customer is guided through the
design – or configuration – of a final product out of more elementary components.
Such e-commerce scenarios are facilitated by a component-based description of elements that constitute the final product. Similar scenarios for services would require
a formalized component-based description of services as well. Such a description
does not yet exist, as research on services has so far been performed in business
schools, where formal and computer-based reasoning and knowledge representation
techniques are not common.
Challenge: services differ from physical goods
A number of software based product configurators exist on the market, based on the
fruits of configuration research. Product configurators have two important characteristics that are not applicable for services. First, elementary components and rules for
connecting these components are described in product configurators based on physical properties of the components. A main difference between services and goods is
the intangibility of services. Goods are objects that one can hold in your hands and
drop on the floor. Services, on the other hand, are of an intangible nature; they provide experiences and capabilities. Even when a service is accompanied by a so-called
physical evidence, for example a transportation ticket, this physical evidence merely
functions as an enhancer of customers’ impression, but it is not the essence of the
service itself. Second, product configurators do not take higher-level business logic
(e.g., marketing considerations, competition) into consideration in the configuration
process. In real-world, however, services are composed into service bundles based
on business logic.
Our solution: serviguration
We developed a service ontology to overcome differences between service bundling
and traditional configuration of physical goods. Our ontology is called serviguration because we use it for service configuration. We show that service bundling can
be represented as a configuration task, and that software can be developed to configure service bundles, just like software configures a PC out of more elementary
components. To achieve this, our ontology describes services from a business value
perspective. First, instead of describing services by physical properties, we describe
them by the exchange of economic values between suppliers and customers. At the
same time, service description adheres also to component description, as described
in literature about configuration. Second, rules (so-called ‘constraints’) for combining services into bundles represent a firm’s or an industry’s business logic, rather
than constraints on how physical elements can be connected. For example, one service may substitute another, or two services may not be sold together because their
suppliers are competitors who do not wish to collaborate.
We show that software configurators can in fact configure complex intangible artifacts – services – based on our ontology’s service description. We used our ontology
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and a self-developed serviguration software tool to configure service bundles in complex real-world studies in the energy sector and in the health sector. Currently we are
involved in a project in the health sector, where a Web-based information system
is being developed based on our serviguration ontology, that shall offer dementia
patients and their informal carers customer-tailored service bundles, based on their
specific needs.
A software tool we have developed for serviguration demonstrates another important
principle in our work: different knowledge representations are required for different stakeholders. We represent our ontology using semi formal UML diagrams and a
Web based knowledge representation standard (RDFS) to facilitate automation. However, domain experts who would have to actually model their services are not helped
with such knowledge representation techniques. To this end, we developed a graphical representation for our service ontology. Our experience shows that a graphical
notation is very suitable for communication with non-ICT stakeholders.

Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift gaat over het automatiseren van service bundeling. Wat houdt dat
eigenlijk in?
‘Bundeling’ is het verkopen van meerdere producten (diensten of goederen) als één
pakket. Vaak is zo’n bundel aantrekkelijk voor klanten, omdat de prijs ervan lager is
dan de som van de prijzen van de losse elementen. Maar misschien nog belangrijker:
een bundel kan een complexe vraag bevredigen, die niet bevredigd kan worden door
losse, elementaire producten. Een goed voorbeeld hiervoor is de zorgsector, waar
klanten vaak kampen met een vraag die niet door een enkele dienst beantwoord kan
worden; wel door een pakket van diensten. Ook voor leveranciers brengt bundeling
meerdere voordelen met zich mee. Bijvoorbeeld omdat meerdere diensten eenzelfde
infrastructuur gebruiken, zodat het verlenen van twee diensten aan eenzelfde klant
goedkoper is dan het verlenen van de twee zelfde diensten als losse diensten aan
twee verschillende klanten. Of omdat klanten dan uiteindelijk meer kopen (en dus
meer geld uitgeven) dan wanneer de losse elementen worden aangeboden. Neem
het voorbeeld van Microsoft Office Basic Suite met Word, Excel en Outlook. Ook
klanten die slechts één of twee van deze applicaties gebruiken, betalen wel voor het
gehele pakket. Bundeling versterkt ook de concurrentiepositie van leveranciers. Als
leveranciers een “totaal pakket” leveren aan hun klanten, wordt het moeilijker voor
nieuwe concurrentie. Om concurrentie te bieden, moeten nieuwe concurrenten niet
alleen één nieuwe dienst op de markt brengen, maar een geheel pakket. Zo zijn er
nog meer redenen waarom bundeling een belangrijk verschijnsel wordt.
Ook het aandeel van de service industrie in het nationale product wordt aanzienlijk
groter. In de VS zijn er meer banen in de service sector dan in alle andere sectoren
samen. De kernactiviteit van veel economieën verandert van productie van goederen
naar dienstverlening, waarbij de plaats van de “industriële revolutie” is vervangen
door een “kennis revolutie”of “informatie revolutie”. En soms heeft men het ook
over een “Internet revolutie”.
Want tegelijkertijd is het gebruik van het Internet enorm gegroeid bij bedrijven en
bij particulieren. Dankzij het Internet kunnen klanten (particulieren én bedrijven)
sneller, goedkoper en flexibeler (locatie- en tijdonafhankelijk) transacties uitvoeren.
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Het Internet als infrastructuur maakt het ook mogelijk voor bedrijven om informatie
uit te wisselen en bedrijfsprocessen te koppelen, zodat ze samen hun aanbod als één
geheel kunnen verkopen aan klanten. Het Internet speelt dus een dubbele rol: als
facilitator en als enabler. Aan de ene kant kunnen bestaande processen effectiever
en efficiënter worden uitgevoerd dankzij het Internet; aan de andere kant maakt het
Internet nieuwe manieren van werken mogelijk (bijvoorbeeld samenwerkingsverbanden tussen bedrijven).
Breng deze drie ontwikkelingen (de opkomst van bundeling, van de service industrie
en van Internet gebruik) bij elkaar, en je komt op het online verkopen van service
bundels. Oftewel e-service bundeling.
Hoe ontwerp je een goede bundel? Waarom zou je juist bepaalde diensten als één
pakket verkopen? Dit ontwerp proces dient rekening te houden met twee perspectieven: die van de klant, en die van de leverancier. Want uiteindelijk geldt dat een
bundel niet zal worden aangeboden en afgenomen, als deze bundel niet voor beide
partijen interessant is. Een bundel hoort daarom ontworpen te worden zodat het een
meerwaarde biedt aan de klant, en zodat het volgens de “business logica” van de
leverancier(s) is samengesteld.
Een andere complicerende factor is hoe het ontwerpen van bundels geautomatiseerd
kan worden, zodat het bijvoorbeeld online kan gebeuren. De kennis (“business logica”) waarop het bundeling proces berust zit vaak in de hoofden van service personeel, maar het wordt nergens expliciet geformaliseerd, dus beschreven op een
wiskunde- of logica gebaseerde wijze. Dit is een belangrijk obstakel bij automatiseringsprojecten, want software kan alleen redeneren over geformaliseerde kennis
die gerepresenteerd wordt in een door machine interpreteerbare taal.
In dit multidisciplinaire proefschrift doen we precies dát. We presenteren een conceptueel model – een formele beschrijving – van diensten en van de logica achter
het ontwerpen van service bundels, vanuit de perspectieven van klanten en van leveranciers. We passen werk- en redeneertechnieken vanuit de informatica toe op een
bedrijfskundig onderwerp, met als doel om redeneerprocessen over dit bedrijfskundig onderwerp te kunnen automatiseren. Een goede oplossing vereist dat kennis en
inzichten vanuit de bedrijfskunde en vanuit de informatica worden samengebracht.
We beschrijven diensten zodanig dat het samenstellen van service bundels vergelijkbaar is met het bouwen van een kasteel uit lego blokjes. In tegenstelling tot traditioneel onderzoek in de bedrijfskunde, beschrijven we onze resultaten niet alleen
in natuurlijke taal, maar ook in semi-formele diagrammen en in een door machine
interpreteerbare Web-gebaseerde taal (RDFS). In tegenstelling tot traditioneel onderzoek in de informatica, berust ons werk inhoudelijk op kennis en inzichten vanuit de
bedrijfskunde.
Kern ideeën in onze aanpak zijn:
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• Als klanten een dienst afnemen, zijn ze niet geı̈nteresseerd in de dienst zelf,
maar in de voordelen die deze dienst met zich meebrengt. Bijvoorbeeld, een
klant is niet per se geı̈nteresseerd in een vlucht van Amsterdam naar Miami,
maar in een verandering van zijn toestand (locatie, in dit geval). Deze voordelen hebben een economische waarde (de klant is bereid om ervoor te betalen)
omdat ze behoeften van klanten bevredigen. Dus klanten nemen diensten af
omdat deze diensten hun behoeften bevredigen.
• In tegenstelling tot goederen, die fysiek waarneembare eigenschappen hebben
aan de hand waarvan ze door klanten en leveranciers ondubbelzinnig beschreven
kunnen worden, hebben diensten een ontastbare aard. Een dienst kan niet worden beschreven aan de hand van zijn lengte, gewicht, of kleur, en dient daarom
anders beschreven te worden.
• Diensten zijn economische activiteiten waarin klanten en leveranciers objecten
met een economische waarde uitwisselen (geld, rechten, ervaringen, goederen enzovoort) zodat elk van ze meent meer waarde te hebben ontvangen dan
gegeven. We beschrijven diensten daarom als een uitwisseling van economische waarden tussen klanten en leveranciers. Dit is overeenkomstig met hoe
het begrip ‘dienst’ in de bedrijfskunde geı̈nterpreteerd wordt.
• Klanten en leveranciers hebben een verschillende kijk op behoeften van klanten,
en gebruiken verschillende terminologiën om deze behoeften te beschrijven.
Beide perspectieven dienen meegenomen te worden.
Op het moment van schrijven zijn we bezig met het FrUX project, mede-gefinancieerd door het ministerie van economische zaken, waarin ons model gebruikt wordt
als basis voor een Web-gebaseerd informatiesysteem genaamd DEM-DISC dat aan
dementie patiënten en aan hun mantelzorgers service bundels zal aanbieden, aan de
hand van hun persoonlijke behoeften en situatie. Een groot probleem in de zorg sector is dat het zorgaanbod zeer groot en gefragmenteerd is, waardoor klanten door de
bomen het bos niet zien. Dementie patiënten en hun mantelzorgers zijn vaak ouderen; voor deze doelgroep is het vaak nog moeilijker om het juiste zorgaanbod te
vinden. Daarom is het belangrijk om juist deze doelgroep te ondersteunen. DEMDISC zal kennis hebben van de verschillende diensten voor deze doelgroep, en zal
gestructureerde redeneertechnieken vanuit de Kennis Management, Kunstmatige Intelligentie en Requirements Engineering gebruiken om behoeften van klanten te koppelen aan beschikbare diensten van een groot aantal leveranciers, om vervolgens deze
diensten te bundelen tot een diensten pakket, een service bundel.
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